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Foreword
Welcome to the AWA Review, Volume 21. This year’s volume is
dedicated to the still lingering question, “Did Marconi actually hear
the letter “S” transmitted from Poldhu in Cornwall, England to his
receiver in St. John’s, Newfoundland in December, 1901?” One might
think that if this question has not been definitively answered already,
almost 107 years later, that it is unlikely to be answered now. That
response runs the risk of underestimating the valiant efforts of current
investigators to shed new light on the matter. I must admit that I like
controversy. In the first five articles and two invited commentaries
in this volume, authors employ diverse methods to address the
question.
In the two articles on Marconi’s transmitter and the propagation
conditions prevailing at the time, amidst a lot of assumptions based
on gaps in the historical record, the prevailing view seems to be that
Marconi likely got the signal across the ocean. In two articles that
built and tested Marconi’s receiver and variations around it, the view
appears to be that he likely didn’t receive the signal. At the end of
the day, we know a great deal more about Marconi’s circumstances
than we did before. The question about whether he actually heard
the signal may never be answered for certain, but the technology of
trying to replicate it is certainly impressive.
· A low-powered beacon was put on the air by amateurs in
Poldhu in the frequency range assumed to have been used
by Marconi, and monitored in and around St. John’s and
elsewhere for three months. The effort is described in The
Marconi Beacon Experiment of 2006-07 by Bartholomew
Lee, Joe Craig and Keith Matthew.
· A Mountain of Water by Crawford MacKeand is an overall
assessment of the conditions encountered by Marconi in
bridging the gap between Britain and Newfoundland at a time
when line-of-sight transmission was assumed to be necessary.
MacKeand employs both recent and early evidence, and
concludes that the completed signal is at least possible.
· Commentary on the articles by Lee et al., and MacKeand. The
Editor invited Lee and his colleagues, and also MacKeand to
prepare comments on each others’ articles, and they did so.
These comments are presented here without any editorial
intervention.
· Experiments with Mock-Ups of the Italian Navy Coherer
by Eric P. Wenaas and John D. Bryers reports tests of the
sensitivity thresholds for short pulse signals characteristic of
those radiated by Marconi’s Poldhu transmitter. They conclude
iv

that the mercury coherer wouldn’t have done the job, but there
were other modes with greater sensitivity.
· Experiments with the Mercury Self-Restoring Detector by
Lane S. Upton describes the construction and testing of a
mercury detector, as described in Marconi’s patent description.
He varied certain parameters, such as the purity of the
mercury. The optimum results he found were about 65% of
the performance of a 1N35 detector, but the mercury version
was extremely unstable in operation. Upton concludes that in
the conditions of 1901 Marconi and his associates would have
been unlikely to achieve their reported result.
· Who was the Real Inventor of Marconi’s Wireless
Detector? by Eric P. Wenaas, is a rebuttal of an article on
this subject by Varun Aggarwal which appeared in the AWA
Journal, in July, 2006. Due to its length, the rebuttal appears
here and not in the Journal.
· Phil Weingarten’s Fabulous Fakes by Tom Perera is a
survey of replicas of early wireless equipment made by Phil, a
competent technician. This article is based on a presentation
and exhibit by Tom at the 2007 AWA Annual Conference. Its
purpose is to help you recognize one of Phil’s ‘replicas’ in case
you see one and are tempted to buy it.
· Sir William Thomson, on the 150th Anniversary of the
Atlantic Cable by David and Julia Bart, describes the early
history of the man, later Lord Kelvin, and his rise to a position
of influence as a scientist. This is an intimate look at his
processes of thinking that is not normally offered to those of
us whose interest is wireless history. Clearly, Thomson was a
very influential man in the development of early science. The
Barts enthusiasm for this subject is evident in their writing.
· A History of Emerson by Brian Belanger, seeks to remedy
a lack of historical documentation on this company that was
among the top ten radio manufacturers for almost 25 years.
Brian’s history is also based on several of his presentations,
including one at the 2007 AWA Annual Conference.
· The History of WurliTzer Radio, 1924—1937 by Larry
Babcock, traces the history of the WurliTzer company from
its beginnings as a musical instrument maker in Germany
in the early 1800’s through its later success with jukeboxes
and carnival organs in the US. He details their successful
involvement in radio production that followed. Larry describes
some unique products of the period, including his radio/piano
combination.
v

· From Iddy Umpty to Charlie McCarthy: Radio Games
and the Rise of Commercial Broadcasting, 1918—1938
by Graeme Bartram, traces the rise of commercial broadcasting
through the evolving nature of radio games. In this scholarly
treatment from Australia, Bartram traces how commercial
broadcasting was so well accepted, early after its inception.
· A Tale of Two Unusual Radio Stations by James O’Neal
describes the establishment of government broadcasting
stations during Word War II. This was in response to the
perceived propaganda threat by stations in Germany and
Japan. The stations were established in extreme haste but
continued after the war as Voice of America stations, the last
going off the air in 2007 after 63 years of service. James’ article
includes geographic site selection, equipment considerations,
wartime shortages, and so forth.
· The Doron Brothers Electric Company in Hamilton,
Ohio by Charles J. Stinger, describes how a small company
was established in Hamilton, OH, to develop and manufacture
wireless equipment and enter broadcasting. The brothers were
two young sons of Joseph Doron, a local politician, and the
year was around 1910. A wireless transmitting and receiving
building was built behind the Doron home in 1913. By World
War I the Dorons had enough reputation to supply contracts
to the Signal Corps. In 1922, Joseph Doron died from a heart
attack and the business was closed.
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This volume contains both articles addressing the probability
of Marconi having sent the letter ‘S’ across the Atlantic in 1901, and
various interesting articles on other subjects by noted authors. It
should appeal to the wide interests of AWA members and others.
Our sincere thanks are due to these authors for their fine and often
painstaking efforts. We continue to use the services of experts in the
field as peer reviewers. We believe that this process raises the overall
quality of the AWA Review. The reviewers for this issue are:
Alan Douglas, Paul Farmer, Neil Friedman, Donna Halper,
Roger Hart, John Jenkins, Charles Kirsten, Russ Kleinmann,
Joe Knight, Felicia Kreuzer, Jim Kreuzer, Robert Lozier, Ludwell
Sibley.
We thank them for their insight and careful work.
AWA members and others with an interest in wireless communication
history are encouraged to submit manuscripts to the AWA Review. A
section titled Tips for Authors follows. We try to make the publication
effort more collaborative than challenging. The single most important
message in this regard is to contact us early if you are considering
writing an article. A cumulative Table of Contents for the AWA Review
appears on the AWA website.
It is my distinct pleasure to bring you this volume of the AWA Review.
I hope you enjoy it, and I look forward to receiving your manuscripts
for next year’s volume.
Robert P. (Bob) Murray, Ph.D.
Editor
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Tips for Authors
The AWA Review welcomes any submitted article on aspects of wireless communications history. In general, shorter articles can be directed
to the AWA Journal and longer manuscripts to the AWA Review. If you
are in any doubt about where your article should best appear, please
contact either or both editors.
For first time authors, articles can be prepared with the help of a
more experienced co-author, or the editor can help with the text in the
editing process. Members with an interesting story to tell should not be
discouraged by a lack of writing experience. The AWA Review will accept
manuscripts in any clearly prepared writing style. A short style manual
produced by the American Radio Relay League is available on request.
The Elements of Style by William Strunk Jr. and E.B. White is available
in most public libraries.
Reference material should be cited within the text of the article in any
of the accepted reference styles. Reference lists should include all of the
sources mentioned in the text. Writers should look at the articles in this
volume or in previous volumes for examples.
Unlike writing for a regional club newsletter, articles submitted to the
AWA will be laid out on the pages in a style made consistent within the
entire publication. Therefore, please do not arrange your illustrations on
each page but rather send the text in a file separately from the files for
each illustration. This requirement applies equally to the Journal and
the Review. (see, for example, “From the Editor” in the AWA Journal,
April 2006, pages 4 & 5.) Text files can be prepared on any word processing software, but preferably on Microsoft Word. Illustrations are best
sent as .JPG or .TIF files with a resolution of around 300 dpi. JPG files
should be Standard (not Progressive) and Greyscale (not RBG). Files can
be submitted as e-mail attachments directed to the editor.
Articles submitted to the AWA Review should be developed in concept
not later than early January of the publication year. A first draft should
be submitted around March. The editor’s deadline for submission of the
completed volume to the printer is July 1, so that a final draft is expected
around May 1. Articles not submitted on this schedule will be rescheduled
for the next year’s volume. For more information contact:
Robert Murray, Ph.D., Editor
The AWA Review
#605 – 1000 Beach Avenue
Vancouver, BC V6E 4M2
Canada
rob3045@telus.net
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AWA Review The Marconi Beacon Experiment of 2006-07*
2008 Bartholomew Lee, Joe Craig
and Keith Matthew

ABSTRACT
The success of the
2006-’07 Marconi Beacon Experiment shows
the skill and tenacity of
amateur historians and
amateur radio operators on both sides of the
Atlantic. The International Telecommunications Union defines amateur radio: “A radiocommunication service
for the purpose of selftraining, intercommunication and technical
investigations carried
out by amateurs, that
is, by duly authorized
persons interested in
radio technique solely
with a personal aim
and without pecuniary interest.” [1] This
technical investigation
not only shed welcome
and favorable light on
Marconi’s claims of
transatlantic signals in
1901, it also resulted
in revisions to one of
today’s most sophisticated radio propagation
models to account for
its success. Moreover,
the critical role of engineer John Ambrose
Fleming and his high
power pulse transmitter
(Figure 1) in Marconi’s
success now comes to
the fore.

INTRODUCTION
The Marconi Beacon Experiment, U.K. call
sign GB3SSS, created and documented an extended technical experiment in the service of
radio history: How did Marconi get across the
Atlantic in December of 1901? Did he do what
he claimed, that is, did he hear the letter “S”,
the three dots, near Cabot Tower on the hill
overlooking St. John’s, Newfoundland? Could
these jury-rigged primitive wireless outfits do
it in the daylight, between 14:00 and 18:00
London time? Did he hear it on the 800 KHz
frequency he thought it was transmitted on?
Could his 1901 transmitting and receiving apparatus do it at all?
Some distinguished authorities, such as John
S. Belrose, VE2CV, are long on record that Marconi’s 1901 claim was at best self-deception. [2]
Marconi historians concede: “... the transmis-

Fig. 1. A drawing of the Poldhu 1901 spark transmitter, after a contemporary photograph [see footnote
29 below]; note the spark gap by the window which is
retouched in the photograph. The inductors are in the
foreground (e.g., HT2), and the condensers towards
the back, with horizontal handles on their drawers.

*This article is dedicated to the memory of
our colleague Lane Upton, IEEE.
Volume 21, 2008 1
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sion times and frequencies were, as
later learned, the worst possible in
view of propagation conditions on
the North Atlantic path.” [3] Others were entirely persuaded, but
perhaps in part by the sheer audacity of the attempt given the state
of the radio art in 1901, and take
comfort from Marconi’s successful February, 1902 transatlantic
shipboard (SS Philadelphia) tests.
Some have analyzed the circumstances of 1901 to have permitted
only high frequency harmonic or
spurious or parasitic radiation
to cross the ocean. [4] But with
respect to Marconi’s claimed frequency of 800 KHz (more or less,
about 360 meters wavelength)
modern propagation simulations
by complex computer programs
implemented by experts hitherto
have simply declared: no way. But
Marconi did not believe in experts;
if he had, he’d have been selling silk

in Bologna.
Several committed historians of technology came together
thousands of miles apart to think
through and then implement this
Beacon Experiment and related
investigations. In the U.K., one of
us, KM, helped persuade the Poldhu Amateur Radio Club (PARC
– Figure 2) to put up a beacon
in the 160 meter amateur band,
which is the band closest to the
frequency employed by Marconi
from Poldhu in 1901. The special
purpose beacon transmitter (Figure 3) was designed and built by
Andy Talbot, G4JNT, for the Poldhu club. E.L.D. “Davey” DaveyThomas, G3AGA, converted an
existing remote tuned doublet to a
‘T’ configuration. He then worked
long and hard to tune it against an
extensive radial system. This was
needed because effective grounding posed extraordinary challenges

Fig. 2. The Poldhu Amateur Radio Club purpose-built “radio shack” and museum
on the National Trust Marconi Historical Site, from which the Beacon GB3SSS
and amateur radio station GB2GM operate. (Photo Bart Lee).
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Fig. 3. Andy Talbot’s 1960 KHz Beacon
transmitter, operational. (Photo Steve
Nichols, G0KYA).

– which also have a bearing on
Marconi’s success in 1901. (Figure
4). These radials then necessitated
the purchase of an electric fence
system to keep the cows at bay,
lest cow shocks corrupt the signal.
Davey-Thomas deserves considerable credit for the effectiveness of
the Poldhu contribution.
In Newfoundland, one of us, JC,
with the support of the Marconi
Radio Club of Newfoundland, set
up near St. John’s (Figures 5,6) a
sophisticated monitoring system

to record and analyze reception 24
hours a day for months. The transmitter in Poldhu transmitted every
15 minutes, a standard amateur
radio beacon mode. The GB3RAL
beacon software (by Peter Martinez, G3PLX) sampled 5 seconds
of this transmission. The program
sampled the noise for one minute
before the transmission. Sampling
was done at 8 KHz but effectively
sampled at 50 Hz. The software
enabled a 256 point Fast Fourier
Transform (FFT) to achieve an effective bandwidth of 0.39 Hz. This
in turn was normalized to a one Hz
bandwidth.
Also on his side of the pond, in
support of JC’s work, Jeff Briggs,
K1ZM/VY2ZM [6] on Prince Edward Island (PEI) also monitored
the beacon. He listened for, measured and recorded GB3SSS for
extended periods (while racking
up a first place in the CQ magazine
160 meter contest).
Carl Luetzelschwab, K9LA,
the propagation columnist for

Fig. 4. An aerial view of the Poldhu site today, showing the former hotel, the
PARC/GB2GM building, and the remaining traces of the Marconi installations.
(Photo PARC).
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measure a mercury detector modeled after Marconi’s (Figure 7),
shedding light on the challenge of
the transatlantic tests of 1901 and
1902. He has concluded that as
a rectifying detector, on the conventional assessment of Marconi’s
power output, Marconi’s mercury
detector could not have been sensitive enough to hear Poldhu, which
suggests higher power at work in
1901 than has been assumed. His
work appears in this volume of the
AWA Review. The ARRL’s magazine QST, WorldRadio, RSGB’s
RadCom magazine and others [8]
have reported on the success of the
Beacon Experiment.
THE GEOPHYSICS OF 1901
This experiment came about as
a result of some research done by
one of us, BL, almost ten years ago.
Fig. 5. A celebratory milepost at Cabot [9] He asked if sunspot data could
Tower, Signal Hill, St. John’s, New- support the suggestion that some
foundland, pointing to distant Poldhu.
higher order harmonics or spuri(Photo Bart Lee).
ous emissions of Marconi’s 1901
WorldRadio magazine, guided transmitter could have crossed
much of the ongoing analysis of the ocean by way of ionospheric
propagation conditions. He has reflection, which is known comcommented in his column: “[I] monly as “skip.” (Spark transmitt’s encouraging to see individu- ters of that era did not generate
als applying sound engineering true harmonics, being more like
methods to understand the Mar- slot filters (series inductance and
coni claim. My hat is off to all capacitance) in their circuits, but
those people for their efforts.” [5] could generate significant emisHe used the Beacon Experiment sions higher than their “fundamenresults, and the focused research tal” frequency). The sunspot data,
it stimulated, to modify a leading however, pointed in the opposite
computer propagation prediction direction: the sunspot number for
program. [5, 7] Lane Upton seized December 1901 (and for February,
the opportunity to replicate and 1902) was zero; if nothing else, a
Table 1. Sunspot numbers (SSN) and standard deviations
(SD) by year and month, from National Aeronautics and Space
Administration (NASA):
YEAR
1901
1901
1901
1901
4

MONTH
7
8
9
10

AWA Review

SSN
0.7
1.0
0.6
3.7

SD
2.1
2.7
2.2
5.9

YEAR
1901
1901
1902
1902

MONTH
11
12
1
2

SSN
3.8
0.0
5.5
0.0

SD
4.3
1.0
8.1
1.0

Lee, Craig & Matthew

Fig. 6. Cabot Tower on top of Signal
Hill, above St. John’s, taken from the
approximate location of the long-gone
fever hospital in which Marconi set
up his receiving apparatus in 1901.
(Photo Bart Lee).

remarkable coincidence (Table 1).
This implies a very low daylight
maximum useable frequency (and
hence few if any skipping high
frequencies), but also a very low
absorption frequency. The practical absorption frequency depends
on power input, modulation, antennas, and receiver sensitivity.
In December, 1901, the absorption
frequency could well support skip
propagation on Marconi’s declared
frequency, 800 KHz, and up to
some low multiple of it. Modern
transatlantic reception in Newfoundland and Northern Canada
of European and North African
broadcast stations, under similar
conditions, is well documented. [9]
Further research and analysis
suggested that propagation conditions would be excellent at higher
latitudes at the winter solstice, primarily by reason of less absorption,
which is inversely proportional
to latitude. [9] This is so because
those latitudes get the least solar
radiation in that season, and hence
the filtering D-layer of the ionosphere is the weakest. With a weak
D-layer, reflection by the higher Elayer and perhaps the highest F1F2 layers comes into play. As one
expert, Thomas F. Giella, KN4LF

puts it: “Why is medium frequency
propagation poor the majority of
the time? At daytime the D layer,
which is at an approximate height
of 30-60 miles in the mesosphere,
totally absorbs medium frequency
RF signals the majority of the
time ... the majority of the time
because at higher latitudes during
the winter season and especially
at the low part of a sunspot cycle,
daytime penetration of RF signals
through the weakened D layer and
then refraction via the E layer and
sporadic E (Es) does occur.” [10]
Luetzelschwab posits that E-layer
skip was Marconi’s likely transatlantic conveyance. This is based
in part on the strength of today’s
E-layer. [5] What the E-layer was
like in December, 1901 is an open
question; if it were then sufficiently
weak, F-layer reflection or refraction comes onto play.
There are several factors that
could affect the D-layer. One is the
amount of very short wavelength
radiation from the sun. This radiation is at a minimum at the
winter solstice for Marconi’s path
and at a minimum at the sunspot
minimum. Another is the related
amount of ionizing nitric oxide in
the D-layer, which has been measured to be lowest at the sunspot
minima such as winter, 1901. [11]

Fig. 7. The actual Mercury Detector
used by Marconi at St. John’s, now
on display at the Science Museum,
London (photo Bart Lee). Lane Upton functionally replicated Marconi’s
detector based in part on this photo.
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It is an open question whether a
greater amount of nitric oxide in
today’s atmosphere, from industrial, vehicular and similar sources,
relative to 1901, makes today’s
daily D-layers more of a filter than
the D-layers of 1901. But according
to Luetzelschwab, the data suggest
a weaker D-layer in 1901 and hence
less absorption. [5]
Moreover, the time of day may
be of much less relevance than
hitherto appeared: Marconi was
close to gray-line (sunset terminator) at Poldhu, transmitting
into daylight but not from much
daylight. In the terminator map
(Figure 8), the signal path paralleled the northern terminator
at 14:00 GMT/UTC, then the
terminator came to Poldhu from
the east. Gray-line enhancement
of transmitted signals is a well
known propagation phenomenon,
and in particular of medium wave
transatlantic broadcasts received
in Newfoundland in December,
even in not-so-low sunspot years.
THE IMPETUS OF THE 2001
MARCONI CENTENARY AND
THE RESULTING BEACON
EXPERIMENT
Marconi and his legacy enjoyed much celebration in 2001,
at the centenary of his triumph.
Amateur radio operators regularly
communicate these days between
Poldhu via GB2GM and St. John’s
via VO1MRC and did so in 2001 in
the 20 meter band. Two of us (BL
and KM), were present at GB2GM
and JC was at VO1MRC for the
centenary contact.
But sunspots are not respecters
of decades or even centenaries;
theirs is the eleven year cycle. That
gave rise to the question of when
the next sunspot number of zero
would occur. The best predictions
at the time for the end of cycle 23
turned out to be about December of
6
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2006. (Very low sunspots numbers
have continued into 2008, permitting further research). Enthusiasm
is contagious, and when one of us
(BL) suggested (at St. John’s and
at Poldhu) partially replicating
Marconi’s experiment, both the
Poldhu and the St. John’s clubs
went to work. Our notion that
“Continuing cooperation between
Canadian and British amateur radio operators can thus play a part
in verification of one of the most
interesting events in the history of
our technology” [12] provided the
foundation for our work.
One of us, KM, summarized the
experiment in early 2006: “The
winter of 1901 coincided with a
sunspot minimum, and it was realized that this coming December
2006 should show similar conditions to those of December 1901.
The beacon will help understand
the possibility of low sunspot number transatlantic medium wave
propagation 24 hours a day, but especially 14:00 through 18:00 UTC.
It was realized that a clear channel
would be necessary on the nearest
amateur band, and a temporary
license to operate a beacon on 160
meters was obtained.” [2] As he
explained to QST, the broadcast
band was not available and full of
other signals, but the 160 meter
amateur band is close. He and
John Gould, G3WKL, obtained
permission of the British authorities (Ofcom) to put the 160 meter
beacon on the air as GB3SSS. The
Poldhu club replicated the transmission pattern of the 5 MHz 60
meter beacon, with step-downs
of power, CW identification and
PSK-31 digital signal as well. The
beacon sent out its S signals from
November, 2006 through February, 2007.
JC in Newfoundland captured
that signal 24 hours a day – even at
100 watts of power, it crossed the

Lee, Craig & Matthew

Fig. 8. The earth as illuminated by the
sun on December 12, 2006 at 14:00
UTC. As the earth rotates counterclockwise (East) towards sunset in the
U.K., the edge of darkness, the terminator, approaches Poldhu; the Poldhu
to St. John’s path is both nearly parallel to and close to the terminator. This
graphic was generated by Sheldon
Shallon’s W6EL propagation program.

pond in daylight, just as Marconi’s
signals had. A 160 meter (one
wavelength) long unterminated
Beverage antenna at an average
height of about one meter gathered
the signals and the noise. A 4mm
hardline coaxial cable connected
it to the receiver. A Yaesu FT817
receiver with the automatic gain
control (AGC) off, the pre-amplifier also turned off, and a 500 Hz
filter selected, put the signals into
the computer. Careful tuning of
the radio produced a 500 Hz tone
with a received carrier of 1960.000
KHz. An IBM A20m 500 MHz
Pentium III computer operated
from a linear power supply ran
the software. JC “decoupled” the
transmission line to the antenna at
each of the line’s ends about 1 meter above ground because feedlines

can act as antennas and reduce the
signal to noise ratio and performance, (as well as pick up noise
from computers). At each end of
the transmission line he inserted a
1:1 transformer to reduce the coupling of the noise to the antenna
and receiver. JC also took a radio
to the top of Signal Hill, and also
captured there, for the first time
in over 100 years, a medium wave
signal from Poldhu – GB3SSS.
The 24-hour graphs (Figures 9,
10) display the result of every day’s
signals, averaged. The top curve
is the signal, the middle curve is
the noise level, and the lowest the
difference. The signal exceeds the
noise by an apparent six decibels
(dB) in full daylight and many dB
on the average. The shape of the
middle graph shows that the noise
level replicates the signal level; the
shapes are similar. The signal level
is, of course, the result of transatlantic propagation. That the noise
curve is similar in shape implies
that it too is propagated from the
east of Newfoundland, i.e., Europe.
That noise is the man-made radio
frequency noise of modern electrical civilizations; from motors in
factories to thyristors in dimmers.
In 1901, such man-made noise did
not exist to any substantial extent.
Marconi at St. John’s enjoyed a
very quiet ether. Winter atmospheric noise, as it happens, is at its
lowest for the relevant frequencies
between 800 KHz and 3 MHz, as
appears in Figure 11, derived from
the work of Crawford MacKeand,
VP8CMY/ WA3ZKZ. [13]
The ether in 1901was indeed
both quieter and calmer: “... the
overall level of magnetic disturbance from year to year has increased substantially from a low
around 1900. Also, the level of
mean yearly [index] aa [the oldest
magnetic ionospheric disturbance
index] is now much higher so that
Volume 21, 2008 7
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Fig. 9. Craig’s graphic record of the signal strength over noise of GB3SSS for
three months, set out by time of day averaged for all days.

Fig. 10. A graph of only the averaged signal and noise data, and the difference,
from Craig’s record of the signal strength over noise of GB3SSS for three months.
These graphs of Daytime Transatlantic MF Propagation, Preliminary Results,
by Joe Craig first appeared in the Poldhu Amateur Radio Club Newsletter, No.
52, 02 July 2007.

8
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Fig. 11. Graph plotting noise levels and frequencies, showing atmospheric noise
least at relevant frequencies. (Source: RadCom, RSGB, after MacKeand).

a year of minimum magnetic disturbances now is typically more
disturbed than years at maximum
disturbance levels before 1900”
says the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration. [14] On December 12 and 13, 1901 the aa index
varied between 2 and 5, a very low
disturbance level, promoting skip
reception. [15] Another graph
from JC’s analysis shows signal
strength daily over the several
months, between 15:00 UTC and
17:00 UTC (Figure 12).
The best signal strength measurements correlate inversely with
the polar A-index, similar to the
aa index, which also measures
the quiet or disturbance of the
ionosphere. It would be expected
that an ionospherically propagated
signal would be stronger the lower
the A-index. For example, for the
first nine days of November, the Aindex averaged 3.4 and the graph
(the bottom clusters) shows a
grouping of high signal to noise differences. Similarly the period from
about January 6, 2007 through the

14th shows clusters of good reception. In this period the A-index
averaged 3.75. [16] Alan Melia,
G3NYK, a propagation expert, has
stressed that the maximum signals
are of more interest in the context
of this experiment. The maximum
levels varied considerably between
14:00 and 18:00 UTC at daily
and weekly time scales. Marconi,
after all, had only to hear, even
episodically, three clicks, not copy
complex data over time, such as a
message.
In early November, Jeff Briggs,
operating as VY2ZM, monitored
GB3SSS from PEI, west of St.
John’s. He first logged the beacon
on November 3 and 4, 2006 during the day, UTC (and London
time) 11:31 through 17:45 (average
A-index 4.5) and again November 22 through December 4. He
measured the signals’ strength repeatedly as -91dBm at 17:00 UTC,
sunset at Poldhu and afternoon
in Canada (keeping in mind an
approximate 8 dB antenna gain).
Briggs reported to us an absence
Volume 21, 2008 9
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Fig. 12. Craig’s three month record of daily GB3SSS signals and signal to noise
ratios.

of noise at PEI: “There is NO NOISE
at all ... no man-made at all and
at 1750z [UTC], the noise floor at
my RX [receiver] is close to zero.
In other words, when the beacon
sounds, it is like BLACK INK SPOTS
hitting a clean white sheet of paper
[his emphasis].” Nighttime signal
strength came in about 30 dB better. Briggs also replicated earlier
medium wave broadcast station
monitoring: “At 1730z [UTC], UK
Sports/Talk on 1089 KHz ... and
Doha (Qatar) on 1521KHz were
perfectly readable with enjoyable
programming content on PEI - and
at 1800z RNE Spain down around
835 KHz was in as well as was Radio Switzerland - somewhere in the
745 KHz range.”
Further reports came back to
the Poldhu club from as far away
as New Zealand (Mike McAlevey,
ZL4OL) with several from North
America. It is also interesting to
note that a year later (sunspots
and winter static remaining very
10
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low), amateur radio experimenters effected a 500 KHz aural
Morse code transatlantic contact
between GI4DPE in England
and WE2XGR/2 in New York,
a distance of 3039 miles. In the
winter of 2007-’08, the Poldhu
and Newfoundland experimenters
have run another GB3SSS beacon
in the 80 meter band, which JC is
monitoring. The 80 meter results
may shed further light on the 160
meter results.
The question is now how Marconi succeeded, not whether he
did. The way all of this translates
to 1901 is a matter primarily of
qualitative analysis.
THE RECEIVERS
The Beacon Experiment uses
modern high sensitivity receivers. JC logged and recorded the
GB3SSS low-power signals consistently. Jeff Briggs told QST:
“My own conclusion suggests that
Marconi may well have heard what
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he said he did – if his receiver was
about 25 dB more sensitive...” [2]
Modern receivers are highly selective. Marconi’s receiver, even
assuming use of the “four-sevens”
patent tuning circuit, tuned broadly – but then the signal had to have
been fairly broad itself.
Marconi used what has long
been regarded as a passive receiver, the mercury detector, and
he also reported use of carbon
filings coherers at St. John’s. [17]
The mercury detector was invented
by the Indian physicist Sir Jagdish
Chandra Bose and then improved
by Italian Navy electricians. [18]
Whether Marconi’s receiver
was “passive” is an open question.
BL has pointed out that a Branly
filings coherer provides gain, as
can a relay. Each pulse of radio
frequency (RF) energy from the
antenna makes the filing cohere or
stick together, and conductive. The
coherer provides gain because it
is a monostable multivibrator [19]
when used in the feedback circuit
of the tapper that re-sets the filings to non-conductance after each
initial pulse of radio frequency
(RF) energy from the antenna.
The power that flows through the
coherer as direct current (at the
DC bias voltage) to work the tapper
and inker exceeds the RF power
that alters the state of the coherer
filings. This is amplification in the
cybernetics sense of control of one
higher power process by another of
lower power [20] although it is not
and need not be linear.
The mercury detector restores
itself after each pulse without a
tapper. It was called an autocoherer and a self-restoring coherer.
The Branly filings coherer acts as
a pulse amplifier because the weak
RF from the antenna gates a pulse
of the circuit’s direct current bias
voltage, strong enough to both activate (often through a relay) the

tapper and the paper tape recorder
stylus. In theory, the mercury
detector does the same thing, i.e.,
acts as a monostable multivibrator
pulse amplifier, although at much
lower levels of RF, because Marconi’s circuit for it uses the same bias
voltage arrangement as a coherer,
as shown in his patent. The resulting DC pulse is heard as the click
in the earpiece. [21] Early work on
the mercury detector measured a
3:1 ratio between high resistance
and low (“cohered”) resistance
after a pulse of RF energy. [22]
In the circuits that Lane Upton
used to show that the mercury
detector operates as a diode comparable to a germanium diode
(e.g., 1N34), he did not observe a
gating of bias voltage even when
shocked by a pulse of RF, but the
bias, to permit measurement, was
in series with the detector, not in
parallel as in Marconi’s circuit.
A germanium diode may be said
to have a sensitivity in the range
of -25dBm, and the series-biased
mercury detector operating as
a diode somewhat less. Work a
hundred years ago put the sensitivity of the mercury detector as
“a thin-film breakdown device” (a
monostable multi-vibrator, not a
rectifier) as low as ten nanowatts
and less than a microwatt when
used with sensitive earphones. [23]
(In relative terms, that’s -50dBm
and -30dBm). Marconi engineer
Elmer E. Bucher said: “Some
receiving detectors rely upon the
principal [sic] of rectification ...
and will convert an alternating
current of radio frequency to a
uni-directional current.” This,
of course, is the function of a diode; but Bucher goes on: “others
have the property of rectification
combined with the ability to vary
a local source of battery current
in a manner much similar to the
working of an ordinary telegraph
Volume 21, 2008 11
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relay....” (All emphasis Bucher’s).
[24] This last is “gain.”
Detectors in general supply as
audio 1) less power than received,
or 2) the same amount of power, or
3) more power, depending on type,
circuits and configurations. In the
early days of wireless, “gain” was
not an operative notion but rather
the question was whether one or
another detector was or was not
more “sensitive.” (This was so at
least until the capacity of the DeForest Audion to amplify was understood). Bucher’s analysis of the
carborundum detector suggests
many dB gain when biased and
operating at the steepest part of its
characteristic (non-linear) curve.
Wireless pioneer Robert Marriot in
Colorado (circa 1904) used biased
zinc oxide as a detector. Oleg V.
Lossev and others made biased
zinc and galena crystals oscillate in
the 1920s and earlier. [25]
THE ANTENNAS
In this Beacon Experiment,
JC used a directional beverage
antenna, which diminishes omnidirectional noise; Jeff Briggs
on PEI (Figure 13) used a vertical
high gain (8 dB) directional array.
Marconi used a more or less vertical 400 to 450 foot wire hanging
from a kite. The modern antennas
have a big advantage, especially
in diminishing overall noise, both
man-made (mostly from the southwest) and atmospheric (largely
from the southern hemisphere).
On the other hand, Marconi’s vertical wire, running into his receiver
at the fever hospital near Cabot
Tower, may have been planned
to be, and may actually have been,
near resonant at a quarter wave
length on Marconi’s intended
wavelength.
It is undetermined the extent if
any to which Marconi’s 1901 vertical transmitting 50+ wire fan an12
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tenna may have been directional.
The 2006 Poldhu antenna was
omnidirectional. The transmitting antenna in 1901 may well have
been as difficult to ground as the
2006 Poldhu Amateur Radio Club
antenna, which required a counterpoise, as Davey-Thomas found
out. JC has looked at this in terms
of whether the 1901 antenna could
radiate at higher frequencies. He
concluded: “If the earthing system
at Poldhu was not elaborate, the
bandwidth of the antenna would
be broad, and the fan configuration
would tend to have a broadening
effect.” Davey-Thomas reported
that at Poldhu “...it is difficult to
get an effective earth because the
soil structure is a deep layer of
shale.” [8]
THE FREQUENCIES
A signal of about one half the
frequency of another (Marconi’s
800 KHz relative to the beacon’s
1960 KHz) can be expected to come
across with about one fourth the
strength. This is a propagation
rough square law at work and it
may not be all that predictive at
medium frequencies. This does,
however, suggest about a 12 dB
advantage to the higher beacon frequency. On the other hand, Fleming’s transmitter could well have
emitted its three dots signals on

Fig. 13. Jeff Briggs, K1ZM, operating
as VY2ZM on Prince Edward Island,
Canada.
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a frequency higher than 800 KHz
as well as near 800 KHz, and his
wire fan antenna, poorly grounded,
would not have acted as much of a
low-pass filter.
TRANSMITTER POWER
In this Beacon Experiment,
Poldhu put out only 100 watts
power (ERP). On the other hand,
Marconi’s transmitter has long
been understood to have a roughly
measured power of about 15 kilowatts (KW) for a more than 20 dB
advantage to the 1901 transmitter.
THE IMPLICATIONS OF
MARCONI ENGINEER FLEMING’S PULSE TRANSMISSIONS
Looking at these qualitative
factors a passive receiver could
seem like an unlikely candidate
for transatlantic reception even

in the quietest moments of the
ionosphere, especially given Lane
Upton’s results. On the other hand,
transpacific reception of the longwave spark signals of Marconi
spark station KPH in California,
by way of crystal detectors, at least
5,000 miles, was several times
reported in the 1916 period. [26]
KPH ran a 300 kilowatt rotary
spark transmitter. Marconi engineer Bucher reported that the
initial Marconi transatlantic stations circa 1907 initially employed
crystal detectors in a balanced
noise canceling circuit developed
with Marconi engineer H. J. Round
[24]. These stations also employed
very large antennas and 300 KW
spark transmitters.
All of these rough counterpoints
may, however, be offset by other
considerations of many orders
of magnitude. Marconi’s 15 kilowatt figure is the result of known

Fig. 14. John S. Belrose presents this hand drawn diagram from Probir Bondyopadhyay’s research [17], captioned by Belrose as: “The circuit diagram of
the December 1901 Poldhu transmitter in J.A. Fleming’s handwriting.” Fleming
wrote on it: “Arrangements made for sending signals across the Atlantic Dec
12th, 1901” [28, 29].
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factors such as the alternator’s
power, reliable calculations and
an antenna ammeter, by reason of
its own electro-mechanical structure, integrating the power over
time, in effect averaging it. The
time-average power of the pulses
measured at about 15 KW, consistent with the station’s generator’s
capacity, but the individual pulses
were very short and very high-power spikes. Marconi engineer John
Ambrose Fleming’s circuit was a
double-spark system designed to
put out pulses of milliseconds if
not microseconds duration, (see
schematic diagrams, Figures 14,
15). The 1901 transmitter has been
thoroughly analyzed by Desmond
Thackeray (in 1992) for AWA, who
concludes that about 450 joules
per second of power could be had
at the spark gap. [27] This translates as 450 watts averaged over
one second, but 450,000 watts for
one thousandth of a second, and
so forth. It is, however, also true
that very short pulses would have
been highly damped and therefore of wider bandwidth. JC has
expressed reservations about the
ability of the 1091 Poldhu aerial to
effectively radiate a pulse on the
basis of bandwidth arguments.
The pulses from Fleming’s
double-spark transmitter have
been estimated to have been in
the megawatt range, albeit very,
very briefly. [31] But all Marconi
had to hear for success was three

Fig. 15. Simplified schematic diagram
of Fleming’s double spark transmitter
[30]; the first spark discharge charges
the second stage spark circuit to very
high power for a very short duration
spark.
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timed pulses, not any further
intelligence: the timing was the
intelligence. The relationship of
a 100 watt beacon even to a onemegawatt pulse is four orders of
magnitude, or 40 dB (subject to
bandwidth, antenna and other caveats). This implies that Marconi’s
receiver could have been 100,000
times less sensitive than a modern
radio and still have heard Poldhu’s
pulses in 1901. (Figure 16).
MacKeand [13] and Lee [32]
independently analyzed the measured 15 KW figure as an average of
much stronger pulses. MacKeand
writes: “... the received signal ...
would be enhanced by 40 dB....”
relative to a constant carrier, figured on a 5 micro-second pulse. On
the other hand, senior Radar engineer Don Toman, K2KQ, cautions
that a very short pulse will spread
its energy over a wide band of frequency, complicating the analysis
of what he points out are difficultto-model transients. MacKeand
also suggests significant gain from
the response to pulses by the human ear, relative to a coherer and
inker. As a result of his own engineering study of what is known
of Fleming’s Poldhu transmitter, MacKeand suggests peaks of
radiation between 500 and 800
KHz, around 2 MHz and around
10 MHz. He further suggests that
the Maximum Useable Frequency
(MUF) in December 1901 could
have been as high as 10 MHz, and
that higher frequency skip, not
skip at the fundamental frequency,
put the three dots into St. John’s.
In this he joins both Henry Bradford [4] and an earlier analysis by
Craig [33]. The maximum useable
frequency in December, 2006
approached 10 MHz, and would
have in 1901 as well. MacKeand
also points out that ionospheric
“fading” is additive about 10% of
the time. Marconi, after all, did
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Fig. 16. Graphic analysis of the relation of various assumed Poldhu power
levels to receiver sensitivity and frequency, showing reception by a relatively
insensitive receiver at high transmitter power [5]. (Source: Carl Luetzelschwab,
K9LA, by permission).

not have to hear all of the Poldhu
signals all of the time, just some of
them some of the time.
If, however Marconi employed
his syntonic tuning circuit of the
“four-sevens” patent (patented in
April, 1901), he would hear only
in the vicinity of the fundamental
frequency he was tuning for (as
demonstrated during his 1902
voyage [30]). Moreover, although
Marconi’s temporary antenna at
Poldhu (Figure 17) is reported
to provide a take-off angle of 45
degrees, it resonated at less than
one MHz. Davey-Thomas suggests Marconi’s fan could radiate
a third harmonic around 2.5 MHz
[2]; this would be consistent with
MacKeand’s estimate of a power
peak around 2 MHz. Thackeray
[27] notes that in 1901 Marconi
engineer Fleming brought the
antenna into resonance with the
transmitter circuits and measured
a maximum antenna current of 17
½ amperes. Thackeray suggests
a “double-hump” signal [9] was

likely at resonance given the tight
coupling of the circuitry, ranging
between about 200-400 KHz and
about 700-1,000 KHz and that
Marconi’s vertical kite antenna at
400 feet would be a quarter wave
at 600 KHz, well within this range.
CONCLUSION
The Marconi Beacon Experi-

Fig. 17. A schematic drawing of the
jury-rigged antenna at Poldhu, which
was a vertical fan of about 54 wires
[30] erected after a storm took down
a larger, planned cone-like multi-wire
antenna.
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ment of 2006 does not prove that
Marconi and his assistant George
S. Kemp told the truth in asserting
that they heard three dots from
Poldhu some 38 times in two days,
December 12 and 13, 1901. But our
Experiment, and the analyses it has
both engendered and unearthed,
shed mathematically precise and
highly favorable light on the claim.
The replication today of the signal path by careful experiment
at low power, an appreciation of
the power inherent in Fleming’s
design for the Marconi Company’s
Poldhu pulse transmitter, a deeper
understanding of the receiver
technology, and of the geophysics of the time, all come together
nearly to compel the conclusion
that Marconi did exactly what he
claimed. That is, he succeeded
in using the nascent technology
of wireless telegraphy to signal
across the Atlantic for the first
time. Moreover, he likely did it at
the wavelength he posited, about
360 meters or 800 KHz or perhaps
up to two MHz above that inferred
frequency. In February, 1902, as is
well known, he did it again on the
SS Philadelphia, likely at the same
frequency, or at a lower frequency
used later in 1902. By October 17,
1907 (now a century ago), using a
passive crystal receiver, Marconi
employed low frequencies and a
spark system of 300 KW to initiate regular transatlantic wireless
service between Clifden, Ireland
(callsign MFT) and Glace Bay,
Nova Scotia, Canada. The bright
morning of the radio age, as it had
dawned in 1901 at St. John’s, illumined the modern world. Figuring
out (beyond conjecture) how transmitters and receivers that haven’t
existed for a hundred years actually worked at specific times and
places taxes both the imagination
and engineering skills.
16
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ABSTRACT
In 1901 Marconi
claimed to have received wireless telegraph signals from Poldhu in England at St.
John’s in Newfoundland, but the very possibility has been much
disputed. We show that
he may well have heard
the integrated effect of
high frequency signal
components propagated as a sky-wave across
the Atlantic Ocean in a
band several MHz wide
just below the maximum usable frequency.
Combined calculation and experiment
has suggested an average signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of -32 dB, HF
fading and noise variation together bringing
the SNR to -20 dB or
better for around 1%
of any hour. Further
experiment has shown
that a non-CW signal
like that of the Poldhu
transmitter could have
been recognized at a
ratio of received signal
power to received noise
power as low as -20 to
-24 dB.

INTRODUCTION
Line-of-sight was the limit of the earliest
radio transmissions by Heinrich Hertz in his
Karlsruhe laboratory, but many subsequent
experimenters sought to extend this to commercially useful ranges. Marconi’s endeavors at
the Villa Grifone in Italy gradually increased the
distances, but they were still within what many,
probably most, saw as a well understood maximum similar to the optical horizon. However,
in July 1897 he demonstrated communication
from La Spezia to the Italian Navy’s cruiser
San Martino, off-shore, hull-down and with
no line-of-sight. By the fall of 1898 it was found
that signals from the British royal yacht to the
Isle of Wight were sustained, although weakened, with hills intervening in the direct path,
and by late 1899 tests were successful between
Chelmsford in England and Wimereux on the
French coast near Boulogne. Here the curvature of the earth’s surface would have placed a
direct geometric path maybe 1000 feet underground at the mid-point, and it was starting to
look as if radio waves were not constrained by
exactly the same laws as beams of light. There
was much argument about possible distances;
Marconi being persuaded, as many others were
not, that even a transatlantic path would not
be impossible, given a transmitter with “more
powerful electrical waves than had ever been
used before”.
So, only six years after his first public demonstrations of wireless telegraphy on Salisbury
Plain in the south of England, he attempted
an outrageous extension of known technology
across the thousands of miles of the Atlantic
Ocean, at a time when wireless telegraph (W/T)
equipment working ranges were still hardly
more than 150 mi. at most. The signals for this
famous experiment would have to overcome an
intervening mountain of water, no mere 1000
feet or so, but nearer a hundred miles in height.
Little wonder that he maintained commercial
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secrecy around such a preposterous
scheme! For his attempt, Marconi
built in 1901 at Poldhu in Cornwall,
almost at England’s extreme western tip, the most powerful spark
transmitter yet contemplated.
Its components were industrial
in scale and its electrical energy
was from an oil-engined generator, while its precursors had been
based on laboratory equipment
and powered from batteries. An
extraordinary aerial system was
supported by a towering circle of
65 m. wooden masts, while on Cape
Cod in Massachusetts, a similar
antenna was intended to receive
the Poldhu signals.
However, in September 1901 the
worst gale in living memory blew
down the tall Poldhu masts, while
another Atlantic gale which destroyed the Cape Cod array shortly
thereafter on November 26th could
hardly have looked like a lucky
break at the time. He determined
to go ahead using a temporary
aerial strung at Poldhu between
two re-erected masts about 50 m.
high, and sailed with his assistant
George S. Kemp, not to Cape Cod
but to St. John’s in Newfoundland,
rather closer to Cornwall. There,
about midday on a windy December 12th. 1901, with the simplest
untuned receiver and a kite-flown
wire antenna he listened for the
famous Morse Code “S”. Marconi’s
claims of success met, unsurprisingly, with very mixed responses.
Business men who wanted to break
the trans-oceanic communication
cable monopoly were naturally
receptive, while the scientific community’s calculations appeared to
demonstrate quite conclusively the
impossibility of the task.

likelihood of reception, and almost
all have concluded that, on those
frequencies that might have been
expected to characterize the signal,
nothing could have been heard
at St. John’s. The calculator soon
finds that unknowns abound. In
1901 there was no useful method
for determining frequency or wavelength; daylight’s impact on radio
transmission was only discovered
in the following year; the effect of
the ionosphere in all its complexities was yet unsuspected, and at
both Poldhu and St. John’s there
were equipment failures and setbacks.
Marconi’s later tests on board
the transatlantic liner SS Philadelphia in February 1902 verified
reception of Poldhu at maximum
distances of 1120 km by day and
2500 km at night. Comparison
with the Poldhu - St. John’s route,
using modern algorithms on a
frequency of 500 kHz, has shown
that reception of a direct MF signal
would be extremely unlikely, with
a signal-to-noise ratio some 45 to
50 dB below the limiting value seen
on board the Philadelphia.1 This is
probably a median SNR value, but
while Marconi claimed only intermittent reception, it seems quite
clear that propagation at medium
frequencies could not have come
close to supporting his December
claims even allowing for temporal
peaking in the signal transmission
and any similar abatement of noise
level.
Transmitter output would have
needed to be much higher or receiver performance far better, or
both, either of which would stretch
our imaginations entirely too far.
However, this approach assumes
operation on one known frequency,
so while it is very appropriate to
THE PROBLEM
Over the years, as the science of show what could not occur at 500
radio propagation has advanced, kHz, it doesn’t tell us what could
many have tried to calculate the possibly have happened at other
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frequencies.
AN ALTERNATIVE
Michael A. Cross and the author
proposed in the early 1990s,2 and
found that G.R.M. Garratt of the
Science Museum in London had
suggested some years before, 3 that
the signal heard might have been an
integrated wide band transmission
of higher frequencies produced by
the open spark gap somewhere below the Maximum Usable Frequency (MUF). [The MUF is the highest
frequency likely to be reflected or
refracted back to earth by the layer
of the ionosphere that is involved.]
This would have been propagated
over an ionospheric HF path with
its absorption at an extreme low of
Sunspot Cycle 13/14.
Although our work persuaded
us that such transmission was
not totally unlikely, there was still
much too large a gap between the
signal-to-noise ratio as initially
calculated and one which could
support Marconi’s claim. To see
whether this gap could have been
bridged, we had to expand the calculations, and in the end to extend
the experimental part of our endeavor in directions which became
clear only as the work progressed.
SOME MISSING QUANTITIES
Few areas were well defined;
some offered a strong invitation
for further work. Operating frequency has been the subject of
many statements over the years,
few agreeing one with another.
Nor has there been a firm feeling
for Poldhu’s emitted power. So, in
an exploration of “off frequency”
transmission, work on these two
aspects of wavelength and power
needed to go hand in hand. How
much power on what frequencies
right across the MF/HF spectrum?
We would have to establish the
output from the transmitter itself,

as modified by the aerial jigger and
then by the temporary Poldhu fan
aerial and its ground connections.
Several authors had also thought
about the pulse nature of a spark
transmission, where the power is
concentrated in short bursts, 4 and
analogously to a radar operation,
questions of duty cycle arose. This
raised the question of the detectability of a pulse-like spark signal
embedded in noise, and here once
again, no very obvious answers
were to be found. Finally, on a positive note, limits of fading have been
suggested which offer occasional
signal enhancement, and while
published data from the Comité
Consultatif International de Radio
(CCIR) 5 enabled us to estimate the
noise level at St. John’s, these results could similarly be honed just
a little to allow for environmental
conditions in December 1901.
ESTABLISHING THE PARAMETERS
First, it was obviously necessary
to describe the electrical characteristics of the Poldhu station, which
was not at all typical of Marconi’s
equipment even a few years later.
In much of this we followed previous authors, in particular Desmond
Thackeray, whose painstaking
analysis was based on what appear
to be the best factual bases available today,6 and who produced
from them a very reasonable estimate of the size and shape of the
second oscillation transformer or
aerial jigger. The replacement antenna was fairly well defined in the
contemporary literature, but many
other factors have needed further
research or reconstruction. For the
station and operating conditions at
St. John’s, little useful data remains
from 1901, and here again reconstruction has been essential.
Generally, our method of analysis was to divide the possible specVolume 21, 2008 25
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trum into a large number of narrow bands, from 0.1 MHz to about
15 Mhz, and then attempt to calculate, using the center frequency
of each such band, a spreadsheet
of all the needed quantities. In
outline, these were the center
frequency and width of the band,
the antenna impedance in its real
and imaginary components from
method-of-moments calculations
(including estimated contributions
for the feed wire and earth), input
and output voltages from an experimental rig (which are defined
in some detail below), aerial current (summed overall to Fleming’s
recorded value at Poldhu), effective
power to the antenna, and eventually watts and power density in
watts per kHz.
From this point, the power into
the antenna had obviously to be related to the necessary path take-off
angle, using once again, methodof-moments to derive gain vs. elevation angle. Then, and only then,
could we use a regular propagation
program7 to determine the receivable field strength. At St. John’s, a
different spreadsheet analysis was
made at frequencies which were
extended downwards to 3 kHz, to
determine most probable received
noise levels and comparable field
strengths. The outcome of both
these aspects of the work was a total spectrum integration to find the
most likely received signal power
and also the counterpart noise
power at the receiver, assuming
the receiver to be totally untuned.
(Of course, the receiving antenna
was inherently tuned, and some
allowance had to be made for that.)
Two further areas are key to our
conclusions; firstly the effective
power duty cycle of the transmitter, whose energy was emitted
in bursts, as considered at some
length by Ratcliffe,4 and secondly
the audibility against typical atmo26 AWA Review

spheric noise, of such “bursty” signals. A literature search showed no
applicable measurements of signal
audibility in noise, so this needed
further experimental work. These
very significant adjustments were
determined and applied to produce
a final result.
ANALYSIS, EXPERIMENT
AND CALCULATION
PROCESSES
The first task was to determine
what mix of frequencies might
make up the radiated signal from
Poldhu. Antenna and propagation
calculations were then applied,
small band by small band, from the
lowest evident emitted frequency
to the highest likely propagated
frequency, and propagation tasks
were repeated for the probable
noise sources. Within the limits
of the available descriptions, the
data sets were modified to take into
account the responses of the St.
John’s antenna and receiver, then
summed across the whole gamut of
low to high frequencies and finally,
compared. In this comparison, the
nature of the transmission, whose
duty cycle was obviously very far
from the unity of a continuous
wave, would have a major impact
on the results. Finally, the relative
audibility of a signal well described
as a mere series of clicks heard
through a hash of atmospheric
noise, was not going to be easy to
define, nor to determine, but this
would be the last step.
POLDHU’S AERIAL
The replacement transmitter
aerial was a temporary structure
instead of the original 65 meter
high circle of wooden masts, erected under the oversight of seamen
still very familiar with wooden
ships and spars. This had appar-
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ently been seen as an appropriate
and economical way to avoid possible unknown effects of conducting
iron or steel structures. Here good
engineering design maybe eluded
the company, but hindsight is too
easy. The substitute was simpler,
most analyses relying on a contemporary photograph, unfortunately
probably retouched. It appears to
have used two masts, each some 45
to 48 meters high, supporting fifty,
maybe fifty four, wires fanning out
from a common base (Fig. 1) to a
triatic stay rope some 60 m. long.8
There has been general agreement that a simplified model is
adequate for a good analysis.
Thackeray’s capacitance considerations showed,6 as did our antenna
calculations, that the inclusion of
more than 12 - 15 wires becomes
asymptotically unhelpful. [Surely
the hard-pressed riggers at Poldhu
would have valued that knowledge!] Therefore, with dimensions
fairly well agreed by previous
authors, we carried out methodof-moments calculations,2, 9 for
13 wires, deriving antenna gain or,
more likely loss, vs. elevation angle

and also the impedance presented
to the transmitter by the antenna
system, at each of our selected
center frequencies.
THE TRANSMITTER
This was not a system where a
fundamental and its obvious harmonics could completely or even
usefully describe the transmission.
The fundamental frequency was
not known to have been measured,
and although Marconi and others
connected with the 1901 tests made
several references to it over the
years, none seemed very convincing to us. Clearly then, here was
the first task: to determine not just
an original desired operating frequency, but to find out how much
energy would have been radiated
on any frequency which might be
reasonably expected to contribute
to a signal in Newfoundland.
As already noted, the Poldhu
transmitter was not at all typical
of Marconi’s later equipment. 10
Some of its components were well
recorded, while others have been
carefully extrapolated from the
available data, but it is possible to

Fig. 1. Detail of Poldhu antenna connections.
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reconstruct the system with a fair
degree of confidence. It had an
unquenched open spark gap with
a tank condenser of known size,
coupled to the aerial by a radio
frequency transformer known as
the “aerial jigger”. We followed
Thackeray6 in his analysis of this
component.
Starting from the spark gap,
in calculating the total power, the
resonances for each of our bands
were considered as excited by the
simultaneous imposition of an
instantaneous step from the spark
gap, so that each one started from
the same initial imposed voltage
condition, and, in its small band,
each could be considered independently of all the sixty or so other
frequency bands that we used.
In a simple LC analysis, such a
transmitter would have resonances
determined by the antenna and
the design inductances of the jigger. But the actual components
would have had many resonances,
some calculable from the intended
values, and others derived from
stray inter-turn and interwinding
capacitances and inductances.
This rich mix of inductance and
capacitance and resistance would
be forbiddingly difficult to model
mathematically, but the stray
capacitances were central to our
proposal of significant HF power
output. 2 Therefore, to simulate
the performance of the original in
our tests and obtain a much deeper
set of results than feasible LC calculations could, the transmitter
comprised a full scale physical
model of the “jigger” (or tank and
coupling coils) and the tuning
capacitor. When it came to the
size, shape, and turns ratio of the
aerial jigger, Thackeray noted the
need for a crystal ball. His results
were a guide for the dimensions: a
primary of two parallel turns (conductors 0.116 in. diameter) and a
28 AWA Review

secondary with six and a half turns
(conductors 0.285 in. dia.), on a
wooden framework 20 inches (50
cm) in diameter.
The jigger was excited with a
wide-band source — spark-generated energy from a small buzzer
contact, well shielded and battery
driven to avoid spurious power system couplings. It was terminated at
each test frequency with an RC or
RL network which replicated the
calculated input impedance of the
transmitting antenna system. We
measured jigger input and output
voltages at each frequency, using
a communications receiver with
a high impedance probe, 6 kHz
bandwidth and envelope detection,
the ratio thus obtained representing the energy transfer to the
aerial. Given the relative instability
of any spark source, three test runs
were made, and the dB ratio used
was the arithmetic mean of the
three readings.
The first result was mean square
aerial current in each of sixty-two
narrow bands centered on our
selected test frequencies. These
aerial currents were summed and
an overall adjustment was made to
produce the 17.5 A. RMS measured
by Fleming, thereby also correcting
our initial approximated voltage/
current relation. [We assumed that
Fleming’s ammeter was frequency
insensitive; obviously an approximation, but erring on the side of
caution.] The results were then
plotted as power density in watts
per kHz supplied to the antenna,
and converted, for each band, to an
equivalent CW power at the band
center frequency. After all of the
above, we were able to examine
the total Poldhu power spectrum,
from lower and medium frequencies up through the present day
high frequency bands.
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POWER/FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION
The experimental results for
the transmitted spectrum show
two very considerable MF power
peaks (Fig. 2), as usually predicted.
An integration under the power
density curve gives about 1 kW at
475 and 540 kHz, which may be
unsurprising, but is a very satisfying result, given that marine radio
activity centered on 500 kHz for
most of the following century. We
might also speculate that while
this principal wavelength was
unmeasured so far as is known, it
may well have been, in some real
sense, not as completely unknown
to the builders and operators as
we might imagine today. The only
other significant MF power is seen
to be a peak at around 800 kHz
which may acknowledge a primary
resonance of the system.
A smaller power peak appears at
about 2.1 MHz, the emitted power
density between 3 and 9 Mhz is
negligible, but small power peaks
do appear at 10 and 13.5 MHz. (Fig.
3) The HF output below about 7 -

9 MHz was quickly seen to offer
no chance of producing readable
signals at St. John’s, but the higher
frequencies near the MUF looked
more promising, and it was this
area that we investigated further
for possibilities of HF propagation.
PROPAGATION
Emissions at high frequencies below the Maximum Usable
Frequency were analysed to see if
they could produce a recognizable
signal at the receiver.
Using the Poldhu power distribution, a received signal level spectrum was produced for St. John’s.
Losses on the oceanic path were
calculated for signals from 2 - 16
MHz by conventional methods,7
and it was assumed that Marconi
encountered neither ionospheric
storms nor auroral absorption!
Sunspots were at the very lowest
point of the cycle in December
1901, with sunspot numbers of 2 or
3, solar flux probably in the range
66 to 76, and maximum usable
frequency most likely hovering
around 10 MHz or a little higher,

Fig. 2. Power radiated from Poldhu at low frequencies.
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Fig. 3. Power radiated from Poldhu at high frequencies.

Fig. 4. Signal power from Poldhu received at St. John’s.
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the “classical MUF” being by no
means a constant cut-off point.
At lower HF frequencies multiple
paths probably existed, but closer
to the MUF, where absorption was
lowest, single-hop F-layer propagation was predicted, with attenuation far lower than for the 500
kHz MF “fundamental”. By now it
did appear that Poldhu’s signal, if
it was heard at all, was most likely
received between 10 and 15 MHz.
The total postulated HF signal at
St. John’s was integrated from 2 16 MHz, combining radiated power
with absorption and other losses,
and an assessment of receiving
antenna gain at each center frequency. The calculated frequency
distribution of the signal power
was as shown with an integrated
total of about 50 pW. (Fig. 4)
HF propagation calculations
also showed that the largest signal
strengths would have occurred
around the claimed reception period of 12.30 to 2.30 pm local time,
signal-to-noise ratio deteriorating
both earlier and later.
FADING
Marconi claimed only very occasional reception. Any ionospherically transmitted transatlantic
signals at St. John’s would have
been far from constant. Typical
variations result from multi-path
wave interference, subtractive
and destructively reducing signal
strength most of the time, but for
a small proportion of the time additive, and at those times received
power is increased. Atmospheric
noise for various reasons, also varies in level, and CCIR Report 322
provides statistics.5
Variances are fairly well established for signal propagation in a
fading regime, and show that for
around 10% of the time signals
would be 6 dB higher than the
norm, while the noise, for a ran-

domly different 10% of the time,
would be lower than its norm by
a similar amount. 5 The instantaneous SNR would therefore
improve by up to 12 dB, from -32
to -20 dB for just that 1% of the listening time when enhanced signals
coincided with reduced noise.
RECEIVING STATION AT SIGNAL HILL, ST. JOHN’S, NEWFOUNDLAND
The Signal Hill receiver with its
long kite-borne wire, blown away
more than once from the exposed
clifftop, was also modeled. As at
Poldhu, the antenna location on a
headland overlooking seawater in
the intended direction of transmission, was clearly very favorable.
The position of an unstable windblown wire is far from well defined,
especially in azimuth, but using
local weather and wind records for
the actual day, we made our best
estimate. Using appropriate ray
angles, the antenna was analysed
for terminal impedance and dBi
gain (decibels above the gain of a
standard isotropic antenna).
The aerial dictated the receiver
selection. With Marconi’s preferred tuned or “syntonized” receivers, antenna capacitance was
a major factor in tuning, and while
this worked well enough with a
fixed installation, the vagaries of a
kite-supported wire induced him
to use a “self-restoring coherer” as
the detector, (Fig. 5) and therefore
incidentally to rely on aural reception rather than the inker systems
preferred at the time. Two such
coherers were used at St John’s
for successful reception: a Marconi
design using “loose carbon filings”
and the “Italian Navy” mercuryiron type.8, 11 The usual receivers
with conventional metal filing
coherers (Fig. 6) and reset tapper
apparently gave only doubtful results in the tests.
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Fig. 8. Marconi receiving jigger (1908).

Fig. 5. “Italian Navy coherer” receiver
at St. John’s.

Self-restoring coherers, (Fig.
7) maybe best described as biased
low-resistance (1000 ohm) thinfilm-breakdown devices, were
usually connected directly from
aerial to ground, in parallel with a
telephone receiver and series dry
cell. [It has been suggested8 that
the Signal Hill receiver might have
used a jigger, as was usual in later
(1908) types (Figs. 8 and 9). Such
a design might possibly have discriminated against the VLF noise,
but we assumed that no jigger was
used.] Not reliable enough for
commercial application, nor readily able to operate code recorders,
self-restoring devices were said
to be very sensitive for experimental work. One contemporary
investigation12 of coherers found
them sensitive to radio frequency
power levels as low as 10 nW, and
sub-microwatt signal levels were

certainly audible with telephone
receivers of the types which appear
likely to have been used.
However, given this array of
unknowns, we bypassed physical
aspects of the untuned receiver
and antenna as far as possible. The
received signal was taken as an
integration of all the most effective
center freqency signals, and the
noise was treated similarly. Thus
signal-to-noise power ratio could
be calculated. This could not completely eliminate the Newfoundland equipment from our calculations, but the signal and the noise
were both handled by the same
devices, at the same time, and by
the same human ears and brains.
NOISE
Received noise level is obviously just as important as received
signal level. We assumed that
man-made electrical noise would
not have been very evident in
Newfoundland in 1901. Galactic
noise could be neglected given

Fig. 6. Construction of regular Marconi
coherer.

Fig. 7. Construction of Solari/Castelli/
Italian Navy coherer.
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Fig. 9. Receiver with jigger, (1908)
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the relatively high F-layer cut-off
frequency.13 Atmospheric noise
at St. John’s, mainly at LF and
VLF, would therefore control although at this season it would be
fortuitously low. All being grist
to this untuned system’s mill, the
noise summation was extended, as
noted, down to 3 kHz.
At the season and time of the
Poldhu test, almost certainly there
were no local thunderstorms, and
most probably few, if any, closer
than the two very large, but remote,
tropical lightning storm center areas in Africa and in South America.
Noise power density was calculated, using CCIR Report 322 noise
grade data as a basis, and summed
from 0.003 MHz to 0.5 MHz. (Fig.
10) The mean total power was 210
nW, with the highest density at
about 10 kHz and 70% of the effective noise power arriving from
the storm centers at frequencies
below 50 kHz. Received noise is
not immune from the vicissitudes
of propagation, and when com-

pared with CCIR 322’s long term
average values it must be adjusted
for path attenuation appropriate
to the low level of solar activity.
Transmission was almost entirely
at very low frequencies (VLF), and
during periods of low solar flux,
VLF attenuation (unlike that at LF)
increases. At a distance of some
7500 km, with an average sunspot
number of 3 for the previous year,
noise from major tropical storm
sources would have been over 4 dB
less than noise grades alone would
predict, with a final mean received
noise power of 82 nW. 14
Meteorological data show about
2000 thunderstorms in progress
around the world at any moment,
making a total of about 100 discharges per second, each discharge
generating three or four radiating
impulses. Storm maps for December show about 60% of the world’s
active storms as real contributors,
15
so that the audible noise would
average some 250 impulses/sec
in Marconi’s untuned receiver.

Fig. 10. Atmospheric noise power received at St. John’s.
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Informal winter LF listening in a
period with no local storms has
tended to confirm this. Many noise
studies also show a similar peak
in this mid-audio range, although
the comparison is not direct, noise
frequencies usually having been
defined in terms of the zero-crossing rate with no reference made to
power levels.
The background noise from faroff tropical thunderstorms would
have appeared as a dull integrated
roar rather than the staccato crash
of individual lightning strokes
which is typical of local LF storm
noise. There is therefore a useful
aural distinction to be made between the broadly peaked 250 Hz
“middle C” of the distant storms,
dulled also by the narrow effective bandwidth of VLF ionospheric
waveguide transmission, and the
clatter of the sharply impulsive
wide-band Poldhu signal with
pulse repetition frequency over
three octaves lower.
Two other acoustic effects are
also considered. Telephone receiver response was certainly
peaked rather than flat, but surely
very specific to the instrument in
use, and has therefore reluctantly
been discounted. Wind noise, the
whistling of a blowing gale on the
notoriously exposed site at Signal
Hill, could also be a factor, but the
old hospital building that Marconi
used appears to have been quite
solid in its construction, so this
also has been neglected.
NATURE OF SIGNALS
There is a great deal of information available on the audibility of
continuous wave signals, typically
heterodyned to audio frequency, in
the presence of radio noise. However, there seemed to be none that
could be directly applied to assess
the aural detectability of spark
signals of known received power
34 AWA Review

level in the presence of noise of
known power level. A discontinuous signal, such as pulsed radar,
or spark, is described by its duty
cycle, with the implication that
peak power can be much greater
than average power. But this is
not a complete description. If a
duty cycle of 1/1000 were achieved
with one hour of on-time followed
by 1000 hours of off-time, then
we would confidently use the peak
power. However, there is no such
easy calculation here, and in our
1995 paper 2 we could only point
out that a gain of between 0 and
40 dB appeared possible from this
cause. In a spirit of probably undue
generosity, we tentatively allowed
20 dB. Further work was obviously
needed!
Therefore, while a final evaluation had to be based on signal-tonoise ratio, it was not immediately
obvious how to calculate it. It was
clear that the received power levels
calculated above could only be usefully compared if the summed signals were all of the nature of continuous waves. But they weren’t;
this was just a starting point. In
actuality, bursts of radio frequency
power were being emitted, maybe
twenty one times per second,
maybe less, and the time-averaged
power content of these bursts was
the summed power delivered to the
antenna at Poldhu. For Fleming’s
purposes, these were integrated
by the hot-wire aerial ammeter.
During key-down conditions, a
burst of radio frequency energy,
probably around 5 microseconds
long, 4 was delivered to Poldhu’s
antenna, let us say every 50 msec.
There is no record of the length
of the dots and dashes, but at an
unlikely 10 words per minute, each
dot of a transmitted “S” would contain about five such bursts, and a
lower code speed with more pulses
per dot seems more arguable with a
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heavy key capable of handling the
Poldhu power level. Therefore if
those bursts did indeed appear in
Newfoundland, they would come
as short bursts of 5 microsecond
pulses, each burst being say 200 to
500 msec in length, and arriving at
a fairly regular 21 Hz, or possibly
lower repetition rate.
SIGNAL-TO-NOISE RATIO
With a signal-to-noise ratio of
-32 dB, or even -20 dB, continuous
reception did not seem at all likely.
However, the aural stimulus from
the atmospheric noise described
above would be quite different
from that due to periodic impulsive signals, and Poldhu’s signals
were certainly very impulsive, and
periodic, while the noise, in a comparable time frame, was not. The
reception of signals in noise has received considerable study, but no
published results were found that
could tell us the relative power levels needed for signals of this type to
be audible in the presence of white,
or other, noise. Therefore we set up
an experimental simulation.
The first experiment modeled
atmospheric noise with a white
noise source very broadly peaked
at about 250 Hz, and Poldhu’s
signals with a generator which delivered pulses with a 7 microsecond
time constant at 60 Hz. (Fig. 10).
The two sources were adjusted
to equal average power with an
incandescent lamp photometer,
and then switched to an audio
transducer for aural comparison.
With equal powers, the pulses were
very audible indeed, and as the
pulse stream was reduced by an
inline attenuator, it was both surprising and agreeable to find that
it was heard down to almost 20 dB
below noise power level. A later
experiment with pulse frequencies
from 20 to 200 Hz showed a cutoff of 24.4 dB at 21 Hz, but with

fairly constant relative audibility
over the range. These values may
be somewhat dependent on the
transducer, on the test power level,
and on the ear itself. Of these, not
even the telephone receiver type
at St. John’s is firmly established,
but clearly this finding greatly enhances the likelihood of Poldhu
pulses having been heard through
noise.
It can be argued that about half
of the 20 dB enhancement is due to
the way in which the ear hears impulses as a peak-picker with charge
and discharge time constants
of about 10 ms and 500 ms. 13, 16
The human ear’s pitch selectivity,
following for example an oboe’s
notes in the midst of other wind
and stringed instruments, may be
important too. Subjectively, we
certainly felt that signal recognition was enhanced by the regular
note or repetition rate, whether 20
Hz or 200 Hz. Although we know
today of no basis for attributing
the remaining 10 dB of the experimental result to this regularity, it
remains a possible and interesting
future investigation.
The Poldhu pulses could therefore have been audible over atmospheric noise at an SNR of -24
dB. Most of the time SNR would
be -32 dB or lower, but as shown
above, for around 1% of the time,
fading enhancements would have
been such that SNR would improve
to -20 or -22 dB. Therefore, from
time to time the audibility limit of
-24 dB would be reached, and occasionally surpassed, but probably
for periods of no more than a few
minutes at most. The highest signal
strengths were around the claimed
reception period of 12.30 to 2.30
pm local time, signal-to-noise
ratio deteriorating as the MUF
decreased both earlier and later.
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CONCLUSION
Such occasional reception is
what Marconi recorded, and there
seems to be no further occasion
to dispute his result. Could the
mechanism have been understood
at the time, it would have clearly
confirmed that much more was required for reliable communication,
which he finally obtained at lower
frequencies later in the decade. It
is tantalizing to speculate whether
a move to higher frequencies could
have also shown useful results.
This did occur in the 1920s and
later, but it was only after radio
engineers obtained a fairly full understanding of the vagaries of HF
propagation that reliable circuits
became available in that part of
the spectrum, and that knowledge
was a long time in coming. Given
the technological limitations of the
period, he appears to have done
exactly the right thing in moving
to longer wavelengths and higher
powers!
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APPENDIX - VALIDATIONS
THE EXPERIMENTAL JIGGER
Since wire was not readily available to us in the British standard
sizes reported as used at Poldhu
(7 x 0.064 in. for the primary, for
example), it was approximated.
The primary comprised the outer
conductor of two lengths of RG-58
coaxial cable, paralleled to form a
single turn. The secondary used
six and a half turns of RG-8 cable
outer conductor, and all was supported at a diameter of 50 cm. (~20
in.) by an open-work wooden form.
JIGGER TRANSFER LOSS
To improve our confidence in
the jigger transfer results, and
assure ourselves that they were
not caused by any unfortunate
combination of local responses,
we repeated a segment of the experiment using frequencies offset
from the originally chosen values
by varying amounts around 25 or
30% of the width of each band.
The results were substantially the
same as those from the main experiment, which helped to lay that
concern to rest.
Also, when the experimental
results were first examined, it was
surprising that while substantial
energy was transferred to the terminating impedance in the 500
kHz region, with some transfer
above 10 MHz, the region from 2
- 10 Mhz was something of a wasteland. To verify this finding, another
experiment was carried out using
a CW source and a constant resistive load of 11.8 ohms. As will be
seen (Fig. 11), the MF peak and the
loss of low HF both persisted. If
anything, the result was even more
dramatic, as the jigger performed
as a virtual band-stop filter in the
low HF region, the levels from 4 to
9 MHz being some 50 dB down on
transmission observed at 500 kHz.
After later discussions with
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Desmond Thackeray, he undertook
a series of complex-plane Thevenin
analyses of the Marconi Poldhu
jigger, assuming constructions
that he had originally proposed
and that we had used. His analyses increased sequentially in the
assumed number of sections, and
as the number increased, the frequency response approached that
found experimentally. His final
computer model comprised 15 sections of a possible combination of
turn-by-turn inductance and stray
turn-to-turn capacitance, and the
results are shown in Fig. 12. This
demonstrates a major LF peak, a
band-stop area around 6 Mhz and
an array of minor HF peaks, and
remembering that the real physical system would resemble a finite
transmission line with a multitude
of infinitesimal sections, the similarity was likewise encouraging.

inductors and capacitors, interconnected in an equally arbitrary
manner and placed in a shielded
enclosure whose only access was
a coaxial connector. Its impedance was measured, with a General
Radio GR-916A bridge, at ten frequencies from 0.29 to 12 MHz. The
model jigger was then terminated
in turn with the test impedance
unit itself, and with its measured
value reconstituted with discrete
R, C and L components.
Its input impedance was measured for both conditions at each
frequency. The two sets of readings
were compared and a correlation
coefficient of 0.9745 was found.
Given the somewhat approximate
nature of the available discrete
components, it was felt that this
was a sufficient vindication of the
method.

IMPEDANCE TERMINATIONS
To verify that the decomposition method used to include
antenna impedance was valid in
this application, a complex test
impedance was made up, using an
entirely arbitrary mix of resistors,

This article was peer-reviewed.

Fig. 11. CW Validation of Jigger Transmission.
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Fig. 12. Thevenin analysis of a model jigger.
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COMMENTS ON “THE MARCONI BEACON EXPERIMENT
OF 2006-07” by LEE, CRAIG
and MATTHEW

Bart Lee makes a very interesting point of gain inherent in a coherer, which may help explain why
some past sensitivity worries (e.g.
Dennis Walker G4OLM “3S or not
3S”) can be discounted. However,
as the authors note, known tests
seem to show no gain. Some values
from Eccles’ 1911 experiments at
366 kHz show 31 nW of RF for 3 nW
of audio. As I argue that received
noise at St. John’s was around 82
nW I believe it would have been
audible as well as, or better than,
Eccles’ laboratory signals, and
if Poldhu clicks could be heard
through that noise, then sensitivity
was not a problem. But the coherer
question may go further. Would
gain results for spark (pulse) signals be the same? Bose/Solari coherers are very unstable, but Lodge
had a detector with a rotating
sharp-edged steel wheel brushing
the surface of a small mercury pool
under a thin layer of oil. It appears
to have been rather stable, in the
absence of vibration, and might be
similar enough and experimentally
reproducible. Maybe here could lie
part of the answer!
Finally, the signal-to-noise results seem to refer exclusively to
“on frequency” noise for a single
frequency signal, typical of almost
any more recent transmission. I
find it hard to relate them to the
1901 situation, where an almost
totally untuned receiver would
have heard signals and noise wherever in the frequency spectrum
they arrived. The bulk of the noise
power arriving at St. John’s in
1901 would surely have been on a
quite different range of frequencies
from the signals, with the latter at
frequencies above 350 kHz or so,
while noise seems to have peaked

The authors provide a compelling view of MF propagation likely
encountered by Marconi in 1901,
removing many remaining doubts
on transatlantic transmissions in
that frequency range. They answer,
and also raise, some very good
questions. First, a couple of comparisons may be of interest.
While I mainly explored HF
possibilities, I did make some MF
calculations. Jeff Briggs reports
consistently received -91 dBm signals on 1960 kHz at St. John’s at
1700 UTC, while I expected -99.7
dBm at 1800 UTC and 2000 kHz
with equivalent antenna gain and
the same transmit power. With a
difference of some 1.5 S-units, we
have a fairly good correspondence
between a real result and a calculated value for a similar situation.
But the Poldhu beacon, GB3SSS,
has to be the best experimental MF
signal source we will see until the
now unused 500 kHz can be released for similar determinations.
At Poldhu, the 2006 team had
difficulty getting good ground. In
my personal experience a 1 ohm
ground is remarkably hard to find,
but the 5 ohms required by many
electrical codes usually needs no
very heroic effort. The original
Poldhu antenna was surely heroic,
so I assumed 2 ohms for 1901. Desmond Thackeray also told me of a
suggestion, the source of which I
am unable to trace, that an earth
wire to a sea ground may have been
used. This might be worth some
further thought and research.
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far below, around 10 to 20 kHz.
So our questions still have to be
1) How much signal power, and
on what frequencies? and 2) How
much noise power and on what frequencies? and 3) How would these
received totals have compared?
2008, Crawford MacKeand

TOPPING THAT MOUNTAIN
- - A COMMENT ON MACKEAND’S MOUNTAIN OF WATER.
Like archaeologists flaking
their own flints to understand a
distant past, we seek to replicate an
antique technology to understand
our own not- so- distant past in
international communications.
Crawford MacKeand has brought
both enthusiasm and engineering
to bear especially on the question
of Marconi’s 1901 Poldhu transmitter (as did Desmond Thackeray
before him). Marconi, at St. John’s,
completed the first transatlantic
wireless circuit - - or half of it at
least, as he did have to cable back
to England. On the receiving end,
Marconi himself heard the signal.
In our Marconi Beacon project and
our report in this issue of the AWA
Review, we investigated propagation in this circuit in 2006-2007
when we expected it to be similar
to that in 1901. An important result
of the Beacon experiment was that
daytime transatlantic MF reception
is surprisingly frequent. MacKeand’s work, and Thackeray’s, and
our Beacon Experiment, bracket
what is now our best understanding
of Marconi’s 1901 success. We are
42 AWA Review

pleased to be in such distinguished
company. MacKeand especially has
shed welcome light on the transmitting end of the circuit, as well
as signal and noise issues.
In analysis of the Beacon
experiment, we realized how important John Ambrose Fleming’s
high power pulse transmitter was
to success in 1901. Fleming described his role, saying that Marconi
“... had only up to that time
used apparatus which might be
called laboratory apparatus. But as
I added some experience in the use
of powerful high tension alternating current in electric lighting, the
Marconi Company engaged me to
design the power station and the
plant that was necessary for long
distance wireless transmission. A
site was selected at Poldhu, a lonely
spot on the coast of Cornwall.”1
Fleming and his transmitter
are the unsung heroes of Marconi’s
triumph, as MacKeand helps us
to grasp. The Marconi Company
wanted as much of the credit as
could be had for taking this great
risk. They sent Fleming back to
London at the time of the experiment. (Contrary to some accounts,
Fleming was not at the key in the
December, 1901 tests. That operator was Sam Maddams, who later
(1903) built one of the first wireless stations in San Francisco, at
the Palace Hotel, callsign PH, now
KPH).2
MacKeand has shown
Fleming’s transmitter did indeed
put out some real power. It was, as
Fleming said later, the first high
power station for wireless work.
One of MacKeand’s important
contributions is to point to the
likely frequencies that carried the
sharp pulses of the S signal. But this
raises new questions. For example,

were Marconi’s various coherers
frequency sensitive? MacKeand’s
analysis suggests output from Poldhu between 400 and 800 KHz,
at about 2 MHZ, and at 8-10 MHZ
(as he also explicates in his 2001
book). As of December 2006, the
maximum usable frequency (MUF
and with modern receivers) on
the afternoon path was above 10
MHZ, and that was likely true in
1901. Bose used mercury at VHF
but at very high and local signal
levels. Most filings coherers were
put to work at wavelengths longer
than 200 meters, mostly very much
longer. If Marconi’s coherers were
more sensitive at say, 2 MHZ and
below, then emissions, if any, from
Poldhu’s antenna at 10 MHZ would
not matter much.
For another example, how
much power got to the coherer?
Given the likely resonances at St.
John’s, it may not be optimal to
assume an integration there of all
available power from the “ether.”
The length of wire to the kite, its
angle, internal circuit inductance
and capacitance, and antenna to
earth capacitance, and possibly
earthing effects especially if, as reported, zinc plates were used to get
a ground connection on Signal Hill,
may all have tuned the receiver,
albeit broadly. Marconi reported
that movement of the kite affected
his ability to hear the signals, so
it may well be that the antenna
was intended to be resonant at the
intended transmit frequency, well
under one MHZ. The overall tuning
effect was likely in the lower of the
frequency ranges that MacKeand
posits. In view of the coherers’
sensitivity, that resonance may be
a key to the 1901 success.
But that raises another
question: how insensitive were the
coherers? The mercury detector
was at the time held to be very sensitive. That may be doubted, par-

ticularly because of Lane Upton’s
recent work. Assuming coherers
to be no better than galena crystal,
what would it take to get across
an ocean? There is at least one instance of repeated reception on a
crystal detector of a low frequency
transpacific signal in 1916, not from
a high power shore station, but
from a ship’s low power, maybe
two to five KW, spark installation.
MacKeand points out how sensitive the ear can be, and the diode
in a low noise environment can
likely provide the needed drive to
a transducer for the ear to work at
its 20 micropascal pressure sensitivity. Yet filings coherer sufficed in
February 1902 to permit recording
of Poldhu’s transatlantic signals at
night.3
It may be hard to appreciate
how quiet was “the ether” in those
days, an easy medium for the new
wireless messages, especially as
powered-up by Fleming. We are
indebted to MacKeand for his explication.
2008, Bart Lee, Joe Craig
and Keith Matthew.
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ABSTRACT
Experiments were
performed with mockups of the Italian Navy
Coherer with headphones as a sensing
device to characterize
the detection modes
and sensitivity thresholds to short-pulse excitations characteristic of those radiated
by the transmitter at
Poldhu in Marconi’s
1901 transatlantic
experiment. It was
determined that the
short-pulse sensitivity threshold of the
mercury coherer operating in the rectification mode—and the
modern 1N34A detector as well—is much
higher than previously
inferred from cw measurements. As a result, it is even more
unlikely that Marconi
could have heard the
“S” signals from Poldhu on headphones
with the Italian Navy
Coherer in the rectification mode than previously believed. Two
new modes of operation of the mercury coherer were discovered,
both of which are much
more sensitive than the
rectification mode for
short pulses.

Experiments with Mock-Ups
of the Italian Navy Coherer
2008 Eric P. Wenaas and John D.
Bryars
Marconi reported receiving the letter “S”
at Signal Hill in St. Johns, Newfoundland in
December 1901 from a transmitter located in
Poldhu in Cornwall, England, 3500 km distant,
using the Italian Navy Coherer with headphones
as a receiver (see Fig. 1).1 It is widely believed
that the Italian Navy Coherer was operating
in a mode characterized as a rectifying diode,
alternatively characterized as a semiconductor
junction. Experimenters who have performed
tests on either the Italian Navy Coherer itself or
mock-ups thereof have concluded that the device is capable of rectifying, and have measured
the rectification sensitivity thresholds of these
devices.2 Using that data, several scientists
and radio enthusiasts have reviewed Marconi’s
transatlantic experiment and concluded that it
would have been difficult for Marconi to have
received a signal from Poldhu with a detector having a sensitivity no greater than that
reported for the Italian Navy Coherer and/or
mock-ups.
There are several problems with the data

Fig. 1. The Italian Navy Coherer used by Marconi
in his 1901 transatlantic experiment consisted of a
small drop of mercury situated between one iron
electrode and one carbon electrode. (Museum of
History of Science, University of Oxford)
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used to make the estimates of Marconi’s receiver sensitivity. First, the
published estimates of Marconi’s
receiver sensitivity found by this
author were based on continuouswave (cw) measurements using
either the Italian Navy Coherer or
mercury coherer mock-ups with
headphones as the threshold sensing device. In fact, using cw data to
infer the sensitivity threshold of a
rectifying diode with headphones to
short pulses characteristic of those
radiated by the spark-discharge
transmitter at Poldhu invariably
lead to significant overestimates of
the receiver sensitivity—meaning
that Marconi’s reception of the letter “S” would have been even more
difficult than generally believed.
Second, and more intriguing,
two other modes of detection have
been discovered which are distinctly different from, and more sensitive than, the rectification mode
most often ascribed to the coherer
mode of operation that day—but
only for short pulses similar to
those radiated from Poldhu. These
discoveries were initially very exciting because it was believed they
would offer an explanation of how
Marconi was able to receive signals
from Poldhu. These two modes of
detection are referred to as the
“pulse-stretching” and “repetitiveswitching” modes in the rest of this
paper for reasons that will become
apparent.
The problem with using cw
data to estimate the short-pulse
response of a rectifying detector
with headphones as a receiver is addressed first, not only because any
detector in the rectification mode
using headphones as a sensing device is much less sensitive for short
pulses than for cw signals, but also
because it is relevant to explaining
why the newly-discovered modes
of operation are so sensitive. The
Italian Navy Coherer mock-ups and
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experimental configurations used
to explore the different coherer
response modes are then described.
Next, experimental results for the
four now-known modes of signal
detection potentially afforded by
the Italian Navy Coherer are detailed, and finally, the sensitivities
of all four modes of coherer operation are compared.
SHORT-PULSE RESPONSE
OF A RECTIFYING DETECTOR WITH HEADPHONES
The problem with previous
estimates of reception at Signal
Hill from the Poldhu transmitter
using continuous-wave measurements of the receiver sensitivity is
best illustrated by reviewing the
approach used by Radcliffe.3 He
presented calculations for three
plausible signals that might have
reached Marconi’s receiver with
peak amplitudes of 1.3 mV, 26 mV
and 60 mV, and with a range of
frequency content—but all having a exponential decay time of 5
s or less (which for purposes of
estimating energy content, can be
characterized as having an effective
pulse width of 3 s or less). He
then compared these estimates of
received signals with the response
of the actual Italian Navy Coherer
measured by Dr. George Grisdale of
the Marconi Company, who found
that the minimum amplitude of an
rf signal with a 50% modulation
needed to produce an audible signal in a telephone headset was 50
mV.4 From this description, it can
be safely assumed that Dr. Grisdale
gauged the response of the coherer
with telephones using a modulated
cw source. Because Radcliffe’s calculated signals were approximately
equal to or less than the measured
sensitivity threshold of the receiver,
and since he made “best-case” assumptions in his calculations—not
all of which were likely to occur
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simultaneously—he concluded it
was unlikely that Marconi could
have received the signal without a
more sensitive receiver.
Actually, the situation is much
worse than Radcliffe’s calculations
imply because of the approach he
took. He compared the peak amplitude of the estimated short-pulse
signals received from the Poldhu
transmitter to the measured response sensitivity threshold of the
Italian Navy Coherer with headphones in the rectification mode
using cw signals. Unfortunately,
the short-pulse response of any
rectifying diode with a telephone
as a sensing device is dependent
on pulse width, and its response
to short-pulse excitations is significantly less than to cw excitations. While the diode rectification
efficiency may not be affected
significantly by pulse width, unfortunately headphone sensitivity
is—and so is the combination of
the two.
In order to demonstrate how
audible signals fall off with decreasing pulse width, a series of
tests were performed with a 1N34A
diode using a number of different
types of headsets from the wireless
and early broadcast era as sensing devices. A variety of headsets
were used because characteristics
of the headphones Marconi used
in his transatlantic experiment
are not known. The 1N34A diode
was selected for these illustrative
experiments in lieu of the mercury
coherer because the 1N34A diode
is sensitive, highly repeatable, and
readily available—so the avid experimenter can easily reproduce
the results presented here.
Most of the tests were performed
with a Brandes “Superior” headset,
which was one of the most sensitive of all those tested, although
most had sensitivities in the same
range. The Brandes headphones

had a d-c resistance of 2,000 ohms.
Additional tests are now underway
to see if any headsets can be found
which are significantly more sensitive than the Brandes headset.
While the Brandes headset and
the 1N34A diode may not produce
results identical to the conditions
of Marconi’s experiment, it is believed they are representative of all
rectifying diodes with headsets as a
sensing device. Later experiments
performed with the Italian Navy
Coherer mock-ups and Brandes
headsets produced essentially the
same results. The mercury coherer
mock-ups built to the prescription
of the Italian Navy Coherer had a
range of dynamic impedances from
1,600 to 4,000 ohms depending
on the battery bias, a range which
is reasonably well matched to
the 2000-ohm Brandes headset.
Matching the headset impedance to
the detector is important because it
maximizes the response, the main
reason that a 2000-ohm head set
was chosen. (Quantitatively, the
dynamic impedance is the slope
of the I-V characteristic curve—a
curve which is presented and described for the mercury coherer
later.) The audibility threshold
of the Brandes headset was characterized by driving the series
combination of headphones and
diode with a 1MHz and 10 MHz
cw carrier modulated with a 1 KHz
audio signal to a depth of 50%. The
minimum rf excitation required
to hear a tone in the headset was
about 60 mV peak-to-peak (p-p)
for the 10 MHz rf carrier, slightly
lower than the threshold measured
for the 1 MHz carrier. This audibility threshold is consistent with the
50 mV threshold reported by Dr.
Grisdale. However, one should
not infer anything about the relative sensitivities of the 1N34A and
the Italian Navy Coherer from
these two sets of measurements
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because of the different headsets
used—with potentially different
impedances and sensitivities—
and of course, different audibility
thresholds of the experimenter’s
ears. Also the rf carrier and modulation frequencies used by Dr.
Grisdale are not known, but were
most likely not identical.
Next, the response of the
Brandes headphones and a 1N34A
diode was measured for both a 1
and 10 MHz sine-burst waveform
with pulse widths variable from a
maximum of one millisecond to a
minimum of 0.1 microseconds, and
a repetition rate of 1 to 100 pulses
per second (pps). As expected,
there was no significant difference
between the results for repetition
rates in this range because the
pulses are widely spaced and noninteractive. The minimum signal
required to produce an audible
sound in the headphones was recorded for two configurations, a series and a parallel connection of a
1N34A diode with the headphones.
The results for the series connection—the more sensitive of the
two—is shown in Fig. 2. The minimum signal amplitude required to
produce an audible sound for the
10 MHz carrier was approximately
80 mV p-p, independent of pulse
width for pulses greater than 200
s. This amplitude is reasonably
close to the 60 mV p-p level found
for the cw carrier modulated at
a depth of 50%. However, when
the burst width was reduced to approximately 100 s, the minimum
amplitude required to produce an
audible signal began to increase.
When the burst pulse width was
reduced to 0.1 s—close to the
pulse width of the narrow spike
produced by the arc discharge in
the Poldhu antenna—the minimum amplitude required to produce an audible response in the
headphones increased to 3 volts
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p-p. Thus, to be audible, the peak
amplitude of a short-pulse signal
of 0.1 s or less must be at least 30
times higher than that of a pulse
longer than 200 s.
The minimum amplitude required to produce an audible signal
for the 1 MHz carrier at 200 s
was 130 mV—close to the threshold measured for the modulated
cw signal. Again, the threshold
was independent of pulse width
for pulse widths greater than
200 s, but when the burst pulse
width was reduced to 100 s, the
minimum amplitude required for
audibility once again began to

Fig. 2. The minimum modulated rf
signal amplitude required to produce
an audible signal in a Brandes “Superior” headset with a 1N34A diode as a
detector increases inversely with the
square root of the pulse width for pulse
widths less than 200s.

increase. When the burst pulse
width reached 3 s—close to the
pulse width of the Poldhu antenna
current—the minimum amplitude
required to produce an audible
signal in the headphones increased
to ~1 V, almost an order of magnitude higher than for a pulse width
greater than 200 s.
The lines of constant power
and energy are also indicated in
Fig. 2, where it is evident that for
long pulses, the voltage producing
the minimum audible threshold is
proportional to pulse power, while
for short pulses with durations of
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less than 100-200 s, the audible
threshold is proportional to the
total energy in the pulse. For the
combination of the Brandes headphones and the 1N34A diode, the
minimum energies required to
produce an audible signal with a
pulse width of less than 100 s is
approximately 3 x 10-10 joules for
the 1 MHz signal and 8 x 10-11 joules
for the 10 MHz signal—independent of pulse width.5
To demonstrate that the roll-off
in response is primarily due to the
headphones, the response of the
headset by itself to widely-spaced
unipolar square pulses of variable pulse width is shown in Fig.
3. A single unipolar square pulse
represents the pulse waveform
that would have been produced
by the rectification of a single sine
wave burst in the first experiment.
However, in this experiment the
audible thresholds are referenced
to the magnitude of the square
wave pulses driving the headphones rather than the rf sine
waves that drove the combination
of the headphones and 1N34A
diode in the first experiment,
thereby eliminating any effect from
the rectifying diode. Again, the
roll-off in response occurs at just
around 200 s, confirming that
the headphone response is indeed
pulse-width sensitive. For pulses
longer than 200 s, the audible
threshold of the headphones when
referenced to square pulse widths
is 7 mV, which is much lower than
the threshold referenced to the amplitude of the sine wave excitation
because losses in the rectification
process—including the mismatch
in the impedances of the diode and
headphones—are excluded.
Lines of constant current and
charge are indicated in this figure
where it is evident that the longpulse threshold of the headphones
depends on the current through

Fig. 3. The minimum single unipolar
square pulse amplitude required to
produce an audible signal in a Brandes
“Superior” headset varies inversely
with the applied pulse width for pulses
less than 200s.

the headphones, which of course
is the expected and familiar result. However, as the pulse gets
shorter, more current is needed
to produce an audible signal—the
additional amount of current being inversely proportional to the
pulse width. Consequently, the
audibility threshold is dependent
on the product of current and
pulse width. Since the product of
current and pulse width represents
the total charge accumulated by
the headphones during a short
pulse, it means that the audibility
threshold for short pulses depends
on the total charge accumulated
by the headset—rather than the
magnitude of the current, which
alone determines the threshold for
long pulses.
These results clearly indicate
that if Marconi’s coherer was
acting as a rectifying diode to
receive signals with an effective
pulse width of 3 s or less during
his transatlantic experiment, the
received signals must have been
almost one volt or greater to be
audible in the headset, not 50
mV as inferred from cw measureVolume 21, 2008 49
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ments. In making this statement,
there is an implicit assumption
that the rectification efficiency of
the 1N34A equals or exceeds that
of the mercury coherer, which
is justified by measurements reported later in this paper. Thus, it
is highly unlikely the Italian Navy
Coherer could have been acting as
a rectifier during the transatlantic
experiment. If Marconi actually
did receive signals from Poldhu
that day, it is much more likely
that it was due to one of the newly
discovered operating modes of the
mercury coherer, both of which
are much more sensitive than the
rectification mode for short pulses.
ITALIAN NAVY COHERER
MOCK-UP DESCRIPTION
In the absence of exact dimensions of the Italian Navy Coherer—
particularly of the mercury drop
size—coherer mock-ups were made
according to the prescription described by Castelli, whose coherer
is believed to be the forerunner
of Solari’s Italian Navy Coherer:
“The most suitable diameters of
the drops are comprised between
the extreme limits of 1.5mm. and
3mm. Drops less than 1.5mm. in
diameter give insensitive tubes;
those greater than 3mm. diminish
the completeness of the decoherence. The diameters of the tubes
must be proportional to the drops
of mercury used; in general they
are 3mm. in internal diameter and
5mm. to 8 mm. in external diameter.” 6 The baseline mock-up was
made with one carbon electrode
and one iron electrode and an internal diameter of approximately
3 mm, but other versions of the
mercury coherer were also fabricated for purposes of obtaining
parametric data on certain variations from the baseline. Variations
included two iron electrodes versus
one carbon and one iron electrode,
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a larger inner diameter of 9.5 mm
versus the smaller 3 mm diameter,
and a larger volume of mercury
sufficient to completely fill the entire inter-electrode space versus a
1.5 to 3 mm droplet size.
The coherer mock-ups shown
in Fig. 4 were fabricated with an
outer casing of vinyl tubing rather
than glass to allow for a snug fit
to contain the mercury and keep
the electrodes in place without
the need for external supports for
the electrodes. A configuration
without binding posts to support
the electrodes allowed for rapid
variations of parameters including mercury drop size, mercury
pressure, tube orientation (vertical
vs. horizontal), electrode material
and degree of oxidation. Wire was
soldered to the iron electrodes to
preclude extraneous rectification
at the iron/wire interface, while
an iron screw was inserted tightly
into a threaded hole in the carbon
electrodes to provide a post for a
wire clip.
The best results were obtained
with a small drop of mercury, and
all the results reported here used
a small drop of no greater than 1.5
to 3 mm contained between one
carbon and one iron electrode. As

Fig. 4. Four different mock-ups of
the Italian Navy mercury-drop coherer
were fabricated to allow for testing
with two electrode types (Fe-Fe and
Fe-Hg), two electrode dimensions (3
mm and 9.5 mm), and two mercury
drop sizes (1.5-3 mm and 9.5 mm).
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one might expect, the results were
the same for the small and large diameter coherer electrodes as long
as a single small drop of mercury is
used. The large-diameter configuration had the advantage of being
able to access numerous different
contact points on the surfaces of
the electrodes by simply rotating
one or both electrodes relative to
each other. Tests were performed
with both fresh bright iron electrodes and with iron electrodes
that had been slightly oxidized
using either a flame or application of salt water. The best results
were consistently obtained for iron
electrodes seasoned lightly with a
flame, although brightly cleaned
iron also worked reasonably well
in a number of cases.
EXPERIMENTAL CONFIGURATION
Marconi described a baseline
receiver circuit for the Italian Navy
Coherer in a patent he applied for
in September of 1901 as shown in
Fig. 5.7 The coherer, battery and
telephone are connected in series
with the two coherer terminals
connected to the antenna and
ground. However, Marconi also
unequivocally stated that he used
a transformer in the experiment
at Signal Hill in conjunction with
the Italian Navy Coherer and a
telephone:8
“Owing to the constant variations in the capacity of the aerial
wire it was soon found out that an
ordinary syntonic receiver was
not suitable, although a number of
doubtful signals were at one time
recorded. I, therefore, tried various mircophonic self-restoring
coherers placed in the secondary
circuit of a transformer, the signal being read on a telephone. [A
“microphonic” coherer is one that
used a headphone as a detector—a
microphone being an early wire-

Fig. 5. The circuit diagram appearing in Marconi’s Italian Navy Coherer
patent with an application date of
September 10, 1901 was used to test
the coherer mock-ups. (British patent
No. 18,105)

less term for a coherer used with
a headphone; a self-restoring coherer was one that did not require
tapping back to regain sensitivity
for receiving succeeding pulses.]
With several of these coherers,
signals were distinctly and accurately received, and only at the
prearranged times, in many cases
a succession of “S’s” being heard
distinctly although, probably in
consequence of the weakness of
the signals and the unreliability
of the detector, no actual message
could be deciphered. The coherers
which gave the signals were one
containing loose carbon filings,
another, designed by myself, containing a mixture of carbon dust
and cobalt filings, and thirdly, the
‘Italian Navy Coherer,’ containing
a globule of mercury between two
plugs.”
Marconi’s contention about the
use of a transformer is supported
by Luigi Solari, life-long friend of
Marconi and author of the book
Storia della Radio—in which a
photograph of the Italian Navy
Coherer appears with an induction
coil and headphones, and the folVolume 21, 2008 51
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lowing caption: “mercury coherer,
telephone and induction coil used
by Marconi at San Giovanni Terranova [St. John’s, Newfoundland].”9 This photograph taken
at St. John’s, which is reproduced
here as Fig. 6, clearly shows an
induction coil (i.e., transformer)
with the Italian Navy Coherer Solari presented to Marconi earlier
in 1901.
A dissenting view comes from
Marconi associate R. N. Vyvyan who claimed: “He [Marconi]
therefore used a highly sensitive
self-restoring coherer of Italian
Navy design, simply connected
in series with a telephone and
the aerial, and with this simple
receiving apparatus on Thursday,
12th December 1901, he and one of
his two assistants heard the faint
S signals.”10 Vyvyan makes no
reference to either a transformer
or to a battery—the battery being
critical because without it, the Italian Navy Coherer would have been

hopelessly insensitive. Also, given
Marconi’s statement about a transformer and Solari’s photograph of
an induction coil, there was almost
certainly a transformer in addition
to a battery—neither of which was
mentioned by Vyvyan. It is difficult
to reconcile Vyvyan’s statement
with compelling evidence to the
contrary by Marconi and Solari,
but then it must be remembered
that Vyvyan was not actually present at Signal Hill at the time of the
experiment, and so his account was
second hand and without photographic evidence.
Lacking more specificity as to
the actual circuit configuration
used at Signal Hill, the experimental configuration described
in Marconi’s patent was used for
the experiments reported here.
In some experiments, short transients from electrical discharges
were radiated directly into the
interconnect wires in the circuit,
while in other experiments short

Fig. 6. The receiver equipment used by Marconi in the 1901 transatlantic experiment was memorialized in this photograph published by Solari, which includes
the self-restoring mercury coherer made under the direction of Lieutenant Luigi
Solari of the Royal Italian Navy, a telephone used as the detection device, and
an induction coil. (Luigi Solari, Storia della Radio, 1939)
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sine-wave bursts were injected at
the point marked “A” for antenna
in Fig. 5 through a 390 pf capacitor. Both injected rf signals and
signals across the headphone
terminals were measured, and
results from radiated and injected
excitations were referenced to
the headphone signals to provide
a basis for comparisons. Future
experiments are planned with
other circuit configurations—most
notably one with a transformer in
the antenna circuit, using both a
series and parallel connection of
the headphones with the coherer.
INSTRUMENTATION AND
ELECTRICAL STIMULATION
SOURCES
A commercial regulated power
supply with the option of either
constant voltage or constant current was used in place of the battery so the voltage could more
easily be varied. It was shunted
with a capacitor to assure a low
impedance path at audio and rf
frequencies. As a shorthand notation, the power supply voltage will
be referred to in the rest of the paper as the “battery bias” or simply
bias, which is always greater than
the voltage across the coherer by
the voltage drop across the headphones. A Simpson VOM with a
D’Arsonval meter was used to measure the voltage across the coherer,
a digital ammeter with a sensitivity of ~1 A was used to measure
the current through the coherer
and headphones, and a 100 MHz
real-time digital oscilloscope was
used to measure both the injected
signals and the signals across the
Brandes 2000-ohm headphones.
Ratcliffe’s calculated waveform for antenna current in the
Poldhu transmitter was used as
the basis for selecting electrical
stimulation sources used in the
experiments.11 The radiated signal

is proportional to the derivative
of the antenna current, which is
reproduced here as Fig. 7. According to Ratcliffe’s calculations, there
are two distinct components of the
radiated signal—a fast component
characteristic of a spark discharge
with a rise time and pulse width of
approximately 50 ns, and a slower
component characteristic of the
signal decay caused by the reactive
elements in the antenna circuit at
Poldhu with a frequency spectrum
centered at approximately 0.7
MHz and an exponential decay
time constant of approximately 3
s. The actual signal received at
Signal Hill would have depended
on propagation path disturbances (e.g., absorption, refraction),
which are frequency sensitive and
dependent on the time of day, year
and solar activity. Therefore, the
relative and absolute magnitudes
of both the high-frequency spike
resulting from the spark discharge
and the lower-frequency response
of the antenna circuit actually received at Signal Hill on the day of
the experiment are not accurately
known, and are still the subject of
much debate.
Two sources of excitation were
used to simulate the pulses de-

Fig. 7. The current waveform calculated by Ratcliffe in the Poldhu
aerial circuit has two components—a
fast component with a pulse width of
about 50 ns, and a slower component
with an e-fold decay time of a few s
having frequency content centered at
0.7 MHz; the radiated signal is proportional to the derivative of this signal. (J.
A. Ratcliffe, Proc. IEE, Sept. 1974, p.
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scribed above. First, the fast pulse
was produced by a spark discharge
in a loop of 5” in diameter which
served as an antenna to radiate the
signal. The spark discharge was
produced by a battery-operated
barbecue igniter capable of either
a single pulse or continuous pulse
train of a few pulses per second.
This configuration is very convenient because it is small, compact
and very portable so the magnitude
of the radiated signal could be easily varied by changing the distance
between the radiator and the test
bed. A typical electrical transient
from the barbecue lighter source as
received by a short dipole in the lab
is shown in Fig. 8. Both ends of the
coaxial cable connecting the dipole
to the scope were terminated in
50 ohms to minimize reflections
and noise.
In this figure, the oscillatory
response following the initial
discharge spike with a decay time
of approximately 50 ns may be
due to phenomenology associated with the spark discharge or
perhaps reflections of the radiated
wave in the lab. The differences
in the waveforms between the
spark discharges used in the experiments reported here and the
high-frequency portion of radiated
signal from the Poldhu antenna
as determined from the derivative
of the antenna current calculated
by Ratcliffe are not thought to be
particularly relevant because both
waveforms represent an impulse
excitation of the receiver circuit
for which the primary parameters
of interest are the peak amplitude,
total energy content and perhaps
the rate of rise to the peak voltage.
The radiated signal from the
antenna circuit oscillations was
simulated with the “sine-burst
waveform” shown in Fig. 9, in
which five cycles of a 1 MHz sine
wave were generated by a Tektro54 AWA Review

nix AFG 3102 function generator.
The sine-burst waveform was
particularly useful in performing
parametric studies of the mercury
coherer because all the pertinent
parameters including amplitude, rf
frequency, pulse width (or number
of cycles in each pulse), and pulse
repetition rate could be independently controlled. This general
type of waveform shown here will
be referred to as the “sine-burst”
waveform in the remainder of the
paper.

Fig. 8. The fast component of the
signal radiated from Poldhu was
simulated with an arc discharge from
a barbecue lighter having a radiated
pulse width of less than 50 ns; the
amplitude scale is 100 mV/division and
the time scales is 100 ns/division.

COHERER MODES
After much practice over a period of a week or so, it was possible
to put the coherer into any one of
four detection modes with relative
ease: 1) the classical coherer mode
in which the coherer responds
to a relatively strong signal by
switching from its sensitive highimpedance state to an insensitive
low-impedance state requiring
tapping-back to regain sensitivity, 2) the rectification mode—the
mode historically associated with
the self-restoring mercury coherer
used by Marconi, 3) the pulsestretching mode occurring for
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short pulses only—a new mode
in which the mercury coherer remains in a state of increased conductivity for a period of time much
longer than the excitation pulse,
and 4) the repetitive-switching

Fig. 9. The slower component of
the signal radiated from Poldhu was
simulated with a sine-burst waveform
consisting of five cycles of a 1 MHz
sine wave which produces a pulse
width of 5s; the amplitude scale is
200 mV/division and the time scale is
2.5 s/division.

mode, a second new mode in which
each short pulse causes the coherer to change its operating point
slightly but permanently without
losing sensitivity and without requiring tapping back. This mode
is extremely sensitive because a
permanent change in the operating
point of only 7 mV will produce an
audible click in the headphones.
For all coherer modes, it was
possible to determine that an active state had been achieved by
either a slight background noise
audible in the headphones and/
or a voltage across the coherer
which was generally between one
third and two thirds of the battery
voltage. It was not generally obvious which of the possible sensitive
states had been achieved until the
bias was varied and/or one or more
pulses of sufficient magnitude were
applied to stimulate a response in
the coherer.

CLASSICAL COHERER MODE
In the classical coherer mode,
an electrical transient above a
critical threshold reduced the
mercury coherer impedance from
a value on the order of hundreds to
thousands of ohms in the sensitive
state to a few tens of ohms in the
insensitive state. The impedance
of the coherer in the sensitive state
was a function the oxidation state
of the electrodes and the contact
established between the electrodes
and the mercury, but regardless
of the initial value, the impedance
dropped by more than an order
of magnitude when it switched to
the insensitive state. A tap of the
coherer with a pencil eraser would
invariably return the coherer to the
sensitive state. A battery bias was
required to obtain a sensitive state,
and a bias of about 0.4 to 0.5 volts
seemed to be optimal.
A relatively strong pulsed excitation producing 1-2 volts across
the 2000-ohm headphones was
typically required to cause the coherer to switch to a low-impedance
state, although a d-c bias well
above 2 volts could be applied
without causing the coherer to
switch, suggesting that the rate of
rise of the excitation may also be a
factor in the coherer’s sensitivity.
The scope trace of a typical coherer
response to an impulse excitation
from the spark discharge source
is shown in Fig. 10. The coherer
clearly switches at a time virtually
coincident with the first spike of
the discharge—and in a time much
less than a microsecond.
RECTIFICATION MODE
Experiments with the rectification mode are described first, in
part because this mode is more
familiar from an historical point
of view, and in part because it provides an introduction to the new
and unfamiliar pulse-stretching
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mode. The rectification mode was
relatively easy to obtain in practice
by adjusting the battery bias to
about 0.5 volts and then adjusting one or both electrodes until a
faint rumbling or hissing noise was
heard. To verify that the rectification mode had been achieved, a
low-level modulated rf signal was
injected into the circuit to check
for the presence of an audio tone
characteristic of rectification.
The characteristic curves of the
coherer (i.e., plots of d-c current
versus d-c voltage—also known as
I-V curves by some and V-I curves
by others) were measured by reducing the battery bias to zero and

Fig. 10. The impulse excitation from a
spark discharge causes the mercury
coherer in the classical coherer mode
to switch to a low-impedance state
in less than a microsecond—virtually
coincident with the discharge spike;
the amplitude scale is 500 mV/division
and the time scale is 2.5 s/division.

then increasing it slowly up to a
maximum of 1.5 to 2 volts in small
increments while recording both
the current and voltage across the
coherer. The I-V curves are useful
for determining if the coherer is in
a liner mode similar to a resistor or
a nonlinear mode characteristic of
a rectifier. Very stable states were
often achieved for the I-V curves
in a rectifying mode where the
characteristics were identical each
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time the voltage was cycled up and
down—even after many cycles.
Sometimes a stable state persisted
for several days—but only if the
coherer was not disturbed. An
I-V characteristic that was totally
repeatable after numerous cycles
is shown in Fig. 11.
The approximate dynamic resistances based on the slopes of
the I-V curves of the coherer are
indicated for three selected operating points in the figure. Relatively
unstable states were also observed
in which the I-V curves changed
significantly each time the voltage
was cycled up and down. A coherer which returned to its original
state after an excitation was often
referred to as a self-restoring coherer, whereas one that did not
was characterized as a non-selfrestoring coherer. The Italian Navy
Coherer was characterized as a
self-restoring coherer in Marconi’s
day, even though it could easily be
put into a state in which it was not
self-restoring.
The experimental results associated with the rectification mode
are divided into two parts—the
first addressing the cw excitations and the second addressing
short-pulse excitations. Excitation of the mercury coherer by
modulated cw sources has been
reported previously by others and
held no surprises. However, results
for pulsed excitations while in the
rectification mode did provide
quite a surprise.
CW Excitation: In order to
test the efficacy of the rectification
mode, 1 and 10 MHz carriers were
modulated at 1 KHz with a depth
of 50% and separately injected into
the circuit at the terminal labeled
“A” for antenna in Fig. 5 through
a 390 pf capacitor. The injected rf
signals were measured, and the
amplitudes producing the lowest
audible signals were recorded as
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Fig. 11. The I-V characteristics for
the mercury coherer in the rectification mode was often highly stable as
evidenced by identical results as the
voltage was cycled up and down—even
after many cycles; the dynamic impedance is indicated for three operating
points on the characteristic curve.

summarized in Table 1 for three
detectors including a modern
1N34A diode, the mercury coherer,
and an iron-filing coherer in the
low-impedance state—generally
characterized as the “insensitive
state.” The iron-filing coherer
was anything but insensitive in the
low impedance mode. In all three
cases, the bias voltage was adjusted
to maximize the audio response in
the headphones.
The 1N34A was the most sensitive of the three detectors to cw
excitations, although the sensitivity of the mercury coherer was not
substantially less—about a factor of

two. The sensitivity of the mercury
coherer varied widely depending
upon the electrode adjustment and
condition, with the best sensitivity
threshold being about 50% higher
than the median. In sharp contrast,
the sensitivity threshold for the
1N34A diode was consistent—not
only for a single diode, but also
among three different diodes
tested from the same lot.
Dr. Grisdale reported 50 mV as
the minimum measured rf signal
level with a modulation depth of
50% required to produce an audible tone in a set of headphones.
Again, one should not infer anything from the difference in the
measured thresholds for the two
mercury coherers because they
were taken under different conditions including headphone type,
sensitivity of the experimenter’s
ears, and unknown differences
in the rf carrier and modulation
frequencies.
It has been reported previously
that an iron-filing coherer acts as
a rectifying detector,12 and so the
rectifying properties of several
types of coherers were confirmed
to demonstrate that virtually any
coherer can act as a rectifying detector at some level of sensitivity.
The sensitivity of this detector also
varied widely, with the best result
shown in Table 1. Of course, the
iron filing coherer was never used
commercially in the rectification
mode.

Table 1. Injected cw signals measured at the threshold of
audibility for three detection devices using a 10 MHz carrier
with a 1 KHz modulation at a depth of 50%.
DetectorBias(V)
1N34A Diode
Mercury Coherer
Iron-Filing Coherer

0.0
0.4
0.4

Injected RF Signal
(mV p-p)
60
110
180
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Pulsed Excitation and Pulse
Stretching: The responses of the
1N34A and mercury coherers to
pulsed excitations were significantly different from each other
due to a phenomenon associated
with the mercury coherer designated here as “pulse stretching.”
While exploring the response of the
mercury coherer to narrow pulses
radiated from the spark-discharge
source, it was noted that the exponential decay time measured
across the headphones was often
much longer than the excitation
source, sometimes exceeding
several seconds—far beyond the
time constant associated with any
plausible reactive elements in the
circuit with the possible exception of the mercury coherer itself.
These long responses were always
accompanied by unusually loud
clicks in the headphones, which
hinted of exceptional sensitivity.
A parametric investigation of this
phenomenon, which appeared to
be associated with the mercury
coherer, was undertaken by injecting the receiver with the sine-burst
waveform.
An example of pulse stretching is shown in Fig. 12 where an
injected pulse of 570 mV p-p with
a 1-cycle burst of a 1 MHz carrier
at a rep rate of 1 pps produced 70
mV unipolar response across the
headphones which decayed in
about 250 ms (the negative-going
portion of the excitation pulse
does not show up on the 250 ms/
div setting of the scope in Fig.
12). When the signal across the
headphones was examined on a
short time scale, the negative going portion of the pulse does show
up, and it was clear that an offset
of 70 mV occurred near the end of
the applied pulse and persisted far
beyond the remainder of the trace
(see Fig. 13). There was a threshold
for pulse stretching which occurs at
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an applied pulse amplitude of approximately 400 mV p-p, and for
signals above this level, the magnitude of the stretching increases
with the amplitude of the applied
pulse. Short excitations producing
1.5 volt offsets produced responses
that persisted for over two seconds.
To confirm that his phenomenon was indeed a property of
the mercury coherer and not all
semiconductor junctions, the
experiment was repeated with
a 1N34A detector. The response
of the 1N34A showed only a very
small amount of pulse stretching
with a decay time constant of 10-15
s following the excitation, which
may have been due to either the detector itself or perhaps the reactive
elements in the circuit (see Fig. 14).
It was noted that not all modes
of the mercury coherer displayed
the phenomenon of pulse stretching when exposed to short pulses.
A comparison of the response of
the mercury coherer with and without pulse stretching illustrates the
significance of the phenomenon
(see Fig. 15). At pulse widths in ex-

Fig. 12. An example of pulse stretching
is shown for an excitation pulse of 1 s
duration which produces a response
with a pulse width of nearly 250 ms,
far greater than the time constant of
any reactive elements in the receiver
circuit except for the mercury coherer
itself; the amplitude scale is 100 mV/
division and the time scale is 250 ms/
division.
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Fig. 13. The pulse stretching response
of the mercury coherer is shown with
greater time resolution where it can
be seen that a 70 mV offset occurs at
the end of the single 1 s pulse; the
amplitude scale is 100 mV/division and
the time scale is 1s/division.

cess of 100-200 s, the sensitivity
threshold of the mercury coherer
to a pulsed excitation was about
130 mV, well below the onset of
pulse stretching. The mercury
coherer was clearly in the rectification mode as evidenced by the
presence of tone in the headphones
when a modulated rf carrier was
applied. As the excitation pulse
width is decreased, the minimum
excitation required to produce an
audible signal increased until a
level of about 400 mV was reached.
At this point, the response began
to broaden appreciably, indicating
the onset of pulse stretching. Once
the pulse-stretching threshold
was reached, the sensitivity of the
mercury coherer to pulsed excitations no longer decreased with a
further decrease in applied pulse
width—as it did for the 1N34A and,
most likely, all other diodes which
depend on rectification as the
detection mode. At a pulse width
of 1 s, the sensitivity threshold
is 2.6 V for rectification without
pulse stretching versus 400 mV
with pulse stretching—a factor of
six less. It is even more significant
for very short pulses of less than

Fig. 14. The response of the 1N34A
diode shows only a very small amount
of pulse broadening with a pulse width
of less than 15 s, which may be due
to either the detector itself or perhaps
other reactive elements in the circuit;
the amplitude scale is 100 mV/division
and the time scale is 5 s/division.

100 ns—a time scale characteristic
of the initial spike produced by a
discharge at Poldhu.
In some experiments, a modulated rf signal was injected while
a spark discharge signal of sufficient magnitude to cause pulse
stretching was radiated. The offset
voltage produced by the spark discharge changed the bias enough
to decrease the sensitivity of the

Fig. 15. The sensitivity threshold of the
mercury coherer with pulse broadening is almost an order of magnitude
lower for a pulse width of 1s than for
the coherer in the rectification mode
without pulse broadening.
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mercury coherer as evidenced by a
decrease in the tone in the headset
which sometimes lasted as long as
a few seconds—the exact duration
of the stretched pulse indicated by
the oscilloscope. A very distinct
click was also heard in the headphones at the instant of the spark
discharge. Thus, rectification and
pulse stretching can occur simultaneously, but are clearly different
phenomena.
REPETITIVE-SWITCHING
MODE
Even before performing experiments on the mercury coherer,
there was some expectation on the
part of this author that a new and
different mode of operation might
exist based on an obscure reference by Sir Oliver Lodge to work he
presented to the Physical Society of
London in 1897. His observations
will be summarized immediately
following the presentation and
interpretation of the experimental
data. More recently, Bart Lee also
suggested that Marconi’s mercury
coherer was perhaps not passive
but had gain in the sense that rf
pulses could cause the coherer to
switch large currents to activate
the headphones with the energy
coming from the battery. 13 Of
course, that is exactly how a coherer normally works, except that
coherers are generally no longer
sensitive after switching into the
conductive state—they have to be
tapped back after each pulse to
reacquire sensitivity.
Since Marconi did not tap back
the mercury coherer, the question
is whether Marconi’s mercury
coherer had the property of not
only being able to switch relatively large currents like a normal
coherer—but also to remain in
a sensitive state after switching,
thereby having the ability to switch
large currents repeatedly with the
60 AWA Review

reception of a succession of closely
spaced pulses. Such a mode would
be distinctly different from the
rectification mode in which the
energy is provided by—and limited
to—that which is contained in the
received rf pulse. As detailed in the
paragraphs that follow, the answer
is decidedly in the affirmative that
such a mode exists.
Experimental Results: The
repetitive-switching mode was
discovered after first adjusting battery bias to about 0.5 V and then
adjusting the coherer electrodes
until background noise became audible. The coherer was then tested
for sensitivity by exposing the
circuit to several discharge pulses.
After determining the coherer was
sensitive, the battery bias was then
raised by several volts to a point
where the voltmeter across the
coherer displayed a sharp reduction in voltage—typically back to
0.5 volts—which generally heralded the entry into the repetitiveswitching mode. At this point, the
receiver became very sensitive
and it was found to be necessary
to greatly reduce the excitation
by moving the spark-discharge
source far away from the test setup
to avoid spoiling the sensitivity,
which occasionally happened after
only one or two large transients.
With smaller discharge signals,
the sensitive state persists for long
periods of time—sometimes even
days.
The first time this state was observed was actually very exciting.
The discharge source was actuated
at several pulses per second, and
the D’Arsonval meter immediately
began to flicker up or down after
each pulse by as much as 250 mV
or as little as 50mV—which on the
2.5 V VOM scale was barely noticeable—but the headphones clicked
away quite loudly with each quiver
of the meter. Scope traces such as
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the one shown in Fig. 16 with a 40
second oscilloscope sweep time
clearly recorded the events showing that the coherer jumped immediately to a new level and then
settled to a slightly different operating point within a second or two
after each pulse (a manifestation of
pulse stretching). A very large click
was heard in the headphones at
each discharge, and a train of literally hundreds of pulses at a pulse
rate of 2-3 pulses per second could
be heard. The coherer remained
sensitive and there was no need
for tapping back.
Each spike in Fig. 16 corresponds to a radiated discharge
signal, and the coherer responds to
each signal by changing its impedance slightly such that the voltage
across the headphones changes by
as little as 50 mV or by as much
as 250 mV. After each pulse, the
coherer settled to a new operating
point over a period of a few tenths
of a second to a few seconds. At
the right side of the figure, two
pulses were radiated in quick succession without allowing for the
coherer to settle, and the coherer
clearly responded as evidenced by
a negative spike quickly followed
by a positive spike. A similar case
of the coherer responding to two
pulses in rapid succession can be
observed just to the left of center
in the figure. Thus, the coherer is
always in an active state—whether
or not is has settled.
To give a different perspective,
another sequence of pulses with an
extended oscilloscope sweep time
scale of 200 seconds is shown in
Fig. 17. There were periods where
multiple pulses were radiated in
rapid succession to verify sensitivity, and other periods where
no signals were radiated to see
if the operating point changed
over time. Virtually every spark
discharge radiated during the full

Fig. 16. The repetitive-switching mode
is characterized by abrupt changes
in the operating point of the mercury
coherer following each pulse, as indicated by the discontinuity in voltage
across the headphones in this 40
second sweep.

200 second sweep of this experiment produced a loud click in the
headset, regardless of how closely
spaced they were. The operating
points were stable for long periods
of time—until the next successive
pulse caused the operating point
to change. It was noted that the
coherer remained in the sensitive
state without the need for tapping
back throughout the entire experimental session which lasted almost
an hour.
The I-V characteristics were
measured while the coherer was
in the repetitive-switching mode,
with surprising results. The coherer was typically in a constant
resistance mode, with the resistance being on the order of 800
ohms. In one case, the I-V curve
was inverted such that the current
actually increased more slowly
than the voltage.
The main difference between
the repetitive-switching mode
and the classical coherer mode is
that the coherer does not switch
to a low-impedance state in the
repetitive-switching mode and
always remains sensitive without
tapping back. The difference between the pulse-stretching mode
and repetitive-switching mode is
that the coherer operating point always returns to the pre-pulse value
in the former (see Fig. 12), while
in the latter, the operating point
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Fig. 17. The repetitive-switching mode
shown in a long time sweep of 200
seconds is very stable and sensitive,
whether successive pulses are closely
spaced or widely separated.

changes after each pulse even after
the settling time. In the repetitive
switching mode, each pulse produces a step function of current,
while in the pulse stretching mode,
the pulse of current persists for
only 250 ms or so for small pulses
near the threshold of audibility.
The difference between the rectification mode and all other modes
of operation is that the energy
causing the click in the headset
comes from the received pulse for
rectification, while the energy that
produces the click comes from the
battery in the other three modes.
The repetitive switching mode
was clearly the most sensitive of
all observed modes.
Connection to Previous Work:
A controversy over the coherer
used in the transatlantic experiment arose almost immediately
after the results of the transatlantic experiment were announced.
Sir Oliver Lodge was the first to
question Marconi’s receiver in a
letter to The Times of London who,
several weeks after the experiment,
wrote: “He [Marconi] has probably been using as [a] detector the
very simple device depicted in my
little book on the subject published
by the Electrician, page 27…”14
Marconi’s managing director Flood
Page quickly responded: “Prof.
Oliver Lodge is altogether wrong
in his suggestion that Marconi
was ‘using as detector the very
simple device depicted in my little
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book on the subject.’” Prof. Lodge
never responded, and the work he
referenced has apparently gone
unnoticed for over a century.
It turns out that Oliver Lodge
may have been more on point
than anyone realized, because in
the obscure reference to which
he referred as “my little book”
(which turned out to be Signalling
Through Space Without Wires
dated May 1900—more than a
year earlier than the transatlantic
experiment of December 1901),
Lodge describes a very sensitive
means of detection he practiced
with a single-point coherer that
is very similar to the repetitiveswitching mode described here,
albeit with a different type of coherer.15 His receiving arrangement
reproduced here as Fig. 18 utilized
headphones, a battery, and a nonself-restoring coherer without a
tapper-back arranged in a circuit
identical to that shown in Marconi’s patent (see Fig. 5). Lodge
goes on to describe an experiment
using a spark-gap radiator to excite
this receiver which he presented to
the Physical Society of London on
October 27, 1897:
“My assistant, Mr. E. E. Robinson, early noticed that when a
telephone was used as receiver,
say with a single-point coherer
(see Fig. 18), which is a very
sensitive arrangement, every
disturbance of the coherer due to
received waves is accompanied by
a crackle or tick of the telephone,
without any tapping back being
necessary. This is, indeed, the easiest mode of receiving signals, and
we often practised it.
“…the meaning of these ticks
[on his D’Arsonval galvanometer]
is recognized; each tick represents
a minute change in the resistance
of the coherer—not at all the full
change usually employed, but little subsidiary changes, sometimes
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up and sometimes down, barely
sufficient to affect a galvanometer,
but quite adequate (being so sudden) to disturb a telephone.”
The measured current through
his coherer resulting from successive electrical stimuli without tapping back is shown in Fig. 19. Lodge
observed that a stronger electrical
stimulus usually decreases the
resistance and a weaker stimulus
usually increases it. He therefore
concluded: “If all the signals were
precisely of the same strength, I
doubt if these superposed crimples
of resistance would occur; but
signals depending on quality of
sending spark never are of the
same strength, and accordingly

Fig. 18. A simple receiving arrangement using a principle similar to that
of the repetitive switching mode used
by Lodge as early as 1897 consists of
a single-point coherer without a tapper back, a telephone and a battery.
(Oliver J. Lodge, Signalling Through
Space without Wires)

the sudden slight variations of
resistance do occur.” Lodge’s
conclusion regarding the need for
successively weaker and stronger
signals is not supported by the data
obtained from the mercury coherer
experiments.
It is ironic that the method
practiced by Lodge may well be the
method that was used by Marconi,
although Marconi’s managing
director, Flood Page, vehemently
denied it. Flood Page actually denied that the device was the same
as Lodge’s—which was true—but
Flood Page was silent on the

similarity of the method, which
is clearly what Lodge stressed because he referred to it as “this plan”
as opposed to “this device.” Apparently, historians have completely
ignored both Lodge’s claim and
his method of reception because
the technique Lodge described in
his “little book” has not been found
in any other reference—certainly
not in any other reference associated with Marconi’s transatlantic
experiment.
SENSITIVITY COMPARISONS
The classical coherer mode
of the mercury coherer was the
least sensitive mode. It took a
short-pulse amplitude somewhere
between 1-2 volts to trigger the
coherer into a low impedance
state. It interesting to note that
the d-c bias could be increased to a
level much greater than the shortpulse switching threshold without
switching the coherer to a lowimpedance state. Similarly, a larger
cw carrier could be applied without
switching the coherer. Again, this
indicates that the rate of rise of the
excitation may be a factor in the
mercury coherer operation.
The audibility threshold of the

Fig. 19. The current though Lodge’s
receiver arrangement with a coherer
was sensitive to successive electrical
stimuli without any mechanical tapping
back. (Oliver J. Lodge, Signalling
Through Space without Wires)
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mercury coherer to modulated
cw signals was approximately 110
mV as compared to a threshold
of 60 mV for a 1N34A diode. For
pulse widths less than 200 s,
the audibility thresholds of both
detectors increased with decreasing pulse widths—approximately
proportional to the inverse square
root of the pulse width. The audibility threshold of the mercury
coherer in the rectification mode
was more than four times higher
(i.e., less sensitive) than the pulse
stretching mode for short pulses
characteristic of those produced
by the Poldhu transmitter. The
minimum amplitude required to
produce an audible response for
the mercury coherer in the pulse
stretching mode was about 400
mV—about four times the 110 mV
level required for a modulated cw
excitation.
The repetitive-switching mode
appears to be the most sensitive
of all modes—with an audibility
threshold of perhaps a factor of
two lower than that of the pulsestretching mode. The spark discharge source was used for all
experiments in this mode, and it
was not possible to vary the key parameters of that source separately.
Experiments are now ongoing
to fully explore this mode, but it
seems clear that the threshold for
this mode is not going to be lower
by more than a factor of two to four
than that of the pulse-stretching
mode.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
There was a great sense of
euphoria when two new modes of
operation of the Italian Navy Coherer mock-ups were discovered
and found to be significantly more
sensitive than the rectification
mode—the mode generally ascribed to the mercury coherer used
by Marconi in his 1901 transatlan64 AWA Review

tic experiment. The sensitivity of
one of the modes, one referred to
here as “repetitive switching,” was
about four times more sensitive
than the rectification mode for
short pulses characteristic of the
Poldhu transmitter. It was first
believed that this discovery would
provide the explanation of how
Marconi received the “S” signals.
The euphoria tuned to disappointment when it was determined
that the audibility threshold of the
rectification mode of the Italian
Navy Coherer to short pulses was
actually more than an order of
magnitude higher (less sensitive)
than that reported by Dr. George
Grisdale of the Marconi Company,
who found it to be 50 mV using
continuous wave excitations. The
audibility threshold measured in
this effort was close to the threshold measured by Grisdale for cw
excitation, but it was 10 to 30
times higher for short pulses of 0.1
to 3 s. Thus, while the repetitive
switching mode is definitely more
sensitive than the other modes for
short pulses, the threshold was still
about 200 mV, at least four times
higher than previous estimates
based on Grisdale’s measurements. Thus, the explanation as
to how Marconi was able to receive
the “S” that day in 1901 seems to
be even more elusive than before.
A major finding of this effort
is that the audibility threshold of
the rectification mode of passive
detectors using headphones as sensors is pulse-width dependent. It is
not the sensitivity of the detector
itself that is generally pulse-width
sensitive—it is the headphone used
as a sensing device. As a result, the
audibility threshold of the combination of detector and headphones
increases with decreasing pulse
width—a relationship which is
proportional to the inverse square
root of the pulse width for pulse
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widths shorter than about 100
microseconds. Thus, the audibility
threshold for a 1 s pulse is ten
time higher (less sensitive) than for
a 100 s pulse. This assumes that
the short pulses (of less than 100
s) are widely spaced so they do
not interact. Pulses spaced wider
than 10 ms—corresponding to a
pulse repetition rate of 100 pulses
per second or less—clearly did not
interact. By all accounts, the pulse
repetition rate of the Poldhu transmitter was less than 100 pulses per
second, and therefore would not
have interacted in the receiver.
One can conclude from these
results that the efficiency the Italian Navy Coherer in rectification
mode to short pulses such as those
radiated by Poldhu transmitter
is sufficiently low that it would
have been virtually impossible to
receive a signal from Poldhu with
headphones in that mode. Thus,
if Marconi did, in fact, receive the
“S” signals that day from Poldhu,
it almost certainly was not in the
rectification mode—it was most
likely in the repetitive-pulse mode.
It is ironic that a mode of operation similar to the repetitive-pulse
mode characterized here was
first reported by Lodge as early
as 1897—well before Marconi’s
1901 experiment—in an obscure
reference that apparently has not
been chronicled. In that reference, Lodge said of the mode:
“This is, indeed, the easiest mode
of receiving signals, and we often
practised it.”16 He went on to make
the following comment about this
method in relation to Marconi’s
transatlantic experiment immediately following its announcement:
“I know how sensitive this plan
is, for with it messages could be
easily heard across the Bristol
Channel at Weston-super-Mare
with a pole only 12 ft. high; hence
I am not indisposed to credit the

assertion that with great power
on one side a faint trace could be
perceived on the other side even of
the Atlantic.”17
Whether or not it was possible
for Marconi to receive the “S” signals with the Italian Navy coherer
using this mode of operation has
yet to be determined. Based on
the results to date, the measured
receiver sensitivity is still too low.
One possibility that has yet to be
explored is the use of a step up
transformer to increase the voltage
applied to the coherer. Marconi
plainly stated that he used “mircophonic self-restoring coherers
placed in the secondary circuit of
a transformer” in his transatlantic experiment. It is known that
he used an rf transformer in both
tuned and untuned receivers to
step up the voltage applied to his
iron-filing coherer, and both Vyvyan and Henry Bradford reproduced
the same schematic of an untuned
receiver with a transformer that
Marconi used.18 Vyvyan said of this
transformer—designated a “jigger”
by Marconi—“The employment of
this new device, which was patented, increased the sensitiveness
of the receiver very substantially
and considerably increased the
range of the apparatus…”19
Because the two most-sensitive
modes of operation of the mercury coherer are activated by peak
voltage (and possibly rate of rise)
rather than energy or power, they
would benefit from a step up transformer. Consequently, plans are
underway for experiments with
an rf step up transformer in conjunction with the pulse-stretching
and repetitive-pulse modes of the
mercury coherer. It should be
noted that a step up transformer
will not benefit the coherer in the
rectifying mode because in that
mode it is a square-law device in
which the output voltage is proVolume 21, 2008 65
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portional to the input power (or
energy for short pulses). While a
step up transformer will increase
voltage (at the expense of current),
it cannot step up power or energy.
It would appear that the most
important part of the received
signal is the one that produces
the highest peak voltage in the
antenna, not necessarily the highest power or energy (as it would
be for rectification). According to
Ratcliffe’s calculations, the highest
peak voltage would have been produced by the initial spike associated
with the spark discharge—which is
in the HF band (or higher)—rather
than the oscillatory response in the
MF band, which contains more
energy but has smaller peak field
strength. In this regard, Bradford
has commented on the potential
importance of the signal received
at Signal Hill in the HF band based
on propagation phenomenology.20
In conclusion, there should be
a renewed focus on 1) refining the
peak amplitude and rate of rise of
the initial high-frequency spike
discharge radiated from the Poldhu antenna and received at St.
John’s as a result of propagation
path disturbances, and 2) characterizing the sensitivity of the Italian Navy Coherer to peak voltage
spikes in receiver circuits utilizing
a step up transformer. The suggestion for receiver sensitivity investigations are in sharp contrast to
past efforts which have focused on
characterizing coherer sensitivity
in the rectification mode using cw
signals in simple circuits without
transformers.
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Experiments with the
Mercury Self-restoring
Detector
2008 Lane S. Upton

ABSTRACT

INTRODUCTION
After hearing Bart Lee present his paper1
“A meditation on Marconi’s Mercury Detector
and his Triumph of 1901: Nothing Ventured,
nothing Gained” at the 2005 Antique Wireless
Association conference, I decided that I wanted
to learn more about the technical aspects of
the detector that Marconi had used during his
transatlantic radio tests.
My initial investigation found that Jagadis
Chunder Bose2 had reported the properties of
the mercury detector in 18993, and that Marconi
had patented this type of detector, British Patent
#18,105. Marconi’s detector is shown in Fig. 1,
and his patent drawing is in Fig. 2. A Marconi
website4 states that this detector is “of Italian
origin”. While it is not the author’s purpose in
this paper to decide who really is the inventor
of this mercury detector, I have come to the
personal conclusion, along with many others,
that the credit for originating this type of detector should go to Bose. [See also the article by
Wenaas in this volume. Ed.]

Over the years there has
been considerable debate
about the mercury detector used by Marconi in his
1901 transatlantic radio experiment. This detector has
been referred to as a “selfrestoring coherer”, but my
work with these units has
shown that the mercury
detector acts as a diode detector, not a coherer. One
detector was designed and
constructed in accordance
with the principles outlined
in Marconi’s patent, and
its characteristics were
investigated. Based on experiences with the first
detector, and consultation
with a chemistry professor
regarding the properties of
mercury, a second detector
was constructed and its
characteristics also analyzed. A small spark transmitter was then built to see
if this type of signal into
the detector would have
any effects. There were no
changes in the results. The
detector was also analyzed
using a very fast rise pulse
input, with no different
results. From these investigations, it is my conclusion
that it would have been
very difficult, if not impossible, for Marconi to have
heard the Poldhu signals
with such a device.
Fig. 1. Marconi’s detector5
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Fig. 2. Marconi’s patent drawing

I consulted with Dr.
Charles Grissom, Professor of Chemistry, University Of Utah, regarding the
characteristics of mercury
and other aspects of the
detector design. As a result of this consultation
plus ideas gained working
with the first detector, a
second detector was designed and constructed.
This detector gave some
improvement in performance over the first unit.
The results of these experiments showed that the
mercury detector can be a
reasonably good detector,
showing about 65% of the
performance of the 1N34 detector,
but it is an extremely poor detector
from the standpoint of usability
because it is extremely unstable,
difficult to adjust, and sensitive to
the slightest vibration.
The second detector was also
subjected to tests with a signal from
a spark transmitter, and, tests with
a very fast rise pulse. Both of these
tests were to determine if there
might be some negative resistance
or other characteristics that could
cause the detector to have any form
of gain – none were found.
It is my personal opinion that
using this type detector for receiving a signal that was not continuous, and/or did not have a
modulation (audible) tone, would
be almost impossible due to the
difficulty of adjustment. Therefore
I feel it would have been almost
impossible for Marconi to have
heard anything except possibly
noise and/or atmospheric static
due to the inability to properly tune
the detector.

A detector was designed and
constructed using the same internal detector components as
outlined in Marconi’s patent description. A considerable amount of
experimenting with this unit took
place, and much was learned about
this detector’s characteristics. It
was learned that cleanliness of the
detector components, the inside of
the glass, and the condition of the
mercury were extremely important.
Tests were performed to determine if this unit functioned as a
coherer, or, similar to a conventional diode detector. These tests
confirmed that this is not a coherer,
but a diode type detector. It was initially decided that all testing of the
detectors described here would be
performed under the same conditions throughout the test in order
to obtain repeatable results. These
conditions would have to be somewhat empirically determined based
on what little is known of Marconi’s
exact operating conditions. It was
also decided to use a 1N34 germanium diode as a reference in order
to compare this detector against COHERER OR DIODE DETECtoday’s equipment.
TOR?
Throughout these experiments
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various tests were conducted to when it was connected, with or
determine whether this type of without a dc static current of up to
mercury detector functioned for 10 mA. I believe this confirms that
Marconi as a coherer or as a diode Bose was working with extremely
detector. The first simple test was small diode detector currents,
to check it with an ohmmeter on certainly not sufficient to actuate
the lowest range – it showed either a relay as normally used with a
a stable open circuit, or a fairly coherer.
stable resistance value, depending
John Belrose said7 “if the letter S
on its adjustment. I placed a two was heard, it was due not to coherer
turn coil around the center of the action, but to the unwitting and
glass tubing, and while connecting unrecognized use of a simple diode
it intermittently to a 1.5 volt battery rectifier”. Based on the above tests
I could not observe any change in and experiments with the detecresistance no matter what the de- tors, I am in complete agreement
tector adjustment.
– this is not a coherer, but a
Tests were conducted with dc diode detector.
voltages up to 2 volts with current
limited to 25 mA, while monitoring EXPERIMENTS WITH THE
the current through the detector. FIRST DETECTOR
These tests were conducted with
A detector was designed and
both polarities across the detector. built using the same internal maA five turn coil with a series 50 ohm terials as outlined in Marconi’s
terminating resistor, was placed patent description, i.e. – a drop of
around the center of the detector mercury contained within a glass
glass tube and an 850 KHz, 1.0 volt tube, with a fixed carbon plug and
signal was applied to the coil. The an adjustable iron plug against opdetector was adjusted for various posite sides of the mercury drop.
current values from 20 A to 10 All brass materials were used in
mA, and the signal to the coil was the construction of the electrical
turned on and off. There never was portions of the detector to avoid
more than a very slight indication any possibility of problems with
of change in the dc current, and dissimilar metals. This detector is
that was strictly in the very low shown in Fig. 3.
currents.
I have found that there has to
Bose3 states that he saw changes be a film on the mercury for proper
in the galvanometer reading, but he operation, but it is a tremendous
never described the sensitivity of variable in the operation of the
the galvanometer. He also stated detector. Cleaned mercury that
“I interposed a telephone
in the circuit; each time
a flash of radiation fell on
the receiver the telephone
sounded”. Although I did
not have a telephone receiver of the vintage used
by Bose, I borrowed an
early 1900’s low impedance telephone receiver to
test for sensitivity. A click
from a dc current as low
as 100 A could be heard Fig. 3. First detector
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is placed immediately in service
will not operate as a detector, but
after some time of operation, and
working with the adjustment, the
unit will start operating. Also, I
have found it changes characteristics with time when a current is
passing through it. As a result of
these observations, it was decided
to do more experiments with the
mercury drop.
I cleaned a drop of mercury with
50% nitric acid, rinsed with deionized water followed by a rinse with
alcohol, and then placed in a vacuum (20 microns) and held for two
hours. When this drop is immediately placed into the detector, there
is no indication of high resistance
– it is either open or shorted. After sitting for a period of 24 hours
the unit will begin to show some
resistance when worked with, but
it tends to be equal in forward to
backward resistance.
It was decided to take a drop
from my jar of old mercury and use
it as-is. I took a large drop (about
3/8” diameter) from below the surface and placed it in a clean vessel.
From inside that drop I took a drop
about 5/32” diameter and placed it
into the detector. After some time
of working with the detector, this
drop of mercury started behaving
very well and resulted in a decent
diode curve (see photo in Fig. 4).
Note that this curve agrees fairly
well with the 1979 data by KarlLudvig Groenhaug6, although the
ratio of forward to backward resistance is not quite as high in my test.
I tried the detector in the vertical position so that either the carbon or iron pole was the uppermost
contact with the mercury. With
the carbon pole on top, there was
either zero or infinite resistance,
indicating that this is not the operational detector pole. With the
iron pole on top, the detector behaved basically the same as in the
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horizontal position.
I experimented with the unit
connected temporarily as a normal
detector and found the following:
1) In either a series or parallel
configuration (with bias and a load
resistor) there were very similar
results.
2) A 10 db change in signal level,
either + or-, caused the detector to
stop working.
3) A change in bias level caused
the detector sensitivity to degrade
even with bias returned to the
original level. Optimum bias level
was 0.5 volts.
Further experimenting with the
detector resulted in an additional
observation which has added to the
confusion regarding this detector –
While making a diode curve
for the unit I found a point where
it started out with behavior like
that shown in Fig. 4, but with time
the current continued to slowly
increase. After about five minutes
with the detector just sitting with
no adjustment the current had
increased, and settled to about
five times, with the resulting curve
shown in Fig. 5. I was able to repeat
this phenomenon several times.
This change is apparently due to a
lowering of the contact resistance.
NOTE: I was never able to repeat
this characteristic with the second
detector.
For reference, I have shown the
curve of a 1N34 germanium diode
(Fig. 6). The equipment set-up
used for the diode tests is shown
in Fig. 7.
At one point I decided to increase the pressure on the mercury
drop to the point that almost made
it touch the upper wall of the glass
tubing. After that it appeared that
I had disturbed the film on the
surface of the mercury and it would
not behave properly again.
I placed the detector, with the
mercury drop discussed above,
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on top of my home heater (during
the winter) and left it there for five
days to see if there was any difference in performance. This test
showed no change, convincing me
that the surface film forms fairly
quickly and if left undisturbed it
does not essentially change.

Fig. 6. Diode curve, 1N34

Fig. 4. Diode curve, first detector

Fig. 5. Diode curve, after time

EXPERIMENTS WITH A SECOND DETECTOR
I decided to design and construct a second detector with some
improvements based on experiences with the first detector. But
before I did, I wanted to discuss
the design, and some questions
I had, with someone with a good
chemical background.
I met with Dr. Charles Grissom,
as previously noted, who luckily had some personal hands-on
experience with mercury in neon
sign construction. We had a very
informative meeting in which we
discussed the general characteristics of mercury, it’s application
in the detector, and the detector’s
design.
The new detector incorporates
suggestions made by Dr. Grissom,
input from Bart Lee regarding the
original Marconi detector, and the
author’s ideas. These improvements include:
1) Use of leaded glass, which is
probably the type used originally.
(Dr. Grissom)
2) Smaller ID glass tubing
– 0.110” ID, first detector ID is
0.188”. (Bart Lee)
3) Use of triple distilled mercury to assure purity of the mercury
at the start. (Dr. Grissom)
4) The connection of each end
of the glass tubing to it’s detector
rod mount. (Dr. Grissom)
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Fig. 7. Test set-up, diode curves

5) Improved resolution of adjustment – 80 TPI thread and
larger diameter knob. (author)
The same basic design was
used, and everything went well
during the construction except for
difficulties with the carbon electrode due to the smaller diameter
– this was overcome by using a
short piece of carbon and a brass
electrode extension. This second
detector is shown in Fig. 8.
This new design is a considerable improvement, demonstrating
good detector characteristics, but
it is still a very unstable unit both
mechanically and electrically. This
instability, which is very similar
in both units, has to be due to the
characteristics of the mercury and/
or the film on the surface of the
mercury. Additional tests were

Fig. 8. Second detector
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conducted on the detector and
under specific conditions it was
found to be fairly comparable with
the 1N34 germanium diode.
Deciding on the load resistance
and “phone capacitor” values were
a problem. Looking at the telephone receiver5 used by Marconi,
Fig. 9, there is a lot of added capacitance from his added windings
on the horseshoe magnet.
NOTE: I have heard discussion
of the added windings on the telephone receiver acting as RF chokes
in the Marconi set-up. As best I can
tell from the photo, Fig. 9, there are
about 35 turns per layer of about
#22 wire in the added windings.
There is no way the number of
layers can be determined from
the photo, but I will guess at there
being four or five winding layers.
At a frequency of 850 KHz there is
no way that this can represent an inductance,
due to; 1) The shunt
capacitance in the windings, 2) The capacitance
from the hand holding
the unit (which I feel is
the only way it would be
held), 3) The magnetic
material which represents the core of this
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Fig. 9. Marconi’s Collier receiver

inductor would not respond to the
higher frequency. At this frequency
these windings would represent a
fairly large capacitance, in parallel
with a very low Q inductor.
As a result of this complex load,
I decided there was no way I could
duplicate the load presented by
the Collier receiver. So, the values
shown in the schematic, Fig. 10,
were decided on and were used
throughout all RF testing.
After about an hour of experimenting with bias levels, RF signal
levels, diode settings, etc., I found
the right combination for optimum
performance. Again I found the
optimum bias level to be 0.5 volts. I
found the optimum RF signal input
test level, in this test set, to be 30
millivolts output from the signal
generator. These figures were used
throughout the RF testing.
This is still a very unstable
detector, depending on mechanical and/or electrical conditions.
A change of RF signal level will
upset it, and if you return to the
same level it may or may not re-

peat it’s performance. It
appears, in my opinion,
that some of this depends
on whether you have disturbed the film on the
surface of the mercury.
When you move the iron
electrode inward there
will be two to four places
where it will perform as
a detector, but these will
appear different when you are
moving away from the mercury
– then when you repeat the same
procedure, you will get a different
set of results. Also, I had to clamp
the detector to the bench to provide a steady mounting surface, or
else the slightest vibration would
change the setting.
If you look at the detector under magnification, you can see the
mercury drop pull with the iron
electrode as you move it away,
and as the mercury ages this becomes more obvious. This appears
to be due to very small, almost
microscopic amounts of mercury
adhering to the iron pole, and/or
the surface tension characteristics
of mercury.

Fig. 10. Test set-up, detector sensitivity
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The detected modulation signal
(1KHz) of both the mercury detector, Fig. 11, and the 1N34, Fig. 12,
are shown in the following two oscilloscope photos. Test conditions
were as shown in Fig. 10. This is
the best performance I could get
with the mercury detector. The
detected signal level using the
mercury detector is about 65% of
that with the 1N34. In my opinion,
everything considered, I think this
shows fairly good performance.

conditions are identical to those in
previous diode curve tests.

TESTING WITH SPARK

Fig. 13. Diode curve, second detector

Fig. 11. Detected output, second
detector

Fig. 12. Detected output, 1N34 diode

After the above RF testing was
complete, another diode curve
measurement was performed (Fig.
13) and found to be very good. The
current in the forward direction
was much better than the previous detector and the forward to
reverse ratio was a bit better. Test
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TESTING WITH SPARK
TRANSMISSIONS
Bart Lee suggested the possibility of momentary increases in
sensitivity of the mercury detector
from transient signals generated
by spark transmissions. He also
suggested the possibility of these
transients causing gain in the detector – a phenomenon popular in
the mid-1920’s where galena and
other detector crystals were caused
to oscillate/amplify due to negative
resistance characteristics.
In order to investigate the above
possibilities, I decided to design
and construct a small spark transmitter for experimental purposes. I
used a Ford ignition coil combined
with a spark gap and resonant
circuit to make a simple spark
transmitter to test the response of
the second detector. This was to
operate at a frequency near 830
KHz, on a non-interfering basis
with local broadcast stations. The
finished transmitter is shown in
Fig. 14.
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Fig. 14. Spark transmitter

In operation it was found
that the transmitter had to be located about 30 feet away in order
to eliminate it’s signals interfering
with all of the bench equipment.
A short non-resonant pickup wire
was located adjacent to the transmitter and connected to an RG58/U cable which was routed to the
bench and terminated in 50 ohms
to avoid resonances. From there
it was fed through a short coaxial
cable to the detector. The signal
level was adjusted by moving the
pickup wire nearer or further from
the transmitter. The resonant RF
envelope, at approximately 835
KHz, is shown in Fig. 15. The vertical sensitivity is 20 millivolts per
division, the horizontal sweep is 2
microseconds per division.
Because of the rather random
repetition rate of the spark signal
due to the electro- mechanical
interrupter in the Ford coil, it
was impossible to obtain a decent
waveform photo of the repetition
rate. This fact also prevented any
usable photos of the detector output as it consisted of only random
pulses.
For this test, the RF signal from
the cable was connected across the
input of the detector, both directly
and through a 0.001 microfarad se-

ries capacitor. The output
circuit of the detector was
identical to that shown in
Fig. 10. The oscilloscope
sensitivity was set as required. Considerable time
was spent experimenting
with various input levels,
with and without the series
capacitor, because of the
50 ohm load resistance
shunting the detector bias.
During the above tests
I could never find any
indication of a different
behavior other than as a
standard detector diode
function.
I then decided to experiment
with the output circuit while maintaining the input signal level shown
in Fig. 15. I tried changes in bias
and found 0.5 volts still optimum.
I tried changing the load resistance
values over the range of 470 ohms
to 10K ohms with no basic change
in detector behavior except for
output level. I tried changing the
“phone capacitor” value from zero
to the 0.0047 microfarads with
only a change in the level of the
random high frequency signals.
In conclusion, I have to state that
I could find no evidence of any
behavior in the mercury detector
other than that of a normal zero
gain diode when subjected to the
signal from my spark transmitter.

Fig. 15. RF output, spark transmitter
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TESTING WITH A FAST RISE
PULSE
I decided to try a fast rise pulse
input to the mercury detector to
see if there was any possibility of it
causing a change of characteristics,
or gain, as Bart Lee had proposed.
I used a Tektronix 114 pulse generator set to it’s fastest pulse, 100
nanoseconds. The output was left
unterminated and the output was
differentiated with an RC network.
The resultant pulse has a rise time
of approximately 8 nanoseconds
as shown in Fig. 16. This pulse was
applied directly to the mercury
detector input. The output circuit
of the detector was as shown in
Fig. 10, except for the oscilloscope
sensitivity.

Fig. 16. Pulse waveforms
A dual trace oscilloscope photo
of the detector input pulse and
resultant output are shown in Fig.
16. The applied pulse is shown in
the upper trace and the output of
the detector in the lower trace.
The upper trace sensitivity is 0.5
volts/division, the lower trace sensitivity is 0.1 volt per division, and
the horizontal sweep speed is 50
nanoseconds per division. Again, I
was unable to see any evidence of
behavior in the mercury detector
other than that of a normal zero
gain diode when subjected to a fast
rise pulse.
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CONCLUSIONS
I have come to the following
conclusions regarding the subject
detector and it’s operation:
1) As a detector it is reasonably
good, but highly unstable and difficult to use, both electrically and
mechanically.
2) It is fairly unstable with varying signal levels.
3) It is very difficult to keep in
adjustment.
4) It is extremely sensitive to
mechanical vibration.
5) The condition and age of the
mercury are very important to it’s
operation, and it’s operation will
vary with time due to the changing
conditions of the mercury.
Overall, considering the above
remarks, I have to conclude that as
a detector this unit is not worth the
effort to construct for use.
Considering Item 5 above, how
could Marconi have put his detector together in England, carried
it by ship across the Atlantic, and
then put it in use after all that time
and exposure to the moist sea air?
All of my experiments were performed in a relatively low humidity – average humidity in my area
is around 20%. Considering the
problems I had with the mercury
and it’s surface film, what would
these problems be in a moist area
such as the seacoast?
In addition to all the above,
there is the problem of the very low
“spark rate” of his transmitter. I
quote John Belrose7: “Marconi and
his assistant George Kemp convinced themselves that they could
hear on occasions three clicks more
or less buried in the static. And
clicks they would be, not unlike
atmospherics, because of the low
spark rate of his two-stage spark
transmitter (estimated to be only
a few sparks/sec.)” How do you
make a sensitive adjustment to a
detector when there are only a few
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clicks per second to adjust to?
Considering the experiments
outlined in this paper, my personal
opinion is that it would have been
almost impossible for Marconi to
have successfully used this type of
detector in his 1901 transatlantic
transmission.
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ABSTRACT
Marconi attributed the success of his
1901 transatlantic experiment to the Italian Navy Coherer, a
novel detector gifted
to him by Lt. Luigi
Solari of the Italian
Navy. A controversy
over the real identity of the inventor
has been reopened
recently with claims
that it was Jagadish
Chandra Bose. Based
on those claims, it has
been asserted that
“the invention of radio should not be attributed to Guglielmo
Marconi alone, but
Guglielmo Marconi
and Jagadish Chandra Bose.”
There are a number of problems with
the arguments offered in favor of Bose
as the inventor, and
the purpose of this
article is to present
an opposing view.
We make a strong
case that Bose is actually the least likely
of several possible
candidates for which
a valid claim of precedence can be made
for the invention of
this device.

Marconi excited the imagination of the
world in December of 1901 when he announced
receiving the first transatlantic wireless signal
in an experiment at Signal Hill in St. Johns,
Newfoundland. Marconi attributed the success
of his experiment to a novel detector gifted to
him by Lt. Luigi Solari of the Italian Navy, which
Solari had named the Italian Navy Coherer. This
detector used a small drop of mercury between
iron and carbon electrodes to make it a very
sensitive and self-recovering coherer that did
not require “tapping-back” after the reception
of each pulse to restore sensitivity, as did the
metal-filing coherers that Marconi had used
prior to the transatlantic experiment.
Shortly after the experiment, a controversy
arose regarding the identity of the inventor of
this novel detector. The controversy intensified
when Marconi filed a patent on the receiver,
which he clearly did not invent. The true identity of the inventor was never fully resolved
in Marconi’s day, and has been the subject of
various articles from time to time ever since.
The identity of the inventor is of some historical importance because the success of the
experiment and the resulting rapid advance in
communications in the decade that followed—
leading to Marconi’s Nobel Prize in Physics in
1909—was due, in part, to that detector.
In a recent article appearing in the July 2006
issue of the AWA Journal entitled “Jagadish
Chandra Bose – The Real Inventor of Marconi’s
Wireless Detector,” Varun Aggarwal made a
claim that Jagadish Chandra Bose1 was the real
inventor of the Italian Navy Coherer used by
Marconi in his 1901 transatlantic transmission
experiment.2 Based on that claim, he went even
further to claim “the invention of radio should
not be attributed to Guglielmo Marconi alone,
but Guglielmo Marconi and Jagadish Chandra
Bose.” The claims in the Aggarwal article echo
similar claims first made by P. K. Bondyopadhyay in an earlier article appearing in the
Proceedings of the IEEE in 1998.3 The claims
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by both authors are based on work
reported by Bose in the Proceedings of the Royal Society of London
dated April 27, 1899 entitled “On
a Self-Recovering Coherer and
the Study of the Cohering Action
of Different Metals.” 4
Jagadish Chandra Bose (1858 –
1937), born in Mymensingh, India
(now Bangladesh), was a brilliant
experimental physicist who, during
the period 1894-1900, pioneered
instruments for generating, transmitting and receiving radio waves
at millimeter wavelengths to study
properties of matter such as reflection, refraction, polarization. Later
in life he developed instruments for
studying the interaction of electromagnetic radiation with plants, at
which time he demonstrated that
plants and metals show similar responses to electromagnetic stimuli.
He spent considerable time searching for a self-recovering coherer to
measure the electromagnetic radiation in his experiments, a search
culminating in the discovery that

crystalline galena formed a virtually perfect self-restoring coherer—
for which he received a patent in
1904. He was knighted in 1917 for
his work with electromagnetic radiation, and in 1920 he became the
first Indian to be elected a fellow of
the Royal Society.
Bose is now often cited as the
inventor of the Italian Navy Coherer, primarily on the basis of
the two papers by Bondyopadhyay
and Aggarwal cited above. Apparently, there have been no opposing views, even though there are
a number of problems with the
arguments offered in favor of Bose
as the inventor in their papers. The
purpose of this article is to present
an opposing view to those of both
Bondyopadhyay and Aggarwal by
making a strong case that Bose is
actually the least likely of all possible candidates for which a valid
claim of precedence can be made
for the invention of the Italian Navy
Coherer.

Fig. 1. The receiver equipment used by Marconi in the 1901 transatlantic experiment included the self-restoring mercury coherer made under the direction
of Lieutenant Luigi Solari of the Royal Italian Navy, a telephone used as the
detection device, and an induction coil. (Luigi Solari, Storia della Radio, 1939)
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it was not Castelli’s coherer that
BACKGROUND
Shortly after Marconi’s transat- was given to Marconi but instead,
lantic experiment in December of a different coherer developed in1901, it became generally known dependently by personnel under
that Marconi had used a self-re- Solari’s command.
Banti wrote a second article to
storing coherer gifted to him in the
summer of 1901 by Luigi Solari, a emend the first, faithfully relatlieutenant in the Royal Italian Navy ing what he was told by unnamed
who named it the “Italian Navy sources, presumably Solari and/or
Coherer” (see Figures 1 and 2). other Italian Navy representatives.7
The controversy over who actually He related a story that personnel
invented the Italian Navy Coherer under Solari’s command had dearose almost immediately, begin- veloped the Italian Navy Coherer
ning with a letter to The Times of independently of Castelli, which
London by Sir Oliver Lodge who, quite by coincidence just happened
several weeks after the experiment, to be virtually indistinguishable
wrote: “He probably has been us- from one of two Castelli coherers.
ing as a detector the very simple The only difference between the
device depicted in my little book on Castelli coherer—which Banti rethe subject published by the Elec- ferred to as Type I in his illustration
trician, page 27; and I know how reproduced here as Figure 3—and
sensitive this plan is…”5 Lodge’s the Italian Navy coherer referred to
claim was followed by a barrage of as Type II was that the Italian Navy
articles in the public press over the Coherer had one carbon electrode
following year and a half making and one iron electrode rather than
various claims and counterclaims two iron or two carbon electrodes.
about the identity of the inven- Both used a small drop of mercury
tor and the circumstances of the between the two electrodes which
made it both sensitive and selfinvention.
The real excitement began when restoring—and a telephone as a
Prof. Angelo Banti, director of sensitive sounding device which
l’Elettricista, published an article
in May 1902 entitled “The Castelli
Coherer” in which he
stated that Corporal
Paolo Castelli—an assistant signalman in the
Italian Navy at Livorno,
Italy—had invented the
coherer used by Marconi in his first transatlantic experiment.6 Banti
was clearly unaware of
Solari’s claim that he
and his group at Spezia, Italy had developed
the Italian Navy Coherer gifted to Marconi.
Banti’s article “brought Fig. 2. The Italian Navy Coherer used by Marconi
down on [him] certain in his transatlantic experiment consisted of a small
of mercury situated between one iron electrode
courteous observa- drop
and one carbon electrode. (Museum of History of
tions” to the effect that Science, University of Oxford)
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was not shown in the figure.
Clearly, Banti did not believe
the story he was told because in
recounting the story he obviously
took great delight in pointing out
that Castelli began his experiments in September of 1900 which
yielded his best results by February
20, 1901, while Solari initiated his
experiments in January of 1901
and completed them in the summer of the same year. The striking
similarity of the two coherers and
the close timing of the two inventions made it difficult for Banti—
and apparently his readers, for that
matter—to believe the story that
the two coherers were invented
independently. Banti closed his article with the following statement,
making it clear that he believed
something was being concealed:
“but let us, nevertheless, honestly
avow that we have not published
any false thing, but that instead
there has been raised a question
of ‘soup and sops’ for the purpose
of concealing some manoeuvers to
which we are strangers. And this
suggests that . . . . ?”
Almost a year later in June of

1903, eminent author Emile Guarini asserted that the Italian Navy
Coherer was actually invented by
one Professor T. Tommasina from
Geneva.8 He made a strong case
by citing several papers Tommasina had published—the earliest
on May 1, 1899—describing a coherer made “by means of a drop
of mercury placed in a glass tube
between two brass electrodes of
cylindrical shape.9 Shortly thereafter, Solari published a response
claiming among other things, that
“the ‘Royal Italian Navy Coherer’
is constructed in an entirely different manner from those suggested
by Wilson and Tommasina…”
There was no rebuttal from
Guarini, and so the controversy
became dormant until it was revived in a paper published in the
Proceedings of the IEEE in May of
1993 by author and historian V. J.
Phillips 90 years later.10 Phillips,
author of Early Radio Wave Detectors,11 was eminently qualified
to review the controversy, which
he did in great detail—and in the
process he provided a roadmap
to the controversy, complete with

Fig. 3. The Italian Navy Coherer (Type II) made by Lieutenant Luigi Solari at
Spezia, Italy was virtually identical to the two coherers (Type I) made by Corporal Paolo Castelli at Livorno, Italy. (The Electrician, Vol. XLIX, No. 12, July
11, 1902, p. 477)
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a list of references to the writings
of the key participants. Phillips concluded in his paper that
it could not be determined who
actually invented the Italian Navy
Coherer. His concluding statement
was short and to the point: “What
then, are we to make of the controversy [including who invented the
coherer] after the lapse of nearly
one hundred years? One thing,
of course, is quite clear: we shall
probably never know for certain
the full truth of the matter unless by some lucky chance some
relevant, but hitherto unknown,
personal correspondence should
happen to come to light.”
Bondyopadhyay revisited this
controversy again in 1998, a scant
five years after Phillips, using essentially the same information
available to Phillips, but he came
to a very different and startling
conclusion which was captured
by his introductory statement:
“Incontrovertible evidence is
presented to show that this novel
wireless detection device [the Italian Navy Coherer] was invented
by Sir J. C. Bose of Presidency
College, Calcutta, India.” 12 In
this regard, it should be noted that
when Phillips wrote his article in
1993, he was fully aware of Bose’s
work—specifically his work on a
self-restoring coherer13—and yet
he never considered Bose to be a
candidate. Apparently Bondyopadhyay’s 1998 claims have gone
unchallenged because Aggarwal
now makes similar claims without
reference to any opposing view.
THE CASE AGAINST BOSE
AS THE INVENTOR OF THE
ITALIAN NAVY COHERER
The case made by Aggarwal and
Bondyopadhyay in support of Bose
as the inventor of the Italian Navy
Coherer and the opposing view are
summarized as follows:

1. Bondyopadhyay asserted
that the Italian Navy Coherer is “a
trivially modified version of Bose’s
invention.” 14 However, this is not
true. Most significantly, the Italian
Navy Coherer was by all accounts
self-restoring while Bose never
claimed his so-called “iron-mercury” coherer was self-restoring.
In fact, he never claimed any of
his metal coherers with a mercury
electrode was self-restoring—with
the notable exception of potassium, which was self-restoring
even without the use of a mercury
electrode.
2. Absent any direct proof
that Bose invented Marconi’s receiving device, Aggarwal states:
“The primary evidence is the precedence of Bose’s invention to all
recorded/claimed inventions of
the device.”15 By device, Aggarwal
was referring to “an autocoherer
which used a mercury-metal interface and a telephone receiver
to hear the signal.” (Aggarwal’s
use of the term “autocoherer”
here—meaning an auto-restoring
coherer—is somewhat of a misnomer.) However, it turns out
that Bose does not have any such
precedence. Despite claims by Aggarwal, Bondyopadhyay and even
Phillips to the contrary—Professor
David Edward Hughes, an English
scientist working in America, experimented with an iron-mercury
coherer and a telephone receiver
to receive electromagnetic signal
transmissions through the air as
early as 1879-80—long before
Bose’s experiments with iron coherers using mercury electrodes.
3. Aggarwal states: “There
is also powerful circumstantial
evidence supporting Bose’s precedence as the inventor of this
device.”16 However, the “powerful
circumstantial evidence” promised by Aggarwal is more speculation than fact.
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4. Tommasina—the most
likely contributor to the Italian
Navy Coherer design—has been
rejected as a potential inventor by
Bose supporters based primarily
on a single ambiguous statement
made by Solari that “the ‘Royal
Italian Navy Coherer’ is constructed in an entirely different manner
from those suggested by Wilson
or Tommasina...”17 Despite this
half truth, there is very convincing
evidence to support the claim for
Tommasina—not the least of which
comes from Solari himself, who
specifically stated in his book Storia della Radio published in 1939
that the Italian Navy Coherer was
based on the phenomena observed
by Tommasina.”18
These points are detailed in the
four sections that follow.
BOSE’S “IRON-MERCURY”
COHERERS WERE NOT
SELF-RESTORING
It has been asserted that the
Italian Navy Coherer is a “trivially modified version of Bose’s
invention” even though it used a
small drop of mercury in a linear
glass tube as opposed to Bose’s
U-tube filled with a large amount
of mercury. A close examination
of both designs clearly shows that
the seemingly minor differences
in physical characteristics makes
a major difference in their electrical characteristics, particularly the
self-restoring characteristic of the
coherer.
The use of mercury in the selfrestoring Castelli coherers was
described as follows: 19
“In the mercury tubes the selfdecoherence is more or less perfect according to the purity and
freedom from amalgam of the
mercury used, to the dryness and
cleanliness of the interior of the
tube, and to the smallness of the
drops of mercury. The most suit86 AWA Review

able diameters of the drops are
comprised between the extreme
limits of 1.5mm and 3mm. Drops
less that 1.5mm. in diameter give
insensitive tubes; those greater
than 3mm. diminish the completeness of the decoherence.”
It is clear that mercury was not
used as an electrode in the Castelli
coherers, but was placed between
two other electrodes specifically
to produce self-decoherence—and
further, that very small drops were
necessary to perform that function. While Solari never explained
the purpose of a single drop of
mercury in his coherer, it can be
safely assumed that it served the
same purpose.
In sharp contrast, Bose used
mercury in his coherers as an
electrode for the sole purpose of
adjusting the pressure of the coherer contacts, a parameter known
to affect coherer performance. Further, Bose used a large amount of
mercury sufficient to fill a U-tube
cited by Aggarwal as being similar to the one pictured in Figure
4,20 which according to Castelli’s
findings, would have produced a
coherer with minimal or no selfrecovery properties.21 In fact, Bose
never claimed his “iron-mercury”
coherer was self-restoring. He
restricted the claim of self-restoration for his potassium-mercury
coherer only,22 and it was clear
that even in that case, the mercury
electrode was not responsible for
the self-restoring properties of
potassium.
Here is what Bose had to say
about his coherers using alkaline-earth metals: “The tendency
towards self-recovery was, however, very slight…” and about
coherers using magnesium: “The
tendency towards automatic
recovery is almost wanting [i.e.,
almost lacking].” More to the
point, here is all that Bose had to
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say about his iron coherer:
“Iron.—The action of this metal
is well known. In one of my experiments I used it in connection with
mercury. When the contact is very
lightly made, there is a tendency
towards an increase of resistance
by the action of radiation. But after
a time the action becomes normal,
that is to say there is a diminution
of resistance.”
The action of iron was indeed
well known, and by all accounts
coherers consisting of iron (as well
as copper and steel) electrodes
were not self-restoring.23 In fact,
in a subsequent paper, Bose experimented with a single-point
iron electrode on an iron plate and
demonstrated that the resulting
coherer was not self-restoring.24
Clearly, if mercury had special
properties that made self-restoring
coherers out of two metal electrodes that were otherwise not
self-restoring, Bose surely would
have reported it.
The real clincher is Bose’s sum-

mary at the end of his article on
self-restoring coherers:
“It will be seen from the above
that all metals exhibit contactsensitiveness to electric radiation, the general tendency being
toward a diminution of resistance.
The most interesting and typically
exceptional case, however, is the
receiver made with potassium,
which not only exhibits an increase of resistance by the action
of radiation, but also a remarkable power of self-recovery.”
Bose made it very clear that of
all the metals he tested, he found
that only potassium had the power
of self-recovery. Even with potassium, it is important to point out
that self-recovery was not a result
of the mercury electrode because
in some of his experiments one
piece of potassium was partially
flattened against another without
mercury. In fact, it is likely that
none of the potassium experiments
were performed with mercury as
an electrode because Bose stated

Fig. 4. A U-tube configuration filled with mercury was used by Bose to adjust
the pressure of the mercury contact on the metal to the right by adjusting the
conducting plunger electrode on the left. (AWA Journal, Vol. 47, No. 3, July
2006, p. 51)
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that his potassium receiver was
kept immersed in kerosene to prevent oxidation, and so immersion
of the entire U-tube configuration
would have contaminated the
mercury and/or the potassiummercury interface.
With regard to the purported
use of a telephone in Bose’s iron
coherer, often referred to by Bose
supporters (but never by Bose
himself) as the “iron-mercury-iron
with telephone” coherer, it is quite
apparent that he did not use a telephone with iron. Bose specifically
stated he did only one experiment
with mercury and iron—and in
that experiment he reported that:
“When the contact is very lightly
made, there is a tendency towards
an increase in resistance by the
action of radiation. But after a
time the action becomes normal,
that is to say there is a diminution
of resistance.” Since the direction
of the change in resistance cannot
be determined with a telephone,
it is clear that he must have used
a galvanometer for this experiment. Further, since the change in
resistance was a major parameter
reported in most of his experiments, it is safe to conclude that as
a matter of course he used a galvanometer and not a telephone as the
detection device. Bose mentioned
the use of a telephone only once in
passing, and only in conjunction
with an unspecified self-restoring
coherer—which, given his concluding statement about potassium being the exceptional case, had to be
potassium and not iron, as inferred
by Bose supporters.
With regard to Bose’s so-called
“C-Hg-Fe coherer” referred to
by Bondyopadhyay, Bose also
mentioned in passing that he
had performed experiments with
carbon but he never reported any
results. He did not state whether
the coherer configuration was C-C
88 AWA Review

or C-Fe or C-Hg-C or C-Hg-Fe,
whether the coherer resistance
increased or decreased with electrical stress, whether a telephone
or galvanometer was used—and
more to the point, whether or not
it was self-restoring. Based on
Bose’s summary statement that
potassium was the exceptional case
for self-recovery, one could conclude that if Bose did experiment
with a carbon-mercury coherer it
was not self-restoring. Bose—who
never reported any results with a
carbon-electrode coherer (with or
without mercury)—cannot possibly
be accorded precedence for the use
of a carbon-mercury-iron coherer,
and certainly not the discovery of
a self-recovering coherer using a
carbon electrode.
BOSE DOES NOT HAVE PRIORITY FOR THE INVENTION
OF MERCURY COHERERS
Contrary to claims by Bose
supporters, Bose was not the first
to invent or even experiment with
a mercury coherer—much less an
“autocoherer which used a metalmercury interface” as claimed by
Aggarwal. Professor David Hughes
experimented with an iron-mercury coherer with a telephone as early
as 1879-80—long before Bose.
Hughes disclosed his experiments
to no less than eight distinguished
British scientists in 1879 and 1880,
a summary of which was later published in The Electrical Review on
June 2, 1899.25 Hughes provided
an overview of his early work in an
1899 edition of The Electrician,26
which included an explanation of
why he did not publish his work
immediately following his disclosures in 1879-80. Oddly, neither
Aggarwal nor Bondyopadhyay referenced Hughes’ work published in
these two preeminent British journals for electrical engineering and
wireless telegraphy in 1899—the
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same two journals that published
much of the Italian Navy Coherer
controversy. Aggarwal was clearly
unaware of Hughes’ work with
mercury coherers because he
shows a table with the first column
entitled “Time” with an entry in the
first row of: “1879-1880,” and the
second column entitled “Invention/Claim” with the corresponding entry in the first row of: “David
Edward Hughes uses some kind of
a coherer. No use of mercury.” 27
Pertinent passages from the
June 1899 issue of The Electrician
describing Hughes’ use of an ironmercury coherer in the 1879-1880
time frame are reproduced here:28
“Of course it was highly important to find the most sensitive form
of microphone [the term used by
Hughes for coherer] to receive the
rays, as we may call them. Contacts of metal are apt to ‘cohere,’ or
stick together, apparently by the
electrical waves welding them. A
microphone [i.e., coherer] which is

both sensitive and self-restoring,
that is to say, does not cohere, is
made with a carbon contact resting lightly on bright steel. Such a
receiver is shown in fig. 3…. (see
Figure 5). Contacts of iron and
mercury are sensitive, but very
troublesome. Iron and steel cohere, but are sensitive, and keep
well when immersed in a mixture
of petroleum and vaseline, which,
though is an insulator, does not
bar the electric waves from them.”
While the description of
Hughes’ mercury coherer is short,
it is no shorter—nor does it contain
any less information—than the
descriptions published by either
Bose or Tommasina. In fact, the
disclosures by Bose in his paper
are very similar to those of Hughes:
1) both mentioned their respective
iron-mercury coherers were sensitive, 2) both articulated the importance of a self-restoring coherer
but neither specifically claimed

Fig. 5. The heart of Hughes’ receiver was a sensitive and self-restoring “microphone” which consisted of a carbon contact resting on bright steel; Hughes’
“microphone” was actually the first known semiconductor junction used in a
wireless receiver. (The Electrical Review, June 30, 1899, p. 884)
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their respective iron-mercury coherers were self-restoring, 3) both
used mercury as an electrode but
neither restricted the mercury to
a single small drop situated between two electrodes, 4) both
mentioned the use of telephone
as a sensitive detector although
Bose never specifically stated that
he used one with his iron-mercury
coherer while Hughes used one in
most—if not all—his experiments,
and 5) both reported the discovery of a self-restoring coherer
(Bose with a potassium coherer
and Hughes with a carbon-steel
coherer) but neither depended
on mercury for self-restoration.
About the only difference in their
respective descriptions was that
Hughes stated his iron-mercury
coherer was “troublesome”—as did
other experimenters who followed
him 29—while Bose stated when
“the contact is very lightly made,
there is a tendency towards an
increase in resistance.”
That Hughes used a telephone
to receive radiated waves in conjunction with a microphone (i.e.,

a self-restoring coherer) is evident
from Figure 6 which is reproduced
from the June 1899 article appearing in The Electrical Review. The
article clearly states that the first
experiments using a telephone to
receive radiated waves at distances
between transmitter and receiver
of six feet to 200 yards were performed during the period October
15th and 24th, 1879, which predates
any known use of the telephone
for that purpose. Artifacts used
by Hughes circa 1880, which are
preserved in the science Museum
in London, testify to his early wireless experiments (Figure 7).
Since Hughes performed his
experiments years before Bose,
he clearly has precedence for the
use of an iron-mercury coherer
and the use of a telephone as a
detection device. Precedence has
been already given to Hughes
for much of his early work by a
number of authors—for example,
by both Fleming and Phillips for
his use of the telephone as an indicating device with coherers for
wireless telegraphy, and also for

Fig. 6. The first experiments using a telephone to receive radiated waves at
distances between transmitter and receiver of six feet to 200 yards were performed by Hughes during the period October 15th and 24th, 1879, which predates
any known use of the telephone for that purpose. (The Electrical Review, June
30, 1899, p. 884)
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his discovery of the self-restoring
coherer formed with carbon-steel
electrodes.30 Apparently, no one
has yet cited Hughes’ early work
on iron-mercury coherers, but
that is no reason to deny him the
precedence he deserves.
AGGARWAL’S “POWERFUL
CIRCUMSTANTIAL EVIDENCE” IS SHEER SPECULATION
Lacking any direct evidence
connecting Bose to Castelli, Solari
or even Marconi, Aggarwal promised certain “powerful circumstantial evidence” to support the case
for Bose as the inventor. Three
examples were offered including a
possible mention of Bose by Solari,
a purported contact with Bose by
Marconi’s managing director Major Stephen Flood Page, and an
implied tribute to Bose by Marconi.
Solari’s Possible Mention of
Bose: Aggarwal suggests there
“might” be a connection between
Solari and Bose based on a statement by Solari: “He [Solari] might
be referring to the work of Bose

when he says ‘the idea of the
employment of mercury had
been suggested to me [Solari] by
something which I had read in
some English publication which I
found myself unable to trace.…’”31
The full statement by Solari in its
appropriate context is reproduced
below with Aggarwal’s excerpt
underlined;32 the reader can decide
whether Solari might be referring
to the work of Bose, as Aggarwal
suggests:
“And if anyone should wonder
what can be the explanation of
my delay in taking out patents
for this invention of my own, I
may say that I have always been
dissuaded from such a course by
my recollection that the idea of
the employment of mercury had
been suggested to me by something which I had read in some
English publication which I found
myself unable to trace, as well as
by certain researches of Ridberg.
I have now, however, succeeded in
tracing the former to Fahie’s ‘History of Wireless Telegraphy,’ published in September 1899 which

Fig. 7. Hughes’ microphones and apparatus constructed c. 1880s from left to
right are: an experimental microphone consisting of a carbon pencil resting in
a carbon cup; a rectangular cell; a clockwork driven spark transmitter (the first
radio transmitter in the world); a variable resistor; two experimental microphones
consisting of needles suspended in contact with blocks of gas carbon; a microphone detector (the first radio receiver in the world); another cell; and a Bell
telephone receiver. (photo and caption courtesy of Science Museum, London)
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shows (see page 320, par. 10) that
so early as March 2, 1897 (i.e.,
about three years prior to any
employment by me of mercury for
purposes of wireless telegraphy).
Mr. Marconi himself had already
patented, ‘The use of mercury
in sensitive imperfect electrical
contacts.’”
It was Phillips who first questioned Solari’s reference to Marconi’s patent in this statement
on the basis that Marconi’s patented mercury coherer was not
self-restoring whereas Solari’s
was.33 Bondyopadhyay took this
one step further and stated that
Solari’s reference to Marconi “is
clearly fraudulent,” presumably
on the basis that Marconi’s nonself-restoring mercury coherer
would not have precluded Solari
from patenting his self-restoring
mercury coherer.34 Aggarwal took
it yet another step further by assuming the story was true except
for the reference to Marconi, and
suggested that Solari’s reference
might be to someone else—namely
Bose.35 However, substituting Bose
for Marconi makes the story even
more illogical. First, Bose did not
have any patents at that time that
would have forestalled a Solari
patent, whereas Marconi had a patent with a sensitive iron-mercury
coherer, albeit not self-restoring.
Second, like Marconi, Bose never
made any claims that his mercury
coherers with iron or carbon were
self-restoring—only potassium—
and so the same objection to a
Marconi reference also applies
equally to the Bose reference. Last
but not least, Bose never made any
reference or claims for applications
of his mercury coherers to wireless
telegraphy, hence it would not have
precluded Solari from patenting
the Italian Navy Coherer for wireless applications—a fact that is
rather obvious because Marconi
92 AWA Review

applied for and received a patent
for the Italian Navy Coherer a short
time later!36
It is much more likely that Solari’s entire story was fabricated in
an attempt to explain why he did
not file a patent for the Italian Navy
Coherer—something he would not
have wanted to do if, indeed, his
work was based on another inventor such as Castelli or Tommasina.
His story has a “ring of fabrication”
because he first claimed that the
“idea of the employment of mercury had been suggested to me
by something which I had read in
some English publication which I
found myself unable to trace,” and
then he remembered it was actually in Marconi’s patent—hardly
something any inventor would
forget—particularly Solari, who
had been a friend and confident of
Marconi since childhood. Solari
later clearly stated that he did not
invent the Italian Navy Coherer,
giving even more credence to this
theory.37
Regardless of the veracity of Solari’s statement, Aggarwal provides
no basis whatsoever for suggesting
that Solari was referring to Bose. If
one were to assume that the story
was true with the exception of the
reference to Marconi, it would have
been just as logical to suggest that
Solari was alluding to the work of
Hughes, whose work was reported
in The Electrician and also reproduced in Appendix D of Fahie’s
History of Wireless, the very book
to which Solari was referring in his
statement.38 After all, Hughes did
experiment with an iron-mercury
coherer, a self-restoring carboniron coherer, and a telephone as
a detector in a wireless communication configuration. Further,
Marconi (and likely Solari) was
well aware of Hughes’ early work,
as evidenced by this statement he
made during a lecture to the Royal
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Institution on June 13th, 1902:39
“In all these self-decohering
coherers a telephone which is
affected by the variations of the
electric current, caused by the
changes in conductivity of the
coherer is used in place of the
recording instrument. It has not
yet been found possible, so far as I
am aware, to actuate a recording
instrument or a relay by means
of a self-restoring coherer. The
late Prof. Hughes was the first, I
believe, to experiment with and receive signals on one of these coherers associated with a telephone.
His experiments were carried
out as early as 1879, and I regret
that this pioneer work of his is not
more generally known.”
Major Stephen Flood Page’s
purported contact with Bose: According to Aggarwal, Bose wrote a
letter to his good friend and poet
Rabindranath Tagore stating in
part: “A short time before my
lecture, a multi-millionaire proprietor of a very famous telegraph
company telegraphed me with an
urgent request to meet me.” Bose
continued to write: “…and within
a short time he himself arrived
with patent forms in hand. He
made an earnest request to me not
to divulge all valuable research
results in today’s lecture: There
is money in it—let me take out a
patent for you.” While Bose never
identified the proprietor, Aggarwal
states that the proprietor “is believed to be Major Stephen Flood
Page, the Managing Director of
the Marconi’s Wireless and Telegraph Company”—a speculation
obviously cited in an attempt to
establish a relationship between
Marconi and Bose, which is asserted in some unspecified way to
support their position that Bose
invented the Italian Navy Coherer.
First of all, Major Flood Page
was neither a “multi-millionaire”

nor the “proprietor” of the Marconi Company, and Aggarwal gives
no explanation of the discrepancy
between Bose’s description of a
“multi-millionaire proprietor” and
the fact that Major Flood Page
was neither. Further, he provides
no evidence or rationale to support his speculation that Major
Flood Page was involved. Major
Flood Page became the managing
director of the Marconi Company
on March 24, 1900, almost a year
after Bose’s first and only paper on
mercury coherers given in April
of 1899—and so the subject of the
urgent request “not to divulge all
valuable research in today’s lecture” could not have been about
mercury coherers if Flood Page had
been involved.
Bondyopadhyay reported that
the lecture in question was given
to the Royal Institution on May
17, 1901,40 but by that time, Bose’s
disclosure of a self-restoring coherer with mercury had already
been in the public domain for two
years. The only device of interest
to wireless telegraphy that Bose
was working on at that time was
the galena detector,41 and while
the patent rights for this device
would have indeed been valuable,
it has no bearing whatsoever on
who discovered the Italian Navy
Coherer with mercury.
A So-Called Tribute to Bose by
Marconi: Aggarwal attempts to
establish a relationship between
Marconi and Bose by citing passages from a book by Orrin E.
Dunlap on Marconi, which Aggarwal claims were intended “to
tribute Bose for providing crucial
support at a critical juncture when
Marconi needed it the most.” 42
The so-called “tribute to Bose” was
taken from an article written for
McClure’s magazine in 1887 by H.
J. W. Dam who was reporting on
interviews with Bose and Marconi
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made at separate times.43 Dunlap
manipulated Dam’s original text by
adding the names of Bose and Marconi here and there to give it the
appearance that Bose was praising
Marconi—and inserting quotation
marks which give the false impression that Dam’s passages were
being quoted. For example, text
on page 35 in Dunlap’s book referencing Dam’s article reads in part:
“Marconi, himself, was credited with ‘opening new doors in
the electric wing of the temple of
truth.’ Dr. Jagadis Chunder Bose,
the Hindoo, Professor of Physics
in the Presidency College at Calcutta, and distinguished student
of electrical radiation, foresaw,
‘all the special sciences marching abreast along the old Roman
road of science which leads no one
knows wither.’”
The above text was taken verbatim from Dam’s article; the rest
of the text was added by Dunlap
to give the appearance that Dam’s
article referenced Marconi and
Bose. The actual text from Dam’s
article in which these phrases appear makes no reference to either
Bose or Marconi, and contains no
quotes or attributions:
“But the electrical advance in
the last twenty years has been
most extraordinary. Invention
and experiment have daily, if not
hourly, thrown open new doors in
the electrical wing of the temple
of truth. And now, at the close of
the nineteenth century, the great
mass of new facts concerning
light, electricity, inaudible sound,
invisible light, and the Lenard and
Röntgen rays; the eager inquiry,
based upon new discoveries, into
the properties of living matter,
crystallization, the transference
of thought, and the endeavor to
establish scientifically the truth
of certain great religious concepts—all the special sciences thus
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represented, marching abreast of
one another along the old Roman
road of science, which leads no one
knows wither, have come upon a
great high wall blocking the way
completely in all directions.”
Dunlap implies that Dam was
referring to Marconi who “opened
the doors in the electrical wing of
science,” whereas it is clear from
the original text that Dam made
no such reference to Marconi. Even
more egregious, Dunlap clearly
misrepresented Bose as foreseeing
“all the special sciences marching abreast along the old Roman
road of science which leads no one
knows wither,” when, in fact, Dam
did not ascribe that quote to Bose
or anyone else.
Aggarwal gives this passage
Marconi’s imprimatur by stating
that “Marconi personally edited”
Dunlap’s book. However, there
is no evidence that he personally
edited the book—only a statement
in the “Appreciation” at the front
of the book for Marconi’s “kindness
in thoroughly reading the final
proofs [such] that the book would
be accurate in facts…” There is
a big difference between “editing
the text” and “reading the final
proof”—the final proof not being the time and place where any
substantive changes are made—
particularly in the days before
computerized manuscripts. It is
very unlikely that Marconi would
have taken the time to check the
accuracy of quotes such as those
cited above while reading the final
proof. Whether or not Marconi edited the final proofs, it is clear that
the book was not completely “accurate in facts.” If these passages
with false attributions constitute a
tribute to either Bose or Marconi,
it is Dunlap’s tribute written circa
1937 and not Marconi’s, Bose’s, or
even Dam’s.
There is also a suggestion that
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this passage was intended as “a
tribute to Bose for providing crucial support to Marconi at the critical juncture when Maroni needed
it the most.”44 Bose, if anything was
Marconi’s competitor, not his supporter. It was Sir William Preece,
Chief Electrical Engineer of the
British Post Office who gave Marconi support when he needed it the
most. Preece introduced Marconi
to the British public at a speech
at Toynbee hall on December 12,
1896 at time when only a handful
of people in London had heard of
Marconi. At that meeting, it was
said that Preece “pledged the Post
Office’s support for the development of Marconi’s invention, and
dismissed as irrelevant the claims
made for an Indian Professor
Jagadish Chandra Bose,45 as the
true discoverer of wireless telegraphy.”46
Bondyopadhyay made a slightly
different claim than Aggarwal by
stating that Dam’s original magazine article itself was actually a
tribute to Marconi: “Marconi, who
was more than 17 years younger
than Bose, received high praise,
confidence, and support from
Bose [34] publicly, which Marconi
desperately needed at that time
to establish credibility…” 47 The
reference [34] in this quote is to
the Dam article, but nowhere in
Dam’s entire article was it ever said
that Bose mentioned or alluded to
Marconi—much less gave him high
praise. In fact, Marconi’s name
does not even appear in the section
of the article devoted to the Bose
interview, and Bose’s name does
not appear in the section devoted
to the Marconi interview.
The first two examples are
unsupported speculation, and the
third is based on a false attribution
written circa 1937—none of which
constitute “powerful circumstantial evidence”. Further, Aggarwal

does not explain how any of this
circumstantial evidence, even if
true, supports the contention that
Bose invented the Italian Navy
Coherer.
TOMMASINA DISCOVERED
THE “MERCURY-DROP”
SELF-RESTORING COHERER
If ever there was an individual
other than Castelli and Solari who
contributed to the invention of the
Italian Navy Coherer, it was surely
Professor Tommasina. He was
first credited with the invention by
Emile Guarini in the June 19, 1903
Electrician where he detailed the
rationale for naming Tommasina
as the inventor. 48 He began with
a quote from “Telegrafia Senza
Fili,” an Italian Navy publication
by Castelli’s superior, Captain
Quintino Bonomo (Rome, 1902),
which clearly showed that Castelli
was aware of Tommasina’s work,
and intended to experiment with
it between September 1, 1900 and
May 18, 1901:
“It was our intention to carry
out a complete set of studies with
Marconi’s apparatus before experimenting with the methods
proposed by Popoff and Tommasina, when a desire expressed by
Semiphorist Castelli induced us
to carry out an experiment—independent of those already commenced—with telephonic reception by means of a little tube of his
construction.”49
Guarini went on to point out
that Prof. Tommasina had communicated his first note on coherers
to Comptes Rendus dated May 1,
1889 which began with the words:
“In my researches relating to coherers with single contact, after
having obtained very sensitive
ones by means of a drop of mercury placed in a glass tube between
two brass electrodes of cylindrical
shape...”50 He further stated that
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Tommasina followed this note with
a communication to “Archives de
la Societe de Physique et des Sciences Naturelles” of Geneva dated
May 3, 1900, “wherein he claims
priority to Popoff in connection
with the use of the telephone, and
he mentions, amongst the different decohering coherers, a coherer
consisting of a drop of mercury
between two carbon electrodes.”
This work was also detailed in the
July 7, 1900 issue of l’Elettricista,
an Italian journal which Guarini
asserted that Castelli would have
certainly read, and one from which
he would have certainly profited.
Castelli may have gotten the
idea for using a telephone and/
or carbon electrodes from Tommasina in l’Elettricista, or from
any number of other publications
available at the time describing
the use of telephones for wireless
telegraphy—including The Electrical Review in which Hughes’
experiments with a telephone were
detailed. Exactly where Castelli
got the idea for a telephone is not
known nor is it particularly relevant because Hughes clearly has
priority in the use of telephone as
a sensitive listening device with
a coherer. However, there is no
question that Tommasina has priority in the use of “a small drop of
mercury between two electrodes”
for the purpose of making a selfrestoring coherer. Bose never
reported using a small drop of
mercury between two electrodes
of any type in any of his experiments—nor did he ever claim that
mercury was the secret to making
a sensitive self-restoring coherer.
Aggarawal’s objection to Tommasina being the inventor of the
Italian Navy Coherer is that he
believed Bose had preference over
Tommasina in both the use of a
telephone and a self-restoring
iron-mercury coherer. In fact,
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Hughes had preference over both
Bose and Tommasina for the use
of a telephone with a self-restoring
coherer, and also for the use of an
iron-mercury coherer. Bose and
Tommasina disclosed their respective mercury coherers at virtually
the same time in early 1899, but
neither claimed their respective
coherer was self-recovering at the
time of their disclosures. However,
according to Guarini, Tommasina
did make such a claim for his coherer with a small drop of mercury
on May 1, 1900.
The fact that Tommasina did
not disclose the self-restoring capability of his small-mercury-drop
coherer in 1899 is not particularly
relevant, because he—like all inventors—is entitled to precedence
for all functions of his device,
whether or not realized or mentioned at the time of disclosure.
Recall that De Forest is credited
with the invention of the audion
amplifier with a grid as a result of
his 1907 patent application for a
sensitive detector—even though
he made no claims for an amplifier because he did not realize his
invention could amplify until years
later. So, even if Bose had claimed
his iron-mercury detector was
self-restoring in 1899, at best they
would have had equal preference.
However, it was Tommasina who
disclosed the small-mercury-drop
coherer configuration virtually
identical to the one used in the
Italian Navy Coherer—not Bose.
Bondyopadhyay’s objection
to Tommasina as the inventor is
based primarily on Solari’s ambiguous statement which seems
to indicate Tommasina was not
involved: “In any case, however,
the coherer called the ‘Royal Italian Navy Coherer’ is constructed
in an entirely different manner
from those suggested by Wilson
and by Tommasina…” 51 According
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to Phillips, Prof. Ernest Wilson of
King’s College, London described
a mercury device in a patent taken
out in 1897, which was an entirely
different type of device using two
drops of mercury separated by a
thin oil film which ruptured under
the application of an applied voltage. So, it is true that the Italian
Navy Coherer was constructed in
“an entirely different manner”
from that of Wilson, but certainly
not from that of Tommasina, who
clearly stated: “In my researches
into contact coherers, after obtaining some very sensitive ones
by means of a drop of mercury
placed between two cylindrical
brass electrodes…” The Italian
Navy Coherer was indeed constructed differently from Tommisina’s in that it used one carbon
and one iron electrode whereas
Tommasina’s used two brass electrodes, but clearly, both used a
small drop of mercury between two
electrodes, which Castelli pointed
out was the secret to making the
iron-mercury and carbon-mercury
coherers both sensitive and selfrestoring.
Solari was certainly not forthcoming about how he developed
his Italian Navy Coherer, and his
written comments about the relationship between his coherer and
those of Castelli were both evasive
and ambiguous, indicating that he
had something to hide. Given the
similarity of the coherers and the
close timing of the discoveries, it is
clear that either Solari got his ideas
from Castelli, or they both got their
respective ideas from Tommasina.
It is difficult to believe that Solari
was not somehow made aware of
Castelli’s results, and used them as
a basis for designing a coherer with
carbon-iron electrodes.
Solari’s ambiguous statements
about Castelli’s involvement were
not inconsistent with this thesis,

and he never actually denied he
had a priori knowledge of Castelli’s
work. For example, he seemed to
distance himself from Castelli by
stating: “It was I who suggested
to him [Marconi] that it should be
called the ‘Italian Navy Coherer,’
although the model brought over
to England by me had, in fact,
been devised in the station under
my own immediate supervision,
with which stations the abovementioned naval signalman Castelli had nothing whatsoever to
do.”52 However, all Solari actually
said here was the model he gave to
Marconi was made at his station,
and that Castelli had nothing whatever to do with the station under
his command. Neither assertion
taken individually or together
constitutes a denial that Castelli
was somehow involved.
The ambiguity of Solari’s statements about Tommasina’s coherer
and the mystery of Tommasina’s
involvement in the Italian Navy
Coherer design is cleared up in
Solari’s book Storia della Radio,
published in 1939—two years after
Marconi’s death. In his book there
is a line drawing of the Italian
Navy Coherer he gave to Marconi
with the caption translated as follows: “Outline of the Italian Navy
mercury coherer (Solari’s model)
based on phenomena observed by
Tommasina” (see Figure 8).53 In
the text, Solari stated his coherer
was based on technology from a
report written by Prof. Tommasina
in Geneva in 1899.54 Solari also
mentioned the design of a similar
mercury coherer developed by
Castelli, and stated that Castilli’s
coherer was also based on the work
of Tommasina.
The reason for Solari’s halftruth to the effect his coherer
was “constructed in an entirely
different manner from those suggested by Wilson and by TommaVolume 21, 2008 97
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Fig. 8. The caption to this line drawing of Solari’s Italian Navy coherer appearing
in his book Storia della Radio published in 1939 provides convincing evidence
that its design originated with Tommasina: Outline of the Italian Navy mercury
coherer (Solari’s model) based on phenomena observed by Tommasina. (Luigi
Solari, Storia della Radio, 1939, p. 41)

sina” now seems quite clear.55 A
subplot to the larger controversy
surrounding the invention of the
Italian Navy Coherer consisted of
numerous accusations that Marconi was an intellectual thief for
patenting inventions of others. No
less than six articles to that effect
were published in 1902 alone.56
If Solari had admitted that he
gifted a coherer based on Tommasina’s ideas to Marconi, who
subsequently applied for a patent
in his name and later added Solari
as the one who communicated the
invention to him,57 it would have
been a major embarrassment for
both, and would have provided
substantial ammunition to Marconi’s critics—possibly resulting in
a significant adverse impact on the
then-struggling Marconi company.
This supposition is suggested by
the timing of Solari’s book which
was published just two years after
Marconi’s death in 1937, a time
when there was no longer any reason for Solari to obscure the fact
that Tommasina’s work was indeed
the basis for the design of both the
Italian Navy and Castelli coherers.
Bondyopadhyay also objected
to Tommasina as the inventor
on the basis that “Solari never
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claimed that his work of 1901,
which leads to his giving the mercury coherer to Marconi in the
summer of 1901, originated from
Tommasina’s work.” 58 Clearly,
Bondyopadhyay must not have
been aware of Solari’s book.
CONCLUSION
It would appear that the question of who invented the Italian
Navy Coherer can be best answered
as follows. Hughes has already
been credited for the first to use
a telephone as a sensitive detection device with a coherer, and
for numerous demonstrations
that reception of remote electrical
transmissions was possible with
a variety of self-restoring coherer
configurations with a telephone
as a detector. Hughes must now
be accorded precedence for the
first to experiment with an ironmercury coherer, but Tommasina
must be credited for the first to
use a single small drop of mercury placed between two metal
electrodes to make a sensitive and
self-restoring coherer. Castelli can
be credited for combining Tommasina’s “mercury-drop” coherer
with Hughes’ telephone detector to
demonstrate the efficacy of a self-
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restoring coherer in the reception
of radio transmissions at long distance—although it may well be that
Tommasina conceived of using the
telephone with the mercury-drop
coherer before Castelli. At best,
Solari can be accorded precedence
only for the asymmetric carboniron electrodes because Castelli’s
work clearly predated Solari’s.
Therefore, it was Tommasina that
added the one missing ingredient
that made the Italian Navy Coherer
self-restoring—the single small
drop of mercury—but it cannot be
said that he invented the Italian
Navy Coherer complete with the
carbon and iron electrodes using
a telephone as a listening device.
Given the fact there is no direct
or indirect evidence that Bose was
involved in the design of the Italian coherer, and further, that he
has no precedence in any of the
key technologies involved in its
function, it is difficult to see how
any credible claim can be made
that Bose invented the Italian Navy
Coherer. Even more troubling,
however, is Aggarwal’s view that
as a result of whatever contribution
Bose might have made to the Italian Navy Coherer, “the invention
of radio should not be attributed
to Guglielmo Marconi alone, but
Guglielmo Marconi and Jagadish
Chandra Bose.” To put this view in
its proper perspective, the coherer
itself is only one part of the detector circuit, which is only one part
of the receiver, which in turn is
only half of the radio system—the
transmitter being the other half.
There were a very large number of
people who contributed to all the
required technologies for a radio
communication system—not just
the coherer. Furthermore, there is
also much more to making a commercially successful wireless communication system than a single
coherer experiment: the selection

and integration of multiple technologies, the reduction to practice,
and the marshalling of financial
resources and staffing to demonstrate and subsequently construct
an operational system. To seriously
suggest that Bose should be accorded equal billing with Marconi
for Marconi’s contributions to radio—even assuming that Bose did
invent the Italian Navy Coherer
that, after all, was used only in
one experiment and was found to
be unsuitable for use in a practical
wireless communication system—
is myopic at best. However, such
a suggestion—combined with the
lack of any credible evidence that
Bose contributed to the coherer
design used in the transatlantic
experiment—becomes a stretch of
epic proportion.
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AWA Review Phil Weingarten’s
Fabulous Fakes
2008 Tom Perera

ABSTRACT
Buying, selling
and trading early
wireless equipment
has always been
a favorite activity of AWA members. Phil Weingarten participated in
these activitiesbut
sometimes he did
not make it clear that
the items he was offering were not
original. Indeed, he
became very accomplished at constructing accurate replicas
of historic telegraph keys, tubes,
and radios that are
hard to tell from the
originals. Many of
his replicas have
found their way
into collections
throughout the
world. Experienced
collectors were often so excited at the
prospect of adding
rare items to their
collections that they
did not check their
authenticity. This article highlights some
of his most widely
distributed fakes
and should be helpful in allowing owners to identify them.

Phil Weingarten was certainly the most
controversial member of the Antique Wireless
Association (AWA) in its 45 year history. He
was unquestionably a skilled technician and a
knowledgeable historian of wireless communications. In his later years he turned some of
his considerable talents to the reproduction of
the very finest and most historic artifacts in this
field. The controversy arose when he neglected
to tell purchasers that these artifacts were reproductions.
Phil was well known to AWA Members since
he appeared at the annual conferences and
ran ads that induced many AWA members in
America and abroad to buy his artifacts. He
was many things to many people. To some, he
was an accomplished collector and historian
and to others he was a villain. But most AWA
members will agree that he was an important
and flamboyant part of AWA History
This article will briefly outline the history of
his life and trace his work in the fields of telegraph keys, tubes, and radios. Hopefully, it will
also act as a warning that will help collectors to
avoid letting their excitement in finding a rare
bargain override their years of experience and
natural caution.
PHIL’S LIFE
Phil’s father was a wireless operator during
World War I and Phil undoubtedly picked up
some of his knowledge of early wireless apparatus from him. During World War II, Phil worked
for the Dumont laboratories making experimental radio and cathode ray tubes. He learned the
art of making tubes during that period in his life
and honed his skills by making exact replicas
of DeForest Audions and Fleming Valves in a
laboratory that he set up in the basement of his
home in Long Island, New York.
He was very proud of his reproductions and
even taught his techniques to other interested
people. These people revere him to this day
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as a great and skilled craftsman
and teacher. None of them appear
to have suspected that he would
begin selling these reproductions
without identifying them as fakes.
To this day, some believe that his
claim that he bought and used the
original DeForest tube-making
equipment entitled him to sell his
tubes as originals.

“The Japanese have a similar
notion that a replica made right
is as esthetically good as the decayed original. I think they have
a 2,000 year old temple that they
carefully re-build every 20 or 50
years. It’s like my grandfathers
ax: my father replaced the handle
and I replaced the blade. I think

Phil Weingarten making tubes in the basement of his home in Flushing, NY. in
1948. The original DeForest tube-blowing manifold is just barely
visible on the far left. (Ruediger Walz collection)

On this topic, AWA member there should be a law that any
Bart Lee offered these observations replica antiqu*ee* thing that could
about Phil:
be reasonably mistaken for an
original at the time of manufac“I enjoyed talking to Phil. He ture or later, should have to bear
sent me a picture of his “Museum” an indelible mark: “Replica.” In
and told me some interesting the 1950s, people made replica AK
things on subjects I was research- Model Fives from genuine parts. It
ing. He told me that he had bought would be awfully hard to tell them
the original McCandless glass- from an original after 50 years of
blowing equipment with which aging — and Fives sell for $5,000
DeForest’s original Audions had ++. Once your presentation comes
been constructed. The implication, out there will be a lot of people
at least in retrospect, was that any overseas who will be devastated,
reproduction he made was thereby because they acquired the crown
(more) authentic.
jewel of their collection from Phil
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and were and are unaware of his on the South side of Canal Street
reputation.”
that had to be entered by descending a dark stairway directly from
This opinion is well represented the street into a dingy basement.
in the work of Reudiger Walz who is The store offered thousands of
a very talented maker of reproduc- radio parts, scientific instruments,
tion radio tubes. Every one of his war surplus optics, Norden Bombtubes carries the word REPLICA on sights, telegraph keys, and camerone side of the element supporting as. The better items were in lighted
glass “press” and his initial and the shelves along the wall and the less
year of manufacture on the other important items were piled high on
side.
flat tables in the center of the shop.

The word REPLICA is an integral part of the element-supporting glass “press”
in every reproduction radio tube made by Dr. Ruediger Walz. He also puts his
initial and the year of manufacture on the back of the press.
(Ruediger Walz photograph)

At the end of World War II, a
tremendous amount of old radio
equipment flooded the shops in the
area of lower Manhattan known as
“Radio Row”. There was so much
equipment that some stores even
piled up old radios and parts in
front of their stores and gave them
away free to make room for more
profitable and modern sets.
Phil prowled these stores becoming friends with the owners and
even working in some stores while
he gathered tens of thousands of
wireless parts for his own basement
storage bins. Phil was also associated with a very strange little shop

To anyone but a true collector, it
appeared to be a basement filled
with junk and many people made
a hasty exit after descending those
stairs. I spent many hours in that
store hunting through the offerings. Whenever I found something
I didn’t recognize or understand,
Phil would explain it in great detail
and, of course, offer to sell it to me
at a ‘special’ price. Since he never
put prices on any of his items, that
‘special price’ was made up on the
spot and depended on his mood at
the moment.
I wish I had taken a picture of
that shop but no camera could
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Some of the surplus radios and parts on sale at give-away prices in Radio Row
in New York City.Photo from AWA Old Timer’s Bulletin.

Phil Weingarten in the basement of his home showing his extensive and well
organized inventory of radio parts. (Phil Weingarten estate)
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have done justice to the chaos
of wonderful junk that met your
eyes when you entered. Phil’s own
basement was much better organized. He had carefully labeled
drawers, bins, and boxes full of
every imaginable radio part. This
inventory allowed him to repair or
replace damaged or missing parts
and then sell his radios in complete
and working condition.
As a result of his contacts with
virtually all of the radio shops in
New York, he gradually acquired
an extraordinary collection of early
wireless sets and apparatus. He
named his collection the: FOREST
HILLS WIRELESS MUSEUM and
tried to convince people to make
donations of equipment to his museum. He also called his home the
“Marconi Museum of Wireless Telegraphy”, “The Wireless Museum
of Forest Hills”, and “Radio Tube
Repair Laboratories”. He was not
very successful at attracting contributions but he still managed to
create a very fine collection.
The quality and extent of his

collection/museum brought him
considerable credibility in AWA
and several photos and articles
about his museum appeared in
the AWA Old Timer’s Bulletin. He
proudly showed his museum to a
number of AWA members, some of
whom took their own photos.
With the credibility gained
from his museum, his collections
of parts, his extensive knowledge
of the history and technology of
wireless communications, and
his social contacts with the New
York Wireless History Club and
with the AWA, Phil began to sell
and trade some of his equipment.
It is probable that at first he only
sold original equipment but after
a while, in the 1990s, he began to
sell outright reproductions. He
was generally careful to never
directly and explicitly claim that
they were originals but he seldom
said that they were reproductions.
He often substantiated them with
letters from other well-known
collectors and used these letters
to strongly imply that they were

Some of the letterheads and cards that Phil used to identify his endeavors.
(Author’s collection)
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The Forest Hills Wireless Museum. (Photo from Bengt Svensson)

Photo of Phil Weingarten’s Forest Hills Wireless Museum taken by Anders
Widell.

not only original but historically
important. Many of his customers
became extremely angry when they
discovered that they had bought
reproductions. Joel Kosoff who
visited Phil several times reports
108 AWA Review

that Phil kept a loaded German
Luger pistol under the couch in his
living room. Although he said that
he was afraid of being robbed, it is
possible that he was also afraid of
some of his irate customers.

Perera
Here are some of his reproductions and the comments and
stories told by people who bought
them. His telegraph keys will be
described first, followed by his
tubes and radio equipment.
PHIL WEINGARTEN’S FAKE
TELEGRAPH KEYS
Phil enlisted the help of Hugo
Picciani, a talented machinist who
worked on restoring and making
reproduction body parts for the
finest and rarest automobiles.
Hugo helped Phil precisely duplicate three of the most impressive
wireless and spark era telegraph

keys. Phil’s Massie key was a large
and impressive spark key that was
irresistible to any serious collector. Phil and Hugo made a total
of 6 of these Massie keys and Phil
sold them for $5,000 each. Hugo
reported recently that he did not
know anything about Phil’s sales
of these keys.
Phil and Hugo also produced
a total 20 of the beautiful and impressive Marconi CM-425 spark
keys. Many notable collectors
bought these keys under the impression that they were originals.
The only way to tell Phil’s fake
CM-425 Marconi keys from the

The massive Massie spark key reproduction made by Phil Weingarten. The only
way to tell that it was not original was to compare the label with that on an original
Massie key and to unscrew the handle and notice the cadmium-plated 1/4-20
screw that would have been a brass screw in the original. (Photo by the Author)

The sand-casting of the label that Phil
Weingarten used on his reproduction
Massie spark keys. The original labels
are much more sharply and cleanly
cut. (Photo by the Author)

originals is to compare the metal
labels. The originals have the data
stamped into the brass plate but
Phil etched his data into the plates
of his replicas.
Phil created a beautiful and
massive wooden trophy with a
brass plaque that reads: “PRESENTED TO LUDWIG ARNSON
DECEMBER 7, 1953 BY HIS
ASSOCIATES IN RADIO RECEPTOR IN COMMEMORATION OF
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The 1/4-20 cadmium-plated screw that identifies this as a reproduction.The
original has a 1/4-20 brass screw. (Photo by the Author)

The genuine Marconi CM-425 spark
key label with stamped data is on top
and the label made by Phil Weingarten with etched data is on the bottom.
(Photo and information by Chuck
Brydges.)

50 YEARS DEVOTED TO THE
RADIO AND ELECTRONICS INDUSTRY SINCE HE SENT THE
FIRST C.Q.D. WIRELESS SIGNAL
ON DECEMBER 7, 1903.” Phil
mounted one of his fake Marconi
CM-425 keys on top of this impressive base.
A very widely known spark key
collector and historian bought this
one-of-a-kind ‘priceless’ and his110 AWA Review

toric item for a very high price and
placed it in the place of honor in
his collection. About 4 years later,
he was talking with another spark
key collector and he mentioned
his prize key. To his great dismay,
the other collector said he had an
identical one-of-a-kind trophy and,
after comparing notes, they both
discovered that they had bought
them from Phil Weingarten. Letters and phone calls to Phil went
unanswered and the collectors
resigned themselves to having
bought fakes.
The third key that Phil and
Hugo made was an excellent copy
of the Marconi “Grasshopper” key.
Most serious collectors would pay
almost anything to have one of
these extremely rare keys and the
collectors who bought them from
Phil were so excited about finding
them that they did not check their
authenticity carefully. Only 3 of
these replica Marconi keys were
made and it is not known which
collectors own them.
Phil was not above creating
absolutely unique new ‘rare’ telegraph keys. In one case, he took
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The fake one-of-a-kind commemorative trophy supposedly presented to Ludwig
Arnson that Phil Weingarten made and sold to unsuspecting telegraph key collectors. (Russ Kleinman photo)

a common telegraph key found
inside the common World War 1
field telegraph set, remounted it
on a worn wooden base that he
engraved: Airplane Hand Key:
S.E. 59. A major collector was so
excited that he had been able to
buy a hitherto-unknown World
War I key that he failed to notice
that the other side of the base read:
SIGNEL CORPS U.S. ARMY. It
was only many years later that he
realized that “SIGNEL” was not
the correct spelling and that the
key itself was actually a common
military key.
Another example of Phil creating an absolutely unique key is this
common Japanese semiautomatic
key. Phil tried to make it into a
valuable collectible by using his
engraving tool to engrave: “THE
MARCONI INTERNATIONAL
MARINE COMMUNICATION

Co. Ltd. LONDON.” on the side
of the base. He offered this key to
several major collectors but they
all realized that it was a fake. Phil
also engraved the Marconi name
on the base of common British
WW-II “Bathtub Keys” and tried
to sell them but they were instantly
recognized by collectors.
PHIL’S FAKE RARE TUBES
Phil used his considerable skills
in glassblowing to make reproduction DeForest Audions and Fleming Valves. At first, he showed
them proudly to collectors but then
he started selling them without
mentioning that they were reproductions. Many AWA members
bought these tubes believing that
they were originals. One of these
was collector Derk Rouwhorst in
the Netherlands who bought a
magnificent Fleming Valve from
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The fake never-before seen S.E. 59 telegraph key that Phil Weingarten
constructed from the key in a common World War I field telegraph set. Note the
misspelling of Signal Corps. (Larry Nutting photo)

Phil in 1996. Phil had validated
the tube by sending Derk a glowing
letter from collector Gerald Tyne in
which Tyne said: “You have a very
rare and interesting bit of valve history in your Fleming Valve. If you
should ever want to sell it, please
be good enough to get in touch
with me”.
Derk was proud to have this

rare tube in his collection but
after the call for information on
Phil Weingarten and his fabulous
fakes appeared in the Old Timers
Bulletin, Derk emailed for confirmation that his tube was not one
of Phil’s fakes. Tom Perera sent
Derk’s letter to Jim Kreuzer who
had bought most of Phil’s library
and tubes after his death and had

The common Japanese semi-automatic telegraph key that Phil engraved with
the “Marconi” name and tried to sell to collectors. (Gil Schlehman photo)
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seen much of Phil’s work. Jim was
forced to break the sad news to
Derk. Derk was so angry that he
had been tricked into buying the
tube that he flew to America to attend the Weingarten seminar and
show everyone at the 2007 AWA
conference his fake Fleming valve.
He had paid a high price of $750
for this tube and was upset to find
that it was a fake. Since Derk did
not want a fake tube in his collection, Tom Perera convinced him
to put it in the AWA auction to try
to recover some of his money. The
auctioneer carefully described the
tube as a Phil Weingarten fake and,
to the amazement of Derk and the
AWA members at the auction, the
fake tube stimulated frantic bid-

ding and finally sold for an amazing $1900. Derk was not quite as
angry after that.
Phil sold and traded other fake
tubes to collectors outside America.
In one case he traded several of his
fake DeForest Audions to collector
John stokes in New Zealand for a
major piece of Marconi Wireless
equipment. Phil never responded
to John’s frantic communications
and John was stuck with the fake
tubes. He wrote to AWA officers
and several notices were published
in the Old Timers Bulletin warning people NOT to buy or trade
Audions with unknown dealers.
Phil was expelled from the AWA
for trading the replicas to John
Stokes but he was later reinstated

The fake Fleming valve that Derk Rouwhorst bought for $750 from Phil Weingarten. It sold at the 2007 AWA auction for an amazing $ 1900. (Derk Rouwhorst
photo)
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after some AWA members felt
sorry for him.
Phil made his tubes by buying the glass bulbs and the raw
materials for the filaments and internal elements from commercial

vendors. He was very helpful in
teaching people the skills involved
in making tubes. He even allowed
Mark May to work with him as
he made his Audions. Mark sent
in a sample Audion for the 2007

Some of the warnings about buying fake tubes from Phil that appeared in the
Old Timers Bulletin after collector John Stokes in New Zealand complained
about receiving fakes from Phil.

The glass envelopes that were used by Phil Weingarten to make reproduction
DeForest Audions and Fleming Valves. (Photo from John Jenkins)
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From left to right, the stages of assembly of the internal elements of a DeForest
Audion made by Phil Weingarten. (Photo from John Jenkins)

A close view of the dual filament, grid,
and plate of one of Phil Weingarten’s
replica DeForest Audions. (Photo of
Mark May’s replica Audion)

One of Phil Weingarten’s completed
replica DeForest Audions. (Photo of
Mark May’s replica Audion)

AWA seminar on Phil Weingarten
and photos of it are shown in this
article. Mark and John Jenkins
bought much of Phil’s tube making
apparatus after he died and they
provided the photographs that
show the tube-making apparatus
and the stages of construction.
Phil also made a very large

number of replica Marconi Coherers. He used his engraving tool
to write the Marconi name and
identifying information on ivory
rods machined from piano keys.
He used glass tubing to make the
coherers and his reproductions are
very hard to tell from the originals.
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One of the many reproduction Marconi Coherers made by Phil Weingarten.(The
Jim and Felicia Kreuzer collection)

PHIL WEINGARTEN’S FAKE
RADIOS
Phil made a number of complete radios and sold them to collectors without telling them that
they were not original. He had a
very extensive collection of parts
and manufacturers name tags and
he used his engraving tool to make
special name tags that made his

A set of reproduction DeForest Audion
tags found in Phil’s estate.(Photo by
the Author)
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radios look very convincing. He
also purchased and used a special
solution sold in a tiny store on
Canal Street in New York City that
instantly aged brass name tags so
they took on the patina of old brass.
It is relatively easy to spot these
chemically-aged labels because
the acid leaves a reddish tint to
the patina.
After Phil’s death, several people bought parts of his collections.
Jim and Felicia Kreuzer bought his
books correspondence, and some
tubes and other equipment, Mark
May and John Jenkins bought
his tube making equipment. Jim
Trojnarsky bought many of his
parts and radios. In recent years
Jim Trojnarsky has been selling
some of Phil’s equipment at ham
radio meets in Long Island and
New Jersey.
In retrospect, Phil was a very
fine historian of wireless and a fine
technician. No instances could be
documented in which he directly
claimed that his replicas were
original but he certainly did not
point out the fact that they were reproductions to the eager collectors
who bought them. All collectors
can learn from these stories not to
let their excitement about finding
a rare item override their caution.
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A reproduction DeForest RJ9 made by Phil Weingarten and showing one of his
replica Audions and Audion tags. The collector who bought it thought it was an
original. (Grant Muldwourp photograph)

A reproduction DeForest RJ9 made by Phil Weingarten and showing one of his
replica Audions and Audion tags. The collector who bought it thought it was an
original. (Grant Muldwourp photograph)

Ashes-to-Ashes; Dust-to Dust;
Artifacts-to-Replicas
PHIL is Gone ...but his Replicas
REMAIN !
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The chemically aged labels on the Wallace Detector made by Phil
Weingarten. (Grant Muldwourp photograph)

Phil’s equipment for Sale at a ham radio flea market after his death in 1997.
(Photo by the Author)
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AWA Review Sir William Thomson, on
the 150th anniversary of
the Atlantic Cable
ABSTRACT
Sir William Thomson
is considered one of the
greatest of the 19th century physicists. He emphasized the importance
of empirically proven
theory, the development
of absolute standards of
measurement, and the
critical role of laboratory
science. His unique applications of mathematical theory and his use of
analogies drawn from the
physics of heat allowed
him to explain the flow of
electricity. He provided
the first theoretical and
mathematical explanation of the operation of
the electric telegraph
and developed many of
the critical innovations
necessary for it to function in undersea cables.
The successful operation of a trans-Atlantic
cable, spanning some
2,500 miles, marked a
high point of Victorian
scientific and technological development and laid
the foundation for the
future worldwide network of electrical communications. This article
explores his many contributions to telegraphy,
electrical engineering
and the Atlantic Cable.

2008 David and Julia Bart

INTRODUCTION
At the dawn of the 20th century, Sir William
Thomson, known as Lord Kelvin (of Largs),
was widely acknowledged as one of the greatest scientists in history. (Crocker, 1902; Lord
Kelvin, 1902) More recently, polls of over 500
physicists from around the world failed to even
nominate him for consideration as one of the
great physicists of all time. (Physics World,
1999; Physics Web News, 1999; Top 10, 1999)
Is it confusion over his name? Is he one person
or three: ‘William Thomson’ or the misspelled
‘William Thompson’ or is he ‘Lord Kelvin’?1 Or
are his many contributions to classical physics
and electrical communications so easily overlooked? More likely, Lord Kelvin defies a ready
definition. Is he a mathematician, a physicist or
an engineer? He contributed to theoretical classical physics while simultaneously applying empirical mathematical analysis to the new fields
of engineering and electrical science. Many
physicists consider him an engineer. Engineers
consider him too theoretical. Mathematicians
overlook his applications. In today’s technical
world, his contributions across many areas of
study, now highly specialized, have left him ill
defined; however, no one else has accomplished
so much in so many disciplines. (Crocker, 1902)
William Thomson is credited with many of
the important theoretical and mathematical
concepts that underlie the 19th century’s great
progress in classical physics. He established key
concepts leading to the Law of Conservation of
Energy, the first and second laws of Thermodynamics, and introduced the words “potential”
and “kinetic” energy into the physics lexicon.
He established the absolute temperature scale
(now known as degrees ‘Kelvin’) and was instrumental in promoting the international adoption
of standard electrical measures and the French
metric system. He was also a public figure,
renowned as an important telegraph engineer
and inventor, and the scientist responsible for
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Edinburgh, recipient of the Copley
Medal (the 19th century equivalent
of the Nobel Prize).2 He was laid to
rest as Lord Kelvin in December,
1907 next to Sir Isaac Newton in
London’s Westminster Abbey. He
was buried with all the pomp and
honor that the British Empire could
bestow on one of its most famous
sons.
To celebrate the 150th anniversary of the first successful Atlantic
Cable in 1858, and in recognition
of the 100th anniversary of Lord
Kelvin’s death, this article will
explore his many contributions to
telegraphy and the Atlantic Cable
project.

Fig. 1. Knighthoods and Barons of the
Atlantic Cable. Sir William Thomson
(Lord Kelvin) is in the lower left corner.
(Illustrated London News, December 8,
1866)

the success of the Atlantic Cable.
Thomson used innovative mathematical approaches and analogies
drawn from physics to solve many
of the crucial engineering problems
facing the Atlantic cable project.
He was the first person to explain
the electrical theory behind the
operation of land based telegraph
lines allowing him to conceive a
new system for successful undersea
telegraphy. During his lifetime, he
wrote 661 scientific papers and was
awarded 75 patents in the United
Kingdom, the United States and
Switzerland. (Trainer, 2004) He
was knighted in 1866, and in 1892
he was the first scientist in British
history to be named a Lord. He
was also the first scientist to be
raised to the Privy Council in 1902.
Among his many honors, William
Thomson was Fellow and President
of the Royal Society, Fellow and
President of the Royal Society of
122 AWA Review

EARLY BACKGROUND3
William Thomson was a child
prodigy and his talents were recognized early. He was born in 1824
and was home schooled until age
10 when he matriculated to the
University of Glasgow. At age 16,
he won the University prize in astronomy for his essay on the earth’s
density and the moon’s elliptical
orbit. Thomson first encountered
the Frenchman Jean Baptiste Joseph Fourier’s landmark work The
Analytical Theory of Heat while attending the University of Glasgow.
He was transformed by Fourier’s
conclusions that “primary causes
are unknown to us; but are subject
to simple and constant laws, …
[and] the effects of heat are subject
to constant laws which cannot be
discovered without the aid of mathematical analysis.” (Fourier, 1822).
Fourier’s great insight was to use
abstract reasoning to explain physical behaviors and relationships
through the logic of mathematics
without ever determining the root
causes of the behaviors. Fourier’s
paradigm permitted the forecasting
of outcomes which could be tested
empirically, using mathematical
formulas to analyze quantifiable
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measurements. (Sharlin, 1979)
In the early years of the industrial revolution, the British paid
little attention to Continental
science. Thomson, now 16 years
old and fluent in both French and
German, read Fourier’s book while
on vacation from the University
of Glasgow. He soon became one
of the first British proponents of
Fourier’s new ideas. (Sharlin,
1979) In 1841 and 1842, Thomson published three articles in the
Cambridge Mathematical Journal
under the pseudonym P.Q.R. to
defend Fourier. In these articles,
he mathematically established
the connections between heat
flow and electrostatics and explained the principles underlying
the theoretical “Carnot Engine”.
That same year, Thomson used
Fourier’s mathematical approach
to prove Michael Faraday’s ideas
about the geometry of curved lines
of force and distributions of electric
charge. He further demonstrated
that Fourier’s mathematics could
be used to answer questions about
electrical attraction using heat
exchange as an analogy. (Munro,
1895; Thompson, 1910; Sharlin,
1979; Lindlay, 2004)
Thomson’s articles represent
the first attempt to mathematically
explain Faraday’s concepts. Thomson’s insights would later provide
the cornerstone for his subsequent
work on telegraphy and submarine
cables. (Ayrton, 1908; Munro,
1895; Thompson, 1910; Sharlin,
1979; Lindlay, 2004; Wroblewski,
2007) Much later, in 1856, Thomson observed, “Whatever electricity
is, it seems quite certain that electricity in motion is heat; and that a
certain alignment of axes of revolution in this motion is magnetism...”
(Thomson, 1856a) James Clerk
Maxwell stated that Thomson’s use
of analogies between heat exchange
and the behaviors of electricity and

Fig. 2. William Thomson at Age 16
Circa 1840. (King, 1925)

his application of mathematical
relationships were one of the most
valuable of all “science-forming
ideas”. (Sharlin, 1979) Maxwell
would later credit Thomson with
most of what he knew about the
concepts of a dynamical theory of
electricity and magnetism. (Maxwell, 1904; Sharlin, 1979)
William Thomson continued at
Cambridge University, graduating in 1845 as Second Wrangler
in the Mathematical Tripos, the
famed Cambridge examination for
Mathematical Honors. He also
won the Smith’s Prize for students
in theoretical physics, mathematics and applied mathematics. In
1846, Thomson returned to the
University of Glasgow, newly appointed as a Professor Of Natural
Philosophy at the youthful age of
22. He remained at the University
for the next sixty one years until his
death at age 83. (Thompson, 1910)
In 1855, Hermann von Helmholtz described Thomson as, “…one
of the leading mathematical physicists in Europe. I expected to find a
man somewhat older than myself,
and was not a little astonished
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when a very youthful, exceedingly
blonde young man, almost girlish,
appeared before me…He exceeds,
I might add, all the scientific greats
I know personally, in sharpness,
clarity, and quickness of mind,
so that at times I felt dull witted
beside him.” (Helmholtz, 1855).
By 1857, Cyrus Field, the dogged
promoter of the Atlantic Cable
project, turned to 33 year old Professor William Thomson for help
solving the electrical and engineering dilemmas facing the cable
project. Thomson would prove to
be the man responsible for making
the cable function.
THOMSON’S LABORATORY
The practice of science in the
mid 19th century remained largely
an avocation. British scientific
laboratories traced their origins
to the Royal Society under Robert
Hooke in the 18th century and the
laboratories of the Royal Institution under Sir Humphrey Davy and
Michael Faraday in the early 19th
century. (See Note 2) However,
none of these could be classified

as “professional” scientific experimental laboratories. At this time,
independent teaching laboratories
could not be found on university
campuses. (Gray, 1897; Ayrton,
1908; Phillips, 1983) Institutionally funded laboratories would not
begin to be established for research
and teaching until the 1860s.
(Smith and Wise, 1989)
Thomson arrived as a new Professor at the University of Glasgow
in 1846 finding, “apparatus of a
very old fashioned kind…There
was absolutely no provision of any
kind for experimental investigation, still less idea, for anything
like student’s practical work.”
(Thomson, 1885). He immediately recognized the importance
of training students and advocated an experimental approach
for both research and education.
Instead of simply lecturing his
students, he used demonstrations
to test and illustrate scientific and
mathematical principles. 4 He
“openly expressed his contempt
for a university that spent its time
merely in holding examinations.”

Fig. 3. Professor Thomson’s Lecture Hall at the University of Glasgow Circa
1896. (Gray, 1897)
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(Ayrton, 1908) Thomson believed
that students benefited from learning “accuracy” and “perseverance”
because “investigation in physical
or chemical laboratories leaves no
room for shady, doubtful distinctions between truth, half-truth,
whole falsehood. In the laboratory
everything tested or tried is found
either true or not true.” (Thomson,
1885) Further, students could also
provide the labor to conduct the
many measurements necessary
for empirically based research.
He fervently believed that science
should be practical, and its assertions should be proven by rigorous
mathematical analysis supported
by empirical evidence.5
Thomson instituted the world’s
first professional academic laboratory on the campus of the University of Glasgow in 1846. After
receiving advice from Michael
Faraday at the Royal Institution
regarding equipment purchases,
Thomson established a corps of
volunteer students who received
instruction and generated original
research. Thomson’s laboratory

became the first acclaimed teaching laboratory in Great Britain;
providing a training ground for
physicists, electrical scientists
and cable engineers. Thomson’s
success would provide both inspiration and valuable lessons for
the establishment of teaching and
research laboratories at both Oxford and Cambridge Universities.
James Clerk Maxwell, the founder
and principal designer of Cambridge’s Cavendish Laboratory
(established in 1874) and Professor Robert Clifton, the principal
founder of Oxford’s Clarendon
Laboratory (established in 1872),
each consulted with Thomson on
the purpose, structure and design
of their laboratories.6 (Campbell
and Garnett, 1882; Crother, 1974;
Fox, 2005)
Thomson ran his own laboratory as a think tank for experimental design. As Ayrton recalled,
“There was no special apparatus
for student’s use in the laboratory, no laboratory course, no
special hours for the students to
attend, no assistants to supervise

Fig. 4. Professor Thomson’s Laboratory at the University of Glasgow Circa
1896. Thomson sat at the table in the lower right foreground. (Gray, 1897)
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or explain, no marks given for
laboratory work, no workshop and
even no fee to be paid.” (Ayrton,
1908) The laboratory served as a
practical home for devising experiments and building experimental
equipment. It provided a thought
provoking training ground for
theoretical development and practical experimentation. (Ayrton,
1908; Hunt, 1997; James, 2004)
Thomson’s primary goals focused
on teaching the student to be “self
dependent and resourceful” while
they learned from Thomson’s own
example. (Gray, 1897) (See Note 6)
For the next 53 years, Thomson
shared his investigations, inventions and teaching with over 7,000
students at the university and the
laboratory. (King, 1925; Glasgow,
2007) The laboratory was formally
recognized in 1866. In 1870, it
was relocated to new quarters and
was officially incorporated into the
new University of Glasgow. (Gray,
1897; Thompson, 1910; Phillips,
1983) Thomson’s later work on
electrical instrument design and
his development of precision
instruments brought his laboratory practices into an industrial
environment as he worked closely
with James White and Company
and its successors to invent practical measuring devices based on
empirically tested designs. (Gray,
1897)
THE ATLANTIC CABLE7
Many books and articles have
explored the dramatic history
surrounding the Atlantic Telegraph Cable which successfully
established the first electrical
communications link between the
old and new worlds. The Atlantic
Cable stands as one of the greatest technological achievements of
the 19th century, often equated
with the 20th century’s first moon
landing. Both the United States
126 AWA Review

and Great Britain funded portions
of the project with the majority of
cost borne by public shareholders.
The American entrepreneur, Cyrus
Field, spearheaded efforts which
spanned more than 14 years and
ultimately cost over $12 million,
approximately $150 million in today’s currency. Key scientific and
engineering contributions were
made by Sir William Cooke, Sir
Charles Wheatstone, Michael
Faraday and Professor James
Clerk Maxwell. Samuel F.B. Morse
and William Thomson each spent
significant time working onboard
the ships to address the major
engineering problems facing the
project.
The Atlantic Cable project would
require more than 50 transatlantic
voyages made by hundreds of U.S.
and British sailors, engineers and
electricians on 13 ships in five major attempts before achieving success. (Dibner, 1959; Burns, 2007a)
The attempts in 1857 and 1858
involved the two largest warships
in the world, the USS Niagara and
the HMS Agamemnon. The 1857
expedition ended in failure when
the cable snapped as it was being
released from onboard the ship.
A second attempt in 1858 also
failed. In a third attempt during
July and August 1858, the Niagara
and the Agamemnon successfully
laid the first operable transatlantic
cable; using over 340,500 miles
of wire for the cable and its armor
sheathing, enough to go 13.6 times
around the world and 1.4 times the
distance between the earth and the
moon. (King, 1925) The project’s
team of scientists, electricians and
engineers onboard ship was enormous for the time, with 33 men just
handling the cable. (Mullaly, 1858)
Unfortunately, the 1858 cable
failed after only three weeks. The
failure was ultimately attributed
to high signaling voltages which
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“burned out” the line.8
A fourth attempt was made in
1865. At that time, the largest ship
afloat was the bankrupt steamship
The Great Eastern.10 That year,
The Great Eastern was refitted
to carry over 500 crew and provisions, more than 8,000 tons of
coal, and over 2,700 miles of cable
weighing more than 5,000 tons.
The new cable was nearly four
times as bulky and almost twice
as heavy as the 1858 cable based
on design changes recommended
by Professor Thomson and the
Chief Engineer Charles Bright (see
discussion below). The 1865 cable
again broke in mid-ocean, leaving the expedition with another
failure.
A fifth attempt in 1866 finally
brought success. The expedition
that year not only succeeded in
laying a fresh cable, but also recovered the broken 1865 section
from the ocean floor and attached
it to a new portion laid in 1866,
completing a second line. By
September 1, both the new 1866
and the repaired 1865 cables were
completed; becoming the first
successfully operating Atlantic
cable connections between Ireland

and Newfoundland, a distance
of nearly 2,100 miles. The 1866
cable operated successfully until
1872, and the restored 1865 cable
operated until 1877. By then, both
cables had been rendered obsolete.
They were functionally replaced
by a new 1873 Anglo-American
Telegraph Company cable made by
Telcon and the 1874 Direct United
States Cable Company cables made
by Siemens Brothers. (Telcon,
1950; Scott, 1958; Fagan, 1975;
Glover, 2007)
The cable project spanned
the terms of four U.S. Presidents
(Pierce, Buchanan, Lincoln and
Johnson) and a significant part
of Queen Victoria’s reign. It demanded new technologies and new
science to overcome unforeseen
obstacles and the rigors of the
north Atlantic. The new science
of undersea Oceanography was developed, in part, to determine how
to lay the cable on an unexplored
ocean floor more than 2½ miles
(2,600 fathoms) below the surface. The cable project stimulated
many inventions including: the
mirror galvanometer, new cable
designs, new types of propeller

TABLE 1. ELECTRICIANS AND ENGINEERS ONBOARDTHE
1858 ATLANTIC CABLE EXPEDITION SHIPS9
Staffing
USS Niagara
HMS Agamemnon
Primary Electricians
Primary Engineers

Prof. Wm Thomson
Mr. Bartholomew
William E. Everett
W.H. Woodhouse
Charles BrightSamuel CanningHenry Clifford

TOTAL COMPLEMENT:
Chief Electricians
Cable Operators
Gutta Percha Joiners
Cable Splicers & Assistants
Total Electrical Department
Ship/Cable Engineers
and Assistants
Total Complement

C.V. De SautyJ.C. Laws

2
4
1
4
11
5
16

2
4
2
3
11
6
17
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Fig. 5. “Awaiting the Reply” in the Great Eastern circa 1866 by Robert Charles
Dudley. Professor William Thomson is standing at the center. (Gift of Cyrus W.
Field to the Metropolitan Museum of Art, 1892; Image 92.10.43)

and steamship technologies, new
designs for hydraulic pumps and
onboard winches, stronger and
more durable types of insulation
and wire rope, dynamometers and
hydrometers. Even the adoption
of standard units of measurement
in electricity (watt, volt, ohm,
ampere) stem from the four-year
scientific commission assembled
in 1859 to study the failure of the
1858 cable (see text below). The
eventual success of the cable project revolutionized communication,
reducing correspondence times
between London and Washington
from over three weeks to just 10
hours. It provided a permanent
link between Europe and the
Americas, and helped establish a
worldwide communications network which would facilitate management and control of the British
Empire.11 (Smith and Wise, 1989;
Hunt, 1997)
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PROFESSOR THOMSON’S
CONTRIBUTIONS TO TELEGRAPHY
As early as 1848, Thomson
recognized the enormous possibilities for electrical science
and its potential use of applied
mathematical reasoning. (King,
1925) The key lay in Thomson’s
unique combination of Fourier’s
mathematical methods and his
analogies between the theories
of heat transfer and electrical impulses. Thomson described this
approach in a letter to J.P. Nichol
stating, “This, the first piece of
physical mathematics I ever took
up, has been since Fourier’s time
ready and quite complete for the
telegraphic problems, including
every practical detail – resistance
in receiving instruments (radiating
power of the end of a bar), imperfect insulation (loss of heat from
the sides of a bar), etc.” (Thompson, 1910; Smith and Wise, 1989)
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The scientists involved with the
cable project soon realized that
submarine cables behaved differently than land lines. Defining,
measuring and accounting for
differences in electrical resistance
in underwater cables became the
chief obstacle to successful long
distance submarine telegraphy.
In 1823, Sir Francis Ronalds first
found that electrical signals were
retarded when passing through
an insulated wire, or core, laid
under ground. The same effect
was observed in wire immersed in
water. Michael Faraday concluded
that the retardation was caused by
induction between the electricity
in the wire and the earth or water
surrounding it. Effectively, the
cable acted as a Leyden jar: the
cable’s core operated like the jar’s
tinfoil; the cable’s insulation acted
as the glass; and the soil or water
performed as the outer tinfoil. As
the cable’s core receives a charge
from a battery, the electricity induces an opposite charge in the
water as it travels along; and, as the
two charges attract each other, the
‘exciting’ charge is restrained. The
resulting speed of a signal through
the conductor is “thereby retarded
by its own making”. (Thomson,
1855a; Munro, 1895; Thompson,
1909) Munro best described the
differences between land line and
submarine telegraphy:
“In overland lines the current
traverses the wire suddenly, like
a bullet, and at its full strength, so
that if the current be sufficiently
strong these instruments will be
worked at once, and no time will
be lost. But it is quite different on
submarine cables. There the current is slow and varying. It travels
along the copper wire in the form
of a wave or undulation, and is received feebly at first, then gradually
rising to its maximum strength,
and finally dying away again as

slowly as it rose…This is owing to
the phenomenon of induction, very
important in submarine cables,
but almost entirely absent in land
lines. In submarine cables…the
copper wire which conveys the
current is insulated from the seawater by an envelope, usually of
gutta-percha. Now the electricity
sent into this wire INDUCES electricity of an opposite kind to itself
in the sea-water outside, and the
attraction set up between these
two kinds ‘holds back’ the current
in the wire, and retards its passage
to the receiving station. (Munro,
1895)
Thomson recognized that the
speed of a telegraph signal was
limited by both its capacity and
resistance. He calculated that the
speed decreased as the square of
the cable length increased for any
given diameter of the core conductor. His computations confirmed
the ‘capacitance’ (the amount of
stored electric charge for a given
electric potential) of a cable. He
found that a cable surrounded by
an insulator residing in a conducting medium (salt water) acted as
a form of condenser; interacting
and exchanging electrical potential
with the surrounding medium.
Thomson devised his “doctrine of
squares” to define the relationship.
His concept soon came to be known
as Thomson’s “Law of Squares”.
(Thomson, 1855a; Thompson,
1909; Thompson, 1910) According to the Law of Squares, a cable
two miles long would have four
times the retardation in signal
strength of a cable that was one
mile long, and the strength of the
signal would therefore be only ¼
as strong. Consequently, for any
given cable, signaling speed is inversely proportional to the square
of the cable length, when holding
the capacitance and resistance
constant. Thomson used these reVolume 21, 2008 129
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Fig. 6. Thomson Telegraph Signal Arrival Curves. (Bright, 1898 and 1907)

lationships to define signal arrival
curves in which he could compute
the arriving signal current after any
interval of time following the signal
transmission based on the battery
voltage, the cable resistance, the
cable capacity, and length of the
cable.12 Thomson had succeeded in
mathematically proving Faraday’s
initial theory.
The Law of Squares and Thomson’s signal arrival curves were not

immediately accepted in scientific
circles. In the debate which followed, Jenkin and Varley proved
Thomson’s Law of Squares in a
series of experiments in which
signal speed, measured as words
per minute of a standard length
(8 dots and dashes), was first defined for measuring and evaluating
electrical performance. (Jenkin,
1859; Bright, 1898; Cookson and
Hempstead, 2000; Beauchamp,
2001) Thomson’s writings, supported by Jenkin and Varley’s
experiments firmly established the
crucial parameters under which a
submarine telegraph system had to
operate. These parameters necessitated design modifications for
the 1865 and 1866 cables. Seven
years after the failure of the 1858
Atlantic Cable, the 1865 and 1866
cables were now manufactured to
overcome the expected retardation in signal strength that would
be experienced over each cable’s
great length. As a consequence,

Fig. 7. Siphon Recorder Signals Received Through Submarine Cables of Various Lengths. Generally, longer cables produce less sharp and well-defined
signals. Signals on top are received on short cables, signals on the bottom are
received through long cables. (Fleming, 1921)
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the diameter of the 1865 and 1866
copper cores and the surrounding
insulation were increased almost
three-fold over the original 1858
cable design to allow the weak currents to flow more easily.
omson’s interest in electrical
fields and magnetism led him to
discover another critical relationship that would govern the operation of sounders, relays and registers used in telegraphy. Thomson
analyzed electro-magnets and
concluded that similar iron cores
with winding lengths proportional
to the squares of their linear dimensions produced equal intensities of magnetic fields when they
were supplied with equal currents.
(Pope, 1891) Thomson’s conclusion successfully identified the
relationship between iron cores
and copper conducting windings.
Knowledge of this relationship
enabled the production of electromagnets which could yield similar
magnetic intensity despite using
different sizes of iron cores and different lengths of windings. Thomson had defined the parameters
under which all future electromagnets would be manufactured.
PROFESSOR THOMSON’S
CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE
ATLANTIC CABLE PROJECT
The initial idea of transmitting
electrical impulses through submarine telegraph lines was suggested
as early as 1795 by Salva, a Spanish
scientist. Between 1811 and 1840,
Sommering, Schilling and Sir
Charles Wheatstone all performed
experiments in this area. (Bright,
1898) In 1842, Samuel Morse
conducted tests of a submarine
cable across the Hudson River in
New York City, and by 1843 he
was predicting the eventual success of an ocean cable. (Briggs,
1858; Munro, 1895) In 1850-51
John Watkins Brett laid the first

successful submarine telegraph
lines across the English Channel.
(Briggs, 1858; Prescott, 1866;
Munro, 1895) By 1855, nineteen
successful submarine cables had
been laid worldwide at distances
reaching 360 miles, and thirteen
of these were still in operation.
(Prescott, 1866) Between 1854 and
1856, serious interest in a transAtlantic telegraph cable, which
would span more than 2,000
miles, finally took hold under the
leadership of Cyrus Field (see Note
7). Despite early successes over
relatively short distances, scientifically and empirically derived explanations for the electro-magnetic
operation of submarine telegraph
systems were still not available.
The science behind cable operations would need to be developed
before a trans-Atlantic cable could
succeed.
Thomson believed in the cable
project from the outset. He was
drawn into the theoretical problems facing the Atlantic Cable in
October, 1854 when Gabriel Stokes
asked for his opinion on Michael
Faraday’s conclusions regarding
the design of the cable and whether
the design would limit the signal
capacity. (Stokes, 1854) Stokes
and others now recognized that
the operation of submarine cables
required a more in depth understanding of electrical theory than
land line telegraphy. By December, Thomson had written a series
of letters to Stokes laying out an
entire mathematical theory explaining how a pulse of electricity
traveled in an insulated submerged
wire. In the Stokes letters, Thomson analyzed the data rate that
could be achieved, and explained
the feasibility and economic consequences of completing a transAtlantic cable. (Stokes, 1854;
Thomson, 1855a; Lindley, 2004)
The Stokes correspondence marks
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Fig. 8. Professor Thomson at Age 35
Reading a Letter from Jenkin circa
1859. (Gardner, 1925)

the first time that the operation of
the telegraph had been subjected
to such careful theoretical analysis.
(Sharlin, 1979)
Dr. Edward O. Wildman Whitehouse, Chief Electrician for the
Atlantic Telegraph Company, disputed Thomson’s conclusions in
letters to the British Association.
Thomson published his responses
in the Atheneum magazine where
he recommended use of a larger
cable with more insulation based
on his earlier research. (Thomson,
1855b) Whitehouse, the older and
more established telegraph expert, had the support of the more
senior Faraday and Morse. All
three advocated a brute force approach to push the signal down a
narrow cable with increasing voltages. The much younger Professor
Thomson was viewed as a scientist
rather than an applied engineer or
electrical telegrapher. In the end,
Whitehouse, with the support of
Faraday and Morse, prevailed;
and his designs for a smaller cable
were employed in the 1857 and
132 AWA Review

1858 cable expeditions.13 (See also
Notes 7 and 17).
By 1856, Thomson had conceived a complete system for
submarine telegraphy. Thomson
attributed his concepts to Fourier’s
mathematics and the recognition
of “double harmonic distributions”
of “symmetrically and oppositely
electrified” discharges of currents.
His plan focused on detecting weak
telegraph signals and adapting the
Morse code for submarine work.
(Thomson, 1856b) Within a year,
he would develop the mirror galvanometer, bringing many of his
initial concepts to fruition. (See
discussion below)
In December 1856, Thomson
was appointed as an unpaid scientific advisor to the Board of
Directors of the Atlantic Telegraph
Company. Though unpaid, his enthusiasm, willingness to work and
practical problem solving skills
often placed him in a position to offer solutions for many of the challenges facing the project.14 Over
the next nine years, he personally
participated in each of the major
cable expeditions: one in 1857,
two in 1858, one in 1865, and the
round trip in 1866 where the 1866
cable was laid and the 1865 cable
was completed.
During 1857 and in 1858,
Thomson remained an unpaid director and scientific advisor to the
Atlantic Cable Company. Although
his new mirror galvanometer was
used during the cable laying operations to test for electrical continuity, Whitehouse’s equipment was
installed upon completion of the
1858 cable. (See Notes 7 and 17)
Following the failure of the 1858
cable, the Lords of Committee of
Privy Council For Trade and the Atlantic Telegraph Company formed
a Joint Committee on Submarine
Telegraphs to determine the cause
of the failure. (Report, 1861) The
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committee held 22 sessions eventually meeting with 43 scientists,
engineers, electricians and naval
officers. The committee’s work included taking testimony, conducting experiments and reviewing reports as part of their investigation
and evaluation of submarine cable
technology (Bright, 1898 and 1903;
Sharlin, 1979; Fouchard, 2002).
Thomson’s explanations, given in
testimony and written papers, together with those of Charles Bright,
the Chief Engineer, ultimately
prevailed; firmly establishing a
foundation for future cable design
(see Notes 12 and 17). Thomson
was subsequently appointed to a
five member Committee for the
Atlantic Telegraph Company to select a new cable design for the next
expedition. This new cable would
incorporate Thomson’s costly
recommendations; permanently
influencing the manufacture of all
future submarine cables. For the
first time, the new design specifications established requirements
for the conductivity of the copper
core, the size of the conductors and
the insulation. (Report, 1863) The
directors of the Atlantic Telegraph
Company unanimously approved
Thomson’s new design despite the
much higher costs. (Sharlin, 1979)
In 1865, Thomson was named
Electrical Consultant to the Atlantic Telegraph Company, although
he had no direct authority over any
cable operations. The electrical
department itself remained under
the control of the subsidiary company, the Telegraph Maintenance
and Construction Company, which
was directly responsible for laying
the cable. In preparation for the
expedition, the company’s directors implemented a strictly defined command structure onboard
ship requiring written requests,
instructions and authorizations.
Thomson possessed no direct

Fig. 9. Section of 1865 Atlantic Cable.
(Prescott, 1892)

authority, and his comments and
recommendations issued through
the project’s Chief Engineer. This
strict protocol remained in place
for the 1866 expedition. Despite
the restrictions on his authority,
Thomson’s advice proved crucial
to the enterprise. (Thompson,
1910; Dibner, 1959; Sharlin, 1979;
Lindlay, 2004)
FIRST CONCEPTS OF QUALITY CONTROL
William Thomson had long
maintained a belief in the imporVolume 21, 2008 133
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TABLE 2. COMPARISON OF 1858 AND 1865 ATLANTIC CABLE
CONSTRUCTION15
Item
1858
1865
Manufacturer

Gutta Percha Co. (core)
and Glass Elliot & Co.

Contractor

Atlantic Telegraph Co.

Conductor

7 Copper Wires (1 Center,
6 Surrounding)
107 Lbs. Per Nautical Mile
None
3 Layers Gutta Percha

Weight of Conductor
Base Coating Layer
Insulator
Weight of Insulator
Padding Layer

261 Lbs. Per Nautical Mile
Jute Yarn (Hemp) Soaked
with Compound of
Stockholm Tar, Pitch,
Boiled Linseed Oil &
Common Bees Wax
External Protection (Armor)18 Strands of Charcoal
Iron Wire (each strand
composed of 7 wires
Wound Spirally Around
the Core, No. 14 Gauge
Outer Covering
Compound of Tar, Pitch
& Linseed Oil
Cable Circumference
2.00”
Cable Weight In Air
2,000 Lbs. Per Nautical
Mile
Cable Weight In Water
1,340 Lbs. Per Nautical
Mile
Deepest Section Laid
2,400 Fathoms (14,400 ‘)
Length Laid
2,036 Nautical Miles

W.T. Henley Telegraph Works
(Irishshore end) and
Telegraph Construction and
Maintenance Company Ltd.
Atlantic Telegraph Company
(Ango-American Telegraph
Company after March, 1866)
7 Copper Wires (1 Center, 6
Surrounding)
300 Lbs. Per Nautical Mile
Chatterton’s Compound
4 Layers Gutta Percha
Alternating With Layers of
Chatterton’s Compound
400 Lbs. Per Nautical Mile
Jute yarn (Hemp) Soaked
with Preservative

10 Solid Wires (each wire
surrounded by Manila Yarn
soaked in a preservative
compound) Wound Spirally
around the Core, No. 13 Gauge
Part of Armor Strands
3.53”
3,575 Lbs. Per Nautical Mile
1,400 Lbs. Per Nautical Mile
2,400 Fathoms (14,400 Feet)
2,538 Nautical Miles (1,214
Nautical Miles Laid In 1865,
Completed In 1866)
8-10 Words Per Minute

Maximum Communication 2-3 Words Per Minute
Speed
Transport Vessels
HMS Agamemnon & USS Great Eastern
Niagara

son, 1910) Over the next year, every inch of the new 1858 cable was
tested. Every section that demonstrated inferior conducting values,
due to defects in the conducting
core and/or insulating envelope,
was rejected. Thomson’s rigorous
procedures established the first
documented performance testing
of manufactured products at the
factory. Today, these concepts
are considered the foundation of
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future quality control procedures.
(Cookson and Hempstead, 2000;
Tunbridge, 2002) Thomson himself noted, “It was not until practical testing to secure high conductivity had commenced at the
factory, that practical men came
thoroughly to believe in the reality
of the differences in conductivity in
the different specimens of copper
wire, all supposed good and supplied for use in submarine cables.”
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tance of quantitative measurement. (Bright, 1903; Thomson,
1883) The precise measurement
of electricity and magnetism were
“merely an extension of the astronomer’s method of reckoning mass
in terms of what we may call the
universal gravitation unit of matter, and of the reckoning of force…
according to which the unit of force
is that force which, acting on a unit
of mass for a unit of time, generates
a velocity equal to the unit of velocity.” (Thomson, 1894) His search
for absolute and fundamental units
of measurement for mass, space
and time constituted a lifelong
quest that eventually led to the
development of his absolute temperature scale (measured today in
degrees ‘Kelvin’) and the adoption
of absolute units of electrical measurement. (Thomson, 1851; Pope,
1891; Tunbridge, 2002)
The Atlantic Cable’s ultimate
success stemmed, in part, from
Thomson’s early recognition of the
crucial importance that rigorous
testing and control played in the
manufacturing of the cable. When
Thomson first joined the team in
early 1857, Cyrus Field and the other directors were already intent on
making their first attempt to lay the
cable that summer. Unfortunately,
the project was so hastily managed,
that careful controls were not even
contemplated. The cable itself was
already being manufactured by two
separate firms, Glass & Elliott &
Co. of London and R.S. Newall &
Co. in Birkenhead. The cable consisted of a conducting core of seven
wires surrounded by layers of gutta
percha insulation and protective
armor wire (see table). However,
manufacturing specifications for
the cable lacked precision. Worse,
the cable itself was manufactured
in 1,200 two-mile length pieces. It
was discovered, only after production, that the armoring wires from

each manufacturer had an opposite
lay (winding in opposite directions); presenting great difficulties
in making the splice between the
two sections. (Thompson, 1910)
As Thomson became involved with the project, he objected
to the use of two separate cable
manufacturers who manufacturing
the cable without effective controls
or oversight. He soon became
concerned about impurities and
irregularities in the copper conductor and presented his analysis to he
Royal Society in June 1857. Thomson’s On The Electric Conductivity
of Commercial Copper offered a
detailed explanation of his investigations “in terms of an ‘absolute’
system of measurement” providing
a table of his experimental results
and comparisons with standard
wires. (Thomson 1857a; Thompson, 1910) After the failure of the
1857 cable, Thomson pushed for
“systematic and searching tests for
the purity and conductivity of the
copper.” (Bright, 1903) His tests of
the 1857 cable found that portions
of the cable conducted current no
better than iron. (Thomson, 1857a;
Thompson, 1910) Thomson demonstrated the critical importance
of using copper wire with high conductivity for all future submarine
cables. (Dearlove, 1896)
William Thomson’s ideas had
major implications. Prior to 1857,
cable contracts only specified the
weight or gauge of the wire. Following his research, Thomson
insisted that contracts for production of the 1858 cable specified
chemical purity, high electrical
conductivity and testing. This was
the first time that any manufacturing contract had included such
language. (Dearlove, 1896; Bright,
1903; Tunbridge, 1992) In order
to ensure compliance with the new
provisions, Thomson set up testing
apparatus at the factory. (ThompVolume 21, 2008 135
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In 1859, Thomson and Jenkin
began a correspondence where
they sought to measure the resistance of both copper and gutta
percha used in the cables. In order
to compare the resistances of these
two materials, Jenkins was forced
to decide upon the standard units
he would use to report his results
and the standards used to calibrate the measurements. (Hunt,
1994) Jenkin’s need for absolute
standards confirmed Thomson’s
own beliefs in their necessity. This
helped propel Thomson toward his
later involvement with the British
Association as it struggled to define and adopt the British ohm as
the first widely accepted electrical

standard.
Thomson’s testing procedures
were implemented for all subsequent cable manufacturing to
ensure uniform performance.
(Bright, 1903) His ideas soon
received widespread acceptance
in other areas. For example, his
work with defining common screwthread dimensions constituted
the first widely adopted industrial
standard. Thomson’s methods
thus provide the foundation for
today’s concepts of quantifiable
quality controls, standardized
measures of performance and the
specification of acceptable tolerances within defined measurement
error rates. (Tunbridge, 1992)

Fig. 10. Specimens of the Atlantic Cable. Left pair 1858. Middle Pair 1865.
Right Pair 1866. Each pair includes 1-main cable and 2-shore ends. Bottom
section includes recovered 1865 cable, model grapnel and grapnel rope used
in recovery. (Science Museum, Image No. 61)
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INNOVATIONS FOR CABLE
LAYING EQUIPMENT
Professor Thomson’s mathematics background and his search
for solutions to practical problems
led him into many other areas of
the cable project. During the 1857
cable expedition, the cable broke
under the strain of its payout. The
ships averaged 5 2/3 miles per
hour when laying the cable which
was being released at an angle of
10-19 degrees from the ship’s stern.
(Mullaly, 1858) Kelvin mathematically explained the reason for the
fatal break in the 1857 cable. He
used differential equations to analyze the mechanical forces involved
in dropping a submarine cable to
the ocean floor. He concluded that
the cable broke due to the strain
placed on it by the braking machinery as the cable was sent over
the stern. Thomson demonstrated
that when the cable was run out
of the ship at a constant speed in
a uniform depth of water, it sank
on a slant or straight incline from
the point where the cable entered
the water to that where it touched
the bottom. The angle of the
cable during its descent depended
on the speed of the ship and the
mechanical stresses placed on
the physical characteristics of the
cable. (Thomson, 1857b and 1865)
The implications of these insights
were enormous. They led to redesign of the cable payout machinery onboard ship which handled
and released the cable as well as
nautical considerations regarding
the speed of the ship during cable
laying operations. Thomson’s
computations and their impact on
operational procedures and the
design of cable laying machinery
redefined cable laying operations
and were used well into the 20th
century. (Bright, 1903; Commercial Cable Company, 1915)
Thomson’s computations also

proved essential for the 1866 attempt to recover the lost 1865
cable. He determined that raising the lost cable, grappled from
the ocean floor at a depth of two
miles, resulted in the suspension
of approximately 17 miles of cable
length between the ship and the
ocean floor. His computations, together with expert navigation and
Bright’s idea to employ multiple
buoys to spread the load, directly
facilitated the successful recovery
of the 1865 cable. (Thomson, 1865)
Thomson provided a number
of other insights and his own engineering designs used in submarine
cable technology. For example, he
redesigned the method for “sounding” the depth of the ocean floor.
The old method involved sinking a
lead-line from the stern and waiting for it to slacken as it reached
the ocean floor. Thomson replaced
the rope with steel wire using a
pressure gauge to record the depth.
(Munro, 1895) Thomson also
spent many years developing and
refining his Mariner’s Compass
resulting in a number of patents.
His compass was later adopted as
the standard by the British Navy.
(Sharlin, 1979; Smith and Wise,
1989; Lindley, 2004)
PROFESSOR THOMSON’S
MIRROR GALVANOMETER
Throughout his life, William
Thomson demonstrated an unorthodox approach to problem
solving. This was most apparent
in his design for the mirror galvanometer, the instrument which
would be essential for detecting submarine telegraph signals.
Many of the eminent engineers and
scientists of the period, including
Whitehouse, Morse and Faraday,
argued in favor of a brute force
approach to sending electrical
signals over long distances; using
high voltages to push the signals
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through smaller sized cables. (See
Note 13) They favored developing more powerful instruments
to force the message down a long
narrow cable. Consequently, the
first Atlantic Cable was expected
to operate with a potential of 500
volts or more. (Bright, 1898, 1903
and 1908; Commercial Cable
Company, 1915) Thomson postulated that if weaker signals could
be detected, there would be no
need to apply such high voltages.
He conceived an instrument that
would detect the smallest possible
electrical signal. His understanding of the Law of Squares and his
mathematical appreciation of the
relationships between electricity
and magnetism enabled him to
design the highly sensitive mirror
galvanometer (known at the time
as a “marine galvanometer”).
Thomson developed the mirror galvanometer between 1856
and 1858 receiving his British
Letters Patent No. 329 on February 20, 1858. Thomson’s mirror
galvanometer was a direct extension of Hans Christian Oersted’s
original 1819 observations that a
wire carrying an electric current
affected the orientation of a magnetic compass needle.16 The mirror galvanometer operated on the
principle that a tiny magnet made
of a watch-spring, attached to the

back of a minute convex mirror
which hung in the center of a coil of
fine wire, would move when a minute electrical signal through the
coil affected the magnetic field in
which the mirror was suspended.
A “double-current” telegraph key
had two keys which sent signals in
opposite polarities as each key was
depressed (one with a positive and
one with a negative current). A
lamp directed light onto the mirror
which reflected a tiny spot of light
onto a scale; and, as the mirror was
deflected by the changing polarity
of the magnetic field, the spot of
light would move left or right, enabling a Morse code based message
to be interpreted. By design, a very
slight motion of the suspended
mirror was optically magnified
onto a visible scale which could
be easily observed and recorded.
Each instrument had an adjustable control magnet or group of
magnets, and moveable glass rods
could be used to pin the mirror and
prevent its motion when not in use.
Thumb-screws were used to adjust
the zero position of the suspended
mirror and its consequent light
spot on the scale. (Munro, 1895;
Bright, 1898; Thompson, 1909;
Commercial Cable Company, 1915;
Dibner, 1959; Green, 1970)
Thomson’s mirror galvanometer differed from his land based

Fig. 11. Basic Submarine Cable Circuit. (Prescott, 1892)
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Fig. 12. Thomson Mirror Galvanometer in 1858. (Science Museum Image
in Finn, 1973)

designs in several ways. It used a
heavier magnet to balance the mirror and more robust construction
using platinum wire to suspend
the mirror in order to balance the
effects of the ship’s motion and
earth’s magnetism. Later models
in 1865 and 1866 were housed
in an iron casing to block local
magnetic disturbances created by
a new generation of ocean vessels
with iron hulls. This proved to be
an important modification for use
on The Great Eastern. Finally,
the platinum wire suspension was

replaced with silk thread attached
to a spring to further offset the
effects of a ship’s motion. All of
these modifications sought to stabilize the small mirror and beam of
light on the scale despite the effects
of motion and outside magnetic
forces. (Preece and Sivewright,
1876; Prescott, 1892; Commercial
Cable Company, 1915; Thompson,
1909; Green, 1970).
The highly sensitive mirror
galvanometer provided the critical
link; finally enabling the successful operation of a submarine cable
over long distances. In a notable
demonstration of its capabilities,
Thomson’s galvanometer successfully detected the weak signals
transmitted through the cable using a Dickerson’s cell, a gun-cap
containing one drop of acidulated
water and a small anode of zinc.
(Bright, 1908; Thompson, 1910)
Unfortunately, the mirror galvanometer was only used onboard
the ships to test the circuits on the
1857 and 1858 expeditions. Instruments designed by Whitehouse
were used at the landed cable ends.
The mirror galvanometer would

Fig. 13. Submarine Telegraph Circuit Showing Thomson Mirror Galvanometer
and Scale with Double-Current Telegraph Key and Batteries. (Telegraphy,
Plate 2, 1885)
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not be accepted for general use
until the 1865 expedition.17 Thereafter, the mirror galvanometer
would remain the standard method
of receiving submarine telegraph
signals until it was replaced by his
siphon recorder in the 1870s. (see
below)
IMPORTANCE OF ELECTRICAL TESTING AND CONTROLS
The mirror galvanometer enabled submarine cables to be fully
tested and monitored. As the cable
was manufactured, shipped and
subsequently released onto the
ocean floor, the “electrical character of every mile of the core and
cable is found, and registered for
future reference.” (Munro, 1895)
Detailed records allowed engineers
to detect the existence of a fault
and to calculate the distance of the
fault from either end of the line. To
accomplish this, daily tests were
made of the cable at the factory and
during shipment to provide well
maintained logs of the results for
comparison. (Munro, 1895)
Although the 1865 expedition
resulted in failure, the official report to the investing companies
and the British Government summarized the expedition’s successes
and recommended further improvements for the next attempt.
Of note, were Thomson’s findings
which showed the importance of
quantitative approaches, and the
benefits of constant testing and
manufacturing controls. Thomson
and the electricians were able to
determine “That the insulation of
a cable improves very much after
its submersion in the cold deep
water of the Atlantic, and that its
conducting power is considerably
increased thereby.” They found
that the 1865 cable was “more
than 100 times better insulated
than cables made in 1858.” And fi140 AWA Review

nally, that “electrical testing can be
conducted with such unerring accuracy as to enable the electricians
to discover the existence of a fault
immediately after its production or
development, and very quickly to
ascertain its position in the cable.”
(Certificate, 1865)18
Thomson’s careful approach
and the routine collection of volumes of electrical data would
continue in the 1866 expedition as
well as all subsequent cable laying
expeditions of the 20th century.
DEVELOPMENT OF THE SIPHON RECORDER
The success of the Atlantic
Cable in 1866 permitted submarine telegraphic communication to continue using the mirror
galvanometer. Signaling speeds
using the mirror galvanometer
generally achieved a rate of 8-10
words per minute through manual
transmission and visually monitored optical reception. In 1866,
Queen Victoria knighted Thomson
and five others for their critical
contributions to the cable’s success. (Illustrated London News,
December 8, 1866; Thompson,
1910) Between 1867 and 1870,
Sir William Thomson developed
the Siphon Recorder for general
use on submarine cables.19 The
galvanometer required constant
visual observation. In contrast, the
siphon recorder directly recorded
submarine telegraph signals onto
a paper tape which was pulled
through the machine. Although
Thomson received U.K. Patent No.
2147 for the siphon recorder in
1867, it took nearly three years to
make the device fully operational.
(Thompson, 1910; Trainer, 2004)
The first public demonstration of
the siphon recorder took place in
London during June 1870 upon the
completion of the British Indian
submarine cable, though it had
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Fig. 14. Thomson Siphon Recorder
Dated 1867. (U.K. Patent No. 2,147
in Kelvin’s U.K. Patents, 1854–1907;
See also Thomson, 1873)

been used during its development
years. (Beauchamp, 2001)
The siphon recorder was virtually equal in sensitivity to the
mirror galvanometer, but reversed
the arrangement of the coil and
magnet. The siphon recorder
carried the line current from the
cable through a rectangular coil
of wire which was suspended in a
narrow gap between the soft iron
poles of a powerful electromagnet. The coil was free to turn on
its long axis. The motions of the
swinging signal coil transferred to
a delicate glass siphon pen (a glass
tube 3”-4” long and the diameter of
a needle) whose upper end dipped
into an inkwell and whose open
lower end hung suspended above
a brass table upon which a paper
tape traversed. A constant difference in electrical potential was
maintained between the ink and
the brass table. As the signal current passed through the coil, the
ink was projected in minute drops
onto the passing paper tape. Thus
the siphon traced a fine line of ink

drawn on the paper tape providing
a record of the transmission. If no
current passed, the line remained
straight on the passing paper tape.
When the coil moved in response
to a positive or negative current,
the line deviated to the left or right
(read as “up” or “down”), permitting the interpretation of telegraphic code.20 In the 1880s, the
electromagnets were replaced by
permanent field magnets, and the
ink was no longer electrified but
was transferred by rapid vibration
of the siphon point. (Thomson,
1873; Prescott, 1892; Munro, 1895;
Sayers and Grant, 1897; Bright,
1898; Western Union Telegraph
Company, 1921)
Thomson’s siphon recorder was
the forerunner of all moving coil
instruments later used in designs
of galvanometers, ammeters and
voltmeters and his designs which
utilized the magnetic attraction of
the inking fluid would eventually
form the basis for all facsimile and
printing machines. (Munro, 1895;
Murray, 1902; Thompson, 1909;
Commercial Cable Company, 1915;
Cameron, 1927; Green, 1970)
The siphon recorder quickly
proved to be more economical
and practical than the mirror
galvanometer. It did not depend
on clerks to perform the fatiguing
task of watching a spot of light for
movements. Instead, it produced
a verifiable record of the incoming
signal. In addition, only one clerk
was required, replacing the “mirror clerk” and “writer” employed to
operate the galvanometer. (Bright,
1898) The siphon recorder soon
replaced the mirror galvanometer
and provided the primary means
of recording signals on submarine
cables well into the 1930s. (Russell, 1912; Commercial Cable Company, 1915; Beauchamp, 2001) Use
of the siphon recorder permitted
cable telegraphy to reliably reach
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Fig. 15. Operation of Early Thomson Siphon Recorder. (Western Union Telegraph Company, 1921)

speeds of 20 words per minute.
(Munro, 1895; Fagan, 1975) The
Muirhead automatic transmitter
systems of the late 1890s and the
full implementation of duplexing
circuits (permitting the simultaneous sending of signals in both
directions down the same line),
first begun in 1875, finally enabling
submarine telegraphy transmission speeds to effectively reach
90 words per minute by 1902.21
(Murray, 1902; Bright, 1903 and
1907; Commercial Cable Company,
1915; Cameron, 1927; Green, 1970;
Ash, 2001) As discussed above,
use of “loaded” cables together
with the automated signaling
permitted speeds of 400 words
per minute to be reached by the
1920s. (Report, 1941; Ash, 2001;
Huurdeman, 2003) Interestingly,
the first published suggestion of a
method for duplexing cables was
included in an 1854 Kelvin patent.
(Bright, 1898)
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THOMSON’S CONTRIBUTIONS TO SIGNAL SHAPING
Thomson’s success with the
Atlantic Cable made him famous.
The mirror galvanometer and siphon recorder established Thomson as a preeminent expert in submarine telegraphy. Together, they
operated within a system where
electrical signals with opposite polarities could travel long distances
under water (see Figures 5 and 6).
Thomson had been the first to describe the signal distortion that occurred on long submarine cables.
The mirror galvanometer enabled
the weak signals to be detected.
Yet, despite attempts to clarify the
incoming signals by varying the operators’ sending practices, the electrical impulses still overlapped and
became blurred. Scientists and engineers had known since 1861 that
“The most important problem to
solve in submarine telegraphy undoubtedly is, how the signals may
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be made to follow each other with
the greatest rapidity...” (Report,
1861) One technique for clarifying
signals involved quickly applying
short bursts of the opposite polarity and of a shorter duration, or a
reverse signal, known as “curbing” the signal. The short bursts
effectively stopped the initial
current from continuing to build
after it had reached an observable
value, enabling a second signal to
be transmitted and more clearly
received shortly after the first,
thereby sharpening the signal. As
the signaling speed increased, the
bursts of curbing current necessary
to achieve clarity became almost
equal in duration to the signal currents. (Dearlove, 1896; Sayers and
Grant, 1897; Fitzgerald, 1899, Ash,
2001) Modifications to the Morse
code also helped (See Note 20),
but signals sent by hand were still
not timed well enough to permit
great increases in speed. In 1875,
Thomson and Jenkin developed
an “automatic curb sender” to help
impose accurate proportions in
the lengths of the signal currents
and spaces. (Ewing, 1876; Bright,
1898; Beauchamp, 2001) The
Thomson-Jenkin automatic curb
sender proved too cumbersome
for regular work. (Dearlove, 1896;
Bright, 1898) Still, Thomson’s
techniques for “signal shaping”
would be adapted by others for
use in automatic transmitters developed well into the 20th century.
(Bright, 1898; Beauchamp, 2001)
SUBSEQUENT ACTIVITY IN
SUBMARINE CABLES
Thomson’s interest and direct
involvement in laying submarine cables continued well into
the 1870s as the cable industry
expanded. By 1874, 206 submarine telegraph lines had been laid
worldwide, 145 were still working, and eleven more were in the

course of construction; all under
the direction of 16 major companies. (Submarine Telegraphy,
1876) By then, Thomson’s siphon
recorder had been installed on the
British-India (Falmouth-Bombay)
cable of 1870 and the FalmouthMalta cable later that same year.
(Thompson, 1910) Thomson
himself participated in the French
Atlantic Cable expedition of 1869
and worked with Fleeming Jenkin
and James Alfred Ewing on the
Western-Brazilian and PlatinoBrazilian cable expeditions of 1873.
Thomson was present at the laying
of the Para-Pernambuco sections
of the Brazilian coastal cables, also
in 1873. (Thompson, 1910; Scott,
1958; Cookson and Hempstead,
2000; William Thomson, 2007)
The Brazillian cables were laid by
the first ship designed specifically
for laying submarine telegraph
cables. The CS Hooper, launched
in 1873, was the second largest
ship in the world, second only to
The Great Eastern. Thomson had
been instrumental in designing
new hydraulic pumps. (Thompson,
1910) The Hooper’s state of the art
electrical testing cabin had been
designed by Thomson, together
with Latimer Clark. (New Telegraph, 1873; Haigh, 1968; Finn,
1980; Ash, 2001) Finally, Thomson directed the electrical testing
on the Direct United States Cable
Co. line from Ballinskelligs to Torbay, Nova Scotia in 1875. Thomson
performed the work on both the
Platino-Brazilian cable and the
Direct United States Cable for
Siemens Brothers. (Scott, 1958)

THOMSON’S ENDURING
CABLE DESIGN
The Law of Squares had esVolume 21, 2008 143
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tablished parameters governing
future cable design and manufacturing. Thomson’s system for
defining the transmission of submarine telegraph signals was so
successful that between 1866 and
1924 there was no material change
in the basic design of the ocean
cables themselves. (Report, 1941)
Thomson’s original mirror galvanometer was so sensitive that could
operate on no more than 60 volts
of potential.22 Use of the mirror

Fig. 16. Sir William Thomson at Age
53 Circa 1877. (Royal Society, Image
Ref. No. IM/004573)

galvanometer increased communication speeds almost five-fold from
2-3 words per minute up to 8-10
words per minute for signals sent
in one direction. (Russell, 1912;
Commercial Cable Company, 1915;
Fagen, 1975) Although duplexing
permitted bi-directional signaling
in cables (see discussion below),
nearly 60 years passed before innovations in cable design increased
the one-way speed of signals sent
from transmitter to receiver. Con144 AWA Review

cepts of “shielding” and “loading”
the cables would not take hold until
1924.23 However the essence of
their design still largely depended
on Thomson’s original principles.
(McDonald, 1937; Ash, 2001)
THOMSON AND ELECTRICAL MEASUREMENT
In the mid-19th century, scientific and technical units still remained arbitrary and depended on
the individual experimenter, making them unsuitable for comparison to other results. (Thomson,
1883; Tunbridge, 2002) Thomson recognized, as early as 1851,
that advances in science and engineering depended on uniform
precise measurement of observed
phenomena. (Thomson, 1851;
Tunbridge, 2002) He took every
opportunity to criticize the British
system and argued in favor of the
more structured French metric
system. (Russell, 1912) Thomson
spent years advocating for the
adoption of absolute units to overcome the discrepancies he found in
the measurements used to describe
the effects of magnetism and electricity. His unique position as one
of the leading scientists of the era
in addition to his fluency in French,
German and Latin allowed him to
lead the international efforts to
define standards for measuring
electrical activity. (Tunbridge,
2002)
Thomson, in conjunction with
Charles Bright and Latimer Clark,
finally succeeded in pushing for
the creation of a Committee on
Electrical Standards at the British
Association in 1861.24 (Prescott,
1892; Bright, 1903; Hunt, 1994;
Tunbridge, 2002) Much of the
foundational work centered on
the underlying theory and definition of the international (formerly,
the British) ohm as the unit of
electrical resistance.25 The British
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Figs. 17. Thomson’s Quadrant Electrometer. (Tunbridge, 1992)

Association’s Committee reports
from 1861-1869 were subsequently
summarized and published in
1873; providing the basis for the
subsequent international adoption of a unified system of electrical measurement. (Jenkin, 1873)
Between 1862 and the year of his
death in 1907, Thomson provided
critical leadership at the numerous International Electrical Congresses as they worked towards
the development of standard units
for electrical measurement and the
adoption of the French metric system. (Thompson, 1910; Tunbridge,
2002; Lindley, 2004)
The adoption of the ohm and
other standardized measures by
the British cable companies provided a wide scale and critical
example of the necessity of worldwide electrical standards. (Hunt,
1994) The needs of submarine
telegraphy initiated the demand
for precise measurement, and

Thomson led the way in pushing
the scientific establishment toward
addressing the issue. The rapid
acceptance of electrical standards
also stimulated the development
of university teaching laboratories
in the 1860s and 1870s. Virtually
all of them now emphasized the
importance of electrical measurement and empirical testing. (Hunt,
1994) For the first time, Thomson
and the British Association had
succeeded in unifying the interests
of laboratory physicists, telegraphers and electrical engineers.
Thomson’s commitment to
standardized measurement found
application in the development
of precision instruments and industrial tools. Here, he sought
to introduce the use of rational
constraints and accurate standardized adjustments to replace
the accepted practice of force fitting components. In doing so, he
showcased the need for accuracy
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and increased dependability in
precision instruments. (Fitzgerald,
1899) Thomson patented a whole
series of electrical measuring instruments including divided ring
electrometers, graded galvanic
potential electrometers, graded
current galvanometers, quadrant
electrometers and various meters and gauges. (Prescott, 1892;
Tunbridge, 2002; Trainer, 2004
and 2007c; William Thomson,
2007) His work not only included
electrical devices but mariner’s
compasses, deep sea sounding
devices for finding depths, and
modifications to submarine cable
equipment. (Thompson, 1909 and
1910; Sharlin, 1979; Lindley, 2004;
Trainer, 2004)
EMERGENCE OF TECHNICAL JOURNALS
Prior to 1860, most scientific
and technical information was
disseminated through the publication of learned societies, books
and privately published letters,
correspondence and pamphlets.
The most respected scientific
journals were “refereed” by the
Royal Society. (Barton, 1998) The
rapid growth of telegraphy and
other new technologies stimulated
demand for sharing more information in an organized and timely
manner. Both telegraphers and
scientists had much to learn from
the public hearings which took
place after the failure of the 1858
cable. These hearings involved a
comprehensive review of the entire
telegraph industry and the state
of electrical science. Thomson’s
testimony in particular and Thomson’s debate with Whitehouse (see
Notes 7 and 17) were of particular
interest. The committee’s findings
and testimony were considered of
such importance that some of the
first technical journals emerged to
disseminate this new information.
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The Electrician began publication in 1861, and The Telegraphic
Journal was published weekly
from 1861 to 1899 when it became
The Electrical Review. (Bright,
1898; Lynch, 1985; Beauchamp,
2001) With the successful laying
of the 1866 cable, every scientific
and popular magazine or journal
carried articles about submarine
telegraphy. These magazines
emerged to serve as “organs of
science,” in essence, connecting
the public to the scientific world.
(Barton, 1998)
The rapid change in this period
is also reflected in the growth of
the learned societies between 1870
and 1890. (Frary, 2008) Thomson
himself recognized the need for a
technical society and corresponding journal that would cater to the
unique interests of telegraphers
and electrical engineers. In 1871,
Thomson was a founding member
and the first vice-president of the
new Society of Telegraph Engineers. He regarded the society as
a vehicle which could bridge the
gap between theory and practice
in electrical science by providing
a place for organized co-operative
discourse on topics of common
interest. Early on, Thomson provided several technical articles to
support the new journal on topics
that included tangent galvanometers, measurement of electrostatic
capacity, batteries and siphon
recorders. (Thompson, 1910)
The society soon evolved into The
Society of Telegraph Engineers
and Electricians, and eventually
became the Institution of Electrical Engineers (IEE) which still
survives today as the Institution
of Engineering and Technology
(IET).26 (Frary, 2008; IET, 2008)
Thomson provided valuable leadership serving as President of the
organization on three different
occasions in 1874, 1889 and 1907.
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THE ESSENCE OF SIR WILLIAM THOMSON’S BELIEFS
Thomson’s practical approach
to teaching, experimentation, invention, research and theory were
evident right from the beginning
of his tenure at the University of
Glasgow. On November 1, 1846
Thomson gave his Introductory
Lecture To The Course On Natural
Philosophy. In his opening lecture as a new professor Thomson
articulated his belief that “…in
the study of external nature, the
first stage is the description and
classification of facts…this is the
legitimate work of Natural History. The establishment of general
laws in any province of the material world, by induction from the
facts collected in natural history,
may with like propriety be called
Natural Philosophy…A strong
recommendation of the study of
Natural Philosophy arises from
the importance of its results in
improving the physical conditions
of mankind…” (Thomson, 1846)
Many years later, Thomson would
continue to argue, “There cannot
be a greater mistake than that of
looking superciliously upon practical applications of science. The
life and soul of science is practical
appli-cation…[turning] knowledge of the properties of matter to
some purpose useful to mankind.”
(Thomson, 1883)
Thomson’s scientific methods
stemmed from two fundamental
ideas that he held throughout his
life. First, that, “I am never content
until I have constructed a mechanical model of the subject I am studying. If I succeed in making one, I
understand; otherwise I do not.”
(Thomson, 1904). And second, “In
physical science the first essential
step in the direction of learning any
subject is to find principles of nu-

merical reckoning and methods of
practically measuring some quality
connected with it. I often say that
when you can measure what you
are speaking about, and express it
in numbers, you know something
about it; but when you cannot measure it, when you cannot express it
in numbers, your knowledge is of
a meager and unsatisfactory kind;
it may be the beginning of knowledge, but you have scarcely in your
thoughts advanced to the state of
Science, whatever the matter may
be.” (Thomson, 1883).
Thomson approached science
from a practical and empirical
perspective, applying theoretical
ideas to real world engineering
problems. Thomson’s theories
generally applied to closed systems
which were limited by logical reduction to eliminate the impact of
outside influences. Thomson then
carefully identified the individual
questions and issues that could
be defined and addressed within
each system. Thomson’s work
in all areas ultimately centered
on the nature of energy, heat and
temperature; laying the foundations for the new science of thermodynamics which would become

Fig. 18. Lord Kelvin’s Study at his
University of Glasgow House Circa
1896. Kelvin sat at the writing table
on the right and his secretary at the
middle table. Kelvin was the first person in Great Britain to install electric
lighting and among the first to install
a telephone. (Gray, 1897)
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the most significant development
in physical science since Newton.
(Haw, 2007) His insights would
prove essential for the operation
of worldwide telegraphy and submarine communications.
LORD KELVIN’S LEGACY
The British physicist J.J. Thomson (no relation) said of Lord
Kelvin, “His personality was as remarkable as his scientific achievements; his genius and enthusiasm
dominated any scientific discussion
at which he was present. He was, I
think, at his best at the meetings of
Section A (mathematics and Physics) of the British Association…He
made the meeting go with a swing
from start to finish, stimulating
and encouraging, as no one else
did, the younger men who crowded
to hear him. Never has science a

Fig. 19. Lord Kelvin at Age 75 Circa
1899. (Royal Society, Image Ref. No.
IM/004568)
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more enthusiastic, stimulating, or
indefatigable leader.” (King, 1925)
Sir William Thomson (Lord
Kelvin) was knighted in 1866 and
raised to the peerage in 1892 largely as a result of his contributions
to telegraphy and his importance
to fostering the British Empire’s
worldwide imperial communications. (Smith and Wise, 1989) He
published 661 papers, obtained
75 patents and, according to one
source, had more initials after his
name than any other man in the
British Commonwealth. (Trainer,
2004; Kelvin Probe, 2007) Yet,
incredibly, Kelvin summed up his
life’s work by stating, “One word
characterizes the most strenuous
of the efforts for the advancement
of science that I have made perseveringly during fifty-five year,
that word is FAILURE. I know
no more of electric and magnetic
force, or of the relation between
ether, electricity, and ponderable
matter, or of chemical affinity,
than I knew and tried to teach to
my students of natural philosophy
fifty years ago in my first session as
Professor…[B]ut in the pursuit of
science, inborn necessity to make
the effort…saves the naturalist
from being wholly miserable,
[and] perhaps even allows him to
be fairly happy in his daily work.”
(Fitzgerald, 1899).27
The list of academic awards and
other recognitions bestowed upon
Lord Kelvin during his lifetime
illustrates the worldwide recognition of his many contributions to
science and engineering. Throughout his life Kelvin maintained that
“the life and soul of science is its
practical application” (Thomson,
1894) Helmholtz wrote, “He has
striven with great consistency to
purify the mathematical theory
from hypothetical assumptions
which were not a pure expression
of the facts. In this way he had
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TABLE 3. KELVIN’S U.K. PATENTS INTELEGRAPHY AND ELECTRICITY 18
“Telegraph”:

Instruments and Apparatus
Current Regulation and Testing

9
3

“Electrical”:

Measuring Apparatus For Current
Measuring Apparatus (Other)
Current Regulation
Measurement and Recording
Apparatus

6
8
3

Total

35

6

Note: Based on Kelvin’s U.K. Patent Application titles specifying the
“Telegraph” or “Electrical” classification.

TABLE 4. TITLES AND AWARDS RECEIVED BY SIR WILLIAM THOMSON (LORD KELVIN) 27
Academic Degrees/Awards/Fellowships/Appointments
Royal Society of Edinburgh (Fellowships/Awards/Appointments)
Royal Society of London (Fellowships/Awards/Appointments)
British Assoc. For The Advancement of Science
(Section President, Committees)
British Knighthoods and Royal Orders
International Science and Engineering Awards
Professional Society and Academic Memberships/Positions
Corporate Titles (i.e. Consultant, Chairman, Director)
Univ. of Glasgow Honorary Buildings/Medals/Prizes
(i.e. “Kelvin” or “Thomson”)
Honorary Scientific Names/Titles
(i.e. “Kelvin Wave” or “Thomson’s Law”, etc.)
Honorary Corporate/Ship/Product Names and Titles
(i.e. “Kelvin” or “Thomson”)
Honorary Topographical and Lunar Names
(i.e. “Kelvin” or “Thomson”)
Commemorative Postage Stamps and Currency

32
6
5
49
5
16
96
7
6
21
8
5
4
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Fig. 20. Lord Kelvin Presenting His Last Lecture at The University of Glasgow
Circa 1899. (Thompson, 1910)

done very much to destroy the old
natural separation between experimental and mathematical physics,
and to reduce the latter to a precise
and pure expression of the laws
of phenomena. He is an eminent
mathematician, but the gift to
translate real facts into mathematical equations, and vice versa, is by
far more rare than that to find the
solution of a given mathematical
problem…” (Fitzgerald, 1899).
Einstein put it more broadly stating “The extent of knowledge that
we owe to the activities of Thomson
in the areas of thermodynamics,
hydrodynamics, electricity, nautical science, physical geography and
measurement technology is almost
incalculable.” (Einstein, 1924)
On the occasion of Lord Kelvin’s 50th Anniversary Jubilee as a
Professor at Glasgow University,
some 2,500 dignitaries assembled
to honor the man and his accomplishments. Representatives
of the world’s great universities,
leaders of the British Empire and
150 AWA Review

Monarchy and numerous foreign
governments attended or sent
congratulatory messages. In a
memorable highlight, the College
of the University sent Lord Kelvin
a congratulatory telegram which
returned to the Jubilee seven and
one half minutes after traversing
the globe on the worldwide land
and submarine cable network.
Kelvin’s reply traveled the same
20,000 mile route. (Fitzgerald,
1899).
In many ways, Lord Kelvin
bridged the gap between classical
Newtonian mechanical modeling
and the use of modern mathematical theory and strict empirical
reasoning in physics. His belief
in the practical purpose and the
excitement of real applications for
science would keep him focused
on the complex issues involved in
submarine telegraphy for much of
his life. Today, we can recognize
that Lord Kelvin’s work established
the critical foundation for a modern electrical network of global
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Figs. 21. Memorials to Lord Kelvin
at Kelvingrove Park and Glasgow
Necropolis. (Courtesy of (Left) Ian
MacVicar (Right) Mathew Trainer)

communications. As the renowned
mathematician P.G. Tait stated “…
to you in all of these capacities is
due the success of Long-line Submarine Telegraphy, with the innumerable benefits resulting from the
power of practically instantaneous
communication between all parts
of the globe.” (Fitzgerald, 1899).
Just over twenty years later, Fleming would acknowledge Lord Kelvin’s full legacy, “[He was]…perhaps the greatest mathematical,
physical and inventive genius that
Great Britain has produced…”
(Fleming, 1921)
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ENDNOTES

1 We will generally refer to ‘Professor
William Thomson’ prior to 1866,
‘Sir William Thomson’ after 1866,
and ‘Lord Kelvin’ after 1892.
2 The Royal Society of London For
The Improvement of Natural
Knowledge is known simply as The
Royal Society. Founded in 1660, it
is the oldest institution of its kind
still in existence serving as the
academy of sciences for the United
Kingdom. (Royal Society, 2007)
The Royal Institution of Great
Britain is an organization devoted
to scientific education and research,
based in London. It was founded
in 1799 by the leading British
scientists of the age, including
Henry Cavendish, and offers
courses, philosophical lectures and
experiments supporting academic
research. (Royal Institution, 2007)
The Royal Society of Edinburgh
is Scotland’s national academy of
science. Fellows of the Royal Society
of Edinburgh carry the designation
FRSE in official titles. It provides
annual grants for research and
entrepreneurship, organizes public
lectures and promotes the sciences
in schools throughout Scotland.
(Royal Society of Edinburgh;
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2007) The British Association
for the Advancement of Science,
known as the British Association
or the BA, was formed in 1831 with
the object of promoting science,
directing general attention to
scientific matters, and facilitating
interaction between scientific
workers. (British Association,
2007)
3 A number of excellent biographies
have been written detailing the
life of Sir William Thomson (Lord
Kelvin). Especially noteworthy are
Thompson, 1910; Russell, 1912;
King, 1925; and Lindley, 2004.
Accounts of Kelvin’s scientific
works can be found at Thomson,
1872, 1894 and 1911; Gray, 1908;
Sharlin, 1979; Smith and Wise,
1989 and Wroblewski, 2007. The
internet sites at Trainer, 2007b;
Kelvin Probe, 2007; Kelvin Society,
2007 and William Thomson, 2007
offer additional reading.
4 Thomson was notorious for breaking
laboratory equipment. As Professor
Ayrton recalls, “Thomson, with all
his genius, all his power of advising
how an experiment should be made,
with all his creative originality in
suggesting the details of scientific
apparatus and methods, could not
make the experiments with his own
hands.” After all the apparatus was
broken, Thomson would apologize,
stating to his students, “Faraday’s
result was so and so; mine is
just the opposite. But Faraday,
with inferior apparatus, divined
the truth. Remember his result,
not what you have just seen me
obtain.” (Ayrton, 1908)
5 Thomson traced his faith in
laboratory experimentation to
his post-graduate studies in Paris
under Victor Regnault during
1845. (Thompson, 1910) Thomson
later stated that Regnault provided
“a faultless technique, a love of
precision in all things, and the
highest virtue of an experimenter
– patience.” (James, 2004)
6 Thomson’s primacy in establishing
the first university professional
laboratory providing educational
and research opportunities for
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students is widely acknowledged
and considered of critical
importance to the growth of
empiricism in Great Britain.
(Bottomley, 1872; Gray, 1897 and
1908; Ayrton, 1908; Thompson,
1910; King, 1925; Green, 1970;
Sharlin, 1979; Smith and Wise,
1989; Hunt, 1997; James, 2004.)
However, Thomson’s methods
for instruction were based
largely on the apprentice-master
approach rather than offering a
formalized course of instruction in
experimentation. The Cavendish
Laboratories and Clarendon
laboratories later expanded on
Thomson’s concepts in the 1870s,
developing the first formally
organized research and teaching
classes in experimental physics.
(Crowther, 1974; Philips, 1983).
7 A number of books, articles and
internet sites offer first hand and/
or comprehensive accounts of
the Atlantic Cable expeditions.
Especially noteworthy are Briggs,
1858; Mullaly, 1858; Russell, 1865;
Field, 1893; Bright, 1898, 1903 and
1908; and, Dibner, 1959. Both
Harpers Magazine and the London
Illustrated News carried presented
extensive news coverage of all the
cable expeditions. Several recent
books offer a modern perspective
including Standage, 1998; Ash,
2001; Gordon, 2002; Steele, 2002;
Cookson, 2003; and Hearn, 2004.
A comprehensive internet site with
many sources is available at Burns,
2007a. See also Holly, 2004 for a
complete bibliography of research
materials.
8 See Note 7 for references offering
the complete story of the 1857 and
1858 cable expeditions and the
1858 cable failure. For all its faults,
sections of the 1857 cable were
accidentally retrieved after more
than 100 years from the bottom
of the North Atlantic, and were
still capable of conducting electric
current. (Carter, 1968)
9 See Mullaly, 1858; Bright, 1908;
Thompson, 1910.
10 The story of the SS Leviathan,
renamed The SS Great Eastern,

constitutes its own epic tale
encompassing revolutionary
engineering, construction by
brute force, and the iron will of
its designer Isambard Kingdom
Brunel. At the time of its launching,
50 years before the RMS Titanic,
it was the heaviest object ever
moved by man. It was over five
times larger than the next biggest
ship in the world, and would not
be surpassed until the building
of the RMS Lusitania. It could
carry 10,000 troops from England
to Australia and return without
refueling, and was one of the first
ships to use both side-wheel and
screw propellers for propulsion.
See Dugan, 1953 for the complete
story.
11 Britain’s leadership and
dominance over worldwide
submarine telegraphy provided
an efficient and secure means of
communication which were vital
to both the economy and imperial
defense. French officials in 1900
commented, “England owes her
influence in the world perhaps
more to her cable communications
than to her navy.” (Kennedy, 1971)
12 The relationships derived in
Thomson’s “Law of Squares” were
also known in Thomson’s time
as the “KR Law” (K referred to
capacitance and R referred to
resistance). Today, the naming
convention for capacitance has
been changed to the letter C, and
the relationships are generally
known as Thomson’s “CR Law”.
Thomson’s solution is a second
order elliptic partial differential
equation. Thomson’s equation and
his inferences were later expanded
by Oliver Heaviside into more a
comprehensive theory about the
electro-magnetic propagation of
waves in electric lines. Heaviside’s
development of Thomson’s Law of
Squares would later prove to be a
critical stepping stone leading to
the full development of Maxwell’s
equations and a comprehensive
electro-magnetic field theory.
(Bright, 1898; Hughes, 1928;
Fagen, 1975; Beauchamp, 2001;
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Nahin, 2002; Calvert, 2004b;
Hunt, 2005)
Interestingly, Chief Engineer
Charles Bright reached the same
conclusion that a heavier cable
with smaller currents would be
best suited for long distance
submarine work. The young Bright
was overruled by the older more
experienced men Whitehouse,
Morse and Faraday. Bright,
however, lacked the scientific
knowledge that would later be
supplied by Thomson to prove
their assertions based on theory
of electro-magnetic impulses.
(Bright, 1898, 1903 and 1908;
McDonald, 1937)
Although Thomson provided a
significant amount of unpaid work
on the Atlantic Cable project, he
received substantial income and
became quite wealthy from the
patents received on his instruments
and other inventions.
Compiled based on Thomson,
1865; Munro, 1895; Murray, 1902;
Telcon, 1950; Finn, 1980; Hearn,
2004; Burns, 2007b; and Glover,
2007.
A number of galvanometers
preceded Thomson’s design.
Pouillet constructed the first
tangent galvanometer in 1837 to
verify Ohm’s Law. Joule used a
galvanometer in 1844 to study
the heat exchange in chemical
reactions. Weber and Helmholtz
modified galvanometer designs in
1846, 1849, respectively. Astatic
galvanometers, first conceived
by Cumming, were improved by
Nobili as early as 1830. (Thompson,
1909; Green, 1970). Thomson’s
mirror galvanometer was originally
intended as a modification of
Helmholtz’s design to minimize
the mass of the moving parts.
Thomson, purportedly inspired
by the reflection of light on his
monocle, eliminated the mass
of the magnetic pointer entirely.
(Thompson, 1910; Sharlin, 1979;
Lindley, 2004)
The full story of Whitehouse,
his substitution of electrical
instruments, his overcharging the
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cable with bursts of up to 2000
volts, the eventual “burnout” of the
1858 cable, the inquiries and public
hearings, and eventual discrediting
of Whitehouse are described in
the histories of the Atlantic Cable
identified in Note 7.
18 Based on Thompson, 1910;
Trainer, 2004 and 2007c; William
Thomson, 2007; Kelvin Probe,
2007; and searches on Google.com.
19 The siphon recorder was also known
as the ‘undulator’. (Beauchamp,
2001)
20 During a series of international
conferences first held in 1851 and
1854, general use of “Morse” code
had been replaced by “Continental”
or “International” code for most
land line telegraph systems and
submarine cables. Morse code
continued to be used in the U.S.
until after World War I. The
International code replaced the
arrangements of dots and dashes in
certain Morse characters to enable
easier and clearer identification of
signals. (Prescott, 1892; Coe, 1993;
Calvert, 2004a) Several additional
changes were necessary for cable
signaling. Rather than using pulses
of equal polarity but different
length for the dots and dashes,
cable systems used pulses of equal
length but opposite polarity. This
approach enabled the signal to
traverse the cable line as the signal
induced an opposite charge in the
surrounding water. (Thomson,
1855a; Prescott, 1892; Sayers and
Grant, 1897; Thompson, 1909;
Munro, 1895; Beauchamp, 2001)
See related discussion in the text.
21 Dr. Alex Muirhead and H.A. Taylor
first invented duplex telegraphy
in 1873, receiving their patent
in 1874. C.V. DeSauty, electrical
engineer for the Eastern Telegraph
Company, first attempted
duplexing on the Lisbon to
Gibralter submarine telegraph
line in 1873 using condensers
and concepts developed by J.B.
Stearns that same year. The first
trans-Atlantic telegraph cable was
not duplexed until 1878. By 1915
virtually all long submarine cables
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used duplex circuits. (Bright, 1898;
How Submarine, 1915; Prescott,
1892)
22 In a famous 1866 demonstration
performed by Latimer Clark, a
silver thimble was filled with
sulfuric acid and a piece of zinc
at the Valentia, Ireland cable
station. Upon instruction, the two
operating cables in Newfoundland
were attached end to end, making
a circuit of over 3,700 miles. Clark
completed the circuit and found
that the returning signals were
able to deflect the light beam cast
by Kelvin’s galvanometer at least
12 inches. (Bright, 1903 and 1908;
McDonald, 1937)
23 In 1924, Western Electric
introduced an iron-nickel
alloy ribbon named Permalloy;
and Telcon, The Telegraph
Construction and Maintenance
Company, introduced its copperiron-nickel alloy ribbon named
MU-metal. These ribbons wrapped
around the copper cable cores;
thereby providing the copper
core with a magnetic shield. This
shielding “loaded” the cable with
inductance so the signals would
not become as distorted over the
great lengths traveled. “Loading”
the cables enabled signal speeds
of 250 words per minute to be
reached. Automated transmission
equipment used in combination
with “loaded” cables enabled
transmission speeds of 400
words per minute to be achieved.
(Hughes, 1928; Report, 1941;
Fagen, 1975; Ash, 2001; Fouchard,
2002; Huurdeman, 2003)
24 It was actually Charles Bright
and Latimer Clark, eminent
telegraph engineers, who first
formally pressed the British
Association in 1861 to adopt the
standardized electrical measures
that the telegraph industry had
devised. Thomson had been
working independently in the
background to manage the politics
behind the issue. (Hunt, 1994)
Thomson’s conclusions that an
absolute system of measurement
was essential initially stemmed

from his attempts to develop
units of reckoning to measure the
electro-motive forces in voltaic
cells. (Prescott, 1892) Later,
Bright and Clark would complain
that scientists had stolen their
initiative while seeking to establish
theoretical underpinnings for the
standardized units. (Lynch, 1985)
Ultimately, Clark recognized that
“I was not mathematical enough
to see the enormous value of
an absolute system, founded on
mass, time and space”. (Letter
from Clark to Thomson dated
May 3, 1883, cited in Lindley,
2004) Thomson, for his part,
credited both Bright and Clark for
their critical roles in the matter.
(Thomson, 1883; Bright, 1898
and 1908)
25 The development of international
standards involving European and
American scientists and engineers
is detailed in Hunt, 1994 and
Tunbridge, 2002. Thomson’s role
is also highlighted in Gray, 1908;
Thompson, 1910; Cookson and
Hempstead, 2000 and Lindley,
2004. See also Jenkin, 1873;
Bright, 1903 and Thompson, 1909
for additional information.
26 The Institution of Engineering
and Technology (IET) was formed
by the Institution of Electrical
Engineers (IEE) and the Institution
of Incorporated Engineers (IIE) on
March 31, 2006. The decision to
create a new Institution was taken
by the members of both Institutions
in 2005 following discussions
between the Institutions and
consultation with their members.
27 Based on Preece and Sivewright,
1876; Prescott, 1892; Dearlove,
1896; Fitzgerald, 1899; Perrine,
1906; Thompson, 1910; Reyneau,
1922; Haigh, 1968; Tunbridge,
2002; O’Connor, October 2007;
Trainer, 2004; Trainer, 2007b;
William Thomson, 2007; Business,
2007; Kelvin Probe, 2007; Records
of Kelvin, 2007; Glasgow, 2007
and searches on Google.com.
This article was peer-reviewed.
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ABSTRACT
The Emerson
Radio & Phonograph Company is a
neglected firm from
the standpoint of
historical documentation. Even
though Emerson
was among the top
ten radio manufacturers for nearly
a quarter century,
very little has been
written about the
company. This article seeks to remedy
that neglect.

INTRODUCTION
My personal collection includes quite a few
Emerson radios, and I am particularly fond
of them. While Emerson was never noted for
designing high-performance radios, the company excelled in making small, inexpensive
table models. Its imaginatively shaped wood
cabinets featured in many models during the
1930s makes this company stand out from the
competition.
Other major manufacturers have fared much
better with historians. Dozens of articles and
entire books have been written about radio
and television manufacturers such as Crosley,
Atwater Kent, RCA, Zenith, and Philco. Even
smaller radio producers such as Federal, E.
H. Scott, and Grebe rate hundreds of pages of
historical articles. It is a mystery why Emerson
has been largely overlooked.

Fig. 1. During its several decades of existence, Emerson used different versions of its treble clef logo. Of
these three, Emerson Records and Phonographs is
the earliest. Emerson Radio & Television is the one
commonly used during most of the glory years of
Emerson. During the World War II era the Emerson
Radio and Electronics logo was used.

In 2006 the Mid-Atlantic Antique Radio
Club’s annual convention, “RadioActivity
2006,” had Emerson as its theme. In a stroke
of good fortune, the Club’s president, Geoff
Shearer, happened to come in contact via the
Internet with Cynthia Hochkman, a daughter
of Ben Abrams, who headed Emerson for most
of the company’s existence. We invited her to
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attend the conference and speak
at the banquet, and she accepted
and delighted us with behind-thescenes information about her dad
and the company. I carried out an
oral history interview with Ms. Hochman and learned quite a bit more
about the history of Emerson and
the Abrams family. She shared with
me the content of a scrapbook that
her family has. However, gaps still
exist in the corporate history, and
I hope that other radio historians
will seek to uncover the missing
information.
THE EARLY HISTORY OF
EMERSON
The best source of information
about the early years of Emerson
before the company became involved in radio is an article by Allan
Sutton [1].
The company name comes
from Victor Emerson, the recording manager for the Columbia
Grapho-phone Company for about
two decades. In 1915 he decided to
leave Columbia and form a record
company of his own. In May of that
year, the Emerson Phonograph
Company was founded. Emerson’s
business plan was to produce inexpensive recordings of popular artists. The company focused initially
on 6- and 7-inch records that could
be sold for about a quarter.
At first, Emerson licensed content from the Pathé Frères Phonograph Company in Europe.
Well-known artists such as Enrico
Caruso were featured. Emerson
produced single-sided discs intended for Pathé and other sapphireball phonographs. The Camden,
New Jersey-based Victor Company
apparently put pressure on Emerson to desist. (Victor had licensed
some of the same artists for U.S.
sales and was probably threatening
copyright infringement lawsuits.)
In 1916 Emerson announced that
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it would discontinue this line and
concentrate on universal cut recordings.
Emerson issued popular new
tunes more quickly than its competitors. By 1917 Emerson claimed
to be making more than 1.25 million 7-inch discs per month. Early
in 1919 Emerson offered 10-inch
disks for 75 cents each, and later
that year, began to sell 12-inch
records.
Emerson’s famous treble clef
logo first appeared on records in
1918 (Fig. 2). By 1919 Emerson had
become a well-established record
company with an effective distribution network. It published a company magazine, The Emersonian.
By 1921 its artists included Eddie
Cantor and Eubie Blake. The company introduced an “International”
line of ethnic records—e.g., Polish, Russian, Hebrew (or perhaps

Fig. 2. This Emerson record label has
a 1918 copyright date. “Cohen at the
Telephone” is a famous Jewish dialect
comedy routine of the era. My father,
born in 1908, had memorized it.

Yiddish), and Spanish. Emerson
had its own recording studios but
subcontracted record pressing to
the Scranton Button Company, a
plastics firm that pressed records
for several companies. [2]
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Emerson also sold phonographs
during those years, with cabinets
built by the Udell furniture works
in Indianapolis. In 1920 the company introduced a new line of phonographs utilizing all-spruce horns
produced by Music Master, known
to antique radio fans later for its
wood bell horn speakers.
In addition to the Emerson
label, records were issued under
the Regal brand name--featuring
famous jazz ensembles and blues
artists of the 1920s--and under the
Emerson Talking Book label. Its
corporate offices in the early 1920s
were at 206 Fifth Avenue in New
York City, but apparently there was
also a Chicago branch office.
The company encountered serious financial difficulties in 1920,
probably from rapid over-expansion. On December 10, 1920, Emerson went into receivership, but
after reorganization, continued in
business. Again in 1922 the company had financial troubles and
had to suspend record production.
It was at that point that Benjamin
Abrams, aided by some of his close
relatives, purchased the assets of
the company, including the Emerson and Regal trademarks, and
reorganized the firm. According to
Cynthia Hochman, Abrams borrowed $9,000 from family members to raise the cash needed to
purchase the business. The Regal
label was soon sold to the Scranton
Button Company.
BEN ABRAMS RESTRUCTURES THE COMPANY
Born in Rumania in 1893, Ben
Abrams immigrated to the U.S.
when he was 12. His first job was
tuning pianos in a piano factory
for $3 per week. He began in the
phonograph and record business
as a salesman for Victor Emerson.
After acquiring Emerson, he led the
company until the mid-1960s and

was responsible for Emerson’s success in radio (and later, TV) sales.
Under Abrams, unlike many of its
competitors, Emerson weathered
the Depression, and even made
the transition to television and to

Fig. 3. Ben Abrams, who headed Emerson for almost half a century.

transistor radios successfully.
In addition to Ben Abrams, officials of the reorganized Emerson
included Rudolf Kanarek (formerly
of the Independent German-American Talking Machine Company),
who was appointed treasurer, and
Charles Hasin, who became the
recording manager. Ben’s brothers
Max and Louis also invested in the
new company. Max was “the inside
man” while Ben was the interface
with the business world. Brother
Louis Abrams handled assembling
and shipping of phonographs. Cynthia Hochman commented that the
company had always been a family
affair. Relatives would step in to
help out with the business whenever needed.
Abrams quickly moved the company to 105-111 West 20th Street
in New York. The Scranton Button Company continued to press
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records for Emerson. Phonograph
cabinet production was switched to
the Wasmuth-Goodrich Company
of Peru, Indiana. Emerson records
during that period generally sold
for 50 to 75 cents each.
In 1924 Emerson created a new
division—the Emerson Recording
Laboratories, Inc.—to provide content to a number of other smaller
record companies such as Grey
Gull Records, Inc. Sometimes the
same recording would be issued on
the Emerson label as well as some
other minor label.
By 1924, the company had
moved to 307-309 Sixth Avenue.
Emerson’s ads proclaimed that
the company had sold more than
100 million records. According
to Sutton, that same year Abrams
split the company into a record
division and a radio division, and
the company was renamed the
Emerson Radio and Phonograph
Company. Sutton says that Emerson chose to become a distributor
of records and to sell off the record
production portion of the company
and the Emerson Recording Laboratories to the Scranton Button
Company.
The book Small Radio [3] says
“In 1924, when radio was in its
swaddling clothes, Emerson Radio
and Phonograph Company was
formed by consolidating the Emerson Radio Corporation and the
Emerson Phonograph Company,
Inc.” Standard and Poors confirms
this, saying that the Emerson Radio and Phonograph Corp. was
incorporated on Oct. 25, 1924, as a
consolidation of the Emerson Phonograph Co., Inc. (incorporated in
1922) and the short-lived Emerson
Radio Corp. (incorporated earlier
in 1924), which I believe never actually manufactured radios.
In 1925 a group of employees
of the Emerson Recording Laboratories split off to form a new
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company, the Consolidated Recording Corporation, and in 1926
Consolidated revived the Emerson
label including the treble clef logo,
presumably with the blessing of the
Emerson Radio and Phonograph
Company, which, according to the
information above, by then had
chosen to focus on distributing
rather than making records. Consolidated never did well, though,
and the last records with the Emerson label were produced sometime
in the late 1920s.
EMERSON BEGINS PRODUCING RADIO-PHONOGRAPH
COMBINATIONS
Morgan McMahon’s Radio Collector’s Guide [4] provides clues
about Emerson’s limited radio
production in the 1920s. Its listings
are cryptic:
1924: “Combinations”
1925: Distributing Amrad Neutrodyne Federal 135
Panel 125 Cabinet $67.50
1926 through 1928: No radio
products
1929: C and D, highboy TRF models, $100
F
Series 65
C2 and D2
There is no evidence that Emerson actually manufactured radios of its own prior to 1929, as
explained below. In 1924 the
company assembled modules
manufactured by others. The 1924
“combination” model may actually
have appeared late in 1923, but
that date is somewhat uncertain.
One helpful source of information about Emerson’s involvement in radio in the early 1920s
is testimony in a 1930s trademark
infringement case that Alan Douglas called to my attention. The
Emerson Electric Manufacturing
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Company of St. Louis, Missouri,
founded around 1890, made electrical devices such as motors, fans,
blowers, hair dryers, and pumps.
They objected to the Emerson
Radio & Phonograph Company using the name “Emerson,” arguing
that Emerson Electric had it first.
After hearing the arguments on
both sides, on June 21, 1937, the
U.S. Court of Customs and Patent
Appeals ruled [5] that because the
two companies were in different
lines of business, there was little
danger of consumer confusion,
and therefore, the Emerson Radio
and Phonograph Company could
continue to use the name Emerson.
The testimony in [5] states: “In
1923, the appellee [Emerson Radio
and Phonograph] and its predecessors in title entered the radio
receiving set field and have, since
that time, continuously sold radio
receiving sets.” An earlier court
report on the case [6] provides still
more detail:
“In 1923 the company initiated
the manufacture and sale of a combination radio and phonograph,
which was called the Emerson
Phonoradio. This machine was
extensively advertised in trade and
other magazines. In 1922 [Ben]
Abrams made arrangements with
a company in Peru, Indiana, under
the name of Wasmuth-Goodrich
Company, whereby Emerson Phonograph Company, Inc., granted to
Wasmuth-Goodrich Company the
right to manufacture a phonograph
and use the name Emerson thereon. In 1923, it was decided by the
Emerson Phonograph Company,
Inc, to manufacture a combination radio and phonograph using
the phonograph that WasmuthGoodrich Company manufactured,
and attaching thereto, in the place
of business of the Emerson Phonograph Company, Inc., a radio set,
thereby forming a combination

radio and phonograph…”
A March 29, 1924 Saturday
Evening Post ad for the Emerson
Phonoradio says that the radio
included in the unit is a four-tube
Federal. No doubt this radio-phonograph containing the Federal
chassis is the 1924 “combination”
referred to in McMahon’s listing.
A couple of different cabinet styles
were pictured in the ad, including
a Queen Anne style model and a
“Lady Churchill” model, at $280
and $300 respectively (Fig. 4).
The court report states that “In
1924 the Emerson Radio Corpora-

Fig. 4. This 1924 Emerson radio/
phonograph included a phonograph
made by Wasmuth-Goodrich, a radio
receiver made by Federal, and a wood
horn (spruce) made by Music Master.
It was featured in full page magazine
ads.

tion and the Emerson Phonograph
Company, Inc. merged under the
name of Emerson Radio and Phonograph Corporation. The former
corporation was formed for the
purpose of segregating the phonograph business from the radio
business. After the separate corporations were formed, it was decided by the companies to abandon
the plan of operating two separate
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units, because of overhead and
other reasons.”
From 1925 to 1928 Emerson
bought radios from other companies and resold them. This led to
some interesting wholesale wheeling and dealing. A March 1928
Radio Retailer and Jobber article
explains that the Penn Phonograph
Company of Philadelphia was a
major distributor of Fada (F.A.D.
Andrea) radios. Penn apparently
had a falling out with Fada and sold
a large quantity of new Fada AC
sets to Emerson for next to nothing. Emerson then began to market
them at 70 percent off retail. Apparently Fada was upset about this
turn of events and purchased the
radios back from Emerson before
very many of them could appear
on the market at fire-sale prices.
An April 1928 article described the
deal as follows:
“The Emerson Phonograph and
Radio Corporation, the radio and
phonograph jobbing and job-lot
house, with headquarters at the
north-west corner of 10th Street
and Sixth Avenue, New York City,
is said to have cleared a net profit
of $7,000, by re-selling back to
F.A.D.Andrea, Inc., two months
ago, about $64,000 worth of Fada
ac sets and at the regular jobbing
prices.” The article said a similar
event had taken place earlier involving Fada battery sets. It would
appear that Emerson’s management was good at spotting business
opportunities and had cash available when they found a bargain.
Still another trade journal article
of the same era says that Emerson
bought 10,000 Kolster radios and
offered them at 70 percent off list.
An ad for these Kolster radios offered by Emerson can be found on
page 114 of Alan Douglas’s Volume
2 [7].
The Models F, C2 and D2, and
the Series 65 noted in McMahon
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are screen-grid sets. Schematics
for both the Model F and the Model
65 can be found in Rider Volume
1. The Model F has three stages
of RF, employing type 227 tubes.
The detector is a 224 and the first
audio is a 227. The output stage
employs two 245s in parallel (not
push-pull!), and the rectifier is a
280. The Model 65 uses 224s in
the RF section and push-pull 245s
in the output.
These late 1920s Emersons are
rare, but show up now and then.
My friend owns an Emerson Model
F that he bought on eBay. The radio has the Emerson logo on the
escutcheon and is in a drop-front
desk cabinet made by the Berkey
and Gay Furniture Company,
Grand Rapids, MI. Three of the
cans under the chassis have a 1929
date handwritten on them, providing additional confirmation that
this is a 1929 model.
Apparently in 1929 Ben Abrams
also had an interest in retail outlets, namely Freshman stores. Radio Retailer and Jobber in December 1929 reported: “The Peerless
Radio Corporation, a subsidiary of
that United Reproducers Corporation in Rochester, New York, sold
to Ben Abrams, of the Emerson
Phonograph and Radio Corporation of New York, and now of the
Charles Freshman Radio Stores,
Inc., a rather large lot of Peerless
chassis at a very low price, Friday,
November 15th.”
I have been unable to pin down
exactly when Emerson began
manufacturing radios in a major
way on its own, but there may have
been some limited manufacturing
of 1929 models late in 1928. A
May 1929 article in Radio Retailer
and Jobber quotes Emerson’s Ben
Abrams as saying, “In 1924 the
Emerson Phonograph and Radio
Corporation went into the cabinet
business. In 1926 that concern
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launched into the radio business as
a distributor and last year [1928]
it took another step forward, by
venturing into the manufacture
of its own radio receivers.” The
author added that the company
“got into the radio business” in
1924, presumably referring to the
combination units incorporating
the Federal chassis.
To quote from Small Radio:
“From 1924 to 1932 the company
distributed radios bearing the
Emerson trade name, selling them
through many channels, including
department stores and sporting
goods houses. In 1932 Emerson
began to specialize in small receiving sets for homes.” To me,
the key word in that statement is
“distributed.” Note that they did
not say “manufactured.” It seems
likely that Emerson subcontracted
the construction of chassis to some
other firm(s) in the late 1920s.
By 1929 Emerson was selling
radios aggressively, whether the
company made them in-house or
contracted with others to make
them. In an article in the June 1929
The Talking Machine and Radio
Journal (p. 88), Ben Abrams says
that the company would have a
large display at the R.M.A. convention in Chicago. (The same article
appeared in the June 1929 issue of
Talking Machine World and Radio-Music Merchant.) Abrams also
explained how Emerson worked
with its dealer network:
“At Emerson headquarters in
New York City we have installed a
merchandising bureau for the sole
benefit of our dealers. This bureau
is virtually a merchandising and
advertising agency in itself. Its services are available for every manner of retail advertising service for
Emerson dealers regardless of the
amount of business they do with
us. The preparation of plans, displays, newspaper advertisements

and every other form of sales promotion is guided by the experience
and results of previous work in
hundreds of towns and cities. It has
achieved really splendid results for
all concerned.”
Abrams then explained that the
company’s long success in selling
phonograph records since 1915
made the public familiar with the
Emerson name and that brand
recognition carried over into radio. “The public believes that the
Emerson phonograph standards
will also be observed in the manufacture of Emerson radios.”
“Today we offer the trade much
more than a radio set. We are selling an idea. We include a plan,
a virtually automatic method of
retail merchandising and selling.
It is called the Emerson Complete
Merchandising Unit. The dealer
orders as many or as few Emerson
sets as he wishes. Regardless of
the size of his initial order he gets
the complete merchandising unit,
which consists of a selling plan,
complete mats of proved advertisements, literature, and all materials
which serve every single purpose in
the advertising and selling scheme.
Operating against the national
good will background, the plan
works virtually by itself. There is
not a single instance where it has
failed.”
“The Emerson Complete Merchandising Unit is all that the
words imply. The Emerson set
is sold as a complete unit, with
Emerson tubes at the advertised
price of $100. The dealer makes a
definite profit. He knows where he
stands always.”
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EMERSON AND INTERNATIONAL TEAM
While I am uncertain when
Emerson began manufacturing
chassis on its own, it is clear to
me that circa 1931 Emerson and
International (the maker of Kadette radios) were working closely
together and that at least some of
the Emersons from that era were
made by International.
To make sense of what appears
to have occurred in this temporary
collaboration between Emerson
and International, I will digress
briefly to mention a few tidbits of
history about International and
Arborphone, a predecessor of
Arborphone. I will digress briefly
to mention a few tidbits of history
about International and Arborphone.
Radio Age articles on the history of Arborphone and related
firms by Don Patterson, Hardy
Trolander, and me provide background [8-10]. Patterson’s article
[8] describes how entrepreneur
Charles Verschoor of Ann Arbor,
Michigan, began making Arborphone radios in the early 1920s.
(In 1936 Verschoor started manufacturing Argus cameras, and became much more successful in the
camera business than he ever was
in the radio business, but that’s
another story--in the 1920s radio
manufacturing was still his focus.)
Trolander’s article [9] says that
Verschoor had left Arborphone
prior to its bankruptcy and founded the Cavac Corporation in Ann
Arbor late in 1929 or early 1930.
There was a major fire at the
old Arborphone factory in January 1931, which by then was likely
operating under the Cavac name.
With the Depression in full swing
and capital in short supply, rebuilding did not seem like a good
option. But after a few months, the
local business community, eager
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to create jobs in Ann Arbor, urged
Verschoor to try radio manufacturing again, and he apparently
worked out some sort of agreement
with Emerson and perhaps with
other backers as well.
The International Radio Corporation was formed in August 1931.
Patterson says Verschoor was its
president, but that is contradicted
by a September 1931 news article
in a trade journal, Radio-Music
Merchant [11], which states that
Ben Abrams of Emerson would
be the president of the new firm,
and Verschoor, the manufacturing manager. (It is possible that
the Radio-Music Merchant article
got it wrong, or it is possible that
Abrams held this position only very
briefly.) The corporate address of
International was the same as Emerson’s New York City address. At
some point in the 1930s, Emerson
appears to have severed its ties
with International. Perhaps at that
point Verschoor became International’s president.
The Radio-Music Merchant article announced an innovative (for
the time) new radio: “International
All-Wave Radio Corp. of New York,
N.Y., whose factories are located
at Ann Arbor, Mich., has just announced the International Duo
long and shortwave receiving set
to retail at $69.50 complete with
tubes; the distinguishing features
of this radio set being the incorporation of the long and short
wave band in one chassis (Fig. 5).
In addition, the company has also
announced a complete line of standard eight-tube super-heterodyne
sets ranging in price from $49.50
to $79.50 complete with tubes.
“This line of International radio
receiving sets will be merchandised
through jobbers and dealers exclusively. Ben Abrams who has been
identified with the radio-music industry for the past fifteen years and
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who has attained exceptional success in the merchandising of radio
and music products is president of
the new company. C.A. Verschoor,
who is a pioneer in the radio industry and who has been connected
with a number of successful manufacturing enterprises, is in charge
of the manufacturing division at
Ann Arbor, Mich. Associated with
Mr. Verschoor are J.C. Fritts, who
is vice-president of the Ann Arbor
Savings Bank and widely known
in Michigan financial circles, and
Earl Cress, a prominent investment banker of Ann Arbor, Mich.

Fig. 5. The International Duo featured
the AM broadcast band plus shortwave reception at a time when that
was a brand-new thing.

and a member of the firm of Brown
and Cress.
“The company maintains sales
offices at 641 Sixth Avenue, New
York City, and also at the factory
at Ann Arbor, Mich...” The article
mentions that the New York sales
office is under the direction of
Emerson’s Max Abrams, who is
secretary/treasurer of International. Marketing plans for the new
all-wave receiver are discussed,
and it appeared that International
intended to get the sets to consumers in time for Christmas 1931.
In 1932 Emerson was still selling sets made by International. An
article in the February 1932 issue

of Radio-Music Merchant (p. 53)
by Ben Abrams refers to “our plant
in Ann Arbor, Michigan…”
Some of International’s radios
of that era were miniaturized for
their time. The two-tube “pocketsized’ International Kadette Junior
of 1933 was considered quite an accomplishment. Emerson’s involvement with International probably
convinced Ben Abrams that there
might be a bright future in compact
radios, and of course, that is the
path that Emerson pursued in the
1930s.
The February1932 article by
Abrams referenced above discusses the pitfalls of selling sets with
shortwave bands. Abrams notes
that customers often get frustrated
when they purchase an expensive
multi-band receiver only to find
that reception is often poor on
the higher frequencies, especially
during the daytime and the summer months. Customers expecting to have worldwide reception
may return radios to dealers and
demand a refund. Abrams bragged
that Emerson offered models that
cost little more than standard AM
band radios, but with the flick of a
switch, also cover shortwave reception up to 75 meters, which in those
days, included police calls, aircraft
communications, ship-to-shore
communications, and the lower
ham bands. That same 1932 issue
of Radio-Music Merchant featured
full-page Emerson ads for the
Models TS-51, KS-70, KS-80, CS52, JS-53, and JS-54, all of which
offered the shortwave feature. The
TS-51 is a small table model 4-tube
set that sold for only $24.50.
At some point Emerson and
International went their separate
ways. It would be fascinating to
learn precisely when and why they
divorced. I have no way of knowing
which particular Emerson models
were made in Ann Arbor. I know
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that later Emerson had factories
in New York and New Jersey, but
when Emerson’s radio manufacturing began in those locations
remains a mystery.
EMERSON BEGINS TO SPECIALIZE IN SMALL TABLE
MODELS
As the Depression began, many
radio manufacturers began to
make cathedral-style table models.
They were generally called “mantel” sets or “midget” sets, although
today they would certainly not be
characterized as “midgets.” The
“Enfant” model pictured on this
page was Emerson’s entry into
the midget competition (Fig. 6).
It sold for $49.50. During that
same time period, Emerson offered at least a couple of different
cathedral cabinet styles. Electrically they are nearly identical to
another radio brand of the era :
the 1931 Musette cathedral [12].
According to Frank Heathcote’s
“Collector’s Corner” article on
page 3 of the July 1985 Antique
Radio Classified, the Musette was
made by the Ottawa Furniture
Company of Holland, Michigan.
Heathcote also believes that during this era Emerson used chassis
built by International. About the
only differences between the Musette and the Emerson cathedrals
are the position of the controls
and escutcheon. The Musette has
thumbwheel tuning, and while the
circuit seems the same, the components are laid out on the chassis
slightly differently in the Musette
and the Emersons. It appears that
the Ottawa Furniture Company
manufactured the cabinets, bought
chassis from International, and
sold the completed radios under
the Musette name. Because of the
interlocking relationship between
Emerson and International, I think
it is likely that Ottawa also made
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Fig. 6. Emerson’s mantel set, the
“Enfant.”

cabinets for Emerson.
Here is what the book Small
Radio [3] says about the midget
radio business:
“Fresh from its triumphs in the
west, where 15 to 20 concerns were
in production, small radio worked
its way eastward. In the spring of
1930 some half dozen alert eastern manufacturers introduced
their own ‘Midget’ models. These
manufacturers hoped to build volume sales against the passiveness
of distributors and dealers who
at that time regarded the ‘Midge’
as a cash and carry novelty for
which no substantial continuing
or profitable patronage could ever
be developed…”
“In general, there were two
kinds of dealers in the east, as there
had been on the west coast, who
immediately took on the ‘Midget.’
There were, one: the poorly capitalized traders who seized upon it
as something easy to sell for cash
because of its novelty and low
price; and, two: those who saw in
it something which might serve as
a ‘come-on’ for the sale of higher
priced units. There was the further
consideration that the ‘Midget’
might offset in part the dwindling
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sale of radio parts to the ‘hams’ that
made their own sets. And there
was the consideration of increased
replacement tube sales, which was
a highly profitable part of the retail
business at that time.”
“However, despite their brief
spectacular popularity in the west
and this temporary activity in the
east, sales failed to meet expectations. Manufacturers folded up as
rapidly as they had started.
“A few of the major producers of radio consoles reluctantly
continued their ‘Midget’ models
as price and gift items, or to round
out their lines. But in 1931, so far as
research, engineering, and promotion were concerned, small radio
all but died.”
Abrams seems to be down-playing the popularity of cathedrals at
a time when they were very popular. He argued that while midget
sets were a good value compared
to expensive consoles, their performance was not all that great.
The sets still weighed about 25
pounds. He wondered whether it
was possible to push the technology further towards still smaller,
lighter weight, and cheaper sets.
He describes how Emerson came
up with their well-known Model
25:
“In 1932, when the fortunes of
small radio were at their lowest
ebb, I found what I was looking for
and what later pointed the way to a
successful operation. It was a clock,
or rather a clock case—handsomely
styled as style was understood in
those days, and only ten inches
wide, six and a half inches high,
and four inches deep. The idea of
squeezing a radio chassis, complete with speaker and tubes into
a case of such dimensions was, of
course, preposterous. And who
would buy it anyway? How could
public confidence be inspired and
engendered by such a hybrid?”

“A few attempts had previously
been made to produce a set smaller
than the ‘Midget,’ but nothing
quite so small as that clock case.
There were no ‘standard’ speakers,
condensers, coils, dials, or tube
complements for such a miniature unit and skeptical suppliers
showed little enthusiasm about
making them. It was a pioneering
job, and I should pay tribute at
this point to the engineers who did
not reject the idea, but who went
ahead and helped me turn the trick

Fig. 7. Emerson’s Model 25 was a
radio squeezed into a much tinier cabinet than other typical radios of the era.
Its robust sales convinced Emerson
that making small inexpensive radios
was a winning strategy during those
Depression years.

regardless of the discouragements
which were thrown in our paths.”
The Emerson Model 25/25A
was a four-tube AC/DC set with
a six-inch speaker fastened to the
chassis (Fig. 7). It utilized a hank
antenna. Introduced late in 1932,
it weighed only six pounds—a fraction of the size and weight of the
cathedrals of the time. It was far
from a high performance radio,
but it picked up the local stations,
which was adequate performance
for many consumers. Roughly
200,000 were sold at the attractive price of only $25. The AC/
DC design, quite new at the time,
eliminated the power transformer,
saving both weight and parts cost.
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Radios prior to that time, particularly floor models, were typically sold by radio dealers who would
come to the home to deliver the
set, install an antenna, and teach
the buyer how to use the radio.
An expensive new set might have
been purchased on a time-payment
plan. By contrast, Emerson’s Model 25/25A was sold in stores as a
“cash and carry” item. “Plug and
play,” we would call it today.
The success of this model convinced Abrams that there was a
bright future in making small table
models. He was right. By 1942, 80
percent of the radios sold were
small table models, and Emerson’s

Fig. 8. This graph, from the book
Small Radio, dramatically illustrates
how Emerson sales climbed during
the 1930s (at a time when many other
radio manufacturers were filing for
bankruptcy).

market share continued to climb as
they specialized in such sets.
Emerson’s emphasis on very
compact radios necessitated some
clever electronic designs in order
to squeeze all of the components
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into limited space. A 1935 article
by Emerson’s Chief Engineer, Paul
Ware (who had founded Ware Radio Corp. in the 1920s) explained
how he approached the problem of
designing a particularly compact
four-tube superhet receiver (Model
19) to achieve the specifications
demanded by Emerson [13]. The
task involved redesigning components such as variable capacitors
to shrink their size.
Many if not most of Emerson’s most interesting small wood
cabinets of the 1930s were manufactured by the E. Ingraham
Company, a New England clockmaking firm. Ingraham made radio
cabinets for a few other companies,
such as RCA and Firestone, but
Emerson must have been their best
customer. There is no evidence
that Ingraham manufactured
Emerson’s console cabinets even
though they had styling very similar to the table models.

Fig. 9. This Emerson Model BT-214
is typical of the artistic cabinets that
Ingraham made for Emerson in the
1930s.

Ed Cook, a collector of Ingraham clocks and radios with
Ingraham cabinets, informed me
that Ingraham also made clocks
that closely resembled Emerson
radios and had the Emerson Radio
and Phonograph logo on them.
Ed speculates that these very rare
clocks were made for Emerson
executives or dealers.
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Fig. 10. Here is another example of
an interesting Ingraham cabinet--the
Emerson 440.

EMERSON SALES CLIMB IN
SPITE OF THE DEPRESSION
A brief news item from 1932
reported, “The Emerson Radio and
Phonograph Corp., has announced
that Emerson radio sets are now
licensed under all RCA patents.”
Perhaps RCA had threatened to sue
Emerson for patent infringement
if the company did not purchase
the comprehensive patent package that RCA was working hard
to license to all radio manufacturers. By 1932 a radio manufacturer
would have been hard-pressed to
build a state of the art radio (or at
least a superheterodyne) without
paying royalties to RCA.
A Radio-Music Merchant article from May 1932 praised Emerson’s sales organization: “During
the past few months the Emerson
Radio and Phonograph Corp., New
York, has made phenomenal progress in the development of a sales
organization that is functioning
efficiently in every section of the
country.” (The article listed the
names of the sales reps responsible
for various sections of the country.)
Quite a few radio manufacturers
made well-designed radios but
failed because they did not have

effective sales organizations in
place. Apparently Emerson understood this well and no doubt
the company’s attention to sales
and marketing paid off, given how
sales grew dramatically during the
1930s when other companies were
failing.
Thanks to acquiring the RCA
patent license package, Emerson’s TRF sets soon gave way to
predominately superheterodynes.
Dials were enlarged and illuminated. Short-wave bands were
provided on some models. Six-volt
and 32-volt farm sets were added
to the Emerson line. Compared to
other major manufacturers such
as Philco, RCA, and Zenith, the
number of Emerson consoles sold
was relatively small.
The one-millionth Emerson radio was sold in 1937 (a Model 108).
By 1937 Emerson was offering
5-tube radios for as little as $9.95
(Fig. 11). That didn’t buy much of a
radio, but such small table models
were usually used as second radios
in bedrooms or kitchens rather
than in living rooms. Distributors
and dealers were concerned (with
some justification, no doubt) that
there would be insufficient markup
for them on a $10 radio. Regarding the Emerson Model BA-199
Abrams commented:
“The moment this model was
announced, doubts were expressed
in all quarters—by members of
Emerson’s own organization and
by manufacturers, distributors,
dealers, trade publications, and
even by business men in other
fields. Such a policy, they warned,
would break down the economic
structure of the industry. All existing stocks would be devalued and
never again would the public be
willing to pay substantially higher
prices.”
Would that we collectors could
buy a new BA-199 for $9.95 today!
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While distributors and dealers may
have worried, the general public
was delighted to be able to purchase a radio for under ten bucks,
and sales soared.
Nineteen thirty-eight saw the
two-millionth Emerson (a Model

Fig. 12. As each additional million sets
was sold, Emerson’s management
team celebrated. This illustration lists
the first few “millionths” milestones.

Fig. 11. The Emerson BA-199 is popular with radio collectors today, and
brings a much higher price than the
original list price of $9.95.

212). That year Emerson introduced the “Little Miracle” line,
which was even more compact
than previous sets. 1939 saw the
launch of the “Emersonette” line,
with two-tube TRF radios selling for the incredibly low price of
$6.95. Today these sets bring a
hefty price at antique radio meets—
but certainly not for the quality of
the chassis! In addition to wood
and Bakelite cabinets, Emerson
made some 1930s table models in
ultra-cheap pressboard cabinets
with a shiny fabric covering intended to look like leather.
Emerson’s product line prior
to World War II did include a few
high-end sets that performed very
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well, for example, the Model 436,
which used the DS-series chassis
(Fig. 13). (For more information
see Doug Houston’s article on page
5 of the August 1992 Radio Age.)
The Model 436 is a massive 1941
table model with a 6U5 magic eye
tube, push-pull 6L6s capable of
blasting out about 18 watts of audio power, and an 8-inch upwardfacing speaker. It has a tuned RF
amplifier and a 10 kHz filter in the
IF section. Not your typical AllAmerican Five Emerson!
Emerson made some interesting novelty sets in the 1930s. The
Model Q-236 (circa 1938) and the
Model DB-247 (circa 1939) “Snow
White and the Seven Dwarfs” radios are both rare and command
a remarkably high price in spite
of the rather pedestrian chassis
inside. The characters are molded
into the radio cabinet, which is
made of a pressed wood material
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Fig. 13. The “hi-fi” Model 436 was
among the best-performing radios
Emerson created.

described as “Syroco.” Other desirable 1930s Emerson novelty radios
are the Mickey Mouse sets (Fig. 14)
and the Three Little Pigs radio.
Emerson also produced some
very attractive Catalin and Plaskon
radios. (Catalin expert Ed Lyon

points out that Emerson’s cast
phenolic cabinets were not made
by the Catalin company. Instead,
Fiberloid, Bakelite, Marblette, and
Monsanto all made cabinets for
Emerson; hence it is technically incorrect to refer to Emerson radios
in cast phenolic cabinets as “Catalins,” just as it is not right to call
photocopying on a Canon copier
“Xeroxing.” But you all understand
what I mean.)
The Model 400 “Aristocrat” and
the red, white, and blue “Patriot”
are popular Catalins. The 4 millionth Emerson was a Model 400
Aristocrat. While I have never been
able to afford one, I especially like
the Model AU-190 (Fig. 15) and
Model BT-245 mini-tombstones.

Fig. 14. Emerson Mickey Mouse radios like this one command a high price
today because of rarity, not because
of their electrical performance.

These Catalin sets are dramatic, especially in the less common colors
such as red, blue, and green. (Three
articles by Ed Lyon provide more
details about Emerson Catalin radio cabinets [14-16].)
Per the data in the sales graph
shown in Fig. 8, by 1939 Emerson
was selling more than one million
radios per year. By the start of
World War II, Emerson’s share of

Fig. 15. Emerson’s AU-190, which
came in several striking colors, is my
favorite Emerson “Catalin” radio.

the radio market had increased to
17.5 percent. It appears that during
the company’s first decade of radio
production, the firm was privately
held, but in 1942, 40 percent of
the company stock was offered to
the public and quickly snapped up.
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EMERSON’S CONTRIBUTIONS
Company public relations pieces nearly always exaggerate a company’s contributions. We should
take with a grain of salt, therefore,

ber’ [Emerson’s definition of “miracle” is obviously less stringent
than mine!]
Developed the One Dial AC-DC
‘FM’ Table Model
Developed the Smallest and

Fig. 16. Emerson made a few radios for FM reception prior to World War II,
such as the Model 387 shown here, and quite a few AM/FM sets in the 1950s
and ‘60s. In 1941 the Model 460 was introduced, which Emerson claimed was
the first AM/FM AC/DC radio.

Small Radio’s listing of the following Emerson “Firsts:”

Lightest Weight ‘Self-Powered’
Pocket Size Radio”

“First to Produce the Efficient
Compact
First to Produce the Multi-Band
Compact
First to Apply ‘Full-Vision’ Dials
to Small Radios
First to Apply ‘Beam Power
Output’ to Small Radios
First to Apply ‘Inverse Feedback’ to Small Radios
First to Produce a Miniature
AC-DC Super-heterodyne
First With ‘3-Way 3-Gang’
Portable
Developed ‘Sta-Bent’ Cabinet
Construction
Developed ‘Miracle Tone Cham-

Emerson was one of the first
companies to exploit widely the
AC-DC chassis and to make compact radios that could be sold to
consumers at very reasonable prices. (Unfortunately, most of them
were “hot chassis” designs with
one side of the line cord connected
to the chassis, thereby creating
a potentially lethal electrocution
hazard.) Ludwell Sibley points out
that their chief engineer, Dorman
Israel, was made a fellow of the
IRE in 1942 for his contributions
to broadcast receiver engineering
(but hopefully not for designing
hot chassis).
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The January 1999 issue of Antique Radio Classified includes an
article by Fred Geer (page 8), in
which Fred analyzes an Emerson
Model X183 console from about
1938. Like some of the radios made
by Midwest, this 15-tube chassis

made walkie-talkies, radios for
jeeps and tanks, ordnance devices,
submarine warfare electronics,
direction finders, field test equipment, and the Wireless Set No.
48 for lend-lease. The company
won “E-Awards” from the War

Fig. 17. Emerson did make console radios such as the ones pictured here, but
not nearly as many as companies such as Philco and Zenith. In all my years of
radio collecting, I can recall having seen only three Emerson consoles.

has more tubes than necessary.
Still, this console is obviously a
high-end radio compared to the
small ac-dc sets that made Emerson famous. It had a volume
expander and push-pull 6F6s in
the output. Perhaps to fool unwary
consumers, this console has an
expander ring around its 12-inch
speaker to make it appear to the
casual observer to be a 15-inch
speaker.
EMERSON IN THE 1940S
As soon as World War II began,
Emerson, like most radio manufacturers, quickly switched over
to war production. The company

Department for its production of
war materiel.
Emerson, like other radio manufacturers, was finding military
electronics an opportunity for
growth. Phil McCoy provided me
with extensive information about
the Wireless Set No. 48. In 1940
England had produced the Wireless Set No. 18 or B18 for short.
Since Britain’s factories could not
produce sufficient electronic apparatus to meet the war effort, Emerson was asked to help develop an
American counterpart to the B18.
Emerson’s engineers did extensive
testing and measurements and
this led to the development of an
improved model, the Wireless Set
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Fig. 18. Emerson assembly line during the war years. There was undoubtedly
plenty of overtime for Emerson’s factory workers.

Fig. 19. Emerson was one of the companies that produced the ubiquitous
SCR-536 walkie-talkies for the Army
during the early 1940s.
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No. 48 or B48. Emerson developed
a special lightweight hand-cranked
generator to power the unit as well
as an improved antenna. Apparently the B48 was quite successful
and widely used.
The final section of the book
Small Radio is filled with numerous testimonial letters from
Emerson dealers and distributors
around the country. (It states that
prior to the war there were approximately 100 wholesale distributors
of Emerson products and about
20,000 retail stores that carried
Emersons.) These letters all stress
how popular the Emerson line is
with their customers and how profitable it is to sell Emerson radios.
The book concludes by saying that
Emerson will continue to emphasize small radios after the war. It
mentions that famous industrial
designer Raymond Loewy would
be designing many of the new
postwar Emerson cabinets.
Emerson began dabbling in
television prior to the War. The
book Small Radio shows an Emerson mirror-in-the-lid television
set that may be a prototype but
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more likely is a factory produced
set made in very small quantities.
The same radio-TV combination
set is described in an article by Tim
Mullen in Antique Radio Classified
(January 2000, page 13). Tim has
one of these sets and says that he
has heard that it was advertised in
a 1941 Emerson dealer brochure.
The one in Tim’s collection contains an Emerson table model
radio chassis converted for transformer operation. The TV portion
is similar to but not identical to the
RCA TRK prewar sets. In that era
RCA was quite willing to license its
television technology to companies
willing to pay General Sarnoff’s
asking price.
Probably only a handful of these
TVs were sold by Emerson prior to
the War. But after the War, Emerson began selling TV sets in earnest. It made projection sets, radio/TV combinations, and radio/
phono/TV combinations. While

Emerson did not sell as many TV
sets as RCA, Zenith, or Philco, the
company was among the top five
TV producers in 1950. Emerson TV
sets do show up at antique radio
flea markets, especially the small
table models from around 1950.
The 8th million Emerson was a 1947
Model 545 TV set.
Standard and Poors notes that
in August of 1945 Emerson bought
out Radio Speakers, Inc. of Chicago. As dealers scrambled to
keep up with post-war demand in
1946, Emerson had a huge backlog
of orders to fill. In 1948 Emerson
introduced 30 new models.

Fig. 21. The Radio & Television Museum has one of these 1950 Model
609 projection sets on display.

Fig. 20. Emerson’s prewar mirror-inthe-lid television set, similar to RCA’s
TRK series.

EMERSON TUBES
Emerson distributed tubes
branded with the Emerson name
(but manufactured by others) from
the World War II era through the
1960s, but the company was actually in the tube distribution business as early as the 1920s, marketVolume 21, 2008 183
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Fig. 22. The little girl on the screen of this Model 727 Emerson TV set is Ben
Abrams’ daughter, Cynthia Hochman.

ing tubes from a company called
Elektron. The only reference that
I could find was in Gerald Tyne’s
Saga of the Vacuum Tube (p. 355)
where it states that the Lectrodio
Corp. of Lynn, Massachusetts,
made a line of tubes called Elektron, first advertised in 1925. An
August 1928 article in Radio Retailer and Jobber confirms this:
“B. Abrams, chief executive of
the Emerson Radio and Phonograph Corporation, that nationally-operating radio distributing
house, with headquarters and
stock-rooms gigantic at 307-309
Sixth Avenue, New York City, announced exclusively to the Radio
Retailer and Jobber, Monday, July
16th, that the Emerson Corporation had acquired outright, and
for a term of years, the entire output of radio tubes of that veteran
producer of radio audions de luxe,
the Elektron Radio Corporation of
Lynn, Massachusetts.
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“The Elektron Corporation is
one of the greater and more representative of radio tube producers.
It makes all types of ‘A.C.,’ ‘D.C.,’
rectifier and power tubes and is
beginning to be a factor in that
new art and science—television.”
The article goes on to say that
Elektron’s annual output was two
million tubes per year.
It was common for the larger
tube makers such as RCA and Sylvania to make tubes under contract
to other companies and brand
them with the name of the other
company. You rarely see Emerson
tubes except as original equipment in some Emerson radios.
Tube expert Ludwell Sibley confirms that both RCA and Sylvania
manufactured tubes for Emerson,
and it is quite possible some other
companies did as well.
There was an obscure tube circa
1927 called the Emerson Multivalve, a triple triode, but that tube
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Fig. 23. During the 1920s Emerson sold tubes with the Elektron brand name.

was not made by the Emerson
Radio and Phonograph Company,
but rather by a different firm, the
Emerson Radval Corp This strange
tube was used in a radio made by
Clapp Eastham called the Baby
Emerson, again no relation to the
Emerson Radio and Phonograph
Company. To learn more about

the Baby Emerson and the Emerson Multi-Valve as well as other
radios employing this rare tube,
check out Ray Bintliff’s fine article
in the April 1997 Antique Radio
Classified (page 4). Ludwell Sibley,
in his book Tube Lore, says the
Emerson multi-valve is traceable
to Cleartron, and this is confirmed
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Fig. 24. Emerson radios and TVs often
contained tubes with the Emerson
logo, but these tubes were made for
Emerson by other companies.

by Bintliff.
EMERSON ENTERS THE
TRANSISTOR ERA
In the 1950s, Emerson, like
some other manufacturers, made
a number of tube-transistor hybrid sets, using transistors for the
audio section and tubes for the RF
portions. The Models 843 and 856
are good examples. Soon they were
replaced by all-transistor sets.
For much of its existence, Emerson’s official corporate mailing
address was 111 Eighth Avenue,
New York City. But during its heyday, its main factory was located
at 14th and Coles in Jersey City,
New Jersey. It would be interesting to determine when Emerson’s
Jersey City, NJ, factory was built
or purchased.
EMERSON UP TO THE PRESENT
Emerson purchased the consumer electronics portion of DuMont, including their television
assembly plants, around 1958-59.
Following that purchase, DuMont
tube cartons had “E.R.P.” on them.
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Fig. 25. The Model 888 in its multiple
variations with its space age names
like Vanguard and Pioneer must be
the most popular Emerson transistor
radio.

The 1955 Standard and Poors
Standard Corporation Descriptions outline Emerson’s business
strategy in the mid-’50s:
“[Emerson] is the leading domestic producer of radio receiving
sets of the small, compact type.
It also makes portable and personal radios, electric phonographs,
radio-phonograph combinations,
and consoles, television sets, and
frequency modulation models,
both with and without standard
broadcast reception. Subsidiaries
produce air conditioning units, oil
burners, molded radio cabinets,
and certain other plastic articles.
Other activities include the sale of
radio tubes made by others as well
as various parts and accessories.”
“Company is a major defense
electronics supplier and conducts
research and development operations for the government.”
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That article lists the following
subsidiaries of Emerson as of 1955:
Plastimold Corp. (Attleboro,
MA), Molded radio cabinets and
other plastic parts for Emerson and
other radio manufacturers, plastic
parts for typewriters, electrical
items, toys, and other consumer
products.
· Jefferson-Travis Inc. (Brooklyn, NY), TV cabinets for parent.
Its Emerson New York, Emerson
Midwest, and Emerson West Coast
Divisions distribute the company’s
products from New York City, Chicago, and San Francisco.
· Quiet Heet Manufacturing
Corp. (Newark, NJ), Air conditioners and oil burners.
· Emerson Radio Export Corp.
(Delaware), Promotes the sale of
Emerson products in certain foreign countries. Emerson radios
are assembled in plants operated
by others, without any investment
by Emerson in Canada, Brazil, Argentina, Uruguay, Chile, Mexico,
Italy, France, and Israel.
The following companies distributed Emerson products in the
areas indicated:
· Emerson Radio of Ohio, Inc.
(Cleveland)
· Emerson Radio of Michigan,
Inc. (Detroit)
· Emerson Mid-State, Inc.
(Newburgh, NY)
· Emerson Southern California
(Los Angeles, 50 percent owned
by Emerson)
· Emerson New England (Boston, 50 percent owned by Emerson)
In 1955 Emerson (not counting subsidiaries) had two plants
in Jersey City, NJ, with more than
half a million square feet and a
140,000 square foot plant in New
York City. The company had 5,000
employees.
By 1965, Emerson owned twenty subsidiaries and manufactured

more than 100 products, including
radios, TVs, hi-fi’s, air conditioners, and tape recorders.
In 1966 Ben Abrams retired as
Board Chairman and his brother
Max stepped down as President.
The Abrams family sold their
interest in the company to the
National Union Electric Corp.,
which wanted to use the Emerson
name for air conditioners. Before
long National Union dropped the
radio and TV business. In 1973
the Emerson name was sold to the
Lane Brothers of New Jersey, who
sold stereo systems for a time using
the name Emerson Radio Corp. In
1985, Lane-owned Emerson Radio
purchased the H.H. Scott Company, a well-known maker of hi-fi
gear, “and turned H.H. Scott into
an upscale consumer electronics
company offering both audio and
video equipment.”
Today you still find consumer
electronics equipment bearing the
Emerson trademark. Until recently, I thought that an Asian company had bought out the rights to
the name Emerson, but apparently
I was wrong. While it is true that
Emerson products are currently
made offshore by Asian firms, and
that Emerson has reverted to a
distribution company as opposed
to a manufacturer, it is still U.S.based. The Emerson Radio Corporation, with corporate offices at
9 Entlin Road in Parsippany, NJ,
trades on the AMEX as MSN. The
company is apparently the direct
descendent of the old Emerson
Radio and Phonograph Company.
According to business information
on the Internet, today’s Emerson
has a Hong Kong subsidiary and
has license agreements with Daewoo. Hoover’s on-line profile for
Emerson states:
“Emerson Radio caters to a
crowd that thinks a new stereo
shouldn’t cost an arm and a leg.
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The company designs and distributes a wide range of consumer
electronics made by third parties
and sold primarily at discount
stores. (Wal-Mart and Target
account for about 55% of sales.)
Emerson’s products include CD
stereo, DVD, and home theater
systems; microwave ovens; TVs,
VCRs; and videocasette players.
Sales of the company’s SmartSet
clock radios and Hello Kitty brand
electronics continue to boost sales.
The company also owns just over
50% of Sport Supply Group, a direct marketer of sporting goods.”
So, while you may no longer be
able to purchase an All-American
Five radio from Emerson, you can
still buy an Emerson radio as long
as you don’t demand that it be in an
Ingraham or cast phenolic cabinet.
BEN ABRAMS AND HIS LEGACY
According to Ben Abrams’s
daughter, Cynthia, he was a kind
family man. He read the comics to
his children most days, and was
fascinated by Dick Tracy’s wrist
radio. He was tireless in promoting
bond sales for Israel.
Abrams was a champion of educational television. In June 1952
he offered to donate $100,000 to
stimulate the growth of ETV, by
offering $10,000 each to the first
ten educational TV stations to go
on the air. He hoped that television sets would be installed in
classrooms and that outstanding
teachers could lecture to schools
that otherwise might have been
mediocre. One of the first beneficiaries of the $10,000 grant was
the Pittsburgh, Penn. educational
TV station, and one of its principal
producers was none other than
Fred (Mr.) Rogers.
Ben Abrams and his wife were
members of the board of trustees of
Long Island University’s C. W. Post
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Campus at Brookville, NY. They
donated funds to establish the
Benjamin and Elizabeth Abrams
Communication Center. Its radio
station, WCWP has been on the air
for more than 40 years.
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AWA Review The History of WurliTzer
Radio, 1924 - 1937
2008 Larry Babcock

ABSTRACT
The Wurlitzer family was in the business
of making musical instruments in Germany. In 1853, Rudolph
Wurlitzer emigrated
to the U.S. and started
a retail music business near Cincinnati.
He got a contract to
supply drums and bugles to Union forces
during the Civil War.
In 1880 he and his
brother started making pianos. In 1908,
Rudolph bought a
manufacturing plant
in North Tonawanda,
NY, where they made
pipe organs to accompany silent movies.
Radio became their
main product line
from 1930 to 1936.
They then found that
jukeboxes were more
profitable, and moved
into that business. This
is the story of the radio
phase of the Wurlitzer
family business, from
1924 to 1937.

I became a WurliTzer radio collector when
I was asked to give a talk on radios built on the
Niagara Frontier for the 1985 NFWA/ARCA
meet and decided that I would make the talk on
WurliTzer radio. The only reason I even knew
WurliTzer made radios was that I owned one.
It was the only one I had ever seen. Then, after
committing myself, I had less than a year to
become an expert. This I found was not exactly
easy to do. Information on WurilTzer radio was
not plentiful.
WurliTzer was a respected and well known
name but WurliTzer radio? Not much was
known about that. For example at the AWA
meet the next year I went by every table in the
flea market every day for three days and asked
each seller if he had anything about WurliTzer
radio. I wasn’t particular. I was looking for sets,

Fig. 1. Artwork depicting young folks kicking up
their heels to music from a WurliTzer model ONE.
(WurliTzer 1926 catalog.)
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ads, literature, anything. I found
that I had missed one set. It was
sold before I got there. That was
all there was! I got nothing in three
days except two WurliTzer knobs
and they didn’t even say WurliTzer
on them, they said, “Lyric”.
But I did learn something at
the meet. First of all I learned that
there are other WurliTzer collectors out there and I don’t mean
jukebox or organ collectors , I mean
radio collectors! The other thing I
learned was that no one wants to
sell a WurliTzer radio. Everyone
thinks they have something unusual and wants to keep it.
Next I started to advertise in
all of the antique radio publications
and then began to get a few letters
but still none from anyone that had
a set they wanted to sell. One collector needed a schematic. Another
one wanted to buy my WurliTzer
cathedral. Still a third sent me a
photo of a set I would love to have
but he didn’t want to sell. He only
had the cabinet and was looking
for the chassis. One person had a
WurliTzer that he wanted to trade
for a Scott! That is what he thought
of WurliTzer.
After almost a year I had picked
up only two sets from all the advertising. One walked in my front
door! The owner would not sell it
but was willing to trade for something that was almost reasonable.
I gave him a good dictagraph horn
and some parts for a 3 knob TRF
WurliTzer Special. The next set I
bought through the mail sight unseen. The owner wrote saying that
the set had five O1A’s in it. I was
happy to find that they were Kellog
AC type 401 tubes! Another set was
a gift from our NFWA club president, John Myers. After almost two
years of searching I had a total of
seven WurliTzer radios with a nice
veriety of both battery and AC sets.
WurliTzer radios were made
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here near my home on the Niagara
Frontier just north of Buffalo in
North Tonawanda, NY from 1924
through 1937. How local is the
WurliTzer plant? I drove by it for 37
years going to work at Bell Aircraft
until my retirement in 1986.
THE BEGINNING
Rudolph Wurlitzer emigrated
to the United States from Saxony
in 1853. He started near Cincinnati
and noticed that musical instruments there were inferior to those
he knew at home. He saved a little
money, ordered some violins and
got started in the retail music business. This was just prior to the Civil
War. Next he got a contract to supply drums and bugles to the Union
forces. In 1880 his younger brother
joined him and they made pianos
which they sold in the Chicago
area. From 1893 to 1903 WurliTzer
was a distributor for Regina music
boxes and then for Victor Talking
Machines.1
The story of WurliTzer radio started when Rudolph purchased the Dekliest plant in North
Tonawanda, NY. Eugene Dekliest
was a family friend and had used
this plant for years to manufacture
carnival equipment and organs.2
The building still bears the Dekliest
name today. On the rear side adjacent to the railroad track bed are
the words, “ERECTED 1892, EUG.
DEKLIEST, ENLARGED IN 1902”.
All radios made by WurliTzer in the
1920’s and 1930’s were made in this
North Tonawanda plant (Fig. 2.).
The main entrance to the building still looks about the same as it
did 75 years ago when it was used
to make radios. The trees are bigger and the front has been restored.
WurilTzer has long ago completely
moved out of the plant. There
is nothing left that is WurliTzer
except the very large signs on the
tower. I know one jukebox collec-
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Fig. 2. WurliTzer plant main entrance
as it looked in 2002. The brick tower
hides the water tank tower.

tor who looked at those signs on all
four sides of the tower and drooled!
He would have loved to get one of
them down and put it on the roof
of his house! He might have liked
it but I bet his neighbors wouldn’t.
The large brick tower is not just
there to look nice. It hides the water
tower! There is a water tower built
inside the brick tower right over
the main entranced to the plant!
People who worked there in the
early days told me that there used
to be a morgue on the fourth floor
of the tower. Here WurliTzer had
one of each item they built including player pianos, coin operated
music machines, etc. displayed.
On the boulevard side of the
building some of the big trees are

gone and the tall wrought iron
fence has been moved nearer to the
building. I wonder if any WurliTzer
collectors got part of the fence. The
building has been divided into a
number of small retail businesses
and is maintained quite well except
for the large WurliTzer signs over
the entrance tower which are unrestored (Fig. 3.).
Rudolph Wurlitzer had three
sons. They were Rembert, Farny
and Rudolph (Jr.). Farny was in
charge of the North Tonawanda
plant during the time that radios
were manufactured there. By 1910
the plant, which was purchased two
years earlier by Rudolph (Sr.) was
making pipe organs to accompany
silent movies. Rudolph (Sr.) died
in 1919 and left the business to his
sons. Things were going well for
them. Assets grew from 1 million
dollars in 1909 to 6 million in 1921
(Figs. 4,5).
Then the trouble started! First
the movies turned to sound and
pipe organs were no longer needed in movie theatres. WurliTzer
found they couldn’t convert. They
didn’t have the name for making
church organs. WurliTzer made a
high-pressure organ with lots of
“pazzazz”, not an instrument with

Fig. 3. The low building in the foreground was the Lyric Division where radios
were built in the 1920’s and 1930’s.
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was cutting heavily into the demand for home pianos and player
pianos. WurliTzer was being hit
in their three main product lines
at the same time! Then, as if that
wasn’t enough, there was the stock
market crash! WurliTzer stock fell
from $119 a share in 1928 to $10
in 1932. The company was now 5
million dollars in debt. They went
to making and selling anything
they could to stay in business. This
included refrigerators, furniture,
washing machines and radios.
Radio became their main product
line from 1930 to 1936.2

Fig. 4. Rudolph Wurlitzer (Sr.)

the soft mellow tones that purists
wanted for churches or colleges.
The pipe organ business died.
Another problem was caused
by prohibition. It caused the sale
of coin operated players to drop.
On top of that, radio was becoming popular in the home and this

Fig. 5. Farny Wurlitzer
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WURLITZER RADIOS
I found this 1922 WurliTzer
crystal set on eBay. The overview
shows the dovetailed cabinet corners and the WurliTzer lable on
the side of the cabinet. It is all in
beautiful condition. I have never
seen this item elsewhere. The interior view shows the flat pancake
coil and 17 plate tuning condenser
all very neatly constructed. The
top view shows the two-element
detector and the molded frame
on the edge of the top panel. This
convinces me that the radio was
indeed built by WurliTzer. The information listed on eBay indicated
that it was manufactured in 1922
(Fig. 6).
This WurliTzer crystal set was
also found on eBay. The seller said
the WurliTzer tag “Looks Repro”
and he thought the set was a reproduction of the real thing. I’m not so
sure because he also said the wood
workmanship was amazing. Still it
only brought about $177-. I’m still
kicking myself for letting this one
get away for that price. 8”D base
and 7” high in case you want to
make your own repro! The set is
variometer tuned. That’s what the
wood sphere is for!
This is a rare one and the seller
said it works and, “Gets a few sta-
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before radios were in production
at the North Tonawanda, NY plant.
The 5A and 5D (Fig. 10) both had
the WurliTzer name on the front
panel but they were manufactured
elsewhere.
The rear view of the WurliTzer
Model 5A shows that it was actually built by Eclipse Mfgrs Inc. in
Los Angeles, Calif. This is one of
the earliest WurliTzer radios made

Fig. 6. WurliTzer Crystal Radio

tions!” (Fig. 7). I have seen two of
these for sale on eBay and found
another on page 102 of the book
Crystal Clear.3 With three known
to exist it undoubtedly was built
by Wurlitzer.
The earliest printed reference
I found to WurliTzer radio was in
the old reference bible, Vintage
Radio. 4 It showed a model 5D
for $85.00 in 1924. I also found
the model 5A for sale on e-bay
as shown in Figs. 8 and 9. Fig.
9 shows this radio was built by
Eclipse Mfgr’s Inc in California

Fig. 7. WurliTzer wood sphere crystal
set.

Fig. 8. WurliTzer Model 5A, 5 tube
TRF, 1924, front view.

Fig. 9. WurliTzer Model 5A, rear view,
showing that it was actually built by
Eclipse Mfgr’s Inc. in Los Angeles, CA.
This is one of the earliest WurliTzer
radios made before they were being
produced at the WurliTzer plant in
North Tonawanda.
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Fig. 10. WurliTzer model 5D, 5 tube
TRF, 1924, $85.00.

before they were being produced
at the WurliTzer plant in NorthTonawanda. All radios made by
WurliTzer in the 1930’s were built
in North Tonawanda..
There was a WurliTzer Superreflex receiver type 212, with 5
tubes. This radio looks like an ordinary 3 knob TRF set but the lid tag
indicates it is a reflex even though
it has 3 large knobs, three small
knobs and 5 tubes. It is owned
by George Dover, WB8ZDA. He
thinks it may be the same circuit as
the 5A. Both have 3 big knobs, 3
small knobs and 2 jacks. It is from
about 1925.
Many later sets were named,
“Lyric” but this word can not be
taken to prove the set was made in
the WurliTzer plant. If the chassis
label denotes “North Tonawanda”
then the set was definitely built by
WurliTzer. This is the most positive method to determine that the
set was made by them. This will be
explained in more detail later.
I was fortunate to obtain copies of the 1926 WurliTzer radio
product line from Northern Illinois
University. They show a series of
radios which starts with the model
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One and goes through the model
Ten. I later found an original copy
of this 36-page catalog on eBbay.5
I have been unable to find these
models in Rider’s manuals or other
references but some of them do appear in Alan Douglas, Radio Manufacturers of the 1920’s, Vol. 1, page
31 under the company of All American Mohawk.6 These radios, model
ONE through TEN were made by
Wurlizer in North Tonawanda, NY
. They are extremely scarce but I do
own a model SEVEN and another
collector told me he once owned a
Tel-O-air chassis. If you own one
check to see if the chassis label says
North Tonawanda, NY. If so it was
surely made by WurliTzer. The All
American Mohawk and WurliTzer
companies were both owned by
members of the same family and
they made many products for
each other with all finally being
made in the North Tonawanda, NY
WurliTzer facility.
I mentioned Northern Illinois
University as having information
on the WurliTzer company. Originally they had all of the boxes of
historical records for radio manufacturing at the N. Tonawanda
plant and I found them very helpful in sending me information and
slides for research. I understand
that all of this information has now
been transferred to a Smithsonian
Institution museum in Washington, DC.
WurliTzer made five different
radio chassis in 1926. One was
called the “Tel-O-Air”. It was advertised as a six tube set with one
knob tuning. It had two stages of
RF, a detector and three audio
stages with transformer coupling.
The catalog said that Tel-O-Air
meant there was separate antenna
compensation after the condensers
had been tuned. To me that means
that it wasn’t really a one knob
set. There was a second knob to
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tweak after the station had been
tuned in. This second knob adjustment was advertised as a special
feature to hide the fact that it was
not really one knob tuning. Also
I have noticed that an extra tube
was often added to early sets with
single knob tuning. I assume it
was needed to provide the extra
gain needed because the individual
RF stages were not quite perfectly
tuned and the extra stage made up
for the lost gain. WurliTzer also
made the Duo- Control chasis, a
resistance coupled T.R.F. chassis,
a transformer coupled T.R.F. chassis and a phono panel radio chassis
in 1926.
The top of the WurliTzer line
in 1926 was the model ONE. (see
Fig. 11) It had the Tel-O-Air chassis and sold for $250.00 complete
with six tubes. There was a built in
horn speaker behind a grill on the
top of the cabinet. The cabinet was
very ornate and came in either walnut or mahogany. All of the floor
models had a door that made into

a desk when opened to expose the
front panel. There was also room
for the batteries or eliminators.
The model TWO had the same
chassis as the model ONE. The
cabinet was not quite as fancy and
the set sold for $225.00. (Fig. 12).
The model THREE also used
the Tel-O-Air chassis but had an
even plainer cabinet. It was still
“made of figured American Walnut
with Curly Maple Decoration of
rich colors skillfully blended.” It
sold for $175.00 It appealed to the

Fig. 12. WurliTzer Model TWO, Tel-OAir chassis, $225.00 in 1926, 6 tubes.

Fig. 11. WurliTzer Model ONE, TelO-Air chassis, door open to show
front panel and desk. $250.00, 1926,

largest number of buyers. (Fig. 13).
All of these three sets used horn
speakers. In the model THREE it
was mounted under the cabinet
lid and fastened to it so that it
was visible with the lid raised. Apparently the intent was to be able
to listen with the lid up and not
have the sound pass through the
grill cloth.
Incidentally, don’t get the idea that just
because these model numbers
started with “ONE” they were the
first sets that WurliTzer ever sold.
They were not. They had been sellVolume 21, 2008 197
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ent chassis with two knob tuning.
WurliTzer called it, “Duo control”.
It also had a speaker and space for
batteries. It was much cheaper. The
console model sold for $145.00.
(Fig. 15). There were six tubes including an RF stage. Audio stages
were transformer coupled. The set
was also shielded. This was said to
make it much more selective. The
table model version of the duo control set was called the model SIX. It
was priced at $85.00 and also had
a shielded chassis. (Fig. 16).
The WurliTzer model SIX is a
Duo-Control table model with six
tubes and transformer coupling.
It is a tuned radio frequency circuit with two tuning knobs. It is
shielded for better selectivity. It is
compact and neatly arranged.
Fig. 13. WurliTzer model THREE, 6
tubes, 1926, $175,00.

ing radios for at least two years
before the model ONE but perhaps
the Tel-O-Air series was the first
to be produced within the North
Tonawanda, NY plant.
The model FOUR was the TelO-Air chassis in a table model
cabinet. It sold for $100.00. (Fig
14). The catalog said that the face
veneers were matched stump black
walnut. WurliTzer made nice cabinets with attractive veneers. The
controls can be seen on the picture
of the model FOUR. They are on/
off, phones, volume, main tuning
and Tel-O-Air adjustment.
The model FIVE was a differ-

Fig. 14. WurliTzer model FOUR.
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Fig. 15. WurliTzer model FIVE is a
console radio with the Duo-Control
chassis. It had 6 tubes, transformer
coupling and a built in speaker. Price
was $145.00. All of these prices do not
include tubes.

could have been detected.
I am sure that you know that
the term, “resistance coupling”
really means capacitive coupling
in that a capacitor is used to carry
the signal from plate to grid. The
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Fig. 16. WurliTzer Duo-Control, model
SIX.

WurliTzer still made a three
knob T.R.F. set in 1926. The floor
model was available as either the
model SEVEN or EIGHT. (Fig. 17).
Both had the same appearance
from the outside. The difference
was that the model SEVEN had six
tubes and the audio stages were
resistance coupled. This required
the addition of an extra stage to
make up for the gain lost by not
having interstage transformers.
The model SEVEN sold for $79.00.
The model EIGHT had transformer coupled audio stages and
required one less tube. It sold for
$10.00 less at $69.00. WurliTzer
recommended the model SEVEN
as having better tone than the
model EIGHT. Who would buy

a set with three tuning knobs in
1926? Probably some one like me
who still drives a station wagon
and has only cameras that use film!
The three knob T.R.F. set was
also built in a table model called
the model NINE (6 tubes, $49.00)
with resistance coupling and the
model TEN (5 tubes, $39.00) with
transformer coupling. (Fig. 18). Of
course you know that audio transformers generally had a turns ratio
of about 1:3 which gave a voltage
gain of three. The extra stage provided the gain needed to make up
for the lack of the two audio transformers . Since audio transformers
tend to amplify best at the mid
frequencies and less at the upper
and lower end of the audio band,
replacing them with an extra tube
might give better tone - but after
the sound went through the horn
speaker I doubt if much difference

Fig. 18. WurliTzer model NINE and
TEN. WurliTzer model NINE had 6
tubes, resistance coupling, and 3
tuning knobs, and sold for $49.00.
WurliTzer model TEN had 5 tubes,
transformer coupling, and 3 tuning
knobs. It sold for $39.00.

Fig. 17. WurliTzer model SEVEN or
EIGHT.

resistors were used to provide voltage to the plate of the earlier stage
and the bias voltage to the grid of
the subsequent stage.
TheWurliTzer combination
radio / phonograph was a cute
paradox. (Fig. 19). It was both the
most modern and the most obsolete set they made that year. The
most modern because it was the
only AC set in the line. “Operates
from the house lighting circuit” the
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ad said. It was the most obsolete
because the phonograph was one
hundred percent mechanical with
not even an electric motor to drive
the turntable! Neither was any use
made of the radio’s audio amplifier or speaker for the phonograph
sound. The complete reproduction
system in the phonograph was mechanical. There was a valve control
to switch so that either the sound
from the radio or the phonograph
could be sent out through the exponential horn and grill. This set
sold for $250.00 complete. It was
a three RF stage T.R.F. set with
single knob tuning.
This Mohawk radio with a single tuning knob was designed and
built in 1926 several years before
single knob tuning was common.
This was before Mohawk was asso-

ciated with All American Mohawk
or WurliTzer. It was very popular,
many were built and you might
still see one at a flea market today.
I tell you this because I have one
just like the one shown here except
mine has a very large “WurliTzer”
logo on the front panel. I know
that WurliTzer was in charge of
radio production for All American
Mohawk and WurliTzer from 1929
on but don’t know if my radio was
built in the WurliTzer plant. My
set uses 6 type 401A tubes with
AC filaments and a top base on the
tube for connecting the AC tube
filament power. This was a way
to keep the AC current magnetic
fields further away from other radio circuits which reduced hum.7
(Fig. 20).
They advertised both horn and
cone type speakers. There were
several pages of them. Some were
advertised with the WurliTzer
name and others were made by
Utah, Baldwin and others. I do not
know whether the speakers with
the WurliTzer label were actually
made in the N. Tonawanda plant
by WurliTzer. (See author’s photo
at the end of the article.) Horn
speakers included the model 20
for $25.00 and the model 21 for
$17.50. Cones ranged in price from
$16.50 for a 14” D unit up to $79.50
for a big 36” D floor model with
three legs. A very unusual “radio-

Fig. 19. WurliTzer Combination Radio
and Phonograph.

which was incorporated in 1922
went bankrupt and was bought by
WurliTzer in 1927. Frank Kellog
resigned as president of Eagle.
WurliTzer received the Hazeltine
neutrodyne license when they
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Fig. 20. WurliTzer Mohawk One Dial.
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speaker” was supplied by Teletone.
It was a horn type speaker but
installed in a round disk shaped
cabinet that looked like a cone
speaker. It was explained that the
acoustical chamber was shaped
much like a human’s voice box for
perfect sound amplification!
The A and B eliminators had the
WurliTzer name on the tag right on
the unit. The tag does not indicate
where the units were made. They
advertised separate A and B supplies as well as combined units.
There were also A and B trickle
chargers in the 1926 catalog under
the WurliTzer name.
There was a “Radio Control”
switch listed. The ad said that with
the switch turned on the trickle
charger would be automatically
turned off to eliminate hum. When
the switch was turned off the B
supply was turned off and the
trickle charger came back on. In
this way everything was controlled
by one switch. The catalog also
listed a WurliTzer antenna kit.
The catalog advertised 15 varieties of radio tubes made by Cunningham, and Jewel test equipment. A very sophisticated dual
loop anternna from Aero-Loop
was offered. It had a “loop within
a loop”. Each could be rotated independently. An outside antenna
could also be connected to it for
maximum signal strength. I wish
I owned one.
WurliTzer also built and sold
radio accessory furniture. One item
was a desk. It had a built in horn
speaker and room for batteries or
eliminators. The radio could be
placed on the desk top if desired.
The chair was designed so the top
of the back blended in to the front
of the desk. Our local Amherst
Museum has one of these which is
sometimes displayed with our local
radio club’s artifacts.
WuriTzer had their own chain

of retail stores in which they sold
the WurliTzer radios and accessory products shown in the 1926
radio catalog. Until recently there
was one near me in the Eastern
Hills Mall, north east of Buffalo,
NY. I don’t know if any still exist elsewhere. WurliTzer radios
sold in these stores carried the the
WurliTzer name. Radios built by
them for sale elsewhere often carried the “Lyric” label instead. More
about this later. The road entrance
into the WurliTzer plant is named,
“Lyric Drive”.1
I’ve tried to sort out WurliTzer’s
radio history chronologically but
this is not easy to do. There is no
exact time when you can say, “Now
they are building WurliTzer radios”. As a rule of thumb, WurliTzer
battery radios generally carried
the WurliTzer name on the front
panel. AC radios usually carried
the name, “Lyric.” This is not
always true. There were some
Lyric sets that were not made by
WurliTzer. There were also some
WurliTzer sets that were made
elsewhere! There are also some AC
“WurliTzer” radios. The absolute
best way I have found to determine
whether WurliTzer built the set
is to look at the metal label attached to the rear of the chassis.
If you see, “North Tonawanda”
here the chassis was positively
built by WurliTzer. Next, if there
is a WurliTzer label attached to the
wood cabinet, it is a sure sign that
the cabinet was built by WurliTzer
in North Tonawanda.
BOARD MEETINGS
A review of the records from
the 1920’s and 1930’s board meetings of All American Mohawk and
WurliTzer makes dry reading but
does produce a lot of helpful information which I am listing in the
order it happened.
May 1927. The Eagle Radio Co
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purchased Eagle. They leased these
rights to All American Mohawk for
$30,000 per year.8
March 1928. The All American
Corp. consolidates with the Mohawk Corp. Both were in Illinois.
They were not associated with
WurliTzer yet. They were making
Lyric radios which had no connection with WurliTzer.
An interesting remark in the All
American Mohawk board meeting
notes is that the company was approached to acquire the Federal
Radio Corp. of Buffalo, NY. This
was discussed in the meeting and it
was decided that, yes, All American
Mohawk would like to buy Federal.
12,000 shares were offered for the
radio assets of Federal. (Receivers
and Transmitters, not Telephone
and Telegraph) Farny Wurlitzer
was on the board of All American
Mohawk at this time. He was also
president of WurliTzer during
the years when radios were being
manufactured in North Tonawanda. That’s how close the two
companies were joined. The offer
to purchase Federal Radio was
subject to approval by the Federal
directors and stock holders. Apparently it was never approved. I never
heard that All American Mohawk
or WurliTzer owned Federal at
any time.9
August 1929. I think of Farny
as an unusual name but there
were two men with this name at
the All American Mohawk board
meeting. Eugene Farny was president of All American Mohawk and
Farny Wurlitzer was also on the All
American Mohawk board. I might
also add that Rudolph Wurlitzer’s
wife’s maiden name was Leonie
Farny. The managers of these two
companies were closely related. At
this meeting it was decided that
WurliTzer would order 260,000
lbs. of wire (130 tons!) to make
speakers for All American Mohawk
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They were to sell the first 15,000
speakers at $5.50 each and the
remainder at $4.90 each.
Also at this meeting it was decided that WurliTzer would start
building all radio cabinets for All
American Mohawk. They would
do this at a new building to be built
at the WurliTzer plant in North
Tonawanda. They would call this
the “Lyric” division. WurliTzer
was to purchase lumber and to
perform kilning, cutting, milling,
gluing and finishing in this plant.
Cabinets were sold to All American Mohawk at $13 to $20 each.
The main road into the WurliTzer
plant was renamed “Lyric Drive”.
It is interesting to note that at
this time WurliTzer was purchasing Lyric radios through the All
American Mohawk jobbers to sell
in the WurliTzer retail stores. They
could only get sets through the All
American Mohawk dealers because
the cabinets and speakers were
being made by WurliTzer in North
Tonawanda, NY while the chassis
were still being built by All American Mohawk in Illinois. Dealers
and Jobbers were assembling the
sets. Not too efficient but that is
how it was being done! WurliTzer
owned their own chain of 35 retail
stores and wanted to sell their radios in them.10
November 1929. At this time
WurliTzer still did not own All
American Mohawk but the affiliation had become extremely
strong. Rudolph Wurlitzer (Jr.)
was now chairman of the board of
All American Mohawk! His brother
Rembert Wurlitzer was also on the
board. Eugene Farny, president of
All American Mohawk presented
a plan to move the Chicago plant
of All American Mohawk to North
Tonawanda, NY. He reasoned
that this was a good idea because
WurliTzer was already making the
cabinets and speakers in North
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Tonawanda, labor was cheaper and
so was electrical power because of
Niagara Falls. Since business was
slow at the moment, he recommended finishing up production
with the parts on hand in Illinois
and then moving to North Tonawanda. This was done in 1930. After
that date, all Lyric radios were
made by WurliTzer in the North
Tonawanda plant. Many still had
the All American Mohawk name
with Lyric on the front panel. The
name, “WurliTzer” may not even
appear on the set or may be on the
cabinet only. Anything carrying the
Lyric name and built after 1930
may be considered WurliTzer since
it was fully made in the WurliTzer
plant.11
April 1931. At this time the
contract between All American
Mohawk and WurliTzer was modified to give WurliTzer even more
control. It was agreed that they
would now build complete sets.
It was also agreed that WurliTzer
would design and develop all new
models for each new model year.
At this time WurliTzer also started
renting space to All American
Mohawk for their corporate headquarters in the WurliTzer plant in
North Tonawanda, NY. At this time
All American Mohawk transferred
all patents, trade names and trade
marks to WurliTzer. This probably
included the name, Lyric. Finally,
then, WurliTzer agreed to help sell
the Mohawk line of refrigerators
and it was noted that All American Mohawk owed WurliTzer
$261,000.12
January 1933. Since both companies had been continuing to
lose money the last two years,
the contract was now modified
again. WurliTzer was made fully
in charge of the radio line. This
included marketing. WurliTzer
was now responsible for all sales.
They also agreed to give All Ameri-

can Mohawk space rent free. (All
American Mohawk was no longer
able to pay for space.) WurliTzer
also agreed to pay All American
Mohawk a 1% commission. They
needed this to help pay off their
debt to WurliTzer. It was at this
time that Rudolph Wurlitzer (Jr.)
resigned as director of the board.13
March 1933. At this time All
American sold all of their radio
and refrigerator repair parts to
WurliTzer. The money from the
sale was used to pay off more of
their debt to WurliTzer. After this
sale, WurliTzer was responsible
for all of the repairs to radios and
refrigerators.
July 1934. WurliTzer was still
losing money on radios and considered reducing production and
getting rid of parts on hand. It was
felt that this could cut the losses
from $270,000 lost last year to
$80,000 for 1935. This was the
same amount as to shut the plant
down and leave it standing idle.14
1937. The last WurliTzer radio
was built in North Tonawanda, NY
in 1937.
SALES FIGURES
The chart of sales for the
N. Tonawanda plant for 1930 to
1937 shows that radio was not just
a side line with WurliTzer. For
the years, 1931 and 1932 the chart
shows more than half of the sales
from the N. Tonawanda plant were
in radio. It also shows that for the
first five year period from 1930 to
1934 more than one third of the
total sales was from radio! The
chart also shows the involvement
of WurliTzer in the manufacturing and/or sales of other surprising products such as furniture,
refrigerators and even washing
machines! It is also seen that the
first year for sales of jukeboxes
was 1934 and that this business
expanded rapidly. There was about
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a 6:1 growth factor in jukeboxes in
one year from 1934 to 1935. This
increased by another factor of four
the next year and another factor of
two from 1936-1937! I think this
phenomenal growth can be at least
partially explained by the fact that
the depression was now over and
people had jobs and were spending
money again.
The chart shows the sale of
radios declining each year as the
jukebox business increased. By
1937 the jukebox business was
much bigger than radio had ever
been. Obviously the company no
longer needed to continue in radio where they were losing money
since things were then going so
well in jukeboxes. The chart shows
how the business transferred from
radios to jukeboxes. Notice that
in 1937 well over 99% of the company’s business was in jukeboxes
and also that their business this
year totaled over five times what
it had been in 1930!15
The chart does not show it but
it is very obvious that their experience with radio allowed WurliTzer
to get into the jukebox field.15 They
had been making fancy wooden
console radio cabinets that were
not too different from the wooden
cabinets used on early jukeboxes.

They were also making radio
speakers which were very much
like jukebox speakers. Jukebox
amplifiers were very much like
radio chassis and could be made
on the same production line. The
only other item required was a
good jukebox record changer. They
may have been a little light here
but that was not a problem for
long. They obtained the Capehart
changer when Homer Capehart
joined WurliTzer. (Fig. 20).

Fig. 20. Homer Capehart.

The Rudolph Wurlitzer Company - North Tonawanda Division
SALES: Dollars (000 Omitted)
1930
1931 1932
JUKEBOXES
$185 1,050 4,808 10,449
PIANOS
$399
288
ORGANS/BAND ORG. 503
524
RADIOS/CABINETS
862 1,663 1,021
FURNITURE
33
REFRIGERATORS
79
WASHING MACHINES
TOTAL SALES:

$1,967
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2,596 1,630

1933

1934

192
69
220
115
526
843
161
261
438
535
25
1,377

2,071

1935

1936

1937

101
33
245
109
292
5

129
41
256
39
25

221
117
31

1,962

5,586 11,636
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Homer Capehart sold the
Multi-Selector record changer to
WurliTzer and later joined the
company as General Manager to
manufacture and sell jukeboxes
and led WurliTzer back to success. Capehart later became a U.S.
Senator.
WurliTzer built two deluxe console radios in 1931 with the new
K model chassis. It used the most
modern tubes available. They were
4 screen grid 224 tubes, two 227
tubes, two 245 tubes in push pull as
audio output and one 280 rectifier.
The model K-99 in the Cromwell
cabinet was $199.50 less tubes.
The model K-165 in the Stratford
Cabinet was $265.00 less tubes.
The advertisement stated that
93 % of the radio was made in the
combined manufacturing plants
of All American Mohawk and Rudolph Wurlitzer at North Tonawanda, NY. This is the WurliTzer
plant and means that at this time
All American Mohawk had closed
their Illinois plant and taken space
at WurliTzer.16
The model D69 was the top of
the WurliTzer radio line for 1931
selling for $169 less tubes. The D
11 model was the cheapest console.
($99.50) Both used the same 8
tube chassis. It had 3 screen grid
tubes and push pull type 245’s in
the output and three gang tuning.
The chassis used 3-224 tubes,
1-280 rectifier, 1-227 and 2-245
output tubes. The chassis had
“complete shielding”, tone control,
phono plug, voltage regulator, and
high sensitivity.17
WurliTzer Lyric Radio for
1934. 1934 was the last good year
for WurliTzer radio plus it was
their first year in selling jukeboxes.
WurliTzer had 14 console radio
models. There were also 10 table
models and one auto radio. These
were all displayed, sold and serviced in Wurlitzer’s line of retail

stores. (Fig. 21).
Console radios included were

Fig. 21. Lyric Radio advertisement.

the SA-46 with AVC for $29.95;
SU-5L-2, shortwave and walnut
cabinet, $39.95; SA-5L-1, AVC, superhet and 3 gang tuning, $49.95;
SA-5L-2, 6 legs, tone control, vernier tuning, high volume output,
$54.75; SA-6-L $59.50; SA-6-L-1,
burl walnut, vernier tuning, dynamic speaker, $64.50; SA-99, 9
tube superhet, 10” speaker, $74.50;
SW-89, 9 tubes, 4 band shortwave,
$75.00; SA-120, 12 tubes, class A
push pull output, walnut, $84.50;
SA-133, channel control silencing,
13 tubes, 8” and 10” speakers, 9
tuned circuits, $119.50. There was
also a battery operated console,
model B-6-L1 with 8” speaker for
$59.50 + batteries.18 (Fig. 22).
WurliTzer Jr TAGS. The photo
was taken from eBay of a WurliTzer
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Fig. 22. Model D chassis, 1931, 7
tubes, 1 mfd paper filter capacitors.
Larry Babcock collection.

have been working a few years ago
but the owner didn’t have the guts
to plug it in and try it now because
of a bad power cord! This radio had
two tags on the cabinet “Lyric” and
“Product of WurliTzer” so it was
surely built by them in N. Tonawanda even though I am unable to
read the chassis tag. I think the
buyer got a real bargain here. You
don’t see many WurliTzer radios
on eBay! This is the only WurliTzer
radio I have ever seen with the two
tags on the cabinet.
WurliTzer Clock Control Console. The last WurliTzer radios
were fancy and complicated. Built
in 1936. they featured “Self tuning”. Nine stations could be preset
to turn on/off any time by a clock
mechanism.
The WurliTzer Lyric models 94
through 99 are offered both as the
10 tube “Challenger” with 5 gang
tuning condenser and electrodynamic speaker and as the 8 tube

Lyric, “Junior” radio with an opening bid of $250. (Fig. 23). It only
sold for $10 over that price. $260
was the final price for a set said to

Fig. 23. WurliTzer Junior cathedral.
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Fig. 24. WurliTzer model SU-5,
Queen Anne, $47.50, 1934.
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Fig. 25. WurliTzer model S-7 cathedral, 1932, 6 tubes, Larry Babcock
collection.

Tri-Pent with 3 of the latest screen
grid tubes and a 5 gang tuning
condenser.19
With radio sales of only about
$500,000 to $1,500,000 per year
I figure the company produced
roughly 40,000 sets annually.
They made many models, perhaps an average of 20 per year.
That would mean an average run
would be only 2,000 sets and if we
apply the often used rule that one
in fifty have survived there would
be an average of 40 radios of a
given model still around. That’s
not many and is why you don’t find
them very often today. Also I first
heard the rule of one in fifty about
15 or 20 years ago so maybe now
the rule might be 1:100 and even
fewer would still exist.
WurliTzer is now long gone
from N. Tonawanda but the monument still remains. It is the factory
tower with the large WurliTzer
signs on each of the four sides.
They have deteriorated to the point
that they are hardly recognizable.
It is interesting that the same

thing that caused them the move
here in the first place is what
caused them to move back to Illinois. Cheaper labor and lower
electrical rates. Probably the high
NY State taxes didn’t help much
either! When I gave my WurliTzer
talk at the ARCA meet here in 1985
I asked the group how many owned
a WurliTzer radio. Only three out
of the several hundred in attendance raised their hands. Lauren
Peckham said his son, David had
one. When I asked how many
owned more than one only Doc.
Muchow’s hand was raised! They
are not plentiful.
My grandfather clock WurliTzer
radio is rare but I think my most
unusual WurliTzer is my combination set. You think that means
radio / phono do you? Wrong! This
piece is a combination radio and
piano! No one at the 1985 ARCA
meet here in Buffalo, NY had ever
seen one and I have not heard of
another in the 22 years since. It is
one of their last models and since
at the time they were making both
pianos and radios I guess It made
sense that they would make a combination radio and piano. There is
the name, Lyric on the radio dial
and the name WurliTzer cast into
the piano harp. A gear driven shaft
connects the tuning knob to a four
gang condenser. The piano is a
scaled down model of an upright
with a 5 octave keyboard. It needs
a lot of restoration. I thought I’d
restore it when I retired but have
been retired now for almost 22
years and haven’t had the time to
even start the project yet. I’d like to
hear from anyone who has this set
or information about it. (Fig. 26).
In summary, if the set was made
after 1930 and says All American
Mohawk or Lyric, it was made by
WurliTzer in the North Tonawanda
plant. If it is a battery set made
before 1929 and is labeled “Lyric”,
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Fig. 26. This WurliTzer Lyric 6 tube radio with a 4
gang tuning condenser in a WurliTzer piano, Larry
Babcock collection.

WurliTzer probably had nothing to
do with it. If there is a WurliTzer
label on the cabinet, that may
mean only the cabinet was made
by WurliTzer. Finally, if the chassis
label has “North Tonawanda”, NY
on it, it was made in the WurliTzer
plant.
I thought I’d save this picture
for the end. I have never seen another radio to look anything like
this! It is really spectacular! I don’t
see any identification on the picture but the owner assured me that
it is a WurliTzer. It makes sense
because WurliTzer also built pipe
organs. The owner is John Howes
in England. (Fig. 27).
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ABSTRACT
Games are the artefacts of our culture
and as such help us to
better understand and
interpret the world we
live in1. Playing games
supports the assimilation new ideas and
new technologies into
society2. And so it was
with the development
of radio broadcasting.
This paper traces the
rise of commercial radio over the first twenty years of broadcasting through a process
of ‘cultural archaeology’3, using as evidence
the radio games of the
period. Based on an
analysis of the changing characteristics and
symbols embodied in
each of the representative games it is argued that the rapid
commercial-isation
of radio can be clearly
mapped. As a result
we are better able to
understand how commercial broadcasting
became socialised as
the accepted and predominant use of the
new medium so soon
after its inception.

From Iddy Umpty to
Charlie McCarthy: Radio
Games and the Rise of
Commercial Broadcasting
2008 Graeme Bartram

PRE-BROADCAST ERA (PRE-1922)
The development of the modern communications era arguably commenced with the
introduction of the telegraph. By the 1850s the
public’s imagination had been captured with
the series of attempts to lay a transatlantic cable
which commenced in 1857 and culminated in
the successful laying of a cable between Britain
and the United states by the converted steamship The Great Eastern in 18664. It is therefore
not surprising that one of the earliest recorded
telegraph games is the board game Atlantic
Telegraph produced by the printing and map
producer Charles Magnus and Company in the
United States in the 1860s.
The general popularity of telegraphy-related
games clearly emerged in the 1880s with the
two most notable examples being those produced by McLoughlin Brothers known as Game
of the District Messenger Boy (see Fig. 1) or
Merit Rewarded (1886) and Game of the Telegraph Boy (1888).
McLoughlin Brothers were one of the
great games makers
in the United States
in the nineteenth
century. Characterised by beautifully
coloured and artistic
box lids, the games
were well made and
used the latest in
printing technology.
The A.D.T. Messenger Boy by Milton
Bradley dates from
about 1915 and is
also similar in content5.
O v e r a l l , t h e s e Fig. 1. Game of the District
t e l e g r a p h b o a r d Messenger Boy
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games did not focus on the technology of telegraphy but instead
embodied a moral tale of hard
work leading to success in modern
industrial society. In these games
the players follow the corporate
journey as individuals who commence work as telegraph messenger boys. In one sense they reinforced the nineteenth century view
of the ‘American Dream’6 and were
similar in theme to other games of
the period.
Telegraph board games continued into the early twentieth
century with at least one Parker
Brothers board game appearing
in about 1906 under the name of
Toy-Town Telegraph Office (Fig.
2). In this game the child player
took on the roll of running a Western Union Telegraph office. This
game departed from the approach
demonstrated in the 1880s telegraph games in that it focused on
the child as being in charge of the
technology rather than being its’
servant as was the case in earlier
telegraph boy board games.
The First World War itself gave
a significant boost to the development of wireless technology and to
public interest and participation in
the new art. Wireless telegraphy
had emerged during the War as a
critical element in military strategy

and had advanced in both design
and functionality. The direct link
with the First World War is best
illustrated by the card game Iddy
Umpty which was produced in the
United Kingdom by Thomas De La
Rue & Company, who started manufacturing card games about 1920
(Fig. 3). The card game itself was
based on simple telegraph morse
code. The critical link with the War
was the name of the game itself
- Iddy Umpty was soldier trench
slang for the Morse code dots and
dashes and the name of army signallers – they were referred to as
Iddy Umpties7. This indicates that
the game was produced probably
not long after the First World War.
Board games based on wireless
telegraphy also emerged in the
United States in the early 1920s.
Radio Flash was a board game
based on wireless telegraphy manufactured by the National Bindery
and Game Co., Inc. in New York and
was copyrighted in 1922. This game
is based on wireless telegraphy

Fig. 2. Toy-Town Telegraph Office

Fig. 3. Iddy Umpty Card Game
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and contains no evidence of voice
communication. The language used
refers to the conventions of ship to
shore communications (i.e. ‘ships’,
‘Radio Message’, ‘Recognise’), the
game is based on the navigation of a
vessel to the North Pole and it relies
on International Morse Code as the
basis of communication.
Three board games from the
early 1920s produced by the Wilder
Manufacturing Company and Milton Bradley respectively are illustrative of a transition from wireless
telegraphy based on point-to-point
communications to the voice communication of the radio broadcasting era. This transition was not
a precise process – some games
mixed elements and symbols of
the wireless telegraphy period
with later references to broadcasting throughout the 1920s. Each
of these games also reflected the
critical role that wireless amateurs
played in popularising the new
technology. Unlike the earlier high
quality board games produced by
McLoughlin Brothers in the 1880s,
the radio games produced in the
early 1920s were relatively cheap
to produce and were manufactured
in large numbers, making them

widely available for purchase by
working families. As a consequence
the games received a much wider
audience and played an active role
in promoting and socialising the
new radio technology.
The Wilder Manufacturing
Company was a mid-Western United States game producer that came
to prominence in the 1920s. Wilder
followed the visual tradition established by McLoughlin Brothers,
favouring colourfully illustrated
box lids. Radio Game produced
by Wilder (branded YLDR) in the
United States dates from the early
1920s and is a checkers-like board
game based on point-to-point voice
communications between players.
The box lid of this game carries an
illustration of a radio ham operator
sitting in a wireless station using a
microphone to communicate with
ships in a harbour. The operator is
in uniform, suggesting his role as a
wireless operator in paid employment (Fig. 4).
The original Milton Bradley, like
many who entered game making in
the nineteenth century, started life
as a lithographer. His first game
was the famous Checkered Game
of Life, first produced in 1860. In

Fig. 4. Radio Game (Wilder)
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the twentieth century the Milton
Bradley Company became the
successor to McLoughlin Brothers
and in fact took that company over
in 1920. Radio Game (#4548) by
Milton Bradley accurately reflects
the transition period for wireless. This game has two players
represented by “The Broadcaster”
and “The Receiver”. In contrast to
Radio Game by Wilder, the box
lid illustration of Radio Game
#4548 shows a land based radio
transmission mast, a seaborne
ship and a very young man receiving signals through a wireless
set (Fig. 5). The young man may
not be an employed operator but
rather one member of the new
generation of wireless amateurs.
Like Radio Game by Wilder, this
game suggests the point-to-point
communication more typical of
the amateur wireless era. However
the Milton Bradley Radio Game
also introduces the notion of the
‘Broadcaster’ more typical of the
broadcast era.
Conversely Radio (#4884) by
Milton Bradley carries a box lid
illustration of a ships’ wireless telegraphy operator working inside a
radio room suggestive of point-topoint voice communications (Fig.
6). However the board game inside

is clearly based on broadcasting.
The game is also one of the first to
use a map as a critical element in
linking the United States by radio.
THE DISTANCE FIENDS (1921
-1926)
Perceptions of the notion of
time and space had changed rapidly in the 30 years preceding the
end of the First World War. New
technologies such as the telephone,
the phonograph, the automobile,
the aeroplane and wireless telegraphy had forced society to reassess a
range of widely held beliefs. These
ideas were pursued more broadly
in a cultural context ranging from
H.G. Wells’ exposition on time
travel in The Time Machine (1895)
to Picasso’s cubism movement in
early twentieth century painting8.
In the United States the telegraph and its successor wireless
telegraphy had encouraged the
idea that new technology could
unite the country by linking what
were once isolated communities
into a unified nation. Distance had
long been a dominant theme in the
board games of the United States
since the nineteenth century. The
antecedents to the radio games of
the 1920s were the travel games

Fig. 5. Radio Game (Milton Bradley # 4548)
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Fig. 6. Radio (Milton Bradley # 4884)

based on sea or rail which focused
on spanning large geographically dispersed areas of the United
States or in some cases the world.
The idea of linking the United
States by radio was to become a recurrent theme in the 1920s. In fact
much of the debate in this period
about how radio was to be used in
society rested on transportation
metaphors. References to the ether
and access to it were riddled with
metaphoric references to navigation, waterways, rules of the road
and traffic police. Indeed Congressional debate in the United States
drew heavily on both the transport
analogy and industrial metaphors
to describe how broadcasting
would be regulated9.
A particular preoccupation of
the early broadcast era was therefore distance. This first manifested
itself through the DXing of the
early amateurs and continued in
the early years of broadcasting
when receivers were measured
in terms of their capacity (or
otherwise) to draw in far away
broadcast stations10. This fascination with distance manifested
itself in the radio games up until

the mid 1920s. The key difference
between the distance games of the
late nineteenth and early twentieth century and the radio distance
games of the 1920s was that the
earlier games based rail or ship
travel were always represented by
physical travel. On the other hand
listening to the radio unlocked the
possibility of hearing and learning
about far away places from the
family living room in real time.
Board games of this period often took the guise of an actual or
representational map of the U.S.
(Milton Bradley # 4625 (Fig. 7),
#4674, #4884, Radio Ramble by
Selchow & Righter 1927) or the
U.K. (Radio – The Wireless Game)
(Fig. 8). These games represented
a move away from the games of the
early 1920s which largely focused
on point-to-point communication
(e.g. Milton Bradley Radio #4548,
Radio Game by Wilder or the Iddy
Umpty card game).
Other forms of games followed
similar lines. The jigsaw puzzle
U.S. Radio Map Puzzle (1926)
manufactured by Inter Paper
Goods Company was, as the name
suggests, based on a map of the
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U.S. identifying known radio stations of the period within each
State.
Some radio games even contain
metaphorical maps. The German
children’s board game Radio
(1923) refects a more complex view
of radio than perhaps the simple
premise of the ladder game upon
which it is based would suppose

Fig. 7. Milton Bradley # 4625

Fig. 8. Radio - The Wireless Game
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(Fig. 9). This game allows a child to
take a break from listening to their
actual radio and ‘travel’ to various
places where people and animals
are listening to radio.
The Alderman Fairchild Company produced two important radio board games in the mid 1920s.
Harry O. Alderman and Elmer
E. Fairchild had been producing
land over tinplate wireless towers at the other
end of a small tinplate
play table representing
broadcasting stations.
Scores were allocated to
each tower. The Radio
Tinker combination toy
and bank is a much more
complex toy produced in
Evanston, Illinois by The
Toy Tinkers best known
for their dowel and disk
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Fig. 10. Toon-In Radio Game

Fig. 9. Radio

boxes and novelties in Rochester,
New York since 1900 and commenced manufacturing games in
1922. Games marketed under the
All –Fair logo used detailed illustrations, vivid colour and covered
contemporary themes as was the
case with both Toon-In Radio
Game and the Radio Game for
Little Folks which were produced
by the company in 1925 and 1926
respectively.
Toon-In Radio Game is one of
the best illustrated radio board
games ever produced (Fig. 10).
Lavish use of colour is combined
with imaginative board layout
and a superb attention to detail
including the use of miniature
horn speakers as board counters.
Toon-In is a relatively straightforward circuit game in which up to
six players race each other from
station WWJ Detroit to Arlington.
Radio Game for Little Folks is
a board game specifically targeting
younger children. It is characterised again by vivid use of colour,
a creative board layout and even

smaller horn speakers as counters. Progress around the board
is occasionally impeded, through
storm, ‘silent night’ or static, all too
common problems associated with
radio reception in the mid 1920s.
Tin toys of this period also incorporated radio-based games as
was the case with the Radio Shot
game, Radio Ring game and Radio
Tinker. Radio Shot was an early
bagatelle style game based on firing
a small ball or marble through the
air into a horn speaker that caught
the ball or marble and distributed
it to various cities on the tin board
of various point values (Fig. 11).
This game was manufactured by
AAA Toys and Novelties of Brooklyn New York and carries the stamp
Educational Type No. 15. Two versions are extant with only slight
variations between them. These
variations are either a tin or copper
horn speaker and on one version
the rules of the game are printed
onto the pressed metal base.
The Radio Ring game was a
more complex variation on Radio
Shot and was manufactured by
the American Game and Toy Corporation in 1926. The game consisted of a spring-loaded catapult
mechanism that fired a rubber ring
into the air which was intended to
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Fig. 11. Radio Shot

building sets first patented in 1914.
Radio Tinker combines five (5)
activities covering a:
1) Radio coin savings bank,
2) Loud Speaker for “reproducing conversation or songs and
imitating musical instruments” in
the form of a child’s Kazoo,
3) Coupler to imitate the sound
of “static conditions”,
4) Variometer to detect named
cities (Portland, Denver, Chicago,
Detroit and New York) on the dial
and
5) Code Sender or telegraph key
“to send Morse or International
Code messages”.
The Radio Tinker is a remarkable toy in that it embodies the
transition from wireless telegraphy
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to broadcasting into a single toy.
Whilst elements of the wireless
telegraphy of the amateur era are
clearly present in the Code Sender,
the signature elements of the early
broadcast era (Loud Speaker, Coupler and Variometer), the design
of the actual radio (including
two peep holes to observe lighted
tubes and four sockets), and the
identification of early broadcast
stations point to manufacture in
1922 or 1923.
In their most basic form card
games of the 1920s adopted some
of the symbols of the broadcasting
era to conventional playing card
decks with a reference to wireless
on the pack, on the Joker cards or
in the card back illustrations as was
the case with Radio Whist from the
U.K. (Fig. 12) and Wireless Playing Cards from the United States
(Fig. 13).
In other cases the reference
to radio is incidental, simply acknowledging the phenomenal
popularity of the new medium. Advertising or promotional materials
often adopted a tenuous reference
to radio in order to attract the potential buyer of goods or services.
The Radio Marvel was a novelty
card produced by Overland Motors
in the U.S. in 1923 that claimed to
‘Answer Questions by Radio’ by
turning a dial to a particular question and answering it by turning
over the foldout card. Chevrolet
also produced a similar card in
1923 known as the Wireless Wizard (Fig. 14). The same approach
was taken by Los Angeles Chamber
of Commerce in the novelty game
The Mystic Oracle produced in
1924. The Mystic Oracle was also
used in 1924 to promote the medicines of Lydia Pinkham11. Whilst
the origins of this game are unclear
at least two examples claim patent
and copyright by J.B. Carroll Co.,
Carroll and Albany Avenues, Chi-
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Fig. 12. Radio Whist

Fig. 14. The Wireless Wizard

cago in 1924.
Another puzzle known as The
Great T Puzzle was based on assembling a number of trapezoid
cards into the shape of the letter
T. This puzzle appears in many
forms up to the present day with
one used to advertise the U.S. radio
station WKY Radio Oklahoma in
the 1920s.
Standard decks of playing cards
accompanied by radio company
advertising material were also
widely available. In the U.K. in
1925 Waddington produced a stan-

dard deck of playing cards featuring an advertisement for Sixty Six
Radio Valves on the reverse side of
each card. Atwater Kent and RCA
in the U.S. also produced standard
decks of playing cards with reverse
side advertising throughout the
1920s. The artwork on cards of
this period was exceptional, often
adopting the motifs of the art deco
period (e.g. Radio Whist, Sixty Six
Radio Valves (Fig. 15), Atwater
Kent, Kolster-Brandes) accompanied by the stunning use of colour.
Some card games were developed specifically around broadcasting including both card decks
and game rules made specifically
with radio-based themes. An early
example is the card game by Parker
Brothers known as Radio Game
that was produced in 1923. In this
category three other card games
entitled Game of Radio (U.S.)
(Fig. 16), the Round Card Game
of ‘Sparx or Listening In’ (U.K.)
(Fig. 17) and Radio Banker (U.K.)

Fig. 13. Wireless Playing Cards
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share similar characteristics. The
Game of Radio was manufactured
by the Radio Games Company in
Peoria, Illinois. Two versions are
extant, dating from 1924 and 1925
respectively. In the 1924 version a
single Game of Radio is described
in which a deck of 51 cards is used.
There are important differences
between the 1924 and 1925 versions of the Game of Radio. Firstly,
in the 1924 game only one playing
option is given and no partner,
progressive or paired variations
are offered as was the case with
the 1925 version. This indicates
wider usage of the game as a party
game for friends or family in the
1925 version. Secondly, the 1925
version of the game is more familyoriented with “Broadcasting” and
“Radio Junior” clearly suitable for
children. Family involvement in
radio listening of course became
critical to popularising the new medium and the image of the family
huddled around the radio console
became one of the iconic images of
the later 1920s, 1930s and 1940s.
Thirdly, the three mutual consent
station cards in the 1925 deck of
Game of Radio recognised both
the wide expansion of stations in

the United States and also allowed
players to ‘localise’ the game. One
complete surviving deck from 1925
has the call letters WLW, WHAM
and WHEC pencilled in, indicating
the owner of the game was probably from the Rochester, New York
listening area12. Local and national
broadcasting was to become one of
the key issues in the development
of broadcasting in the later 1920s.
The Round Card Game of
‘Sparx or Listening In’13 was manufactured by the Chad Valley Company in the U.K. in 1925. Chad
Valley had first started to produce
card games in 1920 and these were
distributed through the Woolworth’s chain of variety stores.
Radio Banker was promoted by
the Marconiphone Company and
was printed by John Waddington
in the U.K. Based on the Marconiphone radio models 21, 31,41
and 81 represented on the playing
cards this game most likely dates
from 1925.
These specialised radio card
games embodied both the symbols
and language of the new technology for adult and child card players
in much the same way as Radio
Tinker introduced such elements

Fig 15. Sixty Six Radio Valves Playing Cards
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Fig. 16. Game of Radio

to children playing with a tin toy.
Initially there was little attempt to
disguise the broadcasting technology and its’ hardware, with many
games being designed to look like
radio sets (e.g. Milton Bradley
Radio #4674, Radio Tinker, The
Radio Quiz) or at least adopt the
iconic horn speaker as part of
the game (e.g. board pieces and
box in the Radio Game for Little

Fig. 17. Sparx or Listening In

Folks, the Toon In board and board
pieces, Radio, in Radio Shot, in
‘Sparx’, and in the card-based
Game of Radio). Many games of
the period used the broadcasting
transmission tower or mast as
a symbol of the new technology
(e.g. Radio Game for Little Folks,
U.S. Radio Map Puzzle No. 104).
This often combined with a stylised bolt of electricity or lightning
in an art deco form (e.g. Radio
Shot, The Original Radio Game,
Radio Ring Game, Game of Radio, Wireless Playing Cards) to
symbolise broadcast radio waves
travelling through space. Games
such as Toon In acknowledged the
major commercial brands of the
broadcast era as well as dominant
circuits of the period (Crosley, De
Forest, Radiola, Neutrodyne, Armstrong and Super-H) or promoted
company specific products (e.g.
Radio Banker, Six Sixty Radio
Valve Playing Cards).
BROADCAST GAMES – THE
BINGO ERA
Radio Games based on Bingo are notoriously difficult to date.
Whilst many claim to date such
games from the mid 1920s14, Bingo
itself appears not to emerge as a
distinct game until December 1929
when Edwin S. Lowe converted
the carnival game Beano into the
game Bingo we know today. Once
created however the popularity
of Bingo soared in the first half of
the 1930s. Many variations were
created, including games based on
radio and cinema. One of the fundamental distinguishing features
between wireless telegraphy and
broadcasting was the capacity of
the latter to send a signal from a
single point to multiple receiving
points. The radio games based on
Bingo started to move beyond a
preoccupation with distance to an
acknowledgement of the power of
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radio to communicate with large
numbers of people at the same
time.
Bingo based radio games imply
a sense of community, of radio
bringing people together and fit
into a broader debate about the
role of radio in U.S. society that
continued throughout the 1920s
and 1930s. The Bingo based games
thus reflected the enormous social
potential of radio. The Bingo based
games emerged under a range
of titles including Pioneer Radio
Game (Fig. 18) and The Original
Radio Game. Each was based on an
adaptation of the Bingo caller and
multiple players scoring against
called numbers until they had
completed a full card. The winner
would call out R-A-D-I-O instead
of B-I-N-G-O. These games reflect
the enormous impact of radio during the period with some versions
of the game allowing for up to 75
players at a time. The box cover of
The Original Radio Game highlights that it is suitable “For the
Card Party, For the Clubroom, For
the Home” suggesting a wide social
context in which the game could
be played and underscoring the
wide popularity of the new broadcasting medium. They also mimic
‘broadcasting’ itself by the caller
signalling numbers to multiple
receiving players.
TRANSITION RADIO GAMES
AND THE SEARCH FOR
KNOWLEDGE (1926 – 1931)
As society became more comfortable and familiar with the
new technology the focus of radio
games shifted. The previous emphasis on signal distance, technological hardware and stations
was replaced with a desire to understand how radio could be used
in society. A strong theme in the
development of early broadcasting was the possibility that the
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new medium could serve a useful
educational and social purpose.
This was counterbalanced with
the need to fund the new stations
and the emerging role of commercial broadcasting including the
use of sponsorship in this process
through the development of radio
networks.
Educational Radio Games.
The radio games of the late 1920s
perfectly reflect this tension. The
educational value of radio is clearly
reflected in a range of games including The Radio Quiz (c.1925),
the Knapp Electric Questioner
(1928-30), Uncle Sam’s Electric
Radio Questionnaire (1928), and
the Radio Educator (c.1928). The
educational radio games of the late
1920s are the antecedent of the
quiz shows and knowledge-based
radio programs of the 1930s. The
Radio Quiz Corporation, which
manufactured in Biltmore N.C. and
had its registered office in Buffalo
New York, was active during this
period and produced at least two
radio games. The Radio Quiz, first
produced in the mid 1920s, was

Fig. 18. Pioneer Radio Game
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contained in wooden box in the
form of the familiar coffin sets of
the time.
A number of radio games from
the late 1920s were known as
‘electrical questioners’. They were
battery operated and usually took
the form of a question and answer
game. These games consisted of
cardboard sheets that were overlayed on a simple electrical circuit
and required the player to match
the correct question and answer in
order to complete the electrical circuit. A correct answer was signified
by a buzzer or a small light bulb
coming on. The Knapp Electric
Questioner was one of a series of
electrical board games produced
by the Knapp Electric Corporation
of Port Chester, New York, most
prominently between 1928 and
1930 (Fig. 19). It was this company
that created the generic game that
other electrical questioners would
follow. There were at least four
versions of the Knapp Electric
Questioner with different box
lids, including a junior version for
younger children. The link to radio
in the Knapp Electric Questioner
is slight – transmission towers are
depicted on the box lid of one version of the game no doubt intended
to capitalise on the popularity of
radio at the time.
Uncle Sam’s Electric Radio
Questionnaire was made by the
Durable Toy and Novelty Corporation of New York and was
copyrighted in 1928. This family
oriented radio game consisted of
an electrical circuit that was connected through a circular dial in
the middle of the playing board.
The game maintained a tenuous
connection with radio in its title
and by claiming on the box lid to
“Flash the Answer by Wireless to
Thousands of Questions”.
Radio Educator is a unique
combination of earlier board

games of the 1920s that were
presented in the form of an actual
radio (e.g. Milton Bradley #4674)
and the battery operated games of
the late 1920s (Fig. 20). Intricate
and elaborate in design, the game
was a representation of a single
dial radio set typical of those available to the public in about 1928.
This game was manufactured
by the Radio Quiz Corporation
of Buffalo New York. The Radio
Educator is the most deliberate
of the electrical questioner games
to assert the broader social and

Fig. 19. Knapp Electric Questioner

educational purpose of radio from
the late 1920s.
The tinplate children’s world
globe, branded as the American
Bosch Radio Explorers’ Club,
clearly embodies educational values and has been dated to about
1931. This globe was produced by
the Julius Chein Company of New
Jersey. On the surface of the globe
itself the routes of both Captain
Lindbergh and the Graf Zeppelin
are traced, giving some indication
of the time of manufacture. The
base of the globe records the shortwave frequencies of major stations
throughout the world.
Commercial Broadcasting. The
commercialisation of radio in the
1920s is best characterised through
the development of program sponsorship supported by a range of
largely anonymous performers
who were closely associated with
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Fig. 20. Radio Educator

the products they advertised. The
most famous of these were Billy
Jones and Ernie Hare, originally
known as the “Happiness Boys”,
who first appeared on radio in August 1923 sponsored by The Happiness Candy Company. In 1928
they became the “Interwoven Pair”
sponsored by the Interwoven Sock
Company, and in 1931 became the
“Flit Soldiers” before assuming the
role of the “Best Food Boys” for
Best Foods in March 1932. However the “Happiness Boys” never
achieved any notoriety in their
own right. Other examples include
performers in the variety program
“Eveready Hour” sponsored by The
National Carbon Company which
began in December 1923, and the
members of the Clicquot Club Eskimos which ran from December
1925 to July 1933, sponsored by
Clicquot Club Ginger Ale15.
An important commercial development of the early 1930s was
the emergence of the radio premium as a promotional tool for both
network programs and sponsors.
The radio premiums continued to
reflect the general anonymity of
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many performers of the period.
Little (or Radio) Orphan Annie
commenced in 1930 on station
WGN Chicago and transferred to
the NBC Blue Network on 6th April,
1931 with Ovaltine as a sponsor.
Orphan Annie is often attributed
with the first recognisable radio
premium – the Shake-Up Mug16.
Other radio serials with premium
offers soon followed. The Lone
Ranger began on station WXYZ
Detroit on 2nd February 1933 and
Jack Armstrong-All-American
Boy originated at WBBM Chicago
on 31st July of the same year. These
programs were to all become longstanding formats keenly sought
after by sponsors – Orphan Annie
initially ran from 1930 to 1940,
The Lone Ranger ran until 1956
and Jack Armstrong until 195017.
Cocomalt offered The Flying Family Jigsaw in 1932, with Pepsodent
offering jigsaws for the serials
Amos ‘n Andy and The Goldbergs
in about the same year.
The development of the premium based radio games was
the commencement of a process
whereby a direct linkage was cre-
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ated between programming content, commercial sponsorship and
the radio games that were played in
the home. To accompany the premiums issued by sponsors a limited number of radio games were
produced independently by games
manufacturers. The radio games
produced in this period were typically simple board or card games
or jigsaw puzzles. These appear to
have been manufactured in limited
numbers, perhaps because of the
depression era. Radio game production became more important
after 1935. Radio Orphan Annie
was prominent amongst manufactured games and at least two different card decks can be identified
(Fig. 21). The Lone Ranger Game
was later copyrighted by Parker
Brothers in 1938 with a Fibber
McGee game released by Milton
Bradley in 1936 under license from
NBC.
THE RISE OF THE RADIO
CELEBRITY (1931-34)
The status that some vaudeville
performers achieved on radio
such as Rudy Vallee and Eddie
Cantor paved the way for the
emergence of the radio celebrity
in the 1930s. Unlike the anonymity of performers of the 1920s in
the pre-network period the radio
celebrities of the 1930s brought
significant audiences and sponsorship to radio networks in their own
right. Rudy Vallee headed the radio
variety program the “Fleischmann
Hour” which commenced in 1929
and ran for almost 10 years. Vallee pioneered the format that
later became standard for variety
programs and introduced many
vaudeville stars to radio, including
Eddie Cantor, George Burns and
Gracie Allen.
The turning point, according
to one advertising executive, took
place in 1931 “when advertisers

began to abandon such obvious
broadcast nomenclature as the A
& P Gypsies, Paul Oliver and Olive
Palmer, the Gold Dust Twins, the
Happiness Boys (later the Interwoven Pair – a sock act), the Clicquot
Club Eskimos and [replace them]
with the use of star talent”18. In
that year Radio Stars magazine
commenced publication, Eddie
Cantor began to host the “Chase
and Sanborn Hour”, Kate Smith
Sings started and Bing Crosby
first appeared in the radio show
Crosby Cremo Cigar Show. In
1932 Cantor hosted a program
featuring performers such as Ed
Wynn, George Burns and Gracie
Allen, Jack Benny and Fred Allen.
Cantor’s program highlights the
strong contrast between the radio
shows of the 1920s, which were
largely populated by anonymous
performers, and the star driven
formats emerging in the 1930s.
The rise of the radio celebrity
changed the nature of the radio
games available. The Eddie Cantor
Jig-Saw Puzzle typifies a shift of
focus to the radio star as the central character in a game (Fig. 22).
Cantor’s face is shown prominently
on the box lid of the game. Similarly the 1933 version of the Parker
Brother Game Eddie Cantor’s “Tell
it to the Judge” contains no image
of Eddie Cantor whilst the 1936
“improved edition” prominently

Fig. 21. Radio Orphan Annie
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features Cantor’s face on the box
lid and game board19. The company
Einson-Freeman also offered celebrity jigsaw puzzles in about 1933
for Rudy Vallee and Kate Smith
(Fig. 23).
Radio toys and games of the
1930s reinforced this shift to celebrity by projecting the individual
listener into the role of the radio
performer. Game players were
encouraged to believe that like the
stars they listened to on the radio
each night they too could become
part of the new medium. This was
not about passively interacting
with a new technology as was the
case in the games of the early to
mid 1920s but to now pretend to
participate in the new exciting
world of the radio celebrity. A very
crude example of this change in
focus is seen in The Toy Talkie. A
simple cardboard device, probably
dating from the 1920s, it allows
the child playing with it to pretend
that they are projecting their voice
through a cardboard tube.
This principle was carried forward into the 1930s with a great
deal of sophistication. Both the
Little Wonder Microphone (1934),
the Vogue Radio-Mike and later
the Philmore Radio Microphone
allowed the user, through a rewiring of their home radio set, to sing
along to broadcast music using
a small microphone in much the
same way a modern karaoke singer
might sing along to hits in a bar or
home today.
Radio board games reflected a
similar trend. The Radio Amateur
Game, manufactured by E.S. Lowe
in the mid 1930s required players
to take the part of contestants in a
radio amateur program.
SPONSORSHIP AND THE
EVOLUTION OF THE RADIO
QUIZ SHOW (1934-38)
With the passing of the Com226 AWA Review

Fig. 22. Eddie Cantor Jig-Saw Puzzle

munications Act and the establishment of the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) in the
United States in 1934 the legislative and regulatory framework was
created to clear the way for the full
commercialisation of radio. This
development had a direct and immediate impact on radio games
after this time: radio games would
increasingly promote the interests
of network-based, sponsored com-

Fig. 23. Kate Smith Jig-Saw Puzzle
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mercial broadcast programs. These
radio games are characterised by
a number of common elements
– they are tied into syndicated
network radio programming, the
presenter or Master of Ceremonies
achieved celebrity status in their
own right and the game is often
promoted or distributed through
a commercial sponsor as a radio
premium.
The period represents the final integration of radio games as
commercial products supporting
syndicated sponsored radio programming. Games based on radio
quiz shows therefore represent the
latter stage of commercial-isation.
Radio quiz shows and the radio
games that developed out of them
had their origins in the everyday
games genres that preceded them.
One contemporary commentator
suggested that the antecedents
to the radio quiz show included
parlour games, children’s games,
puzzles, riddles, acrostics and
anagrams20. However, the radio
quiz shows elegantly resolved
the earlier dilemma presented by
educational and commercial content of programming of the late
1920s by combining both elements
within a single format. This was
an important development. By addressing concerns about declining
educational content of commercial
broadcasting through the advent of
the radio quiz show the previous
objections to commercialisation
appeared to decline.
Whilst there is some dispute as
to what constituted the first radio
quiz, there appear to be three clear
candidates that emerged in the
mid 1930s21. The first was Major
Bowes’ Original Amateur Hour,
which was originally broadcast on
WHN in New York City in 1934
and became a network program
on NBC in 1935. However this
program, as its name suggests,

focussed on amateur music or
dramatic acts. The second is Uncle
Jim’s Question Bee which originally ran on NBC in 1936. The elements of the radio show certainly
contained elements of what we
today would consider a quiz or
game show: namely a competition
between contestants for money, a
Master of Ceremonies and a studio
audience. The third candidate is
Vox Pop, which is often considered
to be the first quiz show. Vox Pop
originated on KTRH in Houston
Texas in 1932 and was created by
Parks Johnson and Jerry Belcher.
This shift to radio quiz show formats was understandably reflected
in the radio games that were marketed to tap the popularity of the
radio quiz shows. Major Bowes’
Amateur Hour Game became
a board game produced by the
Warner Manufacturing Company.
Toy Creations, Inc. produced two
board game versions of Uncle Jim’s
Question Bee (Fig. 24), whilst Vox
Pop was a popular Milton Bradley
board game produced in 193822
(Fig. 25).
During the 1930s the distribution of radio premiums in the
form of games and the measurement of audience participation
were inexorably linked. Whilst
premiums were primarily used
as advertising vehicles for sponsors they also fulfilled the role of
acting as a primitive form of program rating as they relied on the
listener to write into the station in
order to have the premium game
or puzzle mailed out. This was
known as a ‘mailhook’ campaign
and it was able to elicit a range of
demographic data from an audience for a particular program23.
This was especially important for
the early quiz shows that suffered
from a perception that they were
for high brow audiences with the
consequence in the sponsors’
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mind that these programmes may
obtain small or elitist audiences.
Commercially this was extremely
important, as advertising in radio
at this time was typically confined
to relatively low value consumable
goods24.
The premium for The Original
Professor Quiz Radio Game (1939)
is instructive in this regard (Fig.
26). First aired in October 1936
as a radio program this premium
was distributed by Proctor and
Gamble. The game was approved
and licensed by the Mind-Building
Games Institute, New York and
carried the following lofty postscript:
“There was a time when, if you
said “game”, you instantly thought
of children. But today there is no
age limit for games. From the inner
circle of what is sometimes called
high society to the humblest home,
people are playing games”25.
Indeed games, commercial
sponsorship and product promotion had also now become synonymous with radio. The Charlie
McCarthy radio game phenomena that commenced in 1938
represented the final stage in the
commercial integration of broadcasting. Edgar Bergin and Charlie

McCarthy first emerged in a guest
spot on the Eddie Cantor program.
Charlie McCarthy was a huge commercial success, spawning a wide
range of merchandising ranging
from toys and Majestic radio sets
to a range of games based on the
radio character.
Whitman Publishing were
prominent in promoting many
Charlie McCarthy games, including the Charlie McCarthy Rummy
Card Game (1938), Charlie McCarthy’s Flying Hats (1938) (Fig.
27), Charlie McCarthy Put and
Take Bingo (1938), Charlie McCarthy’s Game of Topper (1938),
Edgar Bergin’s Charlie McCarthy
Q & A Game (1938) and Charlie
McCarthy’s Rummy (1939) 26 .
Charlie McCarthy was also featured in Charlie McCarthy’s Party
Game (1938) that was produced
and distributed by Sanborn Coffee
as a radio premium (Fig. 28).
Whitman games have been
generally characterised as of little
substance, mainly due to the use
of a cheap thin cardboard games
box and the use of common games
pieces. However Whitman aggressively licensed many major characters of the era including Blondie,
Charlie Chan, Little Orphan Annie and Popeye, thereby taking a
strong commercial position in the
games market27. Today we might
refer to this approach as representing the ‘vertical integration’
of a product for full commercial

Fig. 24. Uncle Jim’s Question Bee

Fig. 25. Vox Pop
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Fig. 26. The Original Professor Quiz
Radio Game

exploitation. However in 1938 the
Charlie McCarthy radio games
expressed how natural the confluence of commercial sponsorship,
network programming and radio
broadcasting had become.
As with the use of the radio
premium games of the early 1930s
the relationship between programming content and commercial
sponsorship was reinforced in
the home through the marketing of radio games. However by
the late 1930s there was less of a
dependence on ‘mailhook’ promotions and a number of the quiz
show games were thus able to be
licensed, marketed and sold in the
same way as other mainstream
board games.
RADIO GAMES AND THE
COMMERCIALISATION OF
BROADCASTING
The development of radio
games over the first twenty years
of broadcasting reflects both a
history of how society came to
terms with a new medium and
the process by which broadcasting was commercialised. Arising
from the initial context of the
telegraph and wireless telegraphy
games of the nineteenth and early
twentieth century the producers
of radio games needed to come to

Fig. 27. Charlie McCarthy’s Flying

grips quickly with how to interpret
broadcasting. Their first steps were
tentative, with radio games of the
early 1920s blurring the distinction between wireless telegraphy
and broadcasting almost entirely.
Distance and understanding the
apparatus of the new technology
were the predominant themes of
the games by the mid 1920s with
a broader debate about the respective social, educational and commercial imperatives of radio being
reflected in the games of the late

Fig. 28. Charlie McCarthy’s Radio
Party Game
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1920s.
By the early 1930s the commercial value of broadcasting was
well recognised, with the radio
celebrity combining with network
programming in the form of radio
premiums and games. Out of this
context emerged the radio quiz
show, which combined educational and commercial values in
a new format, along with a host
that achieved celebrity status in
their own right. This process of
commercialisation culminated
with the value of commercial radio
being fully leveraged both within
network broadcasting and more
generally in the marketplace and
was best epitomised by the Charlie
McCarthy games of the late 1930s.
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ABSTRACT
In the 1920s, unlike
the development of radio
broadcasting in other
countries, the United
States government chose
not to establish a national
or international broadcasting presence, preferring to leave such matters
to private interests. This
policy changed with the
outbreak of World War
II, as official Washington
began to appreciate the
power of international
shortwave broadcasting
as employed by enemy
nations. In 1942 a crash
program was initiated by
the U.S. to counter the
dissemination of propaganda by Germany and
Japan. As part of this
initiative, three large and
powerful U.S. government-controlled shortwave radio stations were
hurriedly constructed under extreme wartime conditions. After the war’s
end in 1945, they continued to promote freedom
and American concepts.
The last of these wartime
stations was silenced in
late October 2007 after
63 years of service. This
paper follows the history
of two of these stations.

The United States Enters
International Broadcasting:
A Tale of Two Unusual
Radio Stations
2008 James E. O’Neal

Up until the time the bombs began to fall at
Pearl Harbor, the United States government
had little interest in international broadcasting.
This began to change not long after the official
declaration of war against the Axis powers was
issued. In just a matter of months, an organization was established within the U.S. government
for the purpose of creating a shortwave presence to counter enemy propaganda. This led to
the creation of three very powerful shortwave
broadcasting stations exclusively for government purposes. The life cycle of two of those
stations are the focus of this paper.
The U.S. government’s disinterest in broadcasting was rooted in decisions made during
the early 1920s to promote private ownership of
medium wave broadcasting stations and to discourage any sort of monopolistic control of the
airwaves. This contrasted with the development
of radio broadcasting in many other nations.
Here, broadcasting licenses were issued to
qualified individuals and groups and business
flourished, even through the years of the Great
Depression. Some of the larger companies
engaging in broadcasting eventually expanded
their holdings to include high frequency (HF)
or shortwave broadcasting. These included
the Columbia Broadcasting System, Crosley,
General Electric, RCA, Westinghouse and the
Worldwide Broadcasting Corp. However, it is
reported that these operations were not especially profitable.1
For nearly two decades after the dawn of
broadcasting, the U.S. government remained
content with issuing licenses, creating regulations and policing broadcast station operations.
It was not until the summer of 1940 that a slight
shift away occurred in the policy of allowing private sector companies to completely dominate
the airwaves.
At that time, the government established
the Office of the Coordinator of Inter-American
Affairs (CIAA) with a stated purpose of betVolume 21, 2008 233
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tering cultural and commercial
relationships with Latin American
nations. This was viewed by some
as an offshoot of President Franklin
Roosevelt’s 1936 “Good Neighbor
Policy” for building better relations
with our neighbors to the south, but
a more realistic explanation for its
existence was concern about the
rise of Nazism in Europe and its
possible spread to South American nations. Nelson Rockefeller
was selected to head up CIAA operations. Under Rockefeller’s hand,
this entity undertook broadcasting
activities of a sort, limiting such
operations to the production of a
newscast that was piped via AT&T
to selected South American radio
stations for transmission within
their respective countries.
Until the entry of America in
World War II, U.S. international
broadcasting efforts went no further than this program placement.
In sharp contrast were the
shortwave efforts of the Hitler and
Hirohito regimes. Both of these
Axis leaders understood well the
power of radio propaganda and
were heavily committed to spreading their version of the facts to
anyone within reach of a shortwave
receiver. It was estimated that Germany and Japan collectively operated more than 110 HF transmitters
early in the decade of the 1940s.2
In assessing the aftermath of
the Pearl Harbor attack, it was apparent that America was as unprepared in the area of international
broadcasting capability as it had
been against a sneak attack against
our armed forces.
After the United States’ formal
entry into the hostilities with a
declaration of war on Dec. 8, 1941,
a crash program was initiated to
attempt to give this country an international radio voice with which
to counter lies being spread by Axis
nations and to provide a source of
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unbiased news for those in vanquished countries.
This first took the form of the
government contracts being issued
for as much air time as possible
with the six previously listed entities possessing shortwave transmitting capability. A studio and master
control facility for the creation and
distribution of programs was hurriedly established in New York City,
with the AT&T Long Lines division
being tasked with distribution of
program feeds to the 11 privately
owned HF transmitters located in
California, New Jersey, New York,
Ohio, Pennsylvania and Massachusetts.
The first broadcasts from this
networked arrangement took place
on Feb. 25, 1942.3
The Office of War Information
was formally established on June
13, 1942, with it and the CIAA assuming control of all international
broadcasting facilities within the
United States.
A leased time arrangement using the relatively small number
of private sector transmitters was
not sufficient for disseminating the
U.S. point of view. Not only did the
number of distribution channels
pale in comparison to that available to Axis powers, the maximum
power of any of the shortwave
transmitters on U.S. soil was no
more than 50 kW, only about half
or less of that reported as being
available to the enemy governments. The Germans already had
a reputation for their jamming of
outside broadcasts.
ENGINEERING LEADERSHIP
The OWI’s primary mission
was international broadcasting,
and not long after its creation, a
search was initiated for someone to
take charge of the engineering duties and to shepherd the technical
aspects involved in the creation of
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a world class international broadcasting operation.
As stated, the U.S. Government’s direct involvement in radio
did not extend beyond military
communications and spectrum
regulation, so there was no suitable candidate already in place
to head up OWI engineering activities and a search was initiated
throughout the private sector. The
individual selected would have
to have a thorough knowledge of
high power transmitter technology,
antennas and propagation theory.
Murry Brophy, formerly with the
Columbia Broadcasting System,4
temporarily filled this slot, but was
to step down as soon as a candidate
with a background in high power
international broadcasting could
be located.
The OWI search soon focused
on an individual possessing all the
requisite job requirements and
more, but who, just a few years
before, could have been viewed as
having aided and abetted a renegade broadcaster—one whose activities had been a very large thorn
in the side of both the FCC and its
precursor agency, the Federal Radio Commission (FRC).
This top candidate for the position of OWI’s Chief of Communication Facilities Bureau was James
Oliver Weldon, who at the time was
employed by the Federal Telephone
and Radio Corporation, and was
busily engaged in putting several
New York City 50 kW medium wave
AM stations on the air (Fig. 1.).
Although Weldon was only 37
years old at the time, he possessed
credentials that set him apart
within the radio engineering fraternity. These included the design and
operation of a 500 kW broadcast
transmitter, antenna engineering,
and skills in virtually every other
area of radio.
Very few individuals shared

such a resume, and the majority
of these were already engaged in
defense projects.
Weldon’s high power transmitter expertise had not come through
the usual channels. He had not
been involved in WLW’s 500,000
Watt broadcasting “experiment,”
nor had he spent time any with
General Electric’s radio engineering division, or with RCA or
Mackay’s Long Island international

Fig. 1. James O. Weldon masterminded the construction of the OWI
shortwave transmitting stations. After
the War he founded Continental Electronics and is seen here in a photo
taken at the company’s operations in
Dallas, Texas. Weldon is standing beside one of the Western Electric 320A
tubes he use in constructing Dr. John
Brinkley’s 500,000 Watt transmitter in
Villa Acuña, Mexico.
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communications facilities.
In fact, for most of the two decades preceding WWII, Weldon
had operated a fairly low key radio
engineering consulting business in
two small and out of the way towns
in Kansas and Texas. And his chief
client had been individual targeted
by the U.S. government and others
as an “undesirable.”
ENGINEERING FOR THE
GOAT GLAND MAN
This was none other than the
notorious Dr. John R. Brinkley, a
largely self-taught individual who
had made a fortune by performing
unorthodox operations involving
the implementation of testicular
tissue from a particular species of
goats into humans for the purpose
of sexual rejuvenation.
Brinkley began his career as a
“cross-species” surgeon in Milford,
Kansas, and quickly adopted the
new medium of radio to spread
word of his services and to peddle
specialty prescriptions to unseen
thousands through a chain of affiliated drug stores.
It was here in connection with
engineering work at Brinkley’s
small radio station—KFKB—that
Weldon’s decade long involvement
with Brinkley began.
Brinkley’s full story is told by
others,5 and it suffices to say here
that with the “reach” radio gave
him, the doctor became a persona
non grata in the extreme in the
eyes of the American Medical
Association (AMA) and that organization began lobbying to strip
Brinkley of his licenses to both
practice medicine in Kansas and
to operate a radio station.
The AMA’s pressure eventually succeeded and Brinkley was
forced to sell KFKB and relocate
his clinic southward to the Texas
border town of Del Rio. Unknown
to the U.S. authorities, during
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his legal wranglings Brinkley had
been negotiating with the Mexican government for permission to
build another, and more powerful
radio station on Mexican soil just
across the Rio Grande from Del
Rio. This station—XER—began
operations with a 75 kW transmitter constructed in Villa Acuña
and was safely out of the reach of
U.S. regulatory bodies. Weldon
followed Brinkley to Del Rio and
set up a consulting business there,
with the doctor as his chief client.
As more and more customers
(and their money) flowed into Del
Rio for his treatments, Brinkley
sought a progressively greater radio presence and kept Weldon busy
with transmitter modifications,
and ultimately the construction of
one of the largest medium wave
transmitters in the world at that
time. The power output eventually
rose to 500,000 Watts, rivaling
Crosley’s “Nation’s Station” in Cincinnati. There were some differences in the two large transmitters,
however. Instead of bringing in
the combined engineering talents
of General Electric and Westinghouse, as RCA had done to put
WLW’s large machine on the air,
Weldon accomplished the same
thing single-handedly.
Further, where Crosley’s rig
relied on Loy Barton’s high-level
class B plate modulation circuitry
with its 400,000 kW audio amplifier and twin 11-foot tall modulation
transformers, Weldon’s design was
a bit more state-of-the-art. Using
a newly developed high-efficiency
modulation circuit developed by
Bill Doherty and some specially
developed Western Electric high
power tubes, Weldon was able to
eliminate the grandiose modulation components and produce a
much more efficient transmitter.
This was the first high power
implementation of the Doherty
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circuit.
When coupled to Brinkley’s directional antenna and its 3 dB gain,
the effect was that of a 1,000,000
Watt transmitter.
This was Weldon’s entry into
the world of high power international broadcasting. However, in
assessing his position in Brinkley’s
broadcasting enterprises, it must
be said that Weldon cared little
what the doctor did with his increasingly powerful transmitters.
Weldon was an inveterate workaholic, preferring to build radio
stations, rather than listening to
them.
During the late 1930s, Brinkley’s massive fortunes and broadcasting empire rapidly declined in
the aftermath of a libel suit that officially labeled him a “quack,” and
left him wide open for malpractice
litigation.
With his work completed in
Villa Acuña, Weldon moved to
the east coast and on to more
mundane, but less controversial
employment.
With Weldon’s skill set, there
was little doubt that he was the
best fit for the OWI job, and he
was soon hired away from Federal.
It would have been very difficult,
if not impossible, to have found
a better engineer to head up OWI
engineering operations.
Not long after settling into his
Washington office, and assessing the state of U.S. international
broadcasting capabilities, Weldon
was involved in high level conferences to decide how to best extend
the reach of Uncle Sam’s voice with
something much more potent that
the 11 private sector transmitters
already harnessed.
GETTING ORGANIZED
Invitations were sent to all
U.S. international broadcasting
participants, radio equipment

manufacturers, the FCC, CIAA,
Department of State and others to
formulate the best plan for providing the U.S. government with the
international broadcasting presence that was needed to counter
misinformation being presented
by the Axis nations.
In these meetings, two important agreements were reached.
The first was directed at a more
or less immediate fix with regard
to U.S. international broadcasting
capability.
With the full cooperation of
manufacturers, broadcasters and
regulatory bodies it was agreed
that perhaps 32 additional short
wave transmitters in the 50 kW
power range could be produced,
delivered and placed on the air at
the sites of the six existing international stations within 12 months.
This additional capacity was to
be used solely for OWI and CIAA
transmissions. The Radio Corporation of America (RCA) was able
to provide a number of 50 kW HF
transmitters that were either complete or nearing completion without seriously affecting any defense
work. Building space permitting,
these would be dispersed to existing shortwave transmitter plants
and installed as soon as possible.
(As chasing propagation conditions and band openings has
always been a part of a shortwave
broadcaster’s chores, the stock
RCA HF rigs were constructed
with an eye to minimizing the time
required for retuning and coming
back up on another frequency. In
addition to a DC power supply and
modulator section, they included
two separate 50 kW RF amplifiers.
One of these could be pre-tuned
to the next frequency to be used.
Once the sign-off on one band
took place, the plate supply and
modulator could be very quickly
switched to the previously idle
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RF amplifier, providing a nearly
instantaneous frequency change.
Weldon and OWI interests decided
that while such a quick changeover
was nice, having two additional
shortwave transmitters on the air
simultaneously overrode the convenience factor. RCA was called
upon to provide additional power
supplies and modulators to allow
independent operation of the RF
amplifiers. A 15 minute interval for
transmitter bandswitching was to
be initiated at all of the transmitter sites.)6
The second agreement reached
was the need for establishing a permanent international broadcasting
capability exclusively for the government’s use; and with a much
louder voice than was achievable
with any existing U.S. shortwave
transmitters.
This decision to create purposebuilt HF transmitting facilities for
government purposes became the
genesis for three large radio transmitting facilities, two of which are
the focus of this paper.
SUPERPOWER SHORTWAVE
COMMUNICATIONS
It was during this organizational period that the term “superpower” in connection with shortwave
transmitters began to be used.
Based on knowledge of what the
enemy possessed in interference
producing capability, it appeared
that a power output in the range
of 200,000 Watts would be needed
to reliably reach target audiences.
According to Clyde Haehnle, a
Crosley engineering employee at
that time, James Shouse, Crosley’s
vice president in charge of broadcasting, attended the Washington
meetings, and during a break,
placed an urgent long distance
telephone call to Ronald Rockwell, Crosley’s VP and director of
engineering7. Rockwell was asked
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if it would be possible to construct
shortwave transmitters to operate
in the 200 kW power range.
Haehnle says that Rockwell’s
response to Shouse was overheard
by several of those around him and
became something of a battle cry.
Haehnle remembers the response
as quite succinct, amounting to
little more than “I don’t know, but
I will sure give it a hell of a try!”
These words set the stage for
Crosley’s deep involvement in international broadcasting. Rockwell
was to later sum up the Washington meeting as a “council of war”
and a “drastic effort to remedy the
(shortwave broadcasting imbalance) situation8.”
From a strictly engineering
perspective, the work ahead was
in clearly unchartered territory.
True, the Cincinnati and Villa
Acuña rigs had reached the halfmegawatt level in the 400 meter
region of the spectrum, but were
the tubes, capacitors and other
necessary components available up
to the task of producing the desired
power level at frequencies upwards
of 20 megacycles or so? And with
attendant shortages, would it really
be possible to design and construct
a number of such large transmitters in a relatively short time?
This is what Weldon, Rockwell
and other engineers began to ponder once the meetings ended.
Regardless of the unresolved
high power transmitter issues,
and despite wartime shortages and
previous commitments, one thing
was certain—the new transmitting
facilities would be located as far
from the east coast as necessary to
keep them out of range of potential
German air strikes. This precluded
construction at existing commercial HF transmitter sites in New
York, New Jersey, Massachusetts,
and Pennsylvania.
Even with restrictive wartime
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procurement priorities (and probably after some amount of persuasion by Weldon), three large and
well known broadcasting entities
agreed to take on the responsibility
of constructing and operating the
desired superpower transmitting
facilities. These were the Columbia
Broadcasting System (CBS), the
Crosley Corporation and RCA. The
OWI would fund these operations
and would assist as much a possible in cutting through red tape to
obtain necessary equipment. Crosley would continue to operate the
company’s existing shortwave station co-located with WLW in Mason, Ohio until a new free-standing
facility could be constructed within
a reasonable distance of Cincinnati, Crosley’s home base (and a location thought sufficiently distant
from the possibility of enemy air
strikes). This new Crosley facility,
and existing lower-powered commercial HF stations, would provide
coverage to Europe and Africa.
The west coast was another matter.
CALIFORNIA SHORTWAVE
PLANS
General Electric had a shortwave station (KGEI) in operation
near San Francisco, but much
more international broadcasting capability was needed to take
care of the Pacific Ocean side of
the war9. To augment west coast
coverage, RCA would build an HF
station for government use near
San Francisco and CBS would
construct a sister station near Los
Angeles10.
As Weldon had only recently
left Federal Telephone and Radio,
he used his connections to persuade that company to undertake
the design and construction of a
200 kW HF machine. It was fortuitous that at just about this time, a
French engineer, Henri Busignies,
had been able to escape the Ger-

man occupation of his homeland
and flee to the United States. He
carried with him the design for
a new high power triode vacuum
tube that might prove useful in the
shortwave portion of the spectrum.
Busignies supplied this design
to Federal, and ultimately the
company put it into production in
connection with their superpower
HF transmitter. Later, the tube was
officially branded the F134.11
Back in Cincinnati, Rockwell
decided to take the matter of obtaining suitable transmitters into
his own hands and launched a
crash program to design and construct the very large HF machines
needed for Crosley’s OWI tasking.
Viewed from a perspective of
some 65 years, this was a rather
bold proposition, even for someone with Rockwell’s engineering
prowess. As mentioned, a power
level of 100,000 Watts was considered something of an upper bound
for shortwave transmitters up until
that time.
And while it’s true that Crosley’s WLW personnel had constructed the shortwave transmitter
(WLWO) then in use at the station,
this was the company’s only such
attempt at constructing a transmitter from the ground up. WLW’s
medium wave 50 kW transmitter
on the air at that time had been
constructed by Western Electric.
The Crosley Corporation was in
the business of building consumer
radio receivers and other home
appliances, not transmitters. Early
in his career, Rockwell had built
some lower power broadcast transmitters, but his initial work after
joining the Crosley Corporation
in 1929 was in the field of audio
circuits and speaker development.12 Given the state of the art
of available components, coupled
with prevailing shortages, to successfully construct a 200 kW HF
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transmitter rapidly enough to be
useful in the war effort seems now
to have been a very large stretch of
imagination. The fact that Rockwell and his co-workers at Crosely
were able to construct not one, but
multiple 200 kW transmitters in
a very short time speaks highly of
their engineering abilities.
Later, even Rockwell admitted that his program to construct
200 kW transmitters was rather a
mammoth undertaking, perhaps
even foolhardy (Fig. 2).
“There were a few ‘impossibilities’ involved; there were no
vacuum tubes, no output circuits,
no antennas in existence capable
of such power. The tubes, particularly, were a serious problem. They
had to be designed, then built, and
finally they had to operate.”13

Actually, three complete and
identical 200 kW transmitters
were constructed by Crosley for
the new station, but their design
provided capability equivalent to
six separate 200 kW rigs.14
The road to Rockwell’s 200 kW
transmitters took a slight detour,
as shortly after the Washington
meetings, Rockwell learned that
an Omaha station (KFAB) was
replacing its older sectionalized
transmitter with a more modern
“composite” commercial unit. This
freed up a 50 kW power supply and
a Barton modulator unit that could
be recycled at WLW’s Mason, Ohio
transmitting plant into the nucleus
of an additional shortwave transmitter. By taking on this project,
Rockwell would save one of the
RCA HF rigs slated for facility

Fig. 2. Ronald J. Rockwell, the chief architect of the OWI’s Bethany facility is
seen here (L) in front of one of the six new 200 kW shortwave transmitters he
helped design. With Rockwell are Powell Crosley, Jr, Crosley Corp. president
and founder; Lewis Crosley, Powell’s brother who served as business manager
for the Crosley Corp.; and Robert E. Dunville, vice president of Crosley.
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enhancement. After the surplus
KFAB equipment was transferred
to the WLW site, station engineering personnel teamed with their
KFAB counterparts to construct a
50 kW shortwave RF amplifier for
use with the surplus modulator
and power supply. When completed, this rig added another 50
kW of shortwave reach for OWI use
and was licensed as WLWK.
Once this “minor” project was
out of the way, Rockwell began to
devote his attention full time for
200 kilowatt design. The exact
start date for this aspect of the
project is not known, but a memorandum of record survives that
describes one aspect of the giant
transmitter’s design (power supply
protection circuit elements) and
places it in early 1943.15 A Crosley
press release information package
states that 200 kW transmitter
construction work itself began in
late 1943.16 (Haehnle corroborates
the early 1943 initiation of design
work17.)
SITING THE STATIONS
Aside from the transmitter,
there are many other elements
that factor into the construction
of large international shortwave
transmitting stations. These also
had to also be addressed.
Weldon used his engineering
expertise to lay down requirements
common to all three of the purpose
constructed OWI radio transmitter
sites.18 Included were the following
stipulations:
Stations were to be sited at
least three miles from the coast.
There must be no mountain
peaks exceeding three degrees
above the horizon within line-ofsite from the transmitter location.
The real estate parcel secured for each station had to be
one mile long in the east-to-west
direction and measure one-half
mile in the north-south direction.

Sites would have to accommodate 150-foot high antenna
masts (This was later changed to
170 feet.)
Cost for land acquisition
could not exceed $400 per acre
Obtaining acreage for the new
Crosley shortwave site was relatively easy. Actually, a suitable
location existed practically in the
backyard of Crosley’s existing
Mason, Ohio site. However, the
selection process was not arbitrary. Rockwell reported that “…
thorough studies had been made
of U.S. topographical maps covering a radius of 50 miles around
Cincinnati, and every site had been
investigated.”19
The OWI wasted no time in purchasing 624 acres needed for the
transmitter plant and planned 24
rhombic antennas from five area
farm owners. Ground was broken
for the facility in the summer of
1943. This property was located in
Union Township in Mason, Ohio
about two miles west of the WLW
transmitter plant. A telephone
company installation—the Bethany
Telephone Exchange—had previously been located in the vicinity
of the shortwave plant location and
from the beginning of the project,
it was referred to as “the Bethany
site” to distinguish it from the older
Mason transmitter site.20
By late summer, the Crosley
OWI shortwave project was progressing nicely and had a reasonable chance of being brought on
line in time to aid the wartime
project.
THE WEST COAST PROJECTS
California had been deemed
the best location for the remaining two stations as it afforded the
best coverage to Japan and the
Far East. This was an important
consideration, for, in addition to
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carrying war news, plans called for
these new government-controlled
facilities to carry entertainment
programs from “back home” to
boost the morale of American
fighting forces in the Pacific theatre
of operations.
Both CBS and RCA had existing
bases of operations in California,
making it relatively easy to oversee
the construction and operation of
the desired OWI shortwave plants.
Unfortunately, documentation
concerning the siting or construction of the RCA station is lacking.
In fact, very few records have been
unearthed. It is for this reason that
the major focus of this paper is
on two of the three VOA wartime
shortwave stations. However, as
the two west coast stations ultimately constructed by CBS and
RCA were virtually “cookie cutter”
copies of each other (they shared
the same construction blueprints),
the technical details of both installations were identical. The records
show that RCA was able to break
ground before CBS, so it is assumed that the company experienced little difficulty in finding a
suitable location. The RCA station
was located in Dixon, a small town
slightly more than 60 miles from
San Francisco and approximately
25 miles from Sacramento.
At the other end of the state, it
initially seemed as if CBS’s tasking
would be relatively easy too—possibly no more difficult than acquiring some additional land near the
CBS KNX Los Angeles transmitter
site, constructing a building to
house the HF transmitters, installing some antennas and bringing
in additional technicians from
IBEW Local 40, the union that had
jurisdiction over engineering employees at CBS’s Columbia Square
studios in Hollywood.
Lester Bowman, a hard-driving
and successful engineering man242 AWA Review

ager with CBS’s Columbia Square
operation, was selected to take
charge of constructing the network’s OWI shortwave transmitter plant (Fig. 3.). At the time,
Bowman had been with the CBS
for several years and in 1943 wore
the title of the network’s Western
Division Engineer. (After the war,
Bowman would eventually head up
all of CBS’s west coast radio and
television engineering operations.)
At meetings held on the east
coast in 1943, it was established
that CBS would work in liaison
with the Defense Plant Corporation (DPC), an entity that had been
chartered by Congress in 1938 in
anticipation of the United States
entry into the war. The DPC served
as a “front-end” organization for
expansion of military-related
production. With the outbreak of
hostilities, it became the DPC’s
job to facilitate the construction
of facilities that were deemed to
be in “the public interest.” These
included OWI radio transmitting
plants.
After these meetings, the CBS
initiative began in earnest, with
the search for a suitable transmitter site becoming the first priority.
In anticipation of a fast-tract
project, Columbia requested that
the FCC assign call signs for the
planned shortwave transmitters
that reflected the network’s presence in the project—KCBA, KCBF,
and KCBR.
As stated, Bowman’s first
choice for the CBS HF plant was
a 300 acre tract of land near the
KNX transmitter. However, this
was owned by the County of Los
Angeles and was not available for
purchase. This initial roadblock in
construction of the desired shortwave plant seemed to set the stage
for a long string of problems clouding what had initially appeared to
be a simple project.
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FORMIDIBLE CHALLENGES
The difficulties facing Bowman
and his staff came from many
directions. One of these was as
subtle and basic as the nature of

commercial electricity in southern
California.
A concern in locating any large
transmitter plant is availability of
reliable electric power. The RCA 50

Fig. 3. Lester Bowman, the CBS engineer who struggled to find a home for
the southern California OWI shortwave station, is seen in the middle of this
photograph taken in 1952 at the newly-completed CBS Television City in Los
Angeles. In the foreground is Richard O’Brien, CBS senior project manager,
and to the rear of Bowman is Robert Moore, CBS project engineer. Photo by
Ezra Stroller, courtesy Richard O’Brien
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kW transmitters and the Federal
Radio 200 kW machine planned
for the west coast stations would
require a substantial amount of
electricity for operation. A concern
that is not so obvious today was
the frequency of available power
sources.
At one time, only 50 cycle
(Hertz) power was available
throughout the entire southern
California region. Beginning in
the 1930s, a change was initiated
to place this very large “pocket” of
50 cycle power generation, distribution and use in step with the rest
of the (60 cycle) country. The City
of Los Angeles was first to convert,
with its power provider, Southern
California Edison reworking generating stations and changing out
other system components. Beginning in 1936, and lasting for more
that a year, the company went so
far as to set up an operation to
re-gear customers’ clocks to work
from the new 60 cycle electricity
supply.21 However, this frequency
change was not universal, and it
would take more than a decade
before all of Southern California
had 60 cycle power.
Weldon and CBS were aware
of the dichotomy of powerline
frequencies and this also influenced the location of the southern
California shortwave plant. In
general, an AC power supply designed for 50 Hz can be used with
60 Hz power, but the converse is
not true. In an attempt to hedge
bets, the OWI transmitters had
been ordered with 50 Hz power
supplies. Even so, the large Federal
transmitter would need modifications to work with the higher line
frequency.22 While Federal could
perform this retrofit, given the
wartime shortages in which the
project operated, additional delay
would be created and was to be
avoided if at all possible. This ruled
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out some locations.
THE OIL BOOM
Even something as basic as oil
field exploration and production
affected the Columbia project. The
entry of the United States into war
had placed a drain on the country’s
production of gasoline, and almost
overnight, drilling rigs were popping up all over southern California to meet this demand. Property
that had at one time been considered worthless in terms of development was now selling and leasing
at a premium. This included land
that had been tentatively identified
for the shortwave station.
CIVILIAN, GOVERNMENT,
AND MILITARY OBJECTIONS
Another blow came from a totally unexpected direction—the U.S.
military. Even though a secondary
purpose of the planned shortwave
plants was to provide news and
entertainment from “back home”
for American fighting forces, the
military did not take kindly to any
construction that might interfere
with the numerous flight training
fields that were in use, or being
constructed in southern California.
The objections raised were with
the 170-foot high antenna support
structures or “poles” that Weldon
decreed as mandatory.
By November Bowman and
DPC personnel had given up on a
close-in location for the CBS shortwave operation and were rapidly
identifying other potential sites.
However, it seemed that opposition from aviation interests was
just as rapid.
This came to a head of sorts
after a potential site in Costa Mesa
was rejected after an officer, representing the Santa Ana Dirigible
Base, raised strenuous objections.
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The frustration level was rising
for everyone involved in locating
the HF plant and this was reflected
in a long letter from Lt. Emet Daly,
USN (retired) to Rear Admiral
Richard P. McCullough (also retired), who was serving as OWI’s
security officer.
“...the Columbia Broadcasting
System through its representatives, principally Mr. Bowman and
Mr. Jacobs (another CBS employee
assigned to the project), has spent
the better part of the past month
in examining sites in Southern
California, together with the Civil
Aeronautics Administration, the
Defense Plant Corporation, and the
Army and Navy, which involved
a great deal of time, and now it
appears that they have come to
an impasse…it is almost impossible to find a site that will meet
with the universal approval of the
Office of War Information, the
Defense Plant Corporation, Columbia Broadcasting System, the
Civil Aeronautics Administration,
the Army, Navy and Marine Corps
and the Federal Communications
Commission…Mr. Thornburgh
(vice president of the Columbia Broadcasting System) stated
frankly that in his opinion the
Columbia Broadcasting System
has gone as far as they can in their
search for a suitable site and that
if site #11 (Santa Ana) is definitely
disapproved, the picture is very
discouraging.”23
Daly also mentioned that Elmer Davis, former CBS newsman
and now the head of the OWI, had
been in San Francisco recently and
that “…he emphasized the fact that
every preparation must be made
for the day when emphasis will be
exerted in the Far Eastern theatre
of war….” Daly also noted that he
had learned that “portions of the
transmitter apparatus are ready
for shipment from an Eastern

factory…,” signaling the project’s
urgent need to find a home.
Bowman, obviously disappointed and under mounting pressure
to identify a transmitter site was
advised by Guy Hutcheson, part
of the Columbia engineering department in New York City, that
he should possibly give up on the
greater Los Angeles altogether.
“Investigate the possibility of
locating further away from L.A.,
say up to 75 miles or half-way to
San Diego to the south or northwestward near Lampoc or Santa
Maria. I realize that this would be
more difficult to staff and supervise, but believe that it would still
be satisfactory.”24
Hutcheson noted that the CBS
Long Island site in Brentwood,
N.Y. was 65 miles away from the
network’s operations in New York
City. Ultimately the Santa Ana site
was scuttled.
As 1943 came to a close and
others were preparing to welcome
in the new year, Bowman and his
associates had little to cheer about.
They had investigated more than
40 potential transmitter sites and
were still no closer than they had
been in October to starting construction.
In early January, Weldon traveled to the west coast to assess
the situation himself. Bowman
stated that the best option now
was in the desert near Lancaster,
approximately 80 miles from Los
Angeles.25
At about the same time CBS’s
Bill Lodge urged Bowman to look
into real estate in the high desert
country near Barstow.26
UNION CONCERNS
The OWI’s project to build
shortwave transmitting plants was
not cloaked in wartime secrecy,
and by late 1943 the IBEW local representing CBS Hollywood
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technicians learned about it, along
with the ever widening search for
a suitable site for the HF plant.
This prompted an early January 1944 letter from the union’s
business manager to Bowman,
adding to his mounting concerns
about the future of the planned
shortwave transmitter plant. The
letter warned of some rather dire
consequences if the facility were
to be built outside of metropolitan
Los Angeles.27
“I am not exaggerating when I
tell you that I was amazed to hear
that CBS might even consider locating their new facilities in either
the San Joaquin Valley or that
arm of the Colorado Desert which
extends into California.”
The writer stated that the project would be “cursed by the shortage of skilled labor.” He described
other projects in these areas where
contractors were paying $2.20 per
hour to building and construction
workers, and guaranteed as much
overtime as workers desired, yet
the contractors were experiencing
great difficulty in attracting qualified workers.
“Once the construction had
been completed you would be
faced with an even more difficult
problem when you attempted to
secure engineering personnel. As
you know the entire Pacific Coast
area is classed by the WMC as a
Number One Shortage Area, with
broadcast technicians considered
a craft in which a critical shortage
exists.”
The letter concluded:
“It naturally follows that no
man, trained in radio, will desert
the metropolitan areas, where
work can always be had in one of
the many war industries, to bury
himself in some out-of-the-way
place.
This “advice,” however, was
taken with a grain or two of salt
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by Bowman and others at the network. William Lodge, CBS’s then
director of radio engineering, offered encouragement to Bowman
by relating a recent conversation
he’d had with “Hap” Webster, who
directed engineering operations
for the McClatchy Group (a media
company with radio stations located in several smaller California
cities). Webster had advised Lodge
that he had never had problems in
recruiting “local talent” to operate
stations within his employer’s fold,
including the Modesto and Stockton markets.28
Union concerns notwithstanding, at this time, and in spite of
all the combined efforts of Bowman, the Columbia Broadcasting
System, the DPC, Weldon and the
OWI, it looked as if construction
of the desired southern California
shortwave station might not start
in time to help the war effort.
TRANSMITTER PROGRESS
All was not bleak and gloomy
with other elements of the large
project, though. Much progress
was being made in the dualpronged program to develop the
needed 200 kW transmitters.
Federal was rapidly closing in
on a design, electing to construct
a single-ended output stage, based
on the new HF tube design imported by Busignies.
Jack Quinn, a CBS employee
who was detailed to the HF project
in late 1944, recalled the Federal
engineer behind the superpower
transmitter, as well as the construction of the unit itself.
“Hugo Romander was the genius that designed and brought it
to fruition,” Quinn said. “He was
a wonderful tall, distinguished,
quiet unassuming gent. As for the
200 kW transmitter, it was just
plain brute force. The tank circuit
consisted of two parallel huge
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three- or four-inch diameter watercooled tuned lines, approximately
15-feet long. It was state-of-the-art
to make a viable tuning crab line
short that could be moved for tuning with full power and this is what
Romander used—a movable shorting bar. Then there was a variable
copper hairpin output loop which
coupled directly to the transmission line that went out the window
to the (antenna) switching bay.”29
Quinn recalls that the Federal
used six large tubes in a paralleled push-pull configuration for
modulation, but that the RF output
stage was something a bit out of the
ordinary for the early 1940s.
“The grounded-grid amp was a
relatively new concept and certainly never had been made to function
at that power (level),” Quinn said.
“Romander made it work.
“Second, there were two X-134
triodes (Federal’s initial realization of the Busignies design) in
the final. Each tube used ‘bright
tungsten’ filaments, 18 V at 1,250
amps. The leads from the two huge
filament transformers were made
of two 5-inch by 3/16-inch copper
bussbars. They went up over the
wall and down to the transmitters,
probably 10 to 12 feet.”
Quinn recalled too that due to
power levels involved, the Federal
transmitter really needed vacuum
capacitors in the output circuit,
but its manufacturer elected to
improvise with something “almost
as good.” These took the form of
a glass bulb with thin concentric
copper cups serving as electrodes.
Quinn remembers that the capacitors included a filament and getter
material to absorb gas liberated
when the filament was switched
on. However the devices frequently
suffered internal arcing which
melted the copper and released
additional gas.
[This problem was not resolved

until 1946 when Jo Emmett Jennings (of Jennings Radio Manufacturing Corp. fame) visited Delano
and offered to make up some capacitors that would work reliably.
Quinn reported that Jennings’
retrofit worked and the output
stage was no longer a troublesome
circuit area.]
Another interesting feature of
the Delano Federal machine was
that it was not a complete transmitter and could not function without some external assistance. The
situation was very similar to that
encountered with the RCA WLW
superpower “transmitter” put into
service in 1933. The nameplate
described it as a “500,000 Watt
amplifier.” Neither that RCA nor
the Delano Federal devices were
equipped with a RF driver stage.
Engineers at Mason took drive
from the station’s 50 kW Western
Electric transmitters and similarly,
one of the three Delano RCA 50 kW
rigs would be needed to bring up
the 200 kW Federal.
Out in Cincinnati, R.J. Rockwell
was also well along in the design of
the promised Crosley 200 kW HF
transmitters.
Not wanting to take the time
to experiment with new tubes, he
elected to use a somewhat more
established high power triode for
RF amplification, the F124, in
a more or less conventional RF
amplifier circuit. Two of the tubes
were employed in push-pull in the
final stage, with grids fed through
a pi-network and inductively coupling to the driver stage. Operating
range was set between 6 and 21.65
mHz. The tank circuit of the Crosley units bore similarities to that
of the Federal, as it used a variable
air dielectric capacitor and copper
tube transmission line inductance
with a movable shorting bar for
tuning. RF energy to the antenna
was obtained by inductively couVolume 21, 2008 247
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pling to the tank inductance. As
with the Federal design, distilled
cooling water was carried to the
tubes via the tank circuit inductor.
Rockwell used a fixed bias circuit for the finals to protect them
in case of a loss of RF drive. This
was obtained by tapping DC from
a low voltage power supply, something of a departure from earlier
large transmitters in which a DC
motor-driven generator served as
a bias supply.
The RF drive itself was obtained
from a three-stage amplifier unit,
constructed around 807, 813, and
Federal F129B tubes. The first
stage (constructed around an 807
triode amplifier) used plug-in coils
to set the operating frequency
range, with tapped coils in the
other two.
Low level RF for all of the
Crosley 200 kW transmitters
came from a number of crystalcontrolled oscillators constructed
with 6V6s. Each had an output
stage designed around an 807 to
provided sufficient output to feed
three driver stages, should this be
desired. Oscillator outputs (three
from each unit) appeared on a
patch panel for routing to the desired transmitter driver stage.
Three more or less conventional
Barton plate modulator units were
constructed for the transmitters.
These used F125 triodes in the
push-pull output stage and could
provide 180 kW of audio over a frequency range of 30 Hz to 10 kHz,
allowing two separate transmitter
RF amplifiers to be modulated at
one time. Reminiscent of the earlier 500 kW WLW MW transmitter,
a very large 24,000 pound modulation transformer was employed in
each of these units (Fig. 4).
Another vestige of the earlier
one-half megawatt transmitter installation that proved handy to
Rockwell were the Cincinnati Gas
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and Electric 33 kV AC feeders
that had been installed voltage
to energize it. The Bethany site
was very near the WLW Mason
transmitter building and these
high tension three-phase transmission lines passed it too. As the
Bethany building took shape, a
substation was constructed nearby
to step the 33,000 volts down to
2,400 and 240 volt levels. Inside
the building, another three-phase
750 kva plate supply transformer
stepped the 2,400 volt power back
up and it was rectified by six large
mercury vapor tubes to provide a
DC potential between 5,500 and
15,000 volts for each of the 200
kW transmitter units. To effectively vary this potential, the plate
transformers were designed with
multiple secondary taps that were
selected by a high-speed motoroperated switch.
A somewhat revolutionary aspect of Rockwell’s transmitter
design involved the use of ignitron
technology. Experience with the
WLW 50 kW and 500 kW transmitters had illustrated the need
to “put out the fire” as quickly as
possible in the event of an overload
condition. In the early 1940s, the
ignitron, a high speed, high current
switching device was fairly new in
the designer’s arsenal of components and as Rockwell could not
identify an ignitron device that exactly matched his application, his
use of this component appears to
be the first such application of this
technology in radio transmitters.
The ignitron circuitry employed
by Rockwell was capable of extinguishing transmitter high voltage
in as little as three milliseconds
when an overload condition was
sensed.
As conversion of power line
electricity to radio frequency energy has never been a perfectly
efficient process, a copious amount
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of heat energy had to be removed
from the transmitters. Building
upon the knowledge gained from
the earlier WLW superpower
700 kHz transmitter, Rockwell
took care to ensure that nothing
was overlooked in this area. His
cooling system design even made
use of the heat energy that would
be otherwise wasted to keep the
cavernous transmitter building at
a comfortable temperature during
the colder months.
Each of the six 200 kW transmitters (there were a total of six RF
amplifiers and three modulators at
the Bethany station) had its own
independent cooling system that
could remove up to 350 kW of
heat. Circulating water was used
for the larger tubes, with rectifiers
and lower power tubes relying on
forced-air cooling. Breaking away

from the 1933 WLW superpower transmitter design, Rockwell
eliminated the outside “swimming
pool” secondary water cooling loop
in which water was sprayed into
the air to remove heat. Instead,
the distilled water cooling loops
passed through finned radiators
with forced air removing heat, either to outdoors of the interior of
the building, depending upon the
season of the year. Rockwell commented, “…the system utilizes dry
air cooling to obviate maintenance
of coil surfaces and attendant spray
water nuisances.30”
As seen in the accompanying
photographs (Figs. 5, 6), many
of the components of each of the
Bethany transmitters were housed
in four large steel cabinets or cubicles, set on an elevated concrete
platform in the building. There

Fig. 4. Simplified block diagram of the 200 kW transmitters developed by
Crosley for use at the Bethany VOA shortwave station. The Crosley design
featured two separate RF amplifier and driver stages in each transmitter. These
shared a common high voltage power supply, modulator and audio amplifier
stage, allowing the same program to be broadcast on two different frequencies.
Identical call signs were used to identify the two transmissions emanating from
these “paired” transmitters.
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Fig. 5. The six Bethany Crosley-built 200 kW shortwave transmitters were housed
in a hall measuring 75-feet long by 175-feet wide. It had a 24-foot high ceiling.
Three of the custom transmitters are shown in this photograph.

were three sets of cubicles on the
west and east sides of the large
(75-feet long by 175-feet wide)
transmitter hall. The height of the
main structure from floor to ceiling
was 24-feet, with the side bays or
transmitter platforms having a 17foot ceiling height. The edge of the
platforms or walkways contained
cooling instrumentation for each
transmitter. Gauges showed coolant flow, inlet and exit water temperatures and other parameters,
and flow controls were also located
here. Behind these walkway front
edges and beneath them was located much of the cooling system
plumbing and the large filament
transformers for each of the RF
units. Not visible to most visitors were several concrete vaults
that contained the large plate and
modulator transformers, other
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modulator components, blowers
and the transmitter RF coupling
assemblies. (Fig. 7)
The Rockwell shortwave transmitter design featured an element
normally not encountered in such
devices until fairly recently. This
was an attempt at self-diagnostics.
It’s certain that as a broadcast
engineer, Rockwell encountered
his share of “intermittents” and
related equipment conditions that
made problem diagnosis and resolution difficult. Each of the Bethany transmitters was equipped with
panels containing a number of
small neon lights that monitored
key voltages and other conditions.
If there was a malfunction in one
of the transmitter’s numerous
circuits or systems, these indicator lights assisted technicians in
homing in on the problem.
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Fig. 6. This view of the Bethany transmitter hall’s concourse reveals the original
glassed in control room and upper visitor’s gallery. Two of the Crosley 200 kW
transmitters are seen in this photograph. The operator’s console in the middle of
the concourse was added sometime after the station began operations in 1944.
Originally, operations were monitored from the control room itself.

One of the indicator panels was
dubbed “the tattletale” by operators. It provided a general indication of problems in such areas as
cooling, overloads or interlocks
(each cubicle was equipped with
a sensor that prevented voltage
from being applied if a door remained open). A secondary indicator system, dubbed “the Ouija
board” helped to further isolate
the trouble .
One element of Rockwell’s
transmitter design remains a
mystery. This was the use of 220
VAC potential for the control and
interlock circuitry instead of the
lower voltages (12 to 48) normally
encountered in such applications.
“This was the sort of thing
that could get you killed,” Charles

Stinger, former Bethany Plant Supervisor, remembered when asked
about peculiarities of the Rockwell
rigs.
The Crosley Corporation’s original WLW transmitter building in
Mason was more utilitarian than
anything else. Originally constructed to house the station’s large
first-generation Western Electric
50 kW transmitter, it was hurriedly expanded in the early 1930s
to contain the components of the
500,000 Watt machine.
This was not to be the case with
the new shortwave plant, even
with many construction materials
in short supply and the Crosley
organization under the gun to get
it completed quickly.
Rockwell possessed a bit of
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showmanship, and the design of
the new shortwave plant reflected
this. The structure going up at
8070 Tylersville Road was actually
two separate buildings connected
via an expansion joint. Most visible
from the road was the administrative unit. This was a modern
two-story affair with an entryway
design reminiscent of that seen in
some government buildings. Immediately behind this section was
the business end of the operation
housing miles of wiring, copper
plumbing, mammoth transformers, and of course the station’s
operators. Nearly two and a half
stories high, the transmitter hall
was unimpeded by supporting
structures, with a cantilevered
deign supporting the 175-foot long
ceiling. A glassed-in central control

and equipment room spanned the
southern end of the room, and
a gallery for visitors was located
above it. The four large steel cubicles of each transmitter were
arrayed to the left and right of the
control room, with 12 on each side
of the hall. As described earlier,
these cubicles were constructed
on elevated platforms or catwalks,
further adding to the spacious feeling imparted to the room. A large
tunnel underneath the open area
connected the east and west banks
of transmitter vaults. The building
featured living quarters for engineers, a complete machine shop
and a garage for station vehicles
(Fig. 8).
Mandated by OWI security, a
40-foot-high guard tower loomed
above the structure. (The design

Fig. 7. Representative floor plan of the OWI’s Bethany transmitting plant. The rear
section of the building contained six 200 kW transmitters and measured 175-feet
by 75-feet. This drawing was adapted from an illustration originally published in
the Nov./Dec., 1944 Communications magazine and is not fully scaled. The RF
crossbar switch and antenna farm were located behind the building.
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of the CBS and RCA California
shortwave buildings was vastly different from the Crosley structure,
but they all shared the guard tower
requirement, as it was thought necessary to afford some early warning from potential “fifth column”
saboteurs.)
Even Rockwell’s transmitters
were not designed as drab unassuming workhorses. In an effort to
display as much of the “innards” of
each of their four external cubicles
as possible, a spacious glass “picture window” was incorporated
into the front of each cubicle. (This
was to prove somewhat problematic, as will be explained later in
this paper.)
In accord with the call signs
requested for the CBS shortwave
transmitters, Crosley made a
similar request for assignments
that mirrored the WLW presence
in the Bethany project. These were
WLWL, WLWR, and WLWS.
BACK ON THE WEST COAST
While everything seemed to be
falling into place for Rockwell and
the Crosley Corporation, this was

certainly not the case for Les Bowman and the Columbia Broadcasting System.
Between the wartime development and aviation-related site
wave-offs, locating the CBS station within commuting distance
of Los Angeles was now out of the
question.
By now Bowman and Jacobs
were even investigating locations
in the Mojave high desert country
and beyond.
A breakthrough finally came for
the Columbia team in late January.
In a telegram dated Jan. 28, 1944
to Columbia’s G. Stanley McAllister in New York, Jacobs stopped
just short of saying “eureka!”
“SPENT THURSDAY JANUARY 27 IN BAKERSFIELD AREA,
FOUND PROPERTY APPROXIMATELY FIVE MILES WEST OF
DELANO…WHICH CAN BE HAD
AT $50 PER ACRE OR LESS STOP
APPROXIMATELY 145 MILES
FROM HOLLYWOOD OFFICE
STOP DELANO POPULATION
5000 STOP NO OBSTRUCTIONS
360 DEGREES STOP WIRE REACTIONS TODAY SURE INCLUD-

Fig. 8. The Bethany Station as photographed in the 1960s.
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ING WELDON’S APPROVAL. AM
STARTING ACQUISITION AND
WILL ADVISE WITHIN A FEW
DAYS IF ANY COMPLICATIONS
ARISE.”31
Jacobs ended his wire with a
slightly less than enthusiastic note
that NBC had broken ground on
their transmitter plant in Dixon
the previous day.
Actually, the Delano site was, in
the words of Bowman, “the lesser
of two evils.” Bowman and Jacobs
had investigated property in the
Mojave Desert and while sufficient
land was available in the $10 to
$15 per acre price range, the sites
didn’t clear Weldon’s obstructions qualification. Adding to the
decision to opt for Delano, Bowman noted that the cost of leased
telephone lines for program feeds
would be less from Delano.
“We have not investigated
the Barstow area, our primary
reason being that it was too distant. However with Delano one
hundred and fifty miles away,
it would appear that our objection had little merit…Also the
telephone line mileage would be
considerably decreased with San
Francisco as the program source
of origin while the transmitter is
under OWI jurisdiction; that is,
the mileage for lines leased from
San Francisco to Delano would be
less than for a site at Barstow. If
and when CBS owns and operates
the project, then the one hundred
and fifty miles (sic) phone rental
loops from Los Angeles to Delano
(or Barstow) will reach a sizable
figure for two class ‘A’ circuits
each at $6 per mile per month,
plus teletype or private line communicating circuit.”32
Bowman made sure to not oversell the Delano location, however.
He noted that “a Bakersfield real
estate man” said temperatures of
115 degrees would prevail there
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through the summer months (May
to October) and that temperatures
reaching 120 degrees in Delano
were “no exaggeration.”
Even though plenty of reasonably priced property was available
in the Delano area and there were
no natural obstructions, one small
problem remained. It was learned
that a military emergency landing
field had been constructed just
five miles from the desired radio
station site.
This potential stumbling block
was reflected in a Feb. 10, 1944
telegram from CBS’s Bowman to
Weldon.
“CAA IS HOLDING MEETING
TUESDAY 15TH WITH ARMED
FORCES REPRESENTATIVES
AND ME IN ATTENDANCE RE
APPROVAL OF DELANO SITE
#2. UNDERSTAND ARMY WILL
ENTER PROTEST.”
Although Weldon didn’t attend
the meeting to lobby the OWI
cause, he did draft a telegram to
Bowman with the suggestion that
it be read at the meeting. In it Weldon played on patriotic sympathies
and described the urgency for moving ahead with construction of the
overdue station.
“THE OFFICE OF WAR INFORMATION AND THE COORDINATOR OF INTER-AMERICAN
AFFAIRS AND THE ARMED
FORCES RADIO SERVICE OF
THE ARMY ARE CRITICALLY IN
NEED OF ADDITIONAL HIGH
POWERED BROADCAST TRANSMITTERS ON THE PACIFIC
COAST FOR CONDUCTION (sic)
PSYCHOLOGICAL WAREFARE
IN CONJUNCTION WITH THE
MILITARY EFFORT IN THE
PACIFIC AND IN THE CASE OF
THE ARMED FORCES RADIO
SERVICE FOR BROADCASTING
PROGRAMS SCATTERED OVER
THAT AREA…THE WAR EFFORT
IS DEFINITELY CRIPPLED BY
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THE FACT THAT SUCH FACILITIES ARE NOT IN OPERATION
AT THE PRESENT TIME. BECAUSE OF THE URGENT NEED
FOR THE RAPID CONSTRUCTION OF ADDITIONAL FACILITIES IT WILL BE GREATLY
APPRECIATED BY THIS OFFICE IF THE NEGOTIATIONS
LEADING TO APPROVAL OF
THIS SITE ARE EXPEDITED BY
THOSE PRESENT IN THE MEETING WHICH IS TO CONSIDER
CLEARANCE OF THE LOCATION FROM THE STANDPOINT
OF AERIAL NAVAGATION…I
HOPE THAT THE COMMITTEE
WILL CONSIDER THIS PROJECT
AS AN IMPORTANT PART OF
THE WAR EFFORT AND GIVE
DUE CONSIDERATION TO THE
NECESSITY OF PROMPT APPROVAL.”
Weldon’s persuasive telegram
had the desired effect and any objections to the site were withdrawn.
ON THE AIR
In what seems nothing short
of miraculous in today’s climate
of environmental statements, citizen group protests, and other red
tape and challenges, Delano was
delivering power to its antennas in
November of 1944, just six months
after ground was broken for the
facility (Fig. 9).
Bethany went into full scale operations in September of the same
year (Fig. 10).
Results of both stations were
immediate and resounding. The
impact of Bethany was especially
notable, as its presence was acknowledged by Hitler himself. Der
Führer would refer to the OWI
Bethany broadcasting efforts, as
“The Cincinnati Liars.”
DELANO REMEMBERED
Bowman’s comments about
Delano’s climate were not exagger-

ated. In fact, oppressive temperatures were only part of the overall
environment.
Quinn, who first arrived in
Delano in 1944 as engineering
supervisor, remembers the area as
approaching the end of the earth.
“There were no farms, no nothing, just arid desert—miles and
miles of white alkali soil,” he
recalled. “It was really worthless
real estate. Maybe $60 an acre. Of
course that was before the irrigation canals were built, bring water
from Northern California.
STATION ANTENNAS
Per Weldon’s directive, all three
of the wartime transmitting stations were to be equipped with
rhombic antennas, erected 170feet above the ground. As wartime
shortages made the construction
of steel support towers impossible,
Weldon substituted conventional
“telephone” poles at all sites. The
fact that 170 feet was not a normal
height for creosoted wood poles
was not really a deterrent. The
tallest poles available (in excess
of 85-feet were delivered) to each
site and riggers coupled pairs of
these with five-foot long specially
made steel collars. Then the resulting extra-long poles were set with
the assistance of cranes to form
the support mechanism for the
rhombics. To provide the necessary bandwidth, three separate
six gauge CopperWeld conductors
were run in parallel for the legs of
each rhombic antenna.
The Weldon-specified rhombics were erected at Bethany too,
but with a differed from those in
California due to the antenna engineering skills and inventiveness
of George “Fritz” Leydorf, another
member of the Crosley organization. Leydorf was not content
with the basic rhombic antenna
concept.
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Fig. 9. The Delano Station as it appeared in the early 1950s

The classic rhombic antenna
is basically two single lengths of
transmission line spaced with an
outward taper from the feed point
to a specified midpoint, and then
another inward taper until the far
side ends of the antenna conduc-

tors are at approximately the same
distance apart as they were at the
feed point. A resistive termination approximately equal to the
antenna’s freespace impedance
is required to prevent reflections.
It was this resistive element that

Fig. 10. The official dedication of the Bethany shortwave facility took place on
Sept. 23, 1944 and was broadcast by WLW. Participating remotely in that broadcast from the Willard Hotel in Washington, D.C. were (l-r) James Shouse, Crosley’s vice president in charge of broadcasting; Clifford J. Durr, FCC chairman;
Elmer Davis, then director of the Office of War Information; Robert Sherwood,
the OWI’s director of overseas operations; and Nelson Rockefeller, CIAA head.
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Leydorf found objectionable, for
as much as half of the transmitter
power reaching the antenna could
be wasted in heating up the resistor. Leydorf reasoned that if he
could take the RF that was being
dissipated across the resistor and
feed it back (in phase) to the feed
point, the termination resistor was
no longer necessary. Experimentation proved him right and the new
invention was christened the “reentrant rhombic.”
Leydorf’s improved rhombic
was successfully used for a number
of years at Bethany and provided
the station with a higher radiated
power from the 200 kW transmitters than at Delano and Dixon.
However, it did have a shortcoming that was met with a certain
amount of disfavor by station
operators.
When the rhombic’s termination resistor was replaced with
a “tuned” transmission line, the
antenna’s normal wideband performance suffered. Stinger remembers that it was necessary to “tune”
the antenna with each and every
frequency change. This led to its
demise some years after the war’s
end, with conventional resistor
terminations replacing the tuned
transmission lines (Fig. 11, 12).
REMINISCENCES
None of the HF transmitters
used at the OWI stations were
equipped with even a vestige of
harmonic filtering. And while this
may seem incomprehensible now,
then it wasn’t viewed as an oversight, but rather a common design
practice, or lack thereof, according
to Jack Quinn. “The Federal and
the RCA (Delano) transmitters
didn’t have filters; they just weren’t
used then.”
Charles Stinger has a complete
schematic for the copy of the Crosley rigs and verified that Rockwell

did not include harmonic filtering
either. In fact, Stinger didn’t need
to look at the schematic; he has
living memories of some of the
problems caused in and around
Cincinnati by the early Bethany
transmitters.
He recalled numerous complaints from two-way radio users,
including the Ohio State Police and
other public safety personnel.
“We’re doing some good; you’re
not,” was the way Stinger remembered the angry remarks from an
ambulance driver whose dispatch
calls were being interfered with.
Another case of harmonicinduced interference was recalled
by John Riser, a former FCC field
inspector who investigated interference complaints in the 1960s
traced to the Crosley transmitters.
“The Bethany station was interfering with communications
at the main Cincinnati airport,”
Riser said. “We were able to trace
some of it as coming from the large
glass viewports in the transmitters
themselves.”
Complaints began to pour into
both Bethany and Delano operations with the post-war television
boom.
In the late 1940s and early ‘50s,
television stations were few and far
between. Residents of Delano were
in a “deep fringe” area, with nothing closer than Los Angeles TV outlets. When Delano was operating,
its harmonics overwhelmed weak
signals and television IF strips, effectively blocking reception. This
continued until closer stations
putting more signal strength into
Delano went on the air.
A similar situation was encountered around the Bethany site, even
with stronger television signals
from nearby Cincinnati.
Stinger said that a number of
measures were eventually undertaken to try to keep peace with
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Fig. 11. The 200 kW of HF radio frequency energy from each of the six Bethany
Crosley transmitters was directed to its intended antenna via a mammoth crossbar switch bay located behind the transmitter hall. The switch was constructed of
creosoted telephone poles and was manually operated. The switchbay remained
in service throughout the station’s 50 years of operation.

Fig. 12. The Bethany RF switch bay as it appeared during one southern Ohio
ice storm. When contactors froze, it was necessary for operators to free them
by use of a “hot stick” and lots of manual labor. As the original Crosley transmitters had a variable power output and weren’t equipped with VSWR trips, it was
sometimes possible to perform deicing by operating at a reduced power level
until feedline ice was melted.
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the Bethany station’s neighbors,
including construction of stubtuning traps to attenuate harmonics at various frequencies.
However, one sort of radio
frequency interference probably
unrelated to harmonic generation
from Bethany persisted into at
least the 1990s. By then, both the
transmitters and the formerly rural
nature of the station had changed
considerably. Large expensive
homes, shops, gas stations and
other structures were constructed
where farm fields previously existed. One of these was a large
church just across Tylersville Road
from the station. The church was
equipped with a carillon system
and with some occasions, depending upon the transmission
frequency being used, the VOA’s
“Yankee Doodle” identifier music
would replace the normal chiming
of the bells.
However, the most interesting
and unexpected harmonic interference occurred in connection with
the Delano site only months after
the station began operations.
DELANO AND THE BOMB
This omission of harmonic
suppression would unknowingly
involve the Delano relay station in
the largest and most secret effort
of the entire war—the Manhattan
Project to build an atomic bomb.
However, Delano operators
would not become aware of this
until long after the war’s end and
the eventual declassification of
some aspects of the bomb project.
Due to the extremely secretive
nature and urgency of the atomic
bomb project, there was only
minimal coordination with other
government projects.
Early on particular July morning in 1945, the Federal 200 kilowatter was unknowingly scheduled
for service with an operating

frequency that placed its second
harmonic right on top of the HF
frequency used for coordination of
the world’s first atomic bomb test—
the “Trinity” shot, being staged on
a remote New Mexico desert.
The test that forever acquainted
mankind with the violence of the
atom was marred by unknowing
CBS engineers back in Delano,
nearly 1,000 miles to the west.
Lansing Lamont captured this
unwelcomed intrusion in his account of the bomb test, “Day of
Trinity.”33
“The final countdown began at
5:10 a.m. with a crashing rendition of the ‘Star Spangled Banner.’
Just as (Kenneth) Bainbridge (a
Manhattan Project scientist) gave
the signal to Sam Allison in the
control center, radio station KCBA
in Delano, California, crossed wave
lengths with the Trinity frequency.
The station, operated by the Office
of War Information, was opening its morning Voice of America
broadcast to Latin America. The
National Anthem provided stirring accompaniment for Allison as
entoned the announcement: ‘It is
now zero minus twenty minutes.’”
Following the sign-on at Delano, the OWI had scheduled musical programming.
“The Voice of America program
now punctuated Allison’s countdown with rapturous background
music. Ken Greisen, lying next to
I.I. Rabi (also bomb scientists)
listened dreamily to the waltz
from Tchaikovsky’s Serenade for
Strings. The violins seemed to rise
in crescendo with Allison’s excited
blurts.”
THE OLD LADY
From reasons unknown, the
200 kW Federal transmitter at
Delano was affectionately referred
to as “the old lady.” This particular
“old lady” certainly had her quirks.
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Quinn remembers one of them, as
he usually drew the short straw
when it came time to enter the
transmitter’s RF amplifier cubicle
to look for arcing. (Fig. 13)
“I would go in along side of the
output lines (maybe six feet away),
have them (other operators) close
the interlocked glass door and turn
it on,” recalled Quinn. “Almost immediately you could feel both feet
heating up. Then it (the heating)
would slowly creep up your legs,
and when it (had) almost reached
the groin area, you’d flag the operator to shut it down. After power
was removed your legs were still
hot to the touch for approximately
one minute before they cooled
down to normal!”34
Another feature (or really nonfeature) of the Federal was the lack
of any VSWR warning indicator or
shutdown circuitry.
On at least one occasion, this
led to some interesting results
when a transmission line fell to
the desert floor during an overnight operating schedule. Before
the sun began to beat down too
fiercely, an early morning “dawn
patrol” inspection of antennas
and transmission lines at Delano
would identify the obviously failed
feeder. Accompanying the downed
line was a large mass of glass, the
result of the transmitter’s 200 kW
being pumped into the “load” that
the desert sand presented.
A RATHER DIFFERENT HAM
RIG
Many radio engineers and technicians have been licensed as radio
amateurs. This was certainly the
case at both Bethany and Delano,
and on one occasion, the “old lady”
was to play a central role in an
impromptu ham radio experiment
While most of the ham fraternity is content to load their rigs,
generally limited to a few hundred
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watts, into dipoles, sloppers, or
beams, when there was time for
idle talk among the Delano hams,
it often turned speculative. What
kind of a signal might they deliver
to their fellow hams on the other
side of the world if they only had
access to a really powerful transmitter like the Federal and an antenna with 20 or so dBi of gain like
the station’s giant curtain arrays?
For Jack Quinn the temptation
to experiment proved overwhelming one day in the early 1950s.
“I’ll never forget connecting
one of those curtains to the 200
kW transmitter, and connecting
the station RCA AR88 receiver to
another and calling CQ just once,”
said Quinn. “This was at noon and
there was absolutely no propagation to Japan at my home station
until 5 p.m. There must have been
a thousand JAs calling back with
S-9+ signals. Amazing what a
good antenna and lots of power
will do!”35
BETHANY AND THE NEW
CARS
While no one admits to any
similar ham radio experimentation at Bethany, the transmitters
were frequently used in passive experimentation with new cars from
Detroit’s “big three” and other auto
manufacturers.
Beginning in the 1950s, automobile designers began to add
more and more electronic devices
to their new models. Knowing that
certain radio frequencies and power levels could cause problems with
these devices, auto manufacturers
were eager to bring prototype cars
to Bethany for a workout around
the nearfield of the powerful transmitters.
“This began with the use of electronic brakes,” said Stinger. “They
found that in certain areas (of radio
frequency energy) they couldn’t
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stop the cars. The manufacturers
would come on site with their new
models two years before they were
due to be released. They were still
doing this when I retired in 1985.”
Stinger said that manufacturers
were allowed to drive their cars
inside the compound very close to
the transmitting antennas.
MODERNIZATION AND EXPANSION
With increased emphasis on
countering Cold War propaganda
broadcasts from the Soviet Union
in the late 1940s and early1950s,
government funding was made
available for boosting transmitting
capabilities at most of the VOA
station sites. These included two
General Electric 200 kW HF transmitters for Delano and high-gain
(20 dBi) Sterba curtain antenna arrays for both Bethany and Delano.
(Figs. 14, 15).
The 1960s saw a major invest-

ment in new equipment and facilities at the wartime VOA stations,
due in large part to the increasing tensions between the United
States and the Soviet Union, and
especially after the October 1962
“Cuban Missile Crisis” which
poised both nations on the brink
of nuclear war.
Three additional high-power
transmitters were budgeted for
both Bethany and Delano, with
250 kW auto-tuning Collins 821A1 models being selected. Accommodating these large units
required some major changes at
both stations. Most drastic was
the makeover at Delano. With the
earlier addition of the GE 200
kilowatters, there was no more
floor space available, so the east
end of the building was removed
and an entirely new façade created.
In addition to housing the Collins
transmitters, additional office
space, a break room for personnel

Fig. 13. The original Delano RCA 50 kW and Federal 200 kW transmitters are
visible behind operators (L-R) Jimmy Russell and J.T. Burgess in this early
1960s photograph.
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Fig. 14. The enormous Sterba curtain antenna erected at the VOA Bethany
transmitting station provided upwards of 20 dB of gain in the HF bands. Curtain
arrays were installed at both Delano and Bethany after WWII ended and the
stations transitioned to the Cold War period in history.

and space for two 50 kW SSB interfacility transmitters was created
(Fig. 16).
The Bethany site required no
blowing out of walls to accommodate the Collins transmitters.
Instead, three of the original Crosley-manufactured RF amplifier
units were scrapped to make room
for the newer transmitters.
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RECEIVE SITES
Post-Missile Crisis budgeting
for the transmission facilities also
included something the stations
had not had before, geographically
remote HF receiving sites.
Strategic planners considered
that even though AT&T’s Long
Line facilities (which supplied
Washington-originated programming for the stations) were hardened to some degree, in case of a
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Fig. 15. This photograph was taken during the installation of the curtain antennas at Delano and illustrates the size of the base needed to accommodate the
curtain support towers. It also shows the barren nature of the Delano countryside
early in the shortwave station’s existence.

nuclear attack, a backup means for
delivering programming would be
necessary. Fallback plans called
for the planned Greenville, N.C.
transmission site (mentioned
later in this article) to transmit
VOA programming via shortwave
to the California and Ohio relay
stations. (A program origination contingency plan was also
provided for the likely event of a
missile strike on the VOA’s main
studios in Washington. Should this
occur, backup studios were available at one of the North Carolina
installations.) However, due to the
intense RF interference created
by the powerful transmitters at
Bethany and Delano, satisfactory
reception of the off-air backup programming would not be possible.
This required the establishment of
remotely located receiving sites.
Delano’s was located at Pixley,
a small California town some 25
airline miles from the Delano station site. A single-hop 7 gHz mi-

crowave link was used to connect
the facilities. A similar installation
was created for Bethany’s use in
Jacksonburg (Wayne Township),
about 16 miles northwest of the
transmitter plant.
There was sufficient land at
both receive sites to accommodate
multiple rhombic receiving antennas. Several racks of Racal receivers were installed for HF reception.
Although the receive sites were
normally not staffed, equipment
buildings were equipped with living quarters including a kitchen
and bath for operating personnel,
should it become necessary to
rely on their extended use in the
time of a national crisis. Each also
was equipped with a large Onan
diesel-powered AC generator, a
workshop, and a variety of spare
equipment and replacement parts,
including a spare engine block for
the generator.
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Fig. 16. In the 1960s, the front of the wartime Delano structure was removed
to allow expansion of the building to accommodate three additional 250 kW
shortwave broadcast transmitters. Single side band 50 kW transmitters were
also added for interfacility communications. This addition greatly increased the
size of the original wartime structure.

MOVING ON
At both Bethany and Delano
sites, maintenance of the original
transmitters (Crosley, Federal and
RCA) became problematic, as lim-

ited or no manufacturer support
could be offered. Another modernization program was initiated
in the early 1980s and these units
were removed and replaced with

Fig. 17. As part of the VOA’s 1960s modernization program, three Collins 821A1 “autotune” 250 kW transmitters were installed at both Bethany and Delano.
In this photograph one of the new Collins rigs is being given an initial checkout.
To make room for the new transmitters at Bethany, three of the wartime Crosley
200 kW units were removed from service.
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Fig. 18. Equipment racks containing audio and other equipment line the south
wall of the Bethany control room in this 1960s photograph. Relative new technology audio “cart” machines are visible in the center rack. The frame above the
racks holds the FCC operator licenses issued to station employees.

state-of-the-art Brown Boveri 250
kW transmitters which featured
more efficient circuitry. A total of
four were installed at Delano and
three at Bethany.
THE LAST HALF-CENTURY
After the end of World War II,
the war, the Bethany, Delano and
Dixon stations remained busy, as
the United States and Soviet Union
entered into a long “cold war.”
Shortly after the end of WWII, the
OWI was disbanded and the stations were run under the auspices
of the U.S. Department of State.
The overseas broadcasting operations were officially renamed “The
Voice of America.” In1953, President Eisenhower worked to create
an independent agency to oversee

their operation—the United States
Information Agency or USIA. This
agency remained intact until the
first Clinton admini-stration’s
government downsizing program.
After the demise of the USIA in
1999, VOA operations continued,
but were overseen by a specially
created Broadcasting Board of
Governors (BBG).
During its existence, the USIA
added several more tools to further
its mission of “telling America’s
story to the world.” These included
the printing and distribution of
magazines in various languages, an
international book and cultural exchange program, a motion picture
division, and later, several fulltime satellite television networks.
The U.S. wartime shortwave
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stations created by Weldon and
the OWI remained intact and
operational for many years. In
addition to carrying VOA broadcasts, Armed Forces Radio Service (AFRS) radio programming
continued to be relayed to “our
troops overseas” by the stations.
Beginning in the late 1940s, the
VOA’s reach and coverage was
augmented by the creation of offshore stations in such locations as
Greece, the Philippines, Thailand,
Germany, Morocco, Liberia and
other countries.
A major shift in VOA broadcasting from domestically-located
stations occurred in the 1960s with
the creation of a gigantic new facility for international broadcasting
in North Carolina. This operation,
which was commissioned in 1964,
literally ringed the city of Greenville and included a receive site
and two transmitter sites, each
equipped with nine high power
transmitters, 15 curtain antennas
and 20 rhombics.
With the advent of operations
at the Greenville facility, VOA
program placement on private U.S.
shortwave transmitters ended.
During the same period, operations at the Bethany, Delano, and
Dixon stations changed rather
drastically too. Contracts with respective operators—Crosley, CBS
and RCA—were terminated and
the federal government assumed
responsibility for operations. Station staff members who had been
employed by these private sector
companies were given the option
of becoming government workers,
and many did so.
The last Crosley-controlled
transmissions at Bethany took
place on Nov. 3, 1963. However,
this transition to full government
control was transparent to listeners.
A decision was made to close
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the Northern California Dixon
facility in 1979. The station was
placed in mothball status for four
years and then revived for five-year
stint that ended in 1988. It was
completely decommissioned some
years after that.
During the past 15 years or so,
there has been a shift away from
shortwave broadcasting for delivering VOA programming within
reach of listeners in foreign lands.
With the end of the Cold War, it
became possible for the first time
to place such programming on
established AM and FM broadcast
stations in targeted countries.
Reflecting this shift in program
delivery, Bethany was next to go
in 1994, after more than 50 years
of continuous operation. The station’s last moments as a radio
transmitting facility were captured
by Fred Haney, station manager at
the time.36
“We pulled the ‘big switch’ at
1800 Zulu on Nov. 14, 1994. Our
staff gathered in the control room
for a short ceremony: I gave a
short address, said a prayer, Sylvia
(Haney’s wife) sang “We Gather
Together” and we all sang the ‘Star
Spangled Banner.’”
Bethany’s antenna towers
and masts were toppled and the
site opened to community development. However, the station
building remains and now houses
broadcasting-related museum exhibits and an amateur radio club
station, WC8VOA.
Delano was the last of the wartime shortwave plants to go. It was
silenced at the end of last October
as the result of budget cuts within
the Broadcasting Board of Governors.
In late July 2007, the BBG announced that Delano would be
powered down and the operating
staff terminated, ending more
than 63 years of international
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broadcasting, and also signaling
the demise of the last of three such
transmitting stations built to address a wartime urgency to beam
unbiased news from America to the
rest of the world.
Delano’s last program was
broadcast at 8:30 p.m. local time
on Saturday, October 27, 2007.
The 5.890 mHz transmission was
nothing out of the ordinary—just
a scheduled program in the Thai
language.
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ABSTRACT
Who were the Doron Brothers? They
were two young men
from the Midwest,
Shuler and Joseph
Doron Jr. dedicated
to experimenting,
building, and selling wireless equipment by 1910. Having some of the Marconi patent rights the
business expanded
several times with
sales to the Signal
Corps and other commercial vendors. In
March 1913, a flood
disaster occurred in
the area resulting
in Shuler Doron being issued a Special
Land Station license,
8ZU. Only fourteen
of these amateur licenses were issued
by 1915. The Dorons were veterans of
WW-l serving in the
Signal Corps. Business continued after
the war and station
WRK was operated.
Sadly, the death of
the boys’ father in
1922 started the
downfall of the Doron Brothers wireless
business.

Doron Brothers Electrical
Company, Hamilton, Ohio:
Wireless Equipment and
Broadcasting, 1910-1930
2008 Charles J. Stinger

The Cincinnati region is steeped in radio
history. Its first broadcast station, WMH, went
on the air December 30, 1921, closely following
America’s fascination with broadcasting. The
radio-related accomplishments of Powell Crosley Jr. are legend and other Cincinnati manufacturers such as Kodel Radio, and Midwest
Radio produced enough receivers to provide an
enduring reminder of southern Ohio’s greatness
in radio. Despite this, few people may have
heard of Shuler Doron and his brother Joseph
Jr., two young men with talents in radio who
were born and lived in Hamilton, Ohio, 20 miles
north of Cincinnati. [1]
Shuler Doron was born March 7, 1890. He
graduated from Hamilton Public Schools and
attended the Miami Institute at Germantown,
Miami University, and Purdue University where
he received a degree in electrical engineering.
Shuler enlisted in the Army on April 2, 1918
and was discharged October 1, 1918, to accept
a commission as a Second Lieutenant in the
Signal Corps. He was honorably discharged as
a First Lieutenant December 3, 1919. His initial
military training was at College Park, Maryland
and Ft. Sill, OK. His last assignment was as a
senior instructor of Air Service in radio work at
Camp Alfred Vail, New Jersey [2-4]
Joseph W. Doron Jr. was born August 10,
1895 and graduated from Hamilton Public
Schools in 1915. In the High School Review of
1915 a cartoon of a student leaning against a
“telephone pole” carried the caption “‘You down
there! What do you think this is?” The unsuspecting “leaner” was astonished to find that the
supposed telegraph pole was, in fact, Joe Doron.
The comments continued “But cheer, Joe, your
wireless apparatus has such a high aerial that it
is right that your stature should be in proportion. Even though you may not be a success as
a scholar we will all expect to hear of you as a
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timely sender of an SOS that will
gain for you a world-wide reputation.” Joseph attended Andover,
Mass. College before entering the
service of World War I. He enlisted
in the Army on September 19, 1917
and was sent to Officer Training
Camp at Leon Springs, Texas.
Discharged on April 18, 1918, he
accepted a commission as a Second
Lieutenant in the Signal Corps, and
was honorably discharged June 19,
1919 with the rank of a First Lieutenant. His last assignment was
Camp Signal Supply Officer at Little
Silver, New Jersey. Eventually Joseph became a Captain in the U.S.
Army Reserve. [5-7] Joseph Doron
Jr. was informed by letter dated
November 2, 1916 signed by David
Sarnoff, Secretary of the Institute of
Radio Engineers, that he had been
elected an Associate Member of the
Institute. [8]
In 1910, Shuler and Joe
began building wireless receiving
and transmitting equipment in
their home at 329 North C Street
in Hamilton (Fig. 1). This created
great local interest with the Dorons

providing the necessary wireless
equipment to those interested in
receiving and transmitting Morse
code messages (Figs. 2 & 3). This
was but nine years after Marconi received the first trans-Atlantic code
message, an event that inspired the
Doron brothers to become early
amateurs and manufacturers of
wireless equipment (Fig. 4). In the
1920’s, their station WRK was one
of the first 100 broadcast stations
licensed in the United States. [9]
After WWI the Dorons continued to be involved for a short time
with the Signal Corps U.S. Army
Radio Laboratories at Camp Alfred
Vail and Little Silver, New Jersey.
Official Signal Corps blueprints
were found recently in the loft of
their transmitter building indicating their involvement.
DORON BROTHERS RADIO
STATIONS
Because of their experiments
with spark, rotary gap and Poulsen
arc transmitters, and wireless receiving equipment, and the operation of their amateur stations D5

Figure1. Home of the Doron family at 329 North “C” Street, Hamilton, Ohio.
The home was built 1889.
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Figure 2. The Hamilton, Ohio Radio Club Members in 1912. Joseph and Schuler
Doron are the two young men on the right in the back row.

Figure 3. Doron early Experimental Receiver. Patent Date of Feb. 1, 1910
marked on the slider knob of tuning coil.
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Figure 4. Long wave Receiver Built for the Cincinnati Radio Club in 1912.

and 8AJT in their home, the Doron
brothers soon realized that they
needed more space. A Wireless
transmitter and receiving building
approximately 16 by 14 feet with
an exterior of brick and stucco, a
wooden floor, plaster walls and a
loft was built around 1913 at the
rear of the Doron home (Fig. 5).
At night the two brothers could
be found in the wireless building
experimenting on apparatus such
as a detector using a new crystal
material, radioite, which they
imported from Symaria and sold
for their crystal detectors. When
the Doron brothers were licensed
to operate 8ZU in 1915 the transmitter building cement steps were
replaced with “8ZU” embedded in
the steps (Fig. 6). After nearly 90
years, the building is still standing,
and the call letters 8ZU are still
there. [10-11]
By 1908, there were numerous amateurs experimenting with
wireless, and in May 1909, the
first call book, “The Wireless Blue
Book.”, was published by the Wireless Association of America. In
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Figure 5. Doron Transmitter Building

Figure 6. 8ZU Call Letters in steps
at the entrance to the Transmitter
Building.

the 1911 Wireless Blue Book there
are listings for four radio stations
in Hamilton, Ohio. One was “D5”,
held by S.W. Doron, operating on
an approximate wavelength of 380
Meters with 500 watts of spark.
It is difficult to know how many
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Figure 7. Spark Transmitter in operation on the Porch of the Doron Home.
.

stations were on the air and unregulated prior to the Radio Act of
1912. Some estimates indicate the
possibility of 600 “major” stations
communicating over 10 miles,
while 3000 “minor” stations had
a range of a mile or two (Figs. 7-9).
On August 13, 1912 the Act to
Regulate Radio Communication
was passed by Congress, and by
December 13, 1912 radio stations
were generally required to have
government issued radio licenses.
Control to regulate this Act was
given to the Radio Service of the
Bureau of Navigation, a division
of the Department of Commerce.
Regulations covering licensing and
operation were developed by the
Commerce Department to govern
the classes of Land Stations. The
decision was to divide all amateur stations into seven separate
categories. Three of the seven cat-

egories, whose call signs
started with the district
number, were:
8X - Experimental
Stations
8Y - Technical and
Training School Stations
8Z - Special Amateur
Stations
These three classes of
stations know as “Special Land Stations” were
responsible for some of
the most important innovations in early radio
development, including
radio broadcasting. Special Land Stations were
often used for relay operation and to provide links
between other amateur
stations. Special Land
Stations were assigned
longer wavelengths that
generally had better coverage than the regular
amateurs who had to
operate on the congested
200-meter wavelength. A 1914 Bureau of Navigation booklet found
in the loft of the Doron transmitter
building recently, indicated Shuler
W. Doron was issued General
Amateur license 8AJT for a station located at 329 Terrace Ave.,
operating with 480 Watts (the
street name was changed to North
C Street in 1915).
Before 1913 two wooden tow-

Figure 8. Doron Spark Straight Key
with the contact being nearly one half
inch in diameter. The key is marked
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Figure 10. Wooden South Tower of
90 feet for support of antenna. There
were two such towers, with a flat top
antenna between them.
Figure 9. Doron Constructed Poulsen
Arc.

ers approximately 90 feet high
were built to support an inverted
L antenna (Fig. 10). These towers
were replaced in the early 1920’s
with steel towers approximately
the same height. After nearly 85
years the south steel tower is still
standing, and can be seen above
the tree tops when going west out
of downtown Hamilton (Fig. 11).
On March 23, 1913, the Great
Miami River and Ohio Valley,
experienced the most disastrous
flood ever recorded for the area
(Fig. 12). Hamilton had 106 deaths
and damage to at least 500 homes
resulting in 10,000 being homeless. Other cities such as Dayton
and Springfield in Ohio and Wheeling, West Virginia had similar
experiences. Communications
between the flooded cities did not
exist, as the telegraph lines were
down and travel in these areas was
restricted by law. [12]
Because of the possibility of
another disastrous flood in the
Ohio Valley in 1915, the Secretary
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of Commerce sent radio inspector
J.F. Dillon to visit stations in the
Ohio flood districts. He visited
the owners of the most powerful
amateur stations to make arrangements to ensure communications

Figure 11. This Steel Antenna Tower
still a Landmark in Hamilton, Ohio
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Figure 12. 1913 Flood with the Doron Home and Vertical Antennas showing
across the Great Miami River in Hamilton, Ohio.

would be maintained with a chain
of stations to transmit and receive
messages related to life and property if needed. Inspector Dillon
visited the Shuler Doron station
8AJT on January 7, 1915, when
there were but five amateur stations in Hamilton. After the inspector’s visit, the Doron station
was chosen to have a Special Land
Station license with the call letters
8ZU. Of the other active stations
in the area two were vulnerable to
flooding and two did not have as
good wireless operating equipment
or location as the Doron’s station,
which was located high on “Prospect Hill” with a direct view of the
river and downtown Hamilton.
In the March 1915 Radio Service
Bulletin there were only 14 Special
Land Stations in the United States
that included a “Z” in the call letters. By December of that year, the
number of Special Land Stations,
including Experimental; Technical
and Training; and Special Amateur
Stations, had increased to 118. The
Special Land Stations were commonly used for “relay” work across

the U.S. and to provide links to other amateur stations. Fortunately
the 1915 flood was not as devastating as the 1913 flood. The original
license for 8ZU was destroyed by
a fire in the transmitter building
sometime after the license was issued January 7, 1915. Recently in
the loft of the transmitter building
a replacement license, dated February 15, 1916, was discovered with
other Doron items.
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License Type Class 5 Special Amateur (inland)
Transmitter input power
2,500 watt
Normal day range
250 nautical miles
Radio telegraphic used
Deforest and others
Transmitter type used
Rotary spark gap
Frequency
680 per second
Wavelength of receiving station 200-13,000 meters
Antenna
Two masts, inverted-L type
With eight #12 copper wires
108 feet max. above ground
level. A 100 foot long vertical
part, a 130 foot horizontal part.
230 foot length from the transmitter
Normal sending wavelength:
425 meters
In April 1914, the American
Radio Relay League (ARRL) was
formed by radio enthusiasts, and
by August 1914 more than 200
regular relay stations had been
appointed. These stations were
limited to the 200-meter band,
although some of them, with
primitive low-cost home-made
equipment, out-performed government and business stations on
long-distance transmission and
reception.
To show how effective, fast, and
useful amateur stations could be in
relaying messages, a nation-wide
message relay system was organized for President Washington’s
birthday in 1916. On February 22,
1916 the Doron station, 8ZU, was
one of the 27 pre-selected primary
transmitting and receiving stations
to participate in the birthday relay
message across the country. To
avoid daytime interference, the
relay was conducted at night.
The message was “QST Amateur
Relay. A democracy requires that
a people who govern and educate
themselves should be so armed
and disciplined that they can protect themselves. (Signed) Colonel
Nicholson, U.S.A.” This written
message was hand-delivered from
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the Rock Island Arsenal to special
amateur station 9XE in Davenport,
Iowa. From 9XE the message was
relayed east, west, north and south
with delivery to the Atlantic coast
in 60 minutes, the Pacific coast in
55 minutes, and the Canadian and
Mexican borders in 20 minutes.
The 27 primary stations, plus an
additional 11 pre-selected “checking stations” were predominantly
Special Land Stations. Many other
amateur stations received the message and delivered the message to
37 Governors, 137 mayors, commissioners, etc. The Doron’s station, 8ZU, after receiving the message from either 8YL in Lima, Ohio
or 9ZS in Springfield, IL, relayed it
to John Stroebel’s 8ZW in Wheeling , WV. 8ZW in turn relayed the
message to 3DS in Washington,
D.C., licensed to W.A. Parks, at 2
am. After receiving the message,
Mr. Parks drove his motorcycle
and hand-delivered the message
to President Woodrow Wilson’s
bodyguard. [13]
After the end of WWI, the acceleration of broadcasting development and experimentation was led
by the Special Land Stations. Effective December 1, 1921, the Commerce Department promulgated

Stinger
regulations formally establishing
a broadcast service.
There is no doubt the Doron
boys were part of the first generation of “Radio Boys.” This was a
time when men and boys of all ages
would don a pair of headphones
and listen quietly with their crystal
sets, demanding absolute silence
from every part of the home. This
was the introduction to a new way
of life for the American people, and
years before the nation and the
world were to recognize such radio
voices such as the “Street Singer,”
“Graham McNanee”, “Kate Smith,”
“Joe Penner,” “Eddie Cantor,”
“Amos and Andy,” and more.
According to newspaper interviews with Joseph Doron Jr.,
most of the early broadcasting was
from the living room of the Doron
home using a wind-up phonograph
and a handful of records, the first
‘disc-jockey’ show broadcast in this
area.. One of the records played to
death was “Margie”, a favorite tune
of the time. Broadcasting news,
social functions, and remotes from
local high schools, fair grounds,
educational and sporting events
and church services all became
very popular with local listeners.
The Doron brothers were actually broadcasting from their home
and local remote events, especially
church services, before the radio
revolution began in the early
1920’s. An audio jack is a prominent fixture in the dining room. As
Joe Doron Jr. said, “We didn’t stay
on the air all the time, we broadcast
when the spirit moved us.”
Station WRK, ‘The Voice of
Hamilton’, was licensed on February 24, 1922 to the Doron Brothers
Electric Company, transmitting
with 100 watts on 833 kHz, the
only frequency allowed at that time
(Figs. 13, 14). The Doron station
was the first broadcast station in
Hamilton, Ohio, the second in

Southwestern, Ohio, and the 57th
to be licensed in the U.S.. Crosley’s
WLW was licensed March 22,
1922 and was the 65th licensed in
the U.S.. Of the first 100 licensed
stations in the U.S., eight were
in Ohio, although only three; the
Doron’s WRK, Crosley’s WLW, and
the Cox station in Cleveland; were
still in operation by 1925. Shortly
after WRK went on the air the
Powell Crosley Manufacturing Co.
started to test their first crystal set,
the “Harko.” Interest was intense
at the factory with employees gathering around the small wood box.
They were delighted and amazed
when the first station they heard
was music from station WRK in
Hamilton, Ohio a few miles away
(Fig. 15). [14]
On November 28, 1922, Joseph
Doron, the father of Shuler and
Joseph Jr. Doron died suddenly
from a heart attack at the age of
68. The obituary article in the
Hamilton Evening Journal stated
that his death was a shock to the
community and a loss to Hamilton, as Joseph Doron Sr. had been
very prominent in local real estate,
building the Dorona and Verona
apartments as well as developing
Prospect Hill and the Doron Addition to the city. He also had realestate interests in Topeka, Kansas.
He was a civic-minded man who
toiled incessantly for years in the
interests of the city and was wholehearted in his support of all movements to better Hamilton. His
death was a tragedy for the Doron
brothers, as their father had been
instrumental in the establishment
and support of all their activities.
On June 30 1925, with a Doronbuilt transmitter of 200 Watts,
WRK moved to 1110 kHz. At this
time there were 36 stations operating in Ohio, with WRK ranking
13th in power. On September 1,
1925, Doron Brothers reduced
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Figure 13. QSL card showing the Interior of the Doron Transmitter Building
prior to World War I.

Figure 14. Interior of the Doron Transmitter Building during the 1920’s
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power to 100 Watts, still operating
on 1110 kHz. During 1927 a major
change occurred when Shuler Doron took a new partner, John W.
Slade, with the registration of WRK
now being in their names as the
“Hamilton Radio Service”. From
June 30, 1927 through October,
1928, WRK operated on 1460 kHz
with a power of 100 Watts, and
from November 1928 operated on
1310 kHz at 100 Watts until the
station went off the air on October
31, 1930. “The Voice of Hamilton”
became silent.” (Fig. 16). [15-20]
WRK’s general broadcast times:
Daily: 8:30 PM to10:30 PM:
music.
Monday: 10:30 PM: Health
Lecture
Wednesdays: 8:30 PM: music,
lectures and vaudeville
Saturday: 8:30 PM: music,
health and radio lectures

Sunday: Church services.
RADIO MANUFACTURING
BUSINESS
With the backing of their father,
Joseph Sr., and mother, Ellen,
a company was formed in either
1914 or 1915 named the Doron
Brothers Electrical Company, using the trade name “Dependable.”
As a result, Hamilton and wireless
became synonymous throughout
many areas of the United States.
The Doron Brothers produced
binding posts, terminal strips,
receivers, loose couplers, wireless
telegraph keys, crystal sets, detectors, condensers, tuning coils,
spark gaps, spark coils, and variometers. [21]
Several Doron Brothers Electrical Co. catalogs were published
and Doron products also appeared
in other catalogs including Sears,

Figure 15. Doron Studio with Tom Smith as the Control Operator during the
1920’s.
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Figure 16. Plaque from Doron Transmitter Building.

Roebuck, and Company, The
Experimenter’s Guide (Palmer,
Minn), and the Electrical Supply
Co. Radio and Telephone Apparatus (Columbus, Ohio and Philadelphia, PA).
Other Doron products and
milestones included:
1915. Made 100 wireless receiving outfits for Sears Roebuck
which were available in the Sears
Roebuck catalog at that time.
Made a warning device that
would announce reception of wireless signals when an operator was
some distance from the receiving
equipment. [22]
Developed a portable wireless
receiving set with an imitation
leather cover carrying case.
1916. Licensed by Marconi
Wireless Telegraph Co. to build
and sell equipment under the Marconi patents. (Some of the Doron
equipment has both the Doron and
Marconi metal name plates.) [23]
Started a mail-order business
for wireless parts and complete
sets under the trade name “Dependable.” [24]
1917. Became one of the very
few radio manufacturers contracted to participate in the installation
of ground fire-control transmitters for U.S. Army Signal Corps
282 AWA Review

aircraft. Installation was made in
Texas. [25].
Shuler Doron operated a radio
school in his home sponsored by
the Federal Government, to train
future enlistees in the Signal Corps.
One of the students, Ednor Rossitter, while serving in France, found
a Doron Brothers air-to-ground
fire-control transmitter near the
front lines which was a somewhat
remarkable coincidence as only
twelve of these units were manufactured. [26]
Due to a rapid increase in the
number of radio amateurs, wireless experimenting, and orders
from the Signal Corp, Sears-Roebuck, Bunnell and others, the
Doron Brothers expanded in 1915
when the business was relocated
to the Blum building at 204 North
“B” Street. As business increased
further, another move was made
to a larger building on “B” Street
in 1918. To consolidate the offices
and the production operation, a
new Doron factory building at 325329 North “B” was built in 1921.
[27] (Figs, 17 to 23).
In some wireless catalogs the
Doron equipment is designated
with the letters DB followed by
the model number, such as DB117,
which is a Galena Detector in the
Palmer Catalog.
The Final Years of the Doron Brothers and WRK.
Not only was the competition from out-of-town stations

Figure 17.Metal information plate that
appeared on some Doron equipment.

Stinger

Figure 18. Variometer a Doron Patent

Figure 19. Galena or Silicon Ball and Socket
Detector. Doron Catalog.

Figure 20. Vertical Spark Gap. Marked 1914.
Electrical Specialty Co. Catalog

increasing, it also escalated when WSRO was
licensed in February
1925 in Hamilton to
Harry Fahrlander. The
initial power of 10 watts
was increased in April
1925, when a license
permitting the use of
up to 100 watts was
issued. WSRO moved
to Middletown, Ohio,
a short distance from
Hamilton in 1927, and
went off the air June
1929. [28- 31]
An effort was made
in the 1920’s to sell wireless equipment as seen
in their catalogs and to
concentrate on building broadcast receiving
sets. It is not known
if the Doron Brothers
ever manufactured an
A.C. broadcast radio
receiving set to sell.
Competition was just
too great from the more
experienced equipment
manufacturers for the
Doron boys to compete
and from all indications
their battery operated
sets of 1925-1926 such
as the R.D. models and
the Super-Equidyne
were the last receivers
manufactured (Figs. 24
to 26).
With the start of the
“Golden Age of Broadcast Radio” in 1930
,WRK was listed as the
Hamilton Radio Service, but still licensed
to S.W. Doron and John
Slade. Of the original
100 stations licensed,
starting in 1922, only 32
had survived by 1930.
The Doron Brothers
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Fig. 21. Doron portable crystal receiver.

Electric Company
and their radio station WRK came to
an end because of
competition from
wealthy radio manufacturers, radio
stations with higher
power and better
programming especially in Cincinnati,
Ohio, patent rights,
federal legislative
requirements, legal

Fig. 23. New Doron factory building at 325-329 North “B”.
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Stinger
tober 31, 1930 Radio
Service Bulletin. The
“Voice of Hamilton”
became silent.
The Doron family
legacy came to an end
as the four children of
Joseph W. and Ellen
Susan did not have
children. Joseph W.
Doron Jr. died May 8,
1967. He married Ada
Wilson on July 20,
1940. After the Doron
Brothers suspended
all business operation in 1935 he joined
Armco Steel Corp. as
Fig. 22. One of the Doron panel receiving sets using a respected draftsman
for 25 years. Shuler
tubular audions.
Doron died December
20, 1955. He never
married, and for many
years was employed
in various positions
at General Machinery Corporation, in
Hamilton, Ohio. The
other two children of
Joseph and Ellen Susan Doron were Mary
Figure 24. Doron Model R.D.2-A
Ann who lived only
a few months after
birth and son John
Lawrence who had the
reputation as being the
playboy of the family.
Larry was married but
did not have any children. [32-33]
To commemorate
WRK, the first licensed
radio station in Hamilton, Ohio, and the
manufacture of very
Figure 25. Interior of Doron Model R.D.2-A
early wireless apparatus
by
the
Doron
Brothers Electric
problems, death of their father, the
great depression starting in 1929 Company, the following events
and their lack of business skills that were conducted during May 3
made their father so successful in through May 11, 2008 at the forreal estate. WRK went off the air in mer Doron home at 329 North C
October 1930 according to the Oc- Street, Hamilton, Ohio.
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for his computer experience, cooperation
and patience, with me,
in putting this story
together.
Thanks to David B.
Snyder, for the many
hours he has spent at
his computer organizing the text, pictures
and his interest in the
Doron Brothers story.
Figure 26. Doron Super Equidyne.
“True as the Stars—Sensitive as a magnet”

·
A Special Event license was
issued by the FCC to operate an
amateur radio station with the call
sign W8H for the period.
·
There were tours of the
1889 Victorian home of Joseph
W. Doron and of the transmitter
building.
·
There was a special display of Doron Brothers Electric
Company’s very early wireless apparatus, tube radios, records, and
information.
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